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The scientific results of research supported under this grant have been reported in a series 
of journal papers, dissertations, and conference presentations. This report is consists of a 
compilation of these publications. 
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The three-dimensional spatial structure of cirrus clouds determined from 
lidar and satellite observations. 7 ~ 4  d 
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Cirrus cloud fields exhibit complex spatial structure; only infrequently 
does the standard homogenous plane-parallel description used by most modelers 
provide a reasonable picture of real cirrus structure. Simultaneous imagery 
from the University of ~isconsfn Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL) and Meteorological 
Satellites have been used to quantify spatial structure of cirrus clouds. The 
VIL data includes 120 km by 220 km 3-dimensional maps of cirrus cloud fields 
with 60 m resolution. This data has been used to compute quantities such as 
the spatial distributions of cloud base altitude, cloud top altitude, and mid- 
cloud altitude. Two-dimensional autocorrelation functions describing the mean 
shape of cirrus clouds have been computed. Because cirrus clouds seldom have 
distinct edges, these correlation functions are derived as a function of a 
threshold value which defines the cloud edge. 
The lidar data and ray tracing algorithms have also been used to 
synthesis images of the cirrus cloud fields as they would appear at a wave- 
length of 1.06 microns observed from the vantage point of the GOES satellite. 
These images will be presented and compared with the simultaneous GOES 
imagery. 
The complex spatial organization of cirrus makes measurements of area- 
averaged mean cloud properties difficult with fixed location instrumentation. 
It also suggests that statistics on the occurrence of clear lines of sight 
through the cloud fields are difficult to collect. Figure 1 illustrates this 
problem using a top-down image of a cirrus cloud field derived from VIL data. 
This image depicts the cirrus cloud as a solid object with edges defined by a 
backscatter threshold value. Plotted on this image are a series of sloping 
lines; these show the path of clouds passing over 12 zenith-pointing sensors 
placed along a north south line at 10 Ian intervals. Numbers on-the right of 
the plot show the one-hour-average percentage cloud cover in the first hour of 
the data period and those on the left show the one-hour-average for the second - 
hour. Notice that during the first hour of observation one-hour-average cloud 
cover varies from 0 to 73%. Interestingly, the maximum cloud cover the 
minimum would be observed only 10 km apart. Even in the second hour of obser- 
vation, where the average cloud cover has increased, the one-hour-average 
cloud cover varies from 36 to 87%. 
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Fipre 1: 
A top-dcpm vies of the eirrms cloud f%eld obsemsd sw Dec 1, 1988 with 
the Vo%me Imaging Lidar .  m e  distance scale is given in k$Porneters, mis 
image was constmcted from two hours of V%L north-zewii~h-south image planes; 
the east-west dimension was constmcted using loran-zradissondle winds. %na the 
absence of tcqosal evolution sf c%oud elements this piemre should be 
identical to a top-dom picture of the c10ud. The sloping black lines follow 
the cloud elements which would pass over 12 zenith-pofntiaag radiometers placed 
at lO intewals along a north-south line, Fipres at the right o f  the 
image represent the one-hour-average cloud cover seen by each radiometer in . 
the first hour of sbsewation and fipres on the %eft for the second hour. 
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The University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolu- 
tion Lidar (HSRL) measures optical properties of the at- 
mosphere by separating the Doppler-broadened molec- 
ular backscatter return from the unbroadened aerosol 
return112. In the past, the HSRL employed a Fabry- 
Perot etalon with a 0.5 pm bandpass to separate the 
aerosol and molecular scattering. With careful control 
of the etalonl, we were able to maintain a short term 
(-- 1 hour) calibration stability - 0.1% in the inver- 
sion coefficients used to separate aerosol and molecu- 
lar signals. This provided accurate measurements when 
the aerosol to molecular backscatter ratio was less than 
- 100. However, in dense clouds the backscatter ratio 
often exceeds lo3. The etalon provided only a factor 
of - 2 rejection of the aerosol signal incident on the 
molecular phototube. Thus, the molecular channel sig- 
nal from inside a dense cloud included - 500 times as 
many photons scattered by aerosols as by molecules. In 
these cases, a 0.1% error in the inversion coefficients pro- 
duced a 100% error in the separated molecular return. 
She et a13. reported HSRL lidar observations of tem- 
perature and aerosol backscattering using a HSRL based 
on a barium absorption filter and a dye laser. Atomic 
absorption filters provide more complete rejection of the 
aerosol signal in the molecular channel. In addition, 
these filters are much less sensitive to temperature and 
have little sensitivity to the incidence angle or the diver- 
gence of the optical beam. Miles et al. have used Iz 
molecular filters to separate aerosol and molecular scat- 
tering for wind tunnel flow visualization and velocity 
measurements. Molecular iodine has several absorption 
lines which lie in the thermal tuning range of injection- 
locked, frequency-doubled Nd-Yag lasers5. This elimi- 
nates the frequency stabilized dye laser which is required 
when using a barium absorption cell. Even though the 
I2 lines are broadened by hyperfme structure, room tem- 
perature operation provides linewidths similar to those 
provided by the barium cell which must be operated a t  
- 
- 5OO0C. - 
The HSRL has been modified to use an I2 absorp- 
tion cell; the new receiver schematic is shown in figure 1. 
The signal detected by PMTl contains both aerosol and 
molecular scattering. The I2 filter inserted before PMT2 
heavily attenuates aerosol contributions while transmit- 
ting the Doppler broadened wings of the molecular spec- 
trum. PMT 3 is used to measure the angular field of view 
dependence of the signal. The transmitter switches the 
polarization between parallel and perpendicular on al- 
ternate laser pulses. Since the lidar operates at a 4 kHz 
repetition rate, ratios of alternate lidar returns can be 
used to accurately determine depolarization in all signal 
channels. 
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Figure 1. The modified HSRL receiver. 
The HSRL transmitter uses a continuously pumped, 
Q-switched, injection seeded, frequency doubled Nd:YAG 
laser operating at  a 4 kHz pulse repetition rate1. This 
laser is tunable-over a 124 GHz-frequency range by tem- ' 
perature tuning the seed laser under computer control. 
An evacuated, 43 cm long cell containing 12 crystals 
in a side arm serves as the absorption cell. The cell 
is maintained at  a constant temperature of 27f 0. 1°C. 
Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum of this cell. 
For routine operation the HSRL is tuned to line 1109 
which provides a large attenuation of the aerosol return 
and is well isolated from the neighboring lines. However, 
the laser is sometimes tuned to the notch between lines 
1107 and 1108; this provides better separation of aerosol 
from molecular scattering when the molecular scatter- 
ing is much larger than the aerosol scattering. Tuning is 
maintained by a digital servo which monitors the trans- 
mission of laser light through a 4 cm long I2 absorption 
cell. 
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Figure 2. The I2 absorption spectrum measured by 
thermally tuning the laser. Spectral lines are identified 
with numbers from Gerstenkorn and Luc6. 
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Figure 3. HSRL profiles showing signal returns from 
aerosols (below 4.8 km and 5.7 - 7.2 km), a water cloud 
(4.8 - 5.7 km) and an ice cloud (7.2 -9.5 km). The range- 
square corrected aerosol (solid line) and molecular (dot- 
ted) lidar returns are shown in the upper left. The mea- 
sured particulate backscatter cross section is shown in - 
the upper right. The measured molecular (thin solid), 
a constrained nonlinear regression fit to the molecular 
(bold solid) and the molecular density variation with al- 
titude (dashed) are plotted in the lower left. The mea- 
sured optical depth profile is plotted in the lower right. 
Line 1109 of the 12 filter provides very clean sep- 
aration of the molecular lidar return. Only 0.08% of 
the aerosol return appears in the molecular return. In- 
creasing the cell length does not increase the online re- 
jection of the cell. The rejection may now be limited 
by the spectral purity of the laser output. Tests show 
that the spectral transmission of the cell is very stable. 
Separation of aerosol and molecular returns can be ac- 
complished in dense clouds. In the past, the probing 
of dense clouds was limited by uncertainties in the cal- 
ibration constants; currently, photon counting statistics 
appear to provide the dominant error. 
The HSRL also includes a Wide-Field-of-View , 
(WFOV) data channel which records the combined 
aerosol and molecular lidar return simultaneously with 
the spectrometer channels. The angular field of view of 
this channel is controlled by the system computer and 
it can be adjusted from 0.2 mr to 4 mr. This channel 
is rapidly sequenced between several apertures to record 
the FOV dependence of the multiply scattered lidar re- 
turn. The system calibration and signals recorded in the 
spectrometer channels are sufficient to allow removal of 
the molecular return from the WFOV signal. The depo- 
larization of light received in the WFOV channel is also 
measured. 
Figure 3 provides an example of HSRL profiles mea- 
sured between 1:29 and 1:34 UT on November 11, 1993. 
Notice that these measurements have been acquired 
through clouds with a total one-way optical depth of 
1.38. With more uniform clouds, longer time averages 
have allowed measurements through clouds with an op- 
tical depth as large as 3. 
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Quantitative lidar measuremegts of aerosol scattering are hampered by the need for 
calibrations and the problem of correcting observed backscatter profiles for the effects of at- 
tenuation. The University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar(HSRL) addresses 
these problems by separating molecular scattering contributions from the aerosol scatter- 
ing; the molecular scattering is then used as a calibration target which is available at each 
point in the observed profiles(Ship1ey et. al, Grund et al). This approach does not require 
knowledge of the backscatter/extinction ratio to correct for attenuation and thus avoids 
the uncertainties and numeric instabilities of schemes for inversion of single channel lidar 
profiles. Because the molecular backscatter cross section is approximately one thousand 
times larger than the Raman scattering cross section, the HSRL also holds a significant 
signal strength advantage over the use of Raman scattering approaches for measurement 
of aerosol backscatter cross sections. 
While the HSRL approach has intrinsic advantages over competing techniques, re- 
alization of these advantages requires implementation of a technically demanding system 
which is potentially very sensitive to changes in temperature and mechanical alignments. 
This paper describes a new implementation of the HSRL in an instrument van which al- 
lows measurements during field experiments. The instrument has been modified to provide 
measurements of depolarization. In addition, both the signal amplitude and depolarization 
variations with receiver field of view are simultaneously measured. These modifications 
allow discrimination of ice clouds from water clouds and observation of multiple scattering 
contributions to the lidar return. In the past it has been very difficult to verify models of 
the multiply scattered lidar return. The ability to measure calibrated backscatter cross sec- 
tions and optical depths while simultaneously measuring depolarization and field-of-view 
variations make the HSRL a unique instrument for these investigations. 
Figure 1 provides a block diagram of the new HSRL transmitter and receiver. The 
depolarization measurement capability is implemented so as to provide extremely precise 
measurements. The transmitted polarization is rotated 90 degrees between alternate laser 
pulses by a Pockels cell. Calibrations show that with proper alignment the residual cross 
polarization in the transmitted beam can be reduced to approximately 0.1% of the parallel 
component. Separate depolarization measurements can be made in both the "moIecular" 
and "aerosol" channels of the HSRL while simultaneously observing the depolarization 
in the wide field of view channel. Because both polarization components are observed 
with the same detector and receiver optics, no calibration is required to make accurate 
measurements of the depolarization ratio. Photon counting detection also provides linear 
detector response over a very large dynamic range. The small time separation between 
laser pulses ( 250 ps) insures that the both polarization components are measured from 
the same ensemble of scattering particles. 
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Figure 1. 
In order to increase the dynamic range of the HSRL we have designed new photon 
counting electronics to enable count rates near 1 GHz while accumulating counts in up to 
8,192 range bins of 100 ns each. These counters have thus far been tested to count rates 
of over 250 MHz. Full utilization of these counters awaits the installation of phototubes 
providing shorter single photon pulses than the EM1 model 9860 currently employed. A 
schematic of the HSRL data system is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. 
Figure 3 shows HSRL returns from a super-cooled water cloud(at an altitude of 5 
km) and from ice crystal precipitation falling from this cloud(between altitudes of 3.3 and 
4.8 km). The received signals polarized parallel and perpendicular to the transmitted 
polarization are shown along with the depolarization ratio. Notice that the depolarization 
observed in the clear air below the cloud is approximately 1% and thus very near the 
depolarization expected for molecular depolarization of the Cabannes line. Also note that 
the water cloud depolarization is approximately 2% indicating that for this cloud the 
200 microradian field-of-view of the,HSRL effectively suppresses depolarization caused by 
multiple scattering. 
Figure 3. 
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The optical properties and spatial coverage of cirrus clouds must be known for climate 
prediction. Lidar is capable of detecting tenuous cirrus clouds. Lidar is also able to make 
measurements through al l  except the thickest cirrus clouds. Traditional lidar systems provide 
insufficient information to allow unambiguous measurement of optical depth or backscatter 
cross sections. Furthermore, cirrus often includes structures which are elongated in the d i -  
tion of the wind; this makes it difficult to estimate the area-averaged cloud coverage from 
temporally-averaged profiles measured with a vertically pointed lidar. These two problems 
are addressed with unique lidar systems developed at the University of Wisconsin. 
The Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL) provides rapid high spatial resolution imaging of 
cirrus clouds. Typical images depict structure along a 120 km slice of the atmosphere with a 
60 m spatial resolution. These images, which are recorded at a rate of two per minute, allow 
calculation of true spatial averages. The High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) divides 
aerosol and molecular scattering into separate profiles; the additional information provides 
absolutely calibrated measurements of optical depth, backscatter cross section, backscatter 
phase function and depolarization. Multiple scattering measurements are also recorded with 
the HSRL, these provide information on the size of cloud particles. 
This paper presents cirrus cloud observations made with the HSRL and the VIL. The 
HSRL has been redesigned to use an iodine absorption filter in place of the Fabry-Perot 
etalon which was u s 4  for spectral separation of the aerosol and molecular lidar returns. 
These modifications, which improve both sensitivity and calibration stability, are described. 
Eloranta, E. W., P. Piironen, " An error analysis for High Spectral Resolution Lidar Measurements", 
Optical Society of America, Optical Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere, Topical Meeting, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, February, 1995. 
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The spectral width of light backscattered from 
molecules is increased due to Doppler shifts caused 
by the thermal motion of the molecules. The ther- 
mal motion of aerosol and cloud particles is much 
slower and the backscatter spectrum is nearly un- 
changed. The University of Wisconsin High Spectral 
Resolution Lidar (HSRL) measures optical proper- 
ties of the atmosphere by separating the Doppler- 
. broadened molecular backscatter return from the un- 
broadened aerosol return1. The molecular backscat- 
ter cross section can be calculated from the molecular 
density profile. Thus, observing the magnitude of the 
measured molecular signal relative to the computed 
profile allows unambiguous measurement of the at- 
mospheric extinction profile. The ratio of the aerosol 
return to the molecular return along with the com- 
puted molecular cross section provides direct mea- 
surement of the aerosol backscatter cross section. 
Past versions of the BSRL have employed a 150 
mm diameter Fabry-Perot etalon to  separate the 
aerosol and molecular signals. Recent replacement 
of the etalon with an I2 absorption filter has signifi- 
cantly improved the ability of the BSRL to separate 
weak molecular signals inside dense clouds2. In dense 
water clouds the backscatter signal from droplets is 
often 100 to 1000 times larger than the molecular sig- 
nal. The etalon based system was unable to reliably 
separate the weak molecular signal from the intense 
aerosol signal. Using the I2 filter, it is now possi- 
ble to acquire HSRL profiles extending upward from 
cloud base until the optical depth increases to 6 
for the two-way propagation path. Figure 1 provides 
an example of HSRL profiles measured between 1:29 
and 1:34 U T  on November 11, 1993. 
In dense clouds, the single scatter lidar equation 
may not correctly describe the received signal. A 
substantial portion of the signal may be comprised of 
photons which have been scattered more than once. 
Calculations show that the multiply scattered signal 
is strongly dependent on both the angular Field Of 
View (FOV) of the receiving telescope and on the 
angular width of the forward diffraction peak in the 
scattering phase f ~ n c t i o n . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y p i c a l  lidar receivers 
employ a FOV of 1 mrad or greater. Calculations 
show that when dense clouds are observed with these 
systems, most of the returned signal is often due to 
multiple ~cattering.~ In order to minimize multiple 
scattering contributions, the HSRL employs a very 
small (16Oprad) FOV. 
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Figure 1. HSRL observations of a thin water 
cloud below a cirrus cloud on November 11, 1993 be- 
tween 1:29 and 1:34 UT. The separated aerosol and 
molecular returns (left) and aerogoLbackscatter cross . . _ 
section (right) -are shown in the upper panels. The 
molecular return predicted in the absence of aerosol 
attenuation and the measured molecular return are 
shown in thelower left hand panel. The derived op- 
tical depth profile is shown in the lower right panel. 
The HSRL also includes a separate Wide Field Of 
View (WFOV) data channel with a computer con- 
trolled FOV (see figure 3) that can be adjusted from 
0.22 m a d  to 4 mad.  In operation, it is rapidly 
sequenced between several aperture sizes to record 
the FOV dependence of the lidar return while the 
other HSRL channels measure the backscatter and 
extinction profiles. The system calibration and sig- 
nals recorded in the spectrometer channels are suffi- 
cient to allow removal of the molecular return from 
the WFOV signal. The depolarization of light re- 
ceived in all HSRL channels is also measured. 
The WFOV channel provides data similar to that 
of the multiple field of view lidar described by Hutt et 
a16 with the added advantage of sirnultaneaus extinc- 
tion, backscatter and depolarization measurements. 
Measurements from the WFOV channel, along 
with the optical depth profile derived from the ob- 
served molecular return, can be used to estimate the 
width of the forward diffraction peak in the scat- 
tering phase function. For particles which are large 
compared to the wavelength, A, the angular width of 
the diffraction peak, 8 - A/d: where d is the parti- 
cle diameter. Thus, it appears that the variation of 
the multiply scattered lidar return with angular field 
of view contains information on the size of the sca t  
tering particles3. In principle, the multiply scattered 
lidar return provides particle size information similar 
to that contained in measurements of the solar au- 
reole. Previous studies of the solar aureole suggest 
that under favorable conditions as many as 5 inde- 
pendent pieces of information on the particle size dis- 
tribution may be derived from measurements of the 
forward diffraction peak7. Much of this information 
is potentially available from the multiply scattered 
lidar return. 
Figure 2 shows measurements acquired from a wa- 
ter cloud with the WFOV channel. Also plotted in 
this figure are calculations of the multiply scattered 
return using the model described in reference 3. The 
model results are highly sensitive to the assumed par- 
ticle size and provide results which are consistant 
with particle sizes normally found in clouds of this 
type. When similar measurements are made in cirrus 
clouds, much larger particle sizes must be assumed to 
fit the observations. These sizes are consistant with 
expected values. 
Measurements of particle size using the multiply 
scattered return are based on determination of the 
width of the forward diffraction peak. Models show 
that almost all multiply scattered photons have un- 
dergone only a single large angle scattering which 
directs them back towards the receiver. All olher 
scatterings are small angle forward scatterings. Un- 
fortunately, the large angle scattering event is not 
exactly at 180'. The backscatter phase function of 
the cloud is often quite variable and strongly depen- 
dent on particle size and shape at angles near 180'. 
Models for the multiply scattered lidar return must 
therefore include information on the angular varia- 
tion of the backscatter phase function. This makes 
derivation of particle size from the WFOV data much 
more difficult. 
. Rng. (m) 
Figure 2. Ratios of the inverted aerosol sig- 
nal measured in the WFOV channel to the inverted 
aerosol return derived from the 0.22 mrad spectrom- 
eter channels are compared to model results. Results 
derived from a May 30, 1993 data set are shown as 
bold lines. Model results are shown as shaded areas 
around the measured curves. The bottom boundary 
of the shaded area is computed for a diffraction peak 
width of 0.05 radians and the top boundary for a 
width of 0.034 radians. These correspond to effective 
particle diameters of - 6pm and - 8pm respectively. 
In order to remove the dependence of the multi- 
ply scattered signal on the aerosol backscatter phase 
function, we are installing an additional channel on 
the HSRL (see figure 3). This employs an Ig fil- 
ter which removes photons which have not not been 
Doppler broadened by a molecular scattering near 
180°. In addition, the singly scattered return is re- 
moved by reflection from a mirror with a small cen- 
tral aperture which defines the FOV of the normal 
HSRL data channels. Since multiply scattered p h s  
tons which-&counter more than one large angle scat- 
tering provide a neglibible contribution to the lidar 
return, this channel will observe photons which are 
deflepted out of the laser beam by small angle scat- 
terings and turned back to the receiver by a single 
molecular scattering. Thus, the signal depends on 
the backscatter phase function for molecular rather 
than aerosol scattering. Testing of this data channel 
is in progress and we expect to present sample data. 
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Figure 3. The HSRL receiver modified to use an 
I2 absorption cell to separate aerosol and molecular 
signals. Photomultiplier 3 (PMT 3) is the WFOV 
channel used to measure the angular field of view 
dependence of the signal. Photomultiplier 4 (PMT 
4) measures light which has been deflected out of 
the transmitted beam by small angle scattering and 
then Doppler broadened by molecular backscatter- 
ing. The transmitter switches the polarization be- 
tween parallel and perpendicular on alternate laser 
pulses. Since the lidar operates at a 4-kHz repetition 
rate, ratios of alternate lidar returns can be used 
to accurately determine depolarization in all signal 
channels. 
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1. INTRODUCI1:ON (HSRL) and the Volume Imaging Lidar 
The impact of cinw; clouds on the (Wt) of the University of Wisconsin- 
heat balance of the earth is dependent on Madison were used. The HSRL is a unique 
their reflectivity of solar radiation and their instrument that meamres the backscatter of 
absorptivity of terrestrial radiation. "Ilese the lidar pulse by particulate matter 
clouds can either contri'bute to radiative separately from the b h t t e r  of air 
warming or cooling depending on the ratio of molecules. A spectrally narrow pulse of 0.6 p 
their visible reflecrance to their intiared from a NadYg lidar is transmitted The 
absorption. Any prediction of dbud cover returning rstdiation scattered by air molecuIes 
changes that accompany dimate change, wiU will be specmil& dop&er broadened while 
have to know whether the visiile/lR that from partides not. Measurements 
radiative characteristics of the clouds wiIl of both the doppier broadened and non- 
also change. Few measurements of cirms broadened backatter are made. The 
have been made where data from both the backscatter from air molecules allows a direct 
visible and IR were collected simultaneously. determination of the strength of the Iidar 
Most cloud studies have wed only one pulse mtching each level of the doud 
portion of the spectrum. ' Extinction and optical depth of the doud can 
The best studies of the visible and IR be determined without assumptions of the 
radiative properties of ice douds have been attenuation along the beam path. More 
Platt (1979) using a vertically pointing IR precise measurements of the visible radiative 
radiometer next to a visi'bie lidar and M i n d  quantities of the clouds can be made this way. 
et al. (1990) which combined satelite and To u n m d  radiative scattering in 
lidar data. Flatt (1979) studied several cases clouds, the iarge horizontal and vertical 
of cirrus clouds and found a ratio of the variations in doud structure have to be 
visible/IR opticd depths of 20:l. Minnis et measured. The HSRL lidar samples only a 
aL (1990) studied one case from the FIRE small portion of the doud - a column about 
experiment and found the visiiIe/IR ratio to 30 centimeters wide. The GOES satellite IR 
be slightly higher, 21: 1. Modelling of sensors have a horizontal resolution of 10.8 
radiative properties of ice aystals suggest km at Madison, WL To account for FOV 
that the visi.le/IR ratio can vary from 1.8 to differences, the horizontal structure of the 
4.0 (Minnis et aL, 1993). douds were measured by the VIL 
One of the largest problems for any The VIL produced visi'ble backscatter 
cirrus cloud study is the large spatial imqes of the douds by scanning across the 
variability of clouds. Vertically pointing wind Tune advection was used to construct 
lidars sample only the part of the cloud that a horizontd image of visr'bie backscatter &om 
drifted over them whiiesatellites see the the VIL data over a one hour period The 
gradients in the horizontal field Lidars have HSRL was used to calibrate the VIL signal 
a vary narrow beam, < 1 m in width while into b-er cross sections of particulates. 
satellite radiometers have field of views - The backscatter cross sections were related 
(FOV) of 1 to 20 lan. For this study, we used . to extinction by a constant backscatter phase 
a scanning lidar to make volume imagery of function determined from the HSRL data. 
cirrus clouds similar to the satellite view of This process produced a three dimensional 
the clouds. image of visible extinction in the cinus clouds 
over a one hour period 
2 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE The extinction volume image was 
To obtain the visible optical depths of then transformed to an image of optical 
cirrus, the High Spectral Resolution Lidar depth in the same viewing geometry as the 
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GOES satellite. Optical depths were formed 
from the integral of extinction along the path 
in which the W E S  scanner view this volume. 
The optical depth image was originally 
produced with a 1 km (satellite nadir) 
resolution. This image was then shifted to 
align with the satellite IR image to account 
for error in the satellite registration system. 
The lidar visible optical depth image then 
was averaged to an 8 km (satellite nadir) 
image for direct comparison to the satellite 
IR image. This gave coincident fields of 
views from both satellite and lidars in the 
same geometry with a horizontal resolution 
of 10.8 km per pixel. 
IR optical depths were extracted from 
the GOES image using calculations of the IR 
transmittance of the clouds using the IR 
radiance of the cloud, the radiance of cloud 
free FOV's and radiances calculated &om the 
temperature of the mean vertical level of the 
cloud. The VIL data were used to determine 
the cloud level. Rawinsonde observations 
were made at Madison at the same time as 
these data. 
All data were taken in the vicinity of 
Madison, WI on 1 December, 1989. The VDL 
was located 24 km west of the HSRL. The 
VDL scanned both crosswind and nearly 
downwind over the HSRL. Data were taken 
from 19:35 UTC (13:35 Locd) to 21:20 UTC 
(1520 L). During this time a large .mass of 
cirrus clouds moved in from the west- 
northwest with an approaching cold front. 
Madison, WI was under cloud free sky during 
the morning and proceeded to total overcast 
by the end of this period ?kro lidar images 
were constructed from 1 hour records. More 
details on the data taken can be found in 
Ackerman et al. (1993). 
3. RESULTS 
An example of the structure of the 
clouds from the VIL is shown in Figure 1. A 
thick cloud mass from 6.8 to 9.0 km is 
apparent from 8 km south to 20 km north of 
the VIL. Other thin broken layers are 
apparent both north and south of the large 
mass. This is typical of the different forms of 
b sampled on 1 Dec, 89. The &st clouds 
to reach Madison were vertically thin and 
horLontaIIy broken. A few dense h e s  with 
evidence of precipitating virga also were 
found in the VIL volume. Later thicker 
cirrus moved in with virga that spanned the 
2 2  krn shown in Fig. 1. 
The satellite and VIL image was 
divided into regions of similar cloud 
characteristics. The WL cross sections were 
used as the primary division tool. The GOES 
image had little detail in the IR The lidar 
visible optical depth image at 1 km showed 
many line and sheet structures. Cloud 
thickness, the presence of multiple layers and 
the intensity'of precipitating virga were wed 
to segregate different cloud forms. 
The visl'ble/IR optical depths are 
shown in Fig. 2. Most of the data are near 
the 21 line shown in the image. These data 
.loosely agree with theory and the other past 
measurements. However, the visible/IR 
optical depth ratio appears to increase for 
thicker precipitating cirrus. Clouds with 
dense precipitating virga have ratios below 
the 2 1  line (visible/IR > 2). Cloud areas of 
highest reflectivity had solid lidar returns 
over 2 km depth with occasional embedded 
layers of extremely high reflectivity. The 
horizontal variations in cloud renectivity 
were seen in the IR satellite imagery but with 
far less detail than the lidar images. The 
lower resolution of the satellite IR sensor 
smoothed some of these variations. 
However, the lidar data show that visible 
reflectivity had wide range of values with 
large vertical and horizontal detail. 
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1. INTRODUrnON 
A large body of cloud statistics have 
been recently compiled from satellite data, 
Schiffer and Rossow, (1983) and Wylie and 
Menzel, (1993). These are from infrared 
satellite sensors which can be added to the 
CFLOS data base which came primarily from 
visual observations. To quantitatively use the 
satellite data, the relationship between the 
visible and infrared optical depths of the 
clouds must be established. To study this 
relationship, we combined data of the visible 
scattering in cirrus from lidars with infrared 
emittance and transmission data from 
satellites. 
Previous studies of the visible and IR 
radiative properties of ice clouds have been 
made by Platt (1979) using lidar with an IR 
radiometer and Minnis et al. (1990) using 
satellite and lidar data from a case study in 
FIRE. Platt (1979) collected several cases of 
cirrus clouds and found a ratio of the 
visible/IR optical depths of2:l. The Minnis 
et al. (1990) FIRE case study found the 
visible/IR ratio to be slightly higher, 2.1: 1. 
Modelling of radiative properties of ice 
crystals suggest that the visible/IR ratio can 
vary from 1.8 to 4.0 (Minnis et al., 1993). 
The previous studies have been 
limited in scope because of the difficulty in 
obtaining visible and IR data together. To 
expand our knowledge of the visible and IR 
radiative properties of transmissive cirrus, we 
initiated our own study. 
One of the largest problems for any 
cirrus cloud study is the large spatial 
variability of clouds. Vertically pointing 
lidars sample only the part of the cloud that 
drifted over them. They have a vary narrow 
beam, < 1 m in width. Satellites can see 
spatial gradients in clouds but have less 
resolution. Satellite radiometer field of views 
(FOV) vary from 1 to 20 km. To reduce the 
spatial sampling problem caused by this mix 
of instruments, a scanning lidar was used to 
make volume imagery of cirrus clouds similar 
to the satellite view of the same clouds. 
The High Spectral ~esorution Lidar 
(HSRL) and the Volume Imaging Lidar 
(VIL) of the University of Wisconsin- 
Madison were combined to produce a 
quantitative image of the visible optical depth 
of cirrus clouds. The HSRL is a unique 
instrument that measures the extinction and 
optical depth of the cloud without assuming 
the extinction to backscatter ratio in clouds. 
Simple lidars require estimating extinction 
from the backscattered return measured by 
the lidar. The extinction to backscatter ratio 
varies depending on the constituents of the 
clouds. The HSRL directly measurements 
this radiative property of the clouds. Details 
of this system are given eke where in these 
proceedings by Eloranta et al., (1993). 
To understand radiative scattering in 
clouds, the large horizontal and vertical 
variations in cloud structure have to be 
measured. The HSRL samples only a small 
portion-of the cloud - a column about 30---- - - 
centimeters wide. The GOES satellite IR 
sensors have a horizontal resolution of 10.8 
km at Madison, WI. To account for FOV 
differences, the horizontal structure of the 
clouds were measured by the ML. 
The VIL produced visible backscatter 
images of the clouds by scanningacrp_ss the 
wind (see Figure 1). T i e  advection of the 
clouds was used to construct a horizontal 
image of visible backscatter from the VlL 
data over a one hour period. An example is 
shown in Figure 2. This image covers 100 km 
in the north-south direction. The location of 
the VIL is the center of the image. The 
image is skewed because it has been distorted 
to the projection of the GOES satellite 
image. 
The HSRL was used to czdiirate the 
VIL signal into backscatter cross sections of 
particulates. The backscatter cross sections 
were related to extinction by a constant 
backscatter phase function determined from 
the HSRL data. 'Ihis process produced a 
three dimensional image of visible extinction 
in the cirrus clouds over a one hour period. 
The extinction volume image was 
then transformed to an image of optical 
depth in the same viewing geometry as the 
GOES satellite (Fig. 2). Optical depths were 
formed from the integral of extinction along 
the path in which the GOES scanner viewed 
this volume. The optical depth image was 
originally produced with a 1 km (satellite 
nadir) resolution. This image was then 
shifted to align with the satellite IR image to 
account for error in the satellite registration 
system. The lidar visible optical depth image 
then was averaged to an 8 krn (satellite 
nadir) image for direct comparison to the 
satellite IR image. This gave coincident 
fields of views from both satellite and lidars 
in the same geometry with a horizontal 
resolution of 10.8 km per pixel. 
IR optical depths were extracted from 
the GOES image using calculations of the IR 
transmittance of the clouds using the IR 
radiance of the cloud, the radiance of cloud 
free FOV's and radiances calculated from the 
temperature of the mean vertical level of the 
cloud. The VTL data were used to determine 
the cloud leveL Rawinsonde observations 
were made at Madison at the same time as 
these data. 
All dual lidar data were taken in the 
vicinity of Madison, WI on 1 December, 
1989. The VIL was located 24 km west of the 
HSRL. The VIL scanned both crosswind and 
nearly downwind over the HSRL. Data were 
taken from 19:35 UTC (13:35 Local) to 21:20 
UTC (1520 L). During this time a large 
mass of cirrus clouds moved into the region 
from the west-northwest with an approaching 
cold front. Madison, WI was under cloud 
free sky during the morning and proceeded 
to total overcast by the end of this period. 
Two lidar images were constructed from 1 
hour VIL crossection records. More details 
on the data taken can be found in Ackerman 
et al. (1993). 
3. RESULTS 
An example of the cirrus cloud 
structure viewed by the VIL is shown in 
Figure 1. A thick cloud mass from 6.8 to 9.0 
krn is apparent from 8 km south to 20 km 
north of the VIL. Other thin broken layers 
are apparent both north and south of the 
large mass. This is typical of the different 
forms of cirrus sampled on 1 Dec, 89. The 
Grst clouds to reach Madison were vertically 
thin and horizontally broken. A few dense 
lines with evidence of precipitating virga also 
were found in the VIL volume. Later thicker 
cirrus moved in with virga that spanned the 
2.2 km shown in Fig. 1. 
The satellite and VIL images were 
divided into regions of similar cloud 
characteristics. The VIL cross sections were 
used as the primary division tool. The GOES 
image had little detail in the IR, although the 
same general spatial pattern as the lidar 
image was seen. The lidar visible optical 
depth image at 1 krn showed many line and 
sheet structures. Cloud thickness, the 
presence of multiple layers and the -intensity 
of precipitating virga were used to segregate 
different cloud forms. 
The visible and accompanying IR 
optical depths are shown in Fig. 3. Most of 
the data are near the 2:l line shown in the 
image. These data loosely agree with theory 
and the other past measurements. However, 
the visible/IR optical depth ratio appears to 
increase for thicker precipitating cirrus. 
Clouds with dense precipitating virga have 
ratios below the 2: 1 line (visible/IR > 2). 
Cloud areas of highest reflectivity had solid 
lidar returns over 2 krn depth with occasional 
embedded layers of extremely high 
reflectivity. The horizontal variations in 
cloud reflectivity were seen in the IR satellite 
imagery but with far less detail than the lidar 
images. The lower resolution of the satellite 
IR sensor smoothed some of these variations. 
However, the lidar data show that visible 
reflectivity had a wide range of values with 
large vertical and horizontal detail. 
More data havebeen added to Fig. 3 
from 1993. HSRL data have been taken 
during polar orbiter NOAA satellite passes 
over Madison, WI. The VIL was not used 
with these data. An example of HSRL data 
from 12 October 93 is shown in Figure 4. 
NOAA 12 crossed the HSRL at 00~36 
(UTC). The IR image is shown in Figure 5. 
Light cirrus from 7.8 to 10.5 km moved over 
the HSRL before the NOAA 12 overpass. 
Some bright cells were apparent in 
the HSRL data (Fig. 4) that could not be 
seen in the NOAA 12 IR image (Fig. 5). The 
scanning resolution of the NOAA 12 image 
was 1 krn (HRPT) and has been remapped to 
a rectangular latitude-longitude coordinate 
projection. It appears that the bright cells 
apparent in the HSRL time section, are 
smoothed over in the satellite IR image. 
A time record of the optical depth of 
this cloud measured by the HSRL is shown in 
Figure 6. The optical depth was very low, 
around 0.1 before the cirrus arrived. At 
about 0:06 UTC (0.1 decimal hour on 
absissa), the optical depth radically increased 
to 1.15 and then decreased to 0.9 at the time 
of the satellite overpass. Later, the visible 
optical depths dropped into a range from 
0.25 to 0.6. 
Also shown on Fig. 6 are equivalent 
IR optical depths taken from the satellite 
image. The spatial satellite image was 
converted to a time section using the wind at 
9 km. 
Some discrepancies between the 
satellite and the lidar optical depths are 
apparent. The large visible optical depth 
measured at  0.35 L ?  by the lidar, 0.25 hour 
before the satellite overpass, did not appear 
in the satellite image. The satellite measured 
nearly consistent temperatures around 262 K. 
Later the satellite image follows the lidar 
time section with o p t i d  depths dropping at 
1.35 UTC. 
The cirrus was evaporating as it 
crossed the HSRL from the northwest. It 
appears that the intense cells that appeared 
in the HSRL time record decayed down wind 
by the time of the satellite overpass. These 
cells lasted for 0.1 hour over the lidar. The 9 
km wind speed was 22.7 km/hr. This implies 
that the cells were at least 2.2 krn long in the 
down wind direction which should have been 
visible on the 1 km satellite image. The cross 
wind scans of the VIL would have been 
useful in determining the areal coverage of 
these cells. 
The HSRL and NOAA satellite data 
are shown on Fig 3. They fall near the 2:l 
line inside the points taken from the HSRL, 
VIL and GOES data from 1 December 89. 
4. CONCLUSION 
These data appear to confirm the 
previous studies of Platt (1979) and Minnis et 
al. (1990). The visible/IR optical depth 
ratios have been in the range of 1:l to 4: 1. 
The strength of the precipitating virga 
definitely affected the visible/IR optical 
depth ratio. This ratio was found to 5 2: 1 for 
clouds with weak or no virga. While cirrus 
with dense virga had ratio's of > 2: 1. 
Some other trends are being 
investigated. The presence of water at the 
top of cirrus layers has been found in the 
1993 data. The HSRL can identify water 
from ice by polarization measurements that 
have recently been added. These data have 
not been shown here, but are under study 
and the effects of water on the visible/IR 
optical depth will be reported at some later 
date. 
There is a slight indication that the 
temperature of the cloud has some effect on 
the visible/IR optical depth ratio. The clouds 
studied in 1989 were warmer and of lower 
altitude than the 1993 data. The recently 
acquired data lack any points with visible/IR 
ratios > 2:l. We will look for this trend with 
future data. 
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Figure 2: An image in the projection of the GOES satellite made fiom the cross wind scans of the 
'VK from 20:35 to 2120 UTC, 1 December 1989. The V E  scan in Fig. 1 is near the center of the 
image. Boundaries of the h a g e  are worth-south and east-west. 
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of the visible and IW optical depths of cirrus clouds using coincident lidar and 
satellite data. 
Figure 4: Time section of the HSRL lidar taken at Madison, W.on 12 October 93. The time scale 
is UTC. 
Figure 5: The N O B  62 AWWR H chamel 4 (I I micron) infrared hage  from 00:36 UTC, 
12 October 93. This h a g e  has been rectified to an equal distance latitude-longitude projection. 
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Figure 6: The optical depths measured by the HSRL on 12 October 93 (circles) and the from the 
NOPSdB 12 image (solid line). 
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Many investigators have used depolarization of lidar 
returns to characterize atmospheric particles1. This pa- 
per describes modifications to the University of Wiscon- 
sin High Spectral Resolution Lidar which permit very 
precise depolarization measurements in addition to opti- 
cal depth, backscatter cross section, and extinction cross 
section measurements made by the instr~ment~3~.  
The HSRL rotates the polarization of the transmit- 
ted lasgr pulse by 90' on every other pulse (see figure 
1). This allows measurement of the parallel and cross 
polarized lidar returns without the use of separate de- 
tectors for the two polarizations. The parallel return 
is measured on the first pulse and the perpendicular re- 
turn on the second pulse. The HSRL operates at a pulse 
repetition rate of 4 kHz. The parallel and perpendicu- 
lar returns are summed in separate buffers. Each profile 
consists of the sum of 4000 pulses of each polarization. 
Since only 250 ps separates individual laser pulses, it 
is possible to compute depolarizations from successive 
pulses without having the wind change the particles in 
the sample volume. Because the optical path and de- 
tector are the same for both polarizations, the depo- 
larization ratios can be measured without the need to 
calibrate the relative sensitivity of the two channels. 
* 74." m llbL sr" - ._ w 
Figure 3. The transmitter section of the HSRL. 
The transmitted polarization is rotated by 90' between 
successive pulses by a Pockels cell. 
Accurate measurements depend only on the linear- 
ity of the detector, the polarization purity of the trans- 
mitter, and the cross polarized leakage of the receiver 
polarization filter. The photon counting system of the 
HSRL is very linear. Pile-up and after-pulsing correc- 
tions are applied to all data; however, low after-pulsing 
photomultipliers and high bandwidth counting electron- 
ics make the corrections very small for all returns execpt 
those from dense low altitude water clouds. Measure- 
ments of the polarization of the laser output show resid- 
ual cross-polarizations of - 0.1% when measured with a 
polarization cube which is specified to have a 0.1% cross 
polarization rejection. Model calculations suggest that 
the cross polarization response of the receiver is also less 
than 0.1% with the major portion of the error resulting 
from the ellipticity of light reflected from the primary 
and secondary aluminized mirrors of the 0.5 m diam- 
eter Dall-Kirkham receiving telescope. Thus, although 
we have not devised a rigorous experimental test of the 
total cross polarization leakage in the system, we expect 
that it is - 0.1%. 
Figure 2. Range-squared corrected aerosol and 
molecular lidar returns from aerosols (0 - 4 km), ice crys 
tal virga (45.2 km), a water cloud (5.45.7 km) and a 
cirrus cloud (5.7-5.8 km ) are shown on the left. Partic- 
ulate depolarizations are shown in the center and molec- 
ular depolarizations on the right. 
Because the HSRL separates the lidar return into 
aerosol and molecular contributions, the aerosol and 
molecular depolarizations can be measured separately. 
Figure 2 shows separated aerosol and molecular profiles 
observed with the HSRL on November 11,1993 between 
1 5 5  and 2:01 UT. Ice crystal virga (at altitudes between 
4.0 and 5.2 km) is falling out of a thin water cloud lo- 
cated at  altitudes between 5.4 and 5.7 km. Below 4 
km, the backscatter from aerosols is weaker than from 
molecules. The depolarization of the ice is nearly con- 
stant between 34% and 42%. At the base of the wa- 
ter cloud the depolarization drops to 2% as result of 
scattering from spherical droplets. Higher in the cloud 
the depolarization increases, apparently as the result of 
multiple scattering and the presence of ice. Because the 
HSRL receiver field of view is only 160 pradians, multi- 
ple scattering depolarization appears to be under 10% in 
nearly all clouds we have observed. The 30% depolariza- 
tion at  the top of the water cloud is due to the presence 
of ice at the cloud top. Figure 3 summarizes the depo- 
larizations measured in clouds on 14 days between Aug. 
2 and Nov 11, 1993. High depolarization ratios easily 
distinguish ice clouds from water clouds which produce 
much smaller depolarization. 
......................................... 
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Figure 3. Depolarization as a function of tempera 
ture for particulate scattering in clouds. 
Notice that all clouds colder than the -40°C homoge- 
neous nucleation temperature of water are ice. Above 
O°C all returns show low depolarizations. Although 
spherical water droplets are expected to yield no depo- 
larization from single scattering, this plot shows depo- 
larizations up to 10% in clouds which appear to be water 
clouds. Since many of these clouds are observed to have 
ice crystal virga falling from their bases, it is apparent 
that at least part of the increased depolarization is due 
to ice in mixed phase clouds. For mixed phase clouds 
the scattering from water droplets dominates the scat- 
tering cross section; thus, the depolarization is closer to 
that of pure water clouds than of cirrus. Inside water 
clouds we see a characteristic increase of depolarization 
with penetration depth caused-by the presen* of mul- 
tiple scattering. For cases studied thus far, it appears 
that the 160 pradian angular field of view of the HSRL 
limits multiple scattering induced depolarization to less 
than 10% in water clouds. We are surprised to find no 
water cloud depolarizations less than 0.8%, although it 
is clear that the HSRL can detect smaller values. 
The molecular depolarization measured by the HSRL 
is constant at  a value of 0.7% to 0.8% when viewed with 
a 1 nm filter bandpass. This is larger than expected 
for Cabanne line depolarization since the filter admits a 
small fraction of the closest rotational Raman lines and 
the I2 filter of HSRL blocks the center of the Cabanne 
line3. When the filter is removed and the laser is tuned 
off the Iz filter, rotational Raman scattering increases 
the molecular depolarization increases to 1.5%. 
With traditional lidars, aerosol depolarization mea- 
surements are complicated by the presence of molecu- 
lar scattering which often dominates the received sig- 
nal in clear air. Since the HSRL separately mea- 
sures the aerosol depolarization, accurate measure- 
ments can be obtained. Figure 4 presents a his- 
togram of aerosol depolarizations observed below the 
clouds from the data set used to compile figure 3. 
Figure 4. The probability of occurrence of depolar- 
izations for aerosol scattering between altitudes of 500 
m and cloud base. Data points consist of 5 min averages 
of data in 15 m range bins. Statistics include only points 
with backscatter ratios greater than 0.2. 
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Calculations show that the multiply scattered lidar 
signal is strongly dependent on: 1) the angular Field Of 
View (FOV) of the receiving telescope, 2) the small an- 
gle forward peak in the scattering phase function and 3) 
the scattering cross section profile in the cloud. If the 
scattering cross section profile can be measured, multi- 
ple scattering measurements may allow measurement of 
the forward diffraction peak width. Thii would provide 
particle size information. Traditional aerosol lidar sys- 
terns do not provide sufEcient information to measure 
the extinction or backscatter cross section without us- 
ing assumed relationships between the backscatter and 
extinction cross section. A boundary value specifying 
the extinction at one point in the cloud is also required. 
The University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolu- 
tion Lidar (HSRL) provides unambiguous measurements 
of backscatter cross section, backscatter phase function, 
depolarization, and optical depth112. This is accom- 
plished by dividing the lidar return into separate partic- 
ulate and molecular contributions. The molecular return 
is then used as a calibration target. We have modified 
the HSRL to use an Iz molecular absorption filter to sep- 
arate aerosol and molecular signals2. This allows mea- 
surements in dense clouds. Useful profiles extend above 
the cloud base until the tw-way optical depth reaches 
values between 5 and 6; beyond this, photon counting 
errors become large. The spectrometer channels have a 
0.16 mr FOV; the small FOV suppresses multiple scat- 
tering errors in the retrieved optical parameters. 
In order to observe multiple scattering, the HSRL 
includes a channel which records the combined aerosol 
and molecular lidar return simultaneously with the spec- 
trometer channel measurements of optical properties. 
The angular field of view of this Wide Field Of View 
(WFOV) channel is controlled by the system computer 
and it can be adjusted from 0.22 mr to 4 mr. This chan- 
nel is rapidly sequenced between several aperture sizes to 
record the FOV dependence of the lidar return. The sys- 
tem calibration and signals recorded in the spectrometer 
channels are sufficient to allow removal of the molecular 
return from the WFOV signal. The depolarization of 
light received in the WFOV channel is also measured. 
HSRL measurements from a water cloud are shown in 
figure 1. The lidar returns in the WFOV channeldivided 
by the return in the 0.16 mr spectrometer channel are 
plotted. The measured backscatter cross section profile 
is also shown. The increased contribution of multiple 
scattering with increased field of view is easily seen. 
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Figure 1. Ratios of the WFOV signals to the signal 
in the 0.16 mrad spectrometer ehannel. WFOV accep- 
tance angles of 0.22, 0.57, 1.38 and 3.0 mrad are shown. 
The backscatter cross section is shaded. 
This paper describes HSRL multiple scattering mea- 
surements from both water and ice clouds. These include 
signal strengths and depolarizations as a function of re- 
ceiver field of view. All observations include profiles of 
extinction and backscatter cross sections. Measurements 
are also compared to predictions of a multiple scattering 
model based on small angle approximations. 
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C i s  cloud radiative and physical characteristics are determined using a combination of ground-based, 
aircraft, and satellite measurements taken as part of the FIRE Cinus Intensive Field Observations (IFO) during 
October and November 1986. Lidar backscatter data are used with rawinsonde data to define cloud base, center, 
and top heights and the corresponding temperatures. Coincident GOES 4-km visible (0.65 pm) and 8-km 
infrared window ( 1 1.5 pm) radiances are analyzed to determine cloud emittances and reflectances. rnfrared 
optical depth is computed from the emittance results. Visible optical depth is derived from reflectance using a 
theoretical ice crystal scattering model and an empirical bidirectional reflectance model. No clouds with visible 
optical depths greater than 5 or infrared optical depths less than 0.1 were used in the analysis. 
Average cloud thickness ranged from 0.5 km to 8.0 km for the 71 scenes. Mean vertical beam emittances 
derived from cloudcenter temperatures were 0.62 for all scenes mmpared to 0.33 for the case study (27-28 
October) reflecting the thinner clouds observed for the latter scenes. Relationships between cloud emittance, 
extinction coefficients, and temperature for the case study are very similar to those derived from earlier surface- 
based studies. The thicker clouds seen during the other IF0 days yield different results. Emittances derived 
using cloud-top temperature were ratioed to those determined from cloud-center temperature. A nearly linear 
relationship between these ratios and cloudcenter temperature holds promise for determining actual cloud-top 
temperatures and cloud thicknesses fiom visible and infrared radiance pairs. 
The mean ratio of the visible scattering optical depth to the infrared absorption optical depth was 2.13 for 
these data. This scattering efficiency ratio shows a significant dependence on cloud temperature. Values of mean 
scattering efficiency as high as 2.6 suggest the presence of small ice particles at temperatures below 230 K. The 
parameterization of visible reflectance in terms of cloud optical depth and clear-sky reflectance shows promise 
as a simplified method for interpreting visible satellite data reflected from cirrus clouds. Large uncertainties in 
the optical parameters due to cloud reflectance anisotropy and shading were found by analyzing data for various 
solar zenith angles and for simultaneous AVHRR data. Inhomogeneities in the cloud fields result in uneven 
cloud shading that apparently causes the occurrence of anomalously dark, cloudy pixels in the GOES data. 
These shading effects complicate the interpretation of the satellite data. The results highlight the need for 
additional study of cirrus cloud scattering processes and remote sensing techniques. 
1. Introduction over the globe during a 5-year period. The ISCCP anal- 
ysis algorithm (Rossow et al. 1988) relies entirely on Accurate quantification of cirrus cloud properties bispectral data taken at visible (VIS: -0.65 rm) and from satellite measurements is particularly important ( IR: - .5 rm) wavelengths Although VIS- to the understanding of the role of cirrus in climate 1R bkpectral tahniqus have been suggested as f-ble 
change. The nonblackness of cirrus at thermal infrared methods for determining bulk cims propehes (e.g., 
wavelengths renders the interpretation of satellite data shenk and curran 1973; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l d ~  and Vender Haar taken over cirrus more difficult than measurements 1977), has been very litfle application of these 
over most water clouds. The International Satellite techniques to real data prior to the 1 s ~ ~ ~ .  Cloud aimatolog~ project (ISCCP; see Schiffer and The basic premix for using the bispeftral Rossow 1983) is making an ambitious effort to derive is that the VIS extincfion coefficient is related to the daytime cirrus coverage, altitudes, and optical depths IR absorption coeficient. This relationshio imolies that 
the cloud VIS reflectance may be used to infer the 
Corresponding author address: Patrick Minnis, Atmospheric Sci- cloud's IR emittance. Having a value for the clear-sky 
ences Division, NASA/ Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA IR ?diance, it is possible comeCt the 
23665-5225. ra&ance for cloud emittance resulting in an estimate 
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of the radiance emanating from a specified level in the 
cloud. The equivalent blackbody temperature of this 
level, usually the cloud center, is then converted to 
cloud altitude using a vertical sounding of temperature. 
The critical relationship required for this approach is 
the dependence of IR emittance on VIS reflectance 
through the IR and VIS optical depths. Since clouds 
scatter radiation anisotropically, this relationship is also 
influenced by the viewing and illumination conditions. 
The ISCCP cirrus analysis (Rossow et al. 1988) uti- 
lizes a combination of theoretical and empirical models 
to determine the cloud visible optical depth from the 
observed reflectance; the cloud emittance from the vis- 
ible optical depth; and finally, the cloud-top temper- 
ature from the cloud emittance and the observed in- 
frared radiance. The theoretical cloud model is a ra- 
diative transfer scheme that simulates the scattering 
and absorption of visible radiation by water droplets 
with an effective radius of 10 pm. For water droplets 
of this size, the ratio of VIS extinction to infrared ab- 
sorption optical depths is -2.4. An analysis of coin- 
cident satellite and lidar data by Platt et al. ( 1980) and 
theoretical calculations employing cylinders (Platt 
1979) suggest that this ratio is approximately equal to 
2.0 for cirrus. The ISCCP algorithm utilizes the latter 
value to provide a link between the water droplet model 
and actual cirrus clouds. 
Cirrus clouds are primarily composed of ice crystals 
with various shapes having maximum dimensions 
ranging from about 20 pm to 2000 pm (e.g., Heyms- 
field and Platt 1984). The scattering properties of hex- 
agonal ice crystals differ considerably from spherical 
particles (Liou 1986). Because of the complexities in- 
volved in computing scattering by hexagonal solids, 
cylindrical columns have been used to approximate 
hexagonal crystals in radiative transfer calculations 
(e.g., Liou 1973). More recently, however, Takano and 
Liou ( 1989a) have solved the radiative transfer equa- 
tions for randomly oriented hexagonal plates and col- 
umns. Their results are the most realistic to date in 
that they reproduce certain well-known cirrus optical 
phenomena. 
Absorption plays the dominant role in IR extinction 
in cirrus clouds. Some theoretical investigations (Liou 
and Wittman 1979; Stephens 1980), however, have 
shown that scattering effects may also be significant at 
IR optical depths greater than -0.1. An IR radiance 
measured by a satellite over cirrus clouds, therefore, is 
the product of both absorption and scattering processes 
in the cloud. as well as the transmission of radiation 
from below the cloud (Platt and Stephens 1980). It is 
generally assumed, however, that scattering effects are 
negligible so that the observed emittance is considered 
to be the absorption beam emittance. 
Empirical studies have also shed some light on the 
VIS reflectance-IR emittance relationship. Platt ( 1973) 
developed techniques for deriving cloud visible and 
inhred properties from a ground-based lidar and an 
upward-looking infrared radiometer. The backscatter 
intensities measured with the lidar are used to defi 
cloud base and top heights. Cloud emittance was c 
rived from the observed downwelling IR radiance. Pli 
and Dilley ( 1979) presented emittance results fron 
set of observations taken over Australia. Platt et 
( 1980) used lidar and satellite VIS-IR data to estimz 
the dependence of beam emittance on VIS cloud I 
flectance for a limited set of viewing and illuminati( 
conditions over Colorado. Their results are more co 
sistent with theoretical scattering from ice cylindc 
than with scattering from ice spheres. Aircraft radj 
metric measurements taken over New Mexico (P< 
tridge and Platt 198 1 ) have also been used to determi 
the radiative characteristics of cirrus clouds as relat 
to the cloud ice water path. Those results provide fi 
ther evidence that real clouds scatter more like cylindc 
than spheres. Platt ( 1983) combined the results frc 
previous studies and used them to explain the chi 
acteristics of two-dimensional bispectral histograms 
VIS-IR data observed from a geostationary satelli 
Theoretical calculations of reflectance and emittan 
for typical cirrus clouds were consistent with the s 
ellite data taken over areas of suspected cirrus clouc 
While that study provided encouragement for usin1 
bispectral approach to retrieving cirrus properties fic 
bispectral data, it also highlighted some of the dil 
culties that are likely to be encountered with such 
technique. Platt and Dilley ( 1984) used lidar and sol 
radiation measurements to measure part of the sing 
scattering phase function of real cirrus clouds. Thi 
results fell within the range of laboratory measureme] 
and theoretical calculations for hexagonal crystals. 1 
analysis of a large sample of ground-based lidar a 
infrared data taken over Australia (Platt et al. 198 
showed that the average emissivity of cirrus clouds 
primarily a function of the midcloud temperatu 
Though fraught with significant uncertainties, tf 
study also indicated that the theoretical value oft 
ratio of visible extinction to infrared absorption 1 
cirrus clouds may be too low. 
From these previous studies, it appears that: 
1 ) cirrus cloud scattering properties are similar 
those of hexagonal crystals resulting in reflectance p, 
terns that are unlike those from spheres; 
2) scattering of IR radiation may be important 
determinations of IR optical depths; and 
3) the ratio of VIS extinction to IR absorption co 
ficients is between - 1.8 and 4.0. 
The full impact of these results on using a VIS-IR ' 
spectral mtLiod for retrieving cirrus properties is u 
known. Differences between ice crystal and wa 
droplet bidirectional reflectance patterns will introdr 
errors into the retrieved VIS optical depth. Use of 
observed beam emittance with a theoretical model tl 
assumes absorption only may affect the emittance I 
timation. Finally, uncertainties in the extinction ra 
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1 (scattering efficiency) may cause significant errors in ;: , 
the estimation of IR optical depth. 
. . ; ..A'. J!& 
In this paper, the relationship between VIS reflec- * \.& 
tance and IR emittance is examined using data taken ' u  @ &lb&&i 
during the First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE) 
Cirrus Intensive Field Observations (IFO; see Starr 
1987). Ground-based and aircraft lidars are used to 
define the virtical locations of the cirrus clouds, while ; 
satellites provide measurements of VIS and IR radi- I I I I I I 1900 1930 2000 2030 2100 2130 2200 
ances. Both VIS and IR optical depths are computed UTC 
from the reflectance and emittance data covering a Frc. Lidar backscatter ratios from cirrus clouds passing over 
range of solar zenith angles missed in previous studies. ~t..McCoy during 28 October 1986. 
These relationships are derived to provide a means for 
the application of a bispectral cirrus parameter retrieval 
algorithm over the FIRE IF0 region. Results are pre- of the plot correspond to higher backscatter coefficient 
sented for the entire IF0 period with emphasis on 27- values. The particle backscattering efficiency depends 
28 October 1986, the case study period. The data pre- on cloud particle shape and phase. Further details of 
sented here also constitute an initial source for devel- the lidar returns are reported in the cited references. 
oping cirrus bidirectional reflectance models and may Three parameters are derived from plots like those 
be used to help validate the models employed in the in Figs. 1 and 2 by averaging the data within +15 min 
. ISCCP algorithm. of the UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) half hour 
plus 5 min. All times, however, will be given here to 
2. Data the nearest half hour. Cloud-top altitude, z,, and cloud- 
a. Lidar measurements base altitude, zb, are defined as the average altitudes 
of the highest and lowest nonclear-air backscatter re- 
Lidar backscatter data were taken from four different turns, respectively. Similarly, the cloud thickness is h 
sources-three surface and one airborne. The lidars = z, - zb. Mean cloud height (approximately cloud 
and their operating systems and data products have center height), z,, is the backscatter-intensity weighted 
been described elsewhere. Thus, only a brief description average height of the cloud. It corresponds roughly to 
of sources and their uses in this study are given here. the altitude below which 50% of the lidar backscatter 
The University of Utah mobile polarization lidar is accumulated. These parameters were estimated 
(see Sassen et al. 1990) was located at Wausau, Wis- graphically for the FMC and WAU sites, while a com- 
consin (WAU; 45.0°N, 89.7"W). The NASA Langley puter analysis was applied to the MAD results. The 
ground lidar (Sassen et al. 1990) was situated at Ft. value of z, for MAD corresponds to the midpoint in 
McCoy, Wisconsin (FMC; 43.g0N, 90.8OW), while the optical thickness independent of cloud attenuation (see 
University of Wisconsin High-Spectral Resolution Li- Grund and Eloranta 1990). Since the clouds are ad- 
dar (Grund and Eloranta 1990) was in Madison, Wis- vecting over the fixed surface sites, the averaged lidar 
consin (MAD; 43.1 ON, 89.4OW). These ground sys- data correspond to a thin vertical cross section taken 
tems acquired nearly continuous lidar backscatter pro- out of some cloud volume. It is assumed that the cross- 
files during the cirrus days of the IF0 with especially section-averaged data represent the mean conditions 
good coverage during the case study period. The lidar of that volume. 
returns are used to define the cloud base and physical These same parameters were also derived from the 
thickness. Under conditions of small attenuation and down-looking lidar backscatter plots reported by Spin- 
constant backscatter-phase function, the backscatter hirne et al. ( 1988) for selected flight tracks of the high- 
intensity profiles indicate the vertical distribution of flying, NASA ER-2 aircraft over the IF0 area. Shorter 
cloud extinction. A time series of these lidar returns time averages were used since the plane's motion 
shown in Fig. 1 define the outlines of the cirrus clouds greatly increased the cirrus advection rates relative to 
as they passed over FMC during the afternoon of 28 the lidar. In some instances, the clouds were too thick 
October. Solid black areas define the most intense cloud for complete penetration by the ground-based lidars. 
backscatter. Grey denotes less backscatter and white To determine these occurrences, the cloud altitudes 
indicates no cloud. Vertical stripes represent missing estimated from the ground were compared to those 
data. Cloud-top altitude is fairly constant at -- 1 1 km. determined from the nearest aircraft flight. On most 
Cloud base changes from -8 km to 10 km approxi- days, there was good agreement between the surface 
mately every half hour. In the morning, cloud base was and airborne lidars. The thick clouds observed on 22 
observed at -7 km, while cloud top varied between 8 October required use of the aircraft lidar to estimate 
km and 1 1 krn. A similar variation is also seen in the z,. At ather times when no aircraft data were available 
WAU estimated volume backscatter coefficients shown for comparison, a different approach was used to es- 
in Fig. 2 for the morning of 28 October. Darker portions timate z, (see section 3a). 
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FIG: 2. Estimated lidar volume extinction efficiencies 
from cirrus clouds over WAU 28 October 1986. 
b. Satellite radiances 
Half-hourly VIS and IR data from the Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) were re- 
solved to 4-km pixels by averaging and replication of 
1-km VIS and 4-km X 8-km IR pixels, respectively, 
for most times. When the full-resolution data were not 
available, 8-km pixels derived by pixel averaging (VIS) 
and sampling (IR) were used. The pixels were navi- 
gated to rt8 km as in Minnis and Harrison (1984a). 
Pixel pairs were extracted for areas within 0.35" lon- 
gitude and 0.25 " latitude of the surface lidar sites. These 
areas correspond to cloud advection at wind speeds of 
-30 m s-' for a half-hour interval. Strips of pixels, 
4(2) pixels wide, along the wind vector at z, centered 
over the surface site were then taken from the 4 km (8 
km) resolution areas. The satellite data corresponding 
to the ER-2 fight track were extracted for a strip cen- 
tered on the flight track. This strip is approximately 
30 km wide and 100 km long. 
Two-dimensional histograms of the VIS and IR ra- 
diance pixel pairs were formed fiom the strips of ex- 
tracted data. The VIS data, stored as counts, D (where 
0 < D < 63), in the histogram were converted to ra- 
diance and VIS reflectance, p, using the calibration of 
C. H. Whitlock ( 1989, personal communication) where 
and is the cosine of the solar zenith angle go. The 
raw IR data are given as equivalent blackbody tem- 
peratures, T, and are converted to radiance with the 
Planck function, B( T), evaluated at 1 1.5 pm. Note 
that all radiometric quantities discussed in this study 
are spectral quantities, either VIS or IR, so no subscripts 
denoting spectral dependence are given. 
A similar set of histograms was derived from the 
NOAA-9 Advanced Very High Resolution Radiom 
(AVHRR) Global Area Coverage (GAC) 4-km ( 
for the 0.35" X 0.25' areas over the surface sites. 
NOAA-9 daytime pass over the areas occurred betv 
2000 and 2 130 UTC ( -- 1430 local time). Radial 
from channels 4 and 5 were averaged to product 
IR radiance corresponding to the GOES 11.5- 
channel. The AVHRR VIS data were taken fi 
channel 1 and converted to reflectance using the ( 
brations of C. H. Whitlock ( 1989, personal corn1 
nication) where 
and DA is AVHRR 1 0-bit count. 
Solar zenith, satellite zenith 8, and relative azim 
rC. angles were computed for each set of measureme 
from GOES-6 located over the equator at apprc 
mately 97 W. This location yielded a value of 9 -- ! 
for the ground sites. Relative azimuth angles were c4 
fined to the backscattering hemisphere for WES. 'I 
orbital precession of the N0~;4-9 produces a variati 
in 9 between 0' and 70" over a given site every 4 
days. Because of its cross-track scan pattern, 1 
AVHRR views a given site from relative azimuth ang 
that lie in both the forward and backward hemisphc 
at a nearly constant skew to the solar plane. The slc 
depends on both the solar and site latitudes. Con 
quently, a range of solar zenith angles with consta 
viewing anpies is covered using the GOES, while a ran 
of viewing angles at a relatively constant 80 is cover 
with the AVHRR. 
Days when cirrus were observed over the IF0 wil 
out substantial low-cloud interference are referred 
as cirrus days. The times used in this study when lid 
and satellite data coincided with cirrus are listed 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. Times and locations of lidar-satellite data clear-sky temperature is T,. An example of the rela- 
used in this study. tionship between T, and T, is shown in Fig. 3 for a 
region including FMC during 27 October 1986. Note 
Site Day Month Times (UTC) that the difference between T, and T, constitutes the 
FMC 22 October 1300, 1330, 1400, 1600, 1630, 1700, COl'TeCtion to determine Ta from Tg. It varies with local 
2000 time (6 hours less than UTC) from positive values in 
27 2030,2 100 the morning to negative values in the afternoon, be- 
28 330y l4O09 14309 1600, 17003 havior typical of land surfaces (e.g., Minnis and Har- 
1900 
1930,2000,2030,2100,2130,2200 1984a)- 
30 2000,2030 The initial value of T, for the ground site is compared 
1 November 1800, 1900 to the values for the surrounding regions to check for 
2 1900,2000,2100 cirrus 'contamination of the clear-sky temperature. ~f 
MAD 28 October 1330, 1500, 1600, 1700, 1800, 1930, T, for the ground site is not within 2 K of the warmest 
2000 value found for nearby regions, then its value is reset 
2030,2100,2130,2200 to that of the warmest value. The 2 K limit is typical 
of the range in T, over relatively flat homogeneous 
WAU 22 October 13009 13309 14009 1430* 16007 163O~ areas. ~f extensive overcast prevents the calculation of 1700, 1800 
1830, 1900, 1930,2130,2200 T,, Ts = Ta. 
28 1500,1600, 1700,1800,1900, 1930, The AVHRR clear-sky temperatures are first esti- 
2000,2030 mated using T, derived from the AVHRR data. If that 
2100,2130 result is lower than the corresponding GOES estimate 
30 2 130,2200 
1 November 1800, 1900,2000 of T, by 2 K, then the AVHRR value of Ts is reset to 
2 1700,1800,1900,2000,2 100 the GOES value. It is assumed that the warmer of the 
two values is less cloud contaminated. Because of limb- 
darkening effects, the AVHRR value of Ts may be up 
c. Temperature data to 2 K colder than the GOES value and still be valid. In warmer, moister atmospheres, greater limb-dark- 
Soundings from Green Bay, Wisconsin, determined ening effects are expected. 
the temperature-height relationships for all of the data. 
Linear interpolation was used to estimate half-hourly 3. IR and VIS parameter analyses and results 
soundings from the six-hourly data. Cloud-top tem- 
perature, T,, corresponds to z, on the soundings. Mean a. Emittance calculations 
cloud temperature, Tc, is found from 2,. Surface tern- Neglecting IR scattering effects, the observed clouc 
peratures taken every six hours at MAD, WAU, and beam emittance is given here as 
Lone Rock, Wisconsin (Hahn et al. 1988), and oc- 
casionally at the FMC site, were used to supplement 
--------- 
the clear-sky temperatures derived fiom the satellite 290 - SI 
data as described below. 
The clear-sky temperature, Ts, is the equivalent 
blackbody temperature for clear scenes. It is estimated 
in several different ways. The first order estimate is ,285 - 
taken from the initial results of Minnis et al. ( 1990), iS, 
which applies the techniques of Minnis et al. ( 1987) 
to 0.5O regions within the greater IF0 area. That a p  CK 
proach sets a VIS threshold -2 counts above the clear- 280 - T, 
sky count, D, (see section 3). All pixels considered to 
be clear must be darker than this threshold and have g a temperature that is no more than 3 K colder than 
the maximum observed temperature. The 4 K range 
for clear pixels, roughly double the typical value over 
, 
Wisconsin land areas, allows for shading effects in 
partly cloudy scenes. The average temperature of the 
clear pixels is the initial value of T,. Surface air tem- 
, , 
peratures, T,, are also taken from nearby ground sta- 270. I I I I I I 
tions. A rough correction is applied to these tempera- 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
tures to adjust for atmospheric attenuation and the UTC 
difference between the temperature of the surface skin FIG. 3. Comparison of clear-sky and shelter air temperatures ove 
and the air at shelter height. The resulting estimate of FMC 27 October 1986. 
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where Tz is the temperature at some altitude z corre- 
sponding to the cloud. The mean clear-sky equivalent 
blackbody temperature over the area of interest, T,, 
has a weak dependence on 8. 
Cloud beam emittance is calculated twice for each 
set of lidar-radiance data using Tz = Tc and T, = Tt. 
The former value, which corresponds to the quantity 
used in most previous studies (e.g., Platt et al. 1980), 
may be more representative of the actual radiating part 
of the cloud. It does not necessarily correspond to the 
center of the cloud. The actual cloud-top temperature 
defines the vertical limit of the cloud. Emittances are 
computed using both temperatures to determine if 
there is a relationship between them that may be used 
to better define the physical boundaries of the cloud 
from the satellite data. 
Due to angular effects, the values-of Tc may require 
some adjustment from the initial lidar values. It is un- 
likely that a value of cb = 1 will be measured at a useful 
satellite zenith angle using Tt because of the low density 
of particles in the upper portions of the cloud. On the 
other hand, cb(Tc) may be greater than one for some 
thick cirrus clouds. Although emittances greater than 
unity may be possible due to scattering enhancements 
of the upward radiance (Platt and Stephens 1980), the 
uncertainties in zc for thick clouds preclude any defin- 
itive measurements of 6 > 1. Thus, if Q, > 1, Tc is 
decreased until the average value of cb for a given re- 
flectance is less than or equal to one. While this limit 
is reasonable, it is somewhat arbitrary resulting in in- 
creased uncertainty in the true value of Tc for thick 
clouds. 
During initial processing of the data, it was deter- 
mined that the maximum emittance found using T, 
was -0.86, except for those cases with cloud cover too 
dense for complete penetration of the lidar beam. To 
identify and correct the exceptions, a new estimate of 
Tt was computed whenever Tc was adjusted as ex- 
plained above. This new estimate, Ti, is determined 
from the following formula, which forces the cloud to 
have the maximum observed emittance: 
where 7, is the IR absorption optical depth a 
= cos6. Based on the results of Platt and Stel 
(1980), it is expected that the viewing zenith 
dependence of cb will not depart significantly fron 
Values of beam emittance derived with AVHRR 
may be adjusted to the GOES viewing zenith 
with this relationship. 
The vertical emittance fiom (2) is 
It is assumed here that scattering effects are negl 
in the upwelling direction. Thus, 7, is equivale 
the IR absorption optical depth and c, is equal 1 
vertical emittance. 
b. VIS reflectance and optical depth calculation: 
Values of clear-sky reflectance p, and clear-sky 
Ds were computed for each region using the 0.0 1 " 
sky albedo, a,, map of the IF0 area (42"N-L 
87"W-92" W) constructed by Minnis et al. ( 1990) 
GOES data at each half hour. Clear-sky reflectance 
any latitude X and longitude of the grid at tim 
estimated as 
where X, is the anisotropic reflectance factor with 
given by the model of Minnis and Harrison ( 19 
D, was determined by p, using the VIS calibra 
The value of 60 varies by a few degrees over thc 
time period, while the values of a, were normali 
a single value of solar zenith angle designated 6 
account for these variations, cu,(t, 80) = 
Oo)&/*, where  lo, = cost?&. The clear-sky diffi 
bedo is 
integrated over = 0, 1. The value of cua is set 
to 4 5 7 " )  in this study since the full range of 
zenith angles is not observed at the time and 1s 
of the IFO, the true value of a& is usually equi7 
to a, measured at 60 = 53", and 57" is the 1 
B(Ti) = [B(T) - 0.14B(TS)]/0.86. observed B0 for this dataset. 
Cloud reflectance, p,, is estimated with a vari The resulting value was then mm~ared to q. If Ti the simple physical model used by Platt et al. ( 1 
< Tt - 3 K, then Tt is reset to Ti. The 3 K allowance 
~h~~ is (-0.5 km) is made to account for uncertainties in the 
lidardetermined cloud-top, due to time averaging and P = r a ~ c  + PSTC~U + %( 1 - 1 - TC - 
unknown penetration depth in thicker cloud. The result 
was then compared to the tropopause temperature us- 
ing the assumptions that the cloud occurs in the tro- 
posphere and the tropopause temperature is the coldest 
in the troposphere. If T, is colder, it is reset to equal 
the tropopause temperature. The value of zt was then 
adjusted to correspond to the final value of T,. 
It is also assumed that 
where p is the measured reflectance, ac is the 
albedo at 80, X, is the anisotropic reflectance fact 
the cloud, p, = %xc(eo, 8, $1. 
This model assumes that all ozone absorption ( 
above the cloud (first term) and all Rayleigh and 
sol scattering is confined to the layers below the ( 
The second term in (5) accounts for direct sol 
diation, which passes through the cloud, reflects 
6 = 1 - ~XP(-~ , /P) ,  (2) the surface, and passes back through the cloud 
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direction of the satellite. The third term accounts for 
the radiation that passes down through the cloud via 
multiple scattering, reflects diffusely from the surface 
below the cloud, and returns through the cloud scat- 
tered in the direction of the satellite. 
Using the parameterization of Rossow et al. ( 1988), 
the transmittance of the air above the cloud is 
where u is the ozone abundance in cm-STP. The value 
used here, u = 0.32 cm-STP, is the average of the mid- 
latitude winter and summer standard atmospheres 
above 10 km from McClatchey et al. ( 1973). Platt et 
al. ( 1980) implicitly assumed that T, = 1. The current 
model accounts for ozone absorption in the Chappius 
bands. 
The transmittance of the cloud to direct solar radia- 
tion at do is 
. (see Platt et al. 1980). Similarly, the direct transmit- 
tance from the surface through the cloud along the 
satellite line of sight is 
The visible optical depth is reduced by a factor of two 
for the direct transmittance because at least half of the 
radiation scattered out of the beam is actually diffracted 
in the forward direction (Takano and Liou 1989a). 
Clear-sky reflectance along the satellite line of sight is 
p, and ad is the effective clear-sky albedo to diffise 
radiation directly below the cloud. Due to the relative 
homogeneity of clear-sky reflectance over the IF0 re- 
gion, it is assumed that ad and p,  may be computed 
from the same data. The albedo of the cloud to diffise 
radiation is ad. 
In addition to values for the clear-sky terms, the so- 
lution of (5) for p, requires specification of rv and x,. 
VIS optical depth is estimated by iteration on (5) using 
a linear interpolation of the relationships between 
and a, for randomly oriented hexagonal columns 
(length, 125 pm; width, 50 pm) in Fig. 4 of Takano 
and Liou ( l989b). Similar interpolations are used to 
estimate CQ(T,), where 
For a given measurement, (5) is solved iteratively using 
an initial guess of cloud albedo such that T, = T,, = 1 
- a,. A value for rV is determined from this initial 
guess using the theoretical data. A limit of 20 iterations 
is imposed to achieve an absolute difference of less than 
0.001 between the guess and the computed value of 
a,. Generally, fewer than five iterations are required. 
Since a, must be greater than zero, a, is set to 0.001 
for initial guesses that are less than or equal to zero. If 
rV < 0, ad < 0.001, or a, 4 0.001 after any iteration, 
it is assumed that TV is indeterminate and the data are 
not used. The causes for these indeterminate cases (e.g, 
shadowing of the surface by adjacent clouds or inad- 
equate specification of the cloud reflectance anisotropy ) 
are discussed later. 
A value for X,, which depends on 7, and the cloud 
microphysics, is needed to determine a, from p,. No 
models of & are currently available for ice clouds in 
terms of rV. Because of favorable angles Platt et al. 
( 1980) were able to assume that x, = 1. However, most 
empirical and theoretical bidirectional reflectance 
models for cloudy scenes (e-g., Suttles et al. 1988) reveal 
a systematic decrease in X, with do for the angles used 
in this study. The cloudy scene bidirectional reflectance 
model developed by Minnis and Hamson ( 1984b) is 
used initially to estimate &. That model's reflectance 
anisotropy is similar to other empirical and theoretical 
models (Stuhlmann et al. 1985). The inclusion of all 
cloud types in its derivation should produce a reflec- 
tance pattern that combines the scattering properties 
of both ice and liquid water clouds. New values of &, 
derived after the initial analysis, are used to reanalyze 
the data to provide better estimates of VIS optical 
depth. 
The data were preprocessed to define limits to elim- 
inate pixels containing low clouds and those scenes 
containing only thick clouds. Underlying low clouds 
confuse the interpretation of cirrus radiances. Thick 
clouds increase the uncertainty in the determination 
of Tc, T,, and Q. A simple filter of the form, 
where k is a regression coefficient, was used to eliminate 
low clouds. This formula gives a first approximation 
to the relationship between q, and cloud albedo. The 
rationale for its use and the details of the filtering are 
described in appendix A. The data were also screened 
for partially cloud-filled pixels as detailed in appen- 
dix B. 
c. Results and discwsion for midcloud temperature 
emittancas 
All results discussed in this section are based on T, 
= T, in ( 1 ). Examples of the two-dimensional GOES 
histograms used in this analysis are shown in Figs. 4a 
and 4b for 1506 UTC over FMC. The latter represents 
a cirrus case (see Fig. 1) on 28 October, while the 
former, taken during the previous day, is typical of 
clear conditions. Maximum clear-sky reflectance for 
this hour is denoted with the dashed line in Fig. 4a. 
Some of the cold, apparently cloudy pixels in Fig. 4b 
are no brighter than the clear pixels in Fig. 4a. More- 
over, some of these pixels are actually darker than the 
cloud-free pixels. Depending on X, and rv, some of the 
cold, dim pixels yield a positive value of clu, in the so- 
lution of (5). Those pixels with indeterminate a, and 
T < Ts - 3 K are hereafter referred to as "dark" pixels. 
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Fig. 6. Apparently, the clouds over WAU are much 
denser than those over MAD, while the MAD obser- 
vations are similar to those over FMC. Values of T, 
differed by only 1 K among the sites, while T, ranged 
from 225 K at WAU to 2 17 K at MAD. Depolarization 
ratios derived from the lidar returns indicated inter- 
mittent liquid layers during the morning of 28 October, 
especially at -- 1500 UTC. Those liquid layers may be 
the source of the larger emittances over WAU. Data 
from all three sites were combined, averaged, and fit 
with (7) yielding k = 5.6. The scatter in the means 
between the sites at a given hour is of the same order 
as that for different hours at the same site as seen in 
Fig. 7 for FMC at 3 times during 28 October. 
I 1 ) GOES-SURFACE LIDAR RESULTS 
10 A summary of the results for the case study 27-28 October is given in Table 2. Cloud-top heights range 
282 281 280 ' 279 from 9.5 to 1 1.0 km at all three sites. The cloud-center 
11.5 pm TEMPERATURE (K) 
FIG. 4a. VIS-IR histogram of GOES pixels over FMC at 1500 
UTC 27 October 1986 (numbers denote frequency of occurrence of 
temperaturecount pairs). 
They are not used to solve (7). Their impact and origins 
are discussed in section 4d. The cloud emittances 
are plotted in Fig. 5a against the measured reflectances 
for the case in Fig. 4b. Eliminating the dark pixels and 
applying (5) to the data in Fig. 5a yields the cloud 
albedo values. Averaging the emittances for a given 
albedo produces the mean values and the standard de- 
viations plotted in Fig. 5b. The solid line represents 
the solution to (7) using the average value of k = 5.1. 
The mean beam emittance and VIS optical depths for 
the data used in Fig. 5b are Zb = 0.38 and 7, = 0.59. 
The data from FMC in Fig. 5b for this hour are 
compared to those from MAD and WAU shown in 
temperatures vary by about 25 K. Cloud optical depths 
were much greater over WAU than over the other sites. 
Dark pixels were found more often over FMC and 
MAD'than over WAU. 
Due to dropouts, the only data available for 1500 
UTC during the primary IF0 cirrus days occurred on 
28 October. Data from other days were available for 
most of the afternoon hours. The combined datasets 
permitted coverage of the full range of emittances at a 
given hour as illustrated in Fig. 8 for 2000 UTC. Data 
for all of the hours used in the case study and the entire 
IF0 analyses are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively. 
The clouds over the area during 27-28 October were 
generally thinner with lower emittances than most of 
those observed during the other days. The combined 
datasets (Fig. 9b) yield a large number of samples for 
q, < 0.5 and eb > 0.8 and relatively few for intermediate 
values of eb. Apparently, the cirrus, which occurred 
during the IFO, tended to be either very thick or rel- 
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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FIG. 4b. V S I R  histogram of GOES pixels over FMC at 1500 UTC 28 October 1986. 
Dashed line refers to maximum clear-sky count. 
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VISIBLE REFLECTANCE 
+ WAUSAU 
0 FT. MCCOY 
MADISON 
CLOUD ALBEDO 
FIG. 5a. Cloud emittances and observed reflectances for T < T, FIG. 6. Average cloud emittance versus cloud albedo at 1500 UTC 
- 3 K derived from Fig. 4b. Dashed line refers to maximum clear- 28 October 1986 over three sites from GOES VIS-IR data. 
sky reflectance. 
atively thin. Perhaps, a longer time period would pro- 
duce more uniform sampling. No data are found for 
cb < 0.08 since no clouds are recognized if T > Ts 
- 3 K. 
Table 3 summarizes the values of Tv derived from 
all of the GOES-surface IF0 data (Fig. 9b) and from 
case study data only (Fig. 9a) for each relevant time. 
The average scattering angles, (3, between the sun, sat- 
0.0 ' I I I 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .O 
CLOUD ALBEDO 
RG. 5b. Cloud albedos and mean cloud emittances derived from 
Fig. Sa without "dark" pixels. Vertical lines represent standard de- 
viations. The curved line denotes the regression fit to Eq. (7). 
ellite, and scene are also listed in Table 3. Visible optical 
depths observed during the case study are less than half 
of those observed for all of the IF0 cirrus days. 
The mean vertical emittance is given as a function 
of temperature in Fig. 10. The dashed line correspond- 
ing to the results from Fig. 7a of Platt et al. ( 1987) is 
included for comparison. Although there is a general 
increase in c, with increasing cloud temperature, the 
+ 1600 UTC 
0 1930 UTC 
rJ 2100 UTC 
CLOUD ALBEDO 
FIG. 7.Average cloud emittance and albedo at three times during 
28 October 1986 over FMC from GOES VIS-IR data. 
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TABLE 2. Observed and computed cloud properties for October 1986 case study. 
Time TS Zt h r e  T( Dark pixel 
Site (Day) (UTC) (K) (km) e m )  (K) (K) re TV (96) r k 
FMC (27) 2030 287.7 9.6 1.1 227.8 225.1 0.1 1 0.23 4 0.20 1 
2100 286.9 10.3 1.6 228.7 220.3 0.19 0.52 0 0.55 2 
(28) 1330 278.3 9.5 2.1 237.9 227.7 0.22 0.12 0 0.22 1 
1400 279.7 1 1.0 1.3 231.6 216.8 0.14 0.16 5 0.21 1 
1430 280.5 11.2 1.5 230.0 215.6 0.18 0.32 11 0.38 2 
1500 281.6 10.1 1.3 239.4 222.5 0.31 0.62 7 0.65 1 
1600 283.0 10.0 3.0 240.1 223.2 0.80 1.77 0 1.61 2 
1700 287.9 10.4 1.9 223.0 219.6 ' 0.23 0.95 0 0.74 3 
1900 285.4 10.8 2.1 227.5 217.1 0.23 0.64 0 0.45 1 
1930 285.5 10.9 2.6 228.9 216.6 0.41 0.99 3 0.79 1 
2000 285.9 11.0 1.9 224.4 216.3 0.41 1.05 0 0.87 1 
2030 284.8 10.9 1.7 220.7 216.4 0.62 1.78 6 1.55 1 
2100 280.9 10.7 2.4 230.7 216.7 0.79 1.41 5 1.53 2 
2130 281.2 10.8 2.2 226.3 216.4 0.44 0.75 11 1.33 2 
2200 276.8 10.9 2.4 221.7 216.1 0.32 0.30 0 0.87 2 
MAD (28) 1330 
1500 
1 600 
1700 
1 800 
1930 
2000 
2030 
2 100 
2130 
2200 
WAU (28) 1500 279.0 9.8 3.2 238.0 
1600 ,282.5 10.1 3.1 238.0 
1700 287.1 10.1 3.9 235.0 
1800 288.4 10.3 4.1 23 1 .O 
1900 285.7 11.0 0.8 217.1 
1930 283.9 10.9 2.1 226.4 
2000 284.4 10.9 2.9 236.1 
2030 285.4 10.7 3.1 23 1 .O 
2100 284.1 10.6 3.2 234.0 
2130 279.7 11.0 1 .O 217.0 
values derived for the case study are generally lower 
than the IF0  means. The case study averages parallel 
those found by Platt et al. ( 1987) using ground-based 
observations in Australia. The mean value of E, found 
here for the case study results is 0.33, the same as that 
from Platt et al. ( 1987). 
Cloud thickness versus Tc is shown in Fig. 1 1. Max- 
imum average thickness is found at T, - 232 K for 
the IF0 and at Tc x 241 K for the case study. The 
case study values of h increase nearly monotonically 
with Tc. The IF0 results show a tendency towards 
thinner clouds for Tc < 220 K and for Tc > 240 K.  
The thickest clouds were observed during 22 October 
and 1 November. During the case study, the observed 
clouds were 2.6 km thick on average compared to a 
mean thickness of 4.2 km during the remaining cirrus 
days of the IFO. 
Cloud IR volume absorption coefficient, ua = re/ h, 
is plotted against Tc in Fig. 12. The results reveal a 
trend of increasing extinction with T, in the IF0 data 
(correlation coefficient of 0.7 1 ). The average value 
ue is 0.20 for the case study data. 
The variation of vertical emittance with Tc for 
IF0 data differs from that found for the case study i 
Platt et al. (1987), probably because of substan 
differences in cloud depths. This difference in thickr 
is evident in Fig. 1 1 where the case study data, a sul 
of the IF0 data, are also consistent with the result! 
Platt et al. (1987), probably because of substan 
ume absorption coefficients in Fig. 12 are not as \ 
behaved as emittance and cloud thickness when c 
sidered as a function of Tc. Except for the highest i 
lowest temperatures (which are poorly sampled) 
for the GW. 'xdy data is close to that observed by P 
et al. ( 1987). Differences between the IF0 and c 
study data are also seen in the behavior or ua suggesl 
that thickness is not the only discrepancy between 
case study and other IF0 clouds. Vertical distributi 
of nongaseous cloud water content and particle shal 
sizes, and phase may also affect these differences. 
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FIG. 8. Average cloud emittances and albedos from GOES at 2100 
. 
FIG. 9b. Same as Fig. 9a, except for all IF0 scenes. 
UTC over FMC during different IF0 days. 
2) GOES / ER-2 CLOUD PARAMETERS 
Table 4 lists the data and derived parameter values 
for the five cirrus matches between the GOES and ER- 
2 lidar for the case study days. Data taken during 27 
October were located just outside the northwestern 
boundary of the IF0  area. On 28 October the ER-2 
was over Lake Michigan at -- 1600 UTC, while it was 
near FMC at 1 800 UTC. The three scenes at 1600 UTC 
correspond to small contiguous areas. The small optical 
CLOUD ALBEDO 
FIG. 9a. Average cloud emittance versus cloud albedo for all case 
study scenes from GOES over surface sites where T, = T,. 
depths indicate that the aircraft also sampled relatively 
thin clouds during the case study. 
3) CLOUD PARAMETERS FROM AVHRR DATA 
Figure 13 presents the averaged cloud emittance- 
albedo pairs derived from both AVHRR and GOES 
data taken for the 0.25" X 0.35" area over WAU on 
28 October. Although the relative viewing angles were 
within 28" for the two satellites, the absolute viewing 
conditions were different. The GOES viewed the region 
from the south, while the AVHRR viewed from the 
north with the solar plane almost midway between the 
two views. Discrepancies in the albedo range may be 
due to this misalignment (some dark pixels were found 
in the GOES results). Resolution differences, however, 
would tend to produce a smaller range in both albedo 
and emittance for the GOES (8 km) relative to the 
AVHRR ( 1 X 4 km2) radiances as observed in Fig. 
13. In general, the GOES data are very close to the 
AVHRR results except for the smaller values of &. 
The latter may be affected by the presence of "dark" 
pixels. The values for the AVHRR VIS and IR optical 
depths are -- 10% greater than their GOES counter- 
parts. 
Another comparison of GOES and AVHRR results 
is given in Fig. 14 for data taken over WAU 2 Novem- 
ber. The AVHRR viewed the scene with 0 = 18" and 
$ = 38". The squares correspond to AVHRR data as 
reduced for the given viewing angles. AVHRR emit- 
tances corrected to the GOES viewing zenith angle us- 
ing (2) are denoted with the crosses. The range in a, 
is smaller for GOES than for the AVHRR, consistent 
with the resolution differences. In this case, the 
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TABLE 3. Reflectance Darameters com~uted for all GOES-surface lidar data. 
Nominal (using XJ Reanalyzed (using x:) 
All data (IFO) Case study All data (IFO) Case stud! 
Time Cases B tL 8 (ma (IF01 (O) ("1 ("1 r v  € 7v C 7: €' 7 : 1 
1330 
1400 
1430 
1500 
1600 
1630 
1700 
1800 
1830 
1 900 
1930 
2000 
2030 
2100 
2130 
2200 
Totals and 
means 
AVHRR data produce a much lower minimum cloud are consistently greater than the corresponding GOE 
albedo. The application of (2) appears to have pro- values by -0.1. This difference indicates the possibilil 
duced very similar emittances for the two datasets, al- of a calibration offset in the thermal channels. Despii 
though there is a 20% difference in the average values this obvious bias, the good relative agreement in Fil 
of 7,. The mean VIS optical depths differ by a factor 14 between the corrected AVHRR emittances and th  
of 2. GOES emittances suggests that (3) is a reasonable a1 
All of the coincident AVHRR and GOES data are proximation to the IR absorption optical depth. An 
summarized in Table 5. The AVHRR IR optical depths IR scattering effects that are ignored here are apparent1 
CLOUD TEMPERATURE (K) 21 0 220 230 240 250 
Fro. 10. Variation of cloud vertical emittance with cloudcenter CLOUD TEMPERATURE (K) 
temperature for all IF0 (circles) and case study (squares) data from RG. I'l. Variation of doud thickness with cloud-center temperam 
GOES over surface lidar sites. Vertical lines denote standard devia- for all IF0 (circles) and case study (squares) data from GOES ovei 
tions. Dashed line adapted from Platt et al. (1987). surface lidar sites. Vertical lines denote standard deviations. 
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ti' 
CLOUD TEMPERATURE (K) 
FIG. 12. Variation of infrared volume extinction (absorption) coef- 
ficient with cloud-center temperature for all IF0 (circles) and case 
study (squares) data from GOES over surface lidar sites. Vertical 
lines denote standard deviations. Dashed curve adapted from Platt 
et al. (1987). 
insignificant compared to the other error sources. Dif- 
ferences between the GOES and AVHRR values of r, 
vary from scene to scene. Even when the times and 
angles are very close and the data appear similar as in 
Fig. 13, there are substantial differences in 7,. Over 
FMC during 28 October, there is good agreement be- 
tween the parameters however. The outstanding dif- 
ferences may be attributable to a number of factors 
that are discussed in section 3e. 
d. Results and discussion for cloud-top temperatures 
with GOES 
The analyses discussed above were also performed 
for the GOESderived emittances for Tz = T,. A plot 
of all of the mean cloud emittance-albedo pairs is 
shown in Fig. 15. The largest concentrations of data 
are found for eb( Tt) < 0.8. In general, a, is greater for 
a given value of cb than it is in Fig. 9b. Cloud-top emit- 
tance tends to plateau at eb = 0.86, while cloud-center 
emittance appears to level at g - 0.98. The lower 
emittances lead to diminished values of re relative to 
those derived for T,. 
The emittance ratio, re = q,( T,)/eb( T,), was com- 
puted for discrete intervals of T,. Mean values and 
standard deviations of these ratios are shown in Fig. 
16. The emittance ratio increases almost linearly with 
decreasing cloud center temperature. Standard devia- 
tions about a given mean ratio are less than 0.1. The 
emittance ratio is close to unity for T, < 2 15 K. 
The well-correlated variation of r, suggests the pos- 
sibility that T, as well as T, may be retrieved with VIS- 
IR radiance pairs. This ratio integrates many of the 
other parameters examined earlier. For example, cloud 
thickness in Fig. 1 1 is least at the highest altitudes and 
increases before leveling or even decreasing for tem- 
peratures around 235 K. For the highest clouds, there 
is little difference between T, and Tt because the clouds 
are not very thick. Since cloud depths are greater at 
lower altitudes, it is possible to sense radiation from 
areas deep within the cloud thereby causing greater 
differences between T, and T,. As the depth of the cloud 
decreases, the ratio should approach unity. At higher 
temperatures (T, > 250 K), the relationship of r, to 
T, may not be as well defined because liquid water 
becomes more common and the mean cloud depth 
may not be dependent on T,. Whether the relationship 
shown in Fig. 16 is typical for all observing angles is 
also unknown. Additional sampling from other angles 
and over a wider variety of temperatures would help 
to better define the relationship between r, and Tc. 
However, the results shown in Figs. 1 1, 12, and 16 
suggest that it may be possible to obtain reasonable 
estimates of h and T, over a limited range of T,. 
e. Emittance uncertainties 
The parameter values derived here are subject to 
considerable uncertainty as evidenced by the results in 
Table 5 and the large standard deviations in earlier 
figures. Potential sources of error abound in an analysis 
of this type due to the large number of variables and 
the nonuniformity of cirrus clouds. 
Parameters derived from the lidar essentially provide 
TABLE 4. Observed and computed cloud properties for case study ER-2 data. 
Dark 
Time Lat. Lon. T, Tc h pixel 
Day (UTC) (ON) (OW) (K) (K) (km) 7, TV € (5%) l € ' 
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8, 8 '4' 
0 GOES 73.0 523 140.3 
+ AVHRR 73.1 48.9 146.3 
CLOUD ALBEDO 
FIG. 13. Comparison of cloud albedos and emittances derived h m  
28 October 1986 GOES and AVHRR data taken at. -2100 UTC 
over WAU. 
a two-dimensional view of the cirrus clouds. The va- 
lidity of the assumption that zc, h, and z, represent the 
average cloud heights within the large areas covered by 
the strip of pixels is difficult to evaluate. One means 
of estimating how well the lidar data represent the large- 
area cloud characteristics is to examine the differences 
between the strip of pixels and surrounding areas. The 
nns difference between the emittances for the strip and 
the box containing the strip is 0.05 or 7%. This differ- 
ence is equivalent to a f0.7 km variation in cloud- 
center height between the strip and the box. Changes 
of 2 km in cloud-center altitude during a given half 
hour are common as seen in Fig. 1. The variations in 
the small-scale lidar data are greater than those in the 
large-scale satellite data as expected. 
Assuming that the large-scale differences are repre- 
sentative of the lidar-satellite scale differences, it is es- 
timated that the use of lidar data to set z, causes an 
uncertainty in ra of +lo% based on an average value 
for ra of 0.62. Note that no clouds with r, < 0.1 were 
included in the analysis because of the clouddetection 
threshold of 3 K. A conservative estimate of the un- 
certainty in T, is 2 2  K. Inclusion of this error raises 
the overall uncertainty in r, to f 1 3%. This uncertainty 
in E, is equivalent to a +20% uncertainty in 7, for a 
given scene over the range of optical depths considered 
here. The AVHRR-GOES comparisons are, on aver- 
age, within this uncertainty level. The average IR o p  
tical thickness is 0.96 for all 71 scenes. From the strip 
and box comparison, it is also estimated that z, and h 
have uncertainties o f f  0.7 km. 
Another source of uncertainty in s is the use of a 
mean cloud height for the entire scene. This error 
source may be examined by performing a pixel-by-pixel 
analysis on a scene that varies systematically with time. 
One example is the cloud over FMC between 2020 and 
2050 UTC. The GOES pixels from the corresponding 
wind strip data were averaged in lines perpendicular 
to the wind vector. Using the wind speed, these aver- 
aged pixels were converted to times and aligned with 
the lidardefined cloud parameters. The results shown 
in Fig. 17 indicate good alignment between the two 
datasets. In this case, it appears that the lidar data pro- 
vide an accurate cross section of the cloud. The GOES 
reflectance increases as the cloud thickens and T in- 
creases as zc lowers. Equations ( 1 ) and (5 ) were applied 
to each average pixel using Tc derived fiom Fig. 47 to 
determine 7, and 7,. Figure 18 shows the variation of 
the parameteis with time. Although the thin part of 
the cloud is detected with the IR data, a value for 7, is 
not computed since the reflectances are lower than that 
for clear skies. Nevertheless, the mean values for 7, 
and ~b derived on a pixel-by-pixel basis are 0.59 and 
0.54, respectively, compared to 0.62 and 0.59 derived 
for the entire scene using a mean value of zc. This 
comparison suggests that the error in for using the 
mean cloud height is around 10% with a slight tendency 
to bias the values to the high end because of nonlinear 
effects. While these results may not represent all cases, 
they indicate that the use of a mean cloud height for 
the analysis is a reasonable approach. 
4. Relationship between VIS and IR parameters 
a. Scattering eficiency ratio 
For a given cloud particle with cross-sectional area 
27ra2, the VIS scattering cross section is 
and the IR absorption cross section is 
0, 0 Y 
0 GOES 67.1 523 154.5 
0 AVHRR 67.9 17.7 37.8 - -
0.2 1 + + CORRECTED AVHRR 
0.0 - ' I 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .O 
CLOUD ALBEDO 
FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, except for 
2 November 1986 at -2000 UTC. 
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TABLE 5. Commison of AVHRR- and GOESderived cloud Daramders. 
Site 
(Day) 
- 
FMC 
(28) 
(30) 
(2) 
WAU 
(28) 
(2) 
AVHRR Parameters GOES Parameters 
T, Time 
(K) (UTC) 
Dark 
pixel 
% 
Dark 
Time pixel 
(UTC) 1, TV € % 7: 11 
2100 0.72 1.36 1.79 3 1.48 1.94 
2030 0.17 0.63 3.50 3 0.57 3.12 
2000 0.39 0.97 2.42 0 0.80 1.98 
2100 0.26 0.78 2.20 6 0.89 2.41 
2000 1.16 3.26 2.72 0 2.48 2.09 
where the VIS scattering efficiency is C),, the IR ab- 
sorption efficiency is ah, and the effective particle 
radius is a. The extinction optical depth for a given 
wavelength, A, is 
where the integral is over some finite height, 8 is the 
extinction optical depth, and N ( z )  is the number den- 
sity of particles at z. If it is assumed for a given cloud 
that the VIS extinction is due entirely to scattering, the 
IR extinction is due entirely to absorption, and the 
extinction coefficients are constant, then the scattering- 
to-absorption ratio is 
Therefore, if 5 and 7, are known, then the value of 7, 
may be determined. This efficiency ratio f o m  the basis 
of the ISCCP cloud-height correction algorithm. The 
values of Q, and ab depend primarily on the particle 
size in terms of the size parameter, 27ra/A, and the 
index of refraction. Mie scattering calculations of & 
and Qabs indicate that f for the wavelengths of interest 
may vary from -5 for a = 2.0 pm to -2.4 for a = 10.0 
pm (Sassen 198 1 ). The value of f asymptotically ap- 
proaches 2.0 for very large particles; i.e., 27ra/A % 1 
(e.g., Hansen and Travis 1974). Platt et al. ( 1987) have 
presented some theoretical results that indicate is also 
a function of particle shape and may have values 
slightly less than 2.0. 
For each satellite-lidar dataset in this study, the scat- 
tering efficiency ratio is computed for all of the pixels, 
N, having a discrete value of p as follows. 
0.0  CLOUD TEMPERATURE (K) 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 FIG. 16. Variation of ratio of cloud-top emittance to cloud-center 
CLOUD ALBEDO emittance on cloudcenter temperature for al l  IFO (circles) and case 
study (squares) data from GOES over surface lidar sites. Vertical 
FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 9b, except T, = T,. lines denote standard deviations. 
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2020 2030 2040 2050 UTC 
FIG. 17. Comparison of GOES and lidar observations along wind 
vector over FMC during 28 October 1986. 
Only one temperature, T,, is used to compute 7, for a 
given dataset since only one average cloud height is 
derived for each time. Changes in the actual cloud 
height and thickness within the scene (e.g., Fig. 1 ) tend 
to introduce variations in 7, for a given reflectance. 
Thus, the mean value of f is computed for each cloud 
reflectance value to minimize the effects of cloud height 
variability. 
Visible optical depths for the case study GOES data 
are given in Table 2. Tables 3-5 summarize the results 
of applying (8) to all of the data. Despite the differences 
between the values of rV for IF0  and case study results 
in Table 3, two similarities are quite evident in a com- 
parison of the respective scattering efficiencies. For both 
datasets, the scattering efficiency appears to increase 
with decreasing Bo and increasing 9. At high values of 
eO, [ is well below the expected limit of 2. The average 
values of 5 are also very close, 2.17 and 2.13, for the 
case study and IFO, respectively. In Table 4, the greatest 
values o f t  also occur near local noon ( 1800 UTC). 
b. Reanalyzed visible data 
The temporal dependencies of 7, and f are not re- 
alistic. They are primarily due to shortcomings in the 
analysis treatment of x,. The anisotropy of the reflected 
radiation field for real clouds depends on the optical 
thickness, incident radiation, microphysical properties 
of the cloud, and the morphology of the cloud field. 
The vdue of x, used here is fixed for a given set of 
angles and represents an empirical average for all cloud 
types. The average cloud optical depth in the bidirec- 
tional reflectance model used here is probably closc 
10, while 7, for the clouds analyzed in this stud! 
generally smaller than 2. Since cirrus clouds are 
only type considered here and the angles are fixed 
a given hour, it is likely that & will be biased w 
respect to local time. There will also be random err 
in & due to variations in microphysics, morpholo 
and cloud optical depth for a given hour. The m 
nitudes of these errors are currently unknown, but 
potentially large. Assuming that the time sampl 
represenQ a random sampling of x,, the averages 
various parameters derived from all times should 
relatively unbiased. 
Using the assumption that the mean value of i 
independent of time, new values of & were determir 
from (5) using the observations of T, and the me 
scattering ratio of 2.13. These new values were avew 
at each time. The means, denoted as x:, are given 
Table 6 with the mean nominal values from the bi 
rectional reflectance model. The results indicate mc 
anisotropy in the cirrus reflectance pattern than in 1 
empirical model. The data of Takano and Liou ( 1985 
indicate that reflectance anisotropy diminishes w 
increasing optical depth for scattering by hexagol 
columns. Thus, the smaller optical depths of the c lo~ 
here compared to those for the clouds in the empiric 
model are probably responsible for the larger range 
Xh compared to &. 
To eliminate the temporal (angular) dependence 
T,, the &ta were reanalyzed using x:. The values 
the visible optical depth and the scattering ratios c 
termined from the reanalysis are listed in Tables 2 
and denoted with the primed variables, 7: and t', I 
spectively. Values of t' for the AVHRR data we 
computed by changing the nominal values of x, so tk 
the derived value of 7: for the AVHRR data was eqi 
to 7: for the corresponding GOES data. In general, t 
--- 
2020 2030 2040 20 
UTC 
FIG. 18. Cloud optical properties derived from Fig. 17. 
Average scattering efficiencies were also computed IR OPTICAL DEPTH 
for discrete levels of Tc (Fig' 1' For Tc > 230 4' Floe 20. 
of mean scattering efficiency ratio With in- 
= 2.0. Despite the large standard deviations, the mean o&d for IFO and - hldy fJq-) dPtB 
value of 4' appears to ~~~ with decreasing tern- GOES over surface lidar sites. Standard deviations denoted by vertical 
perature for Tc < 230 K.  At Tc = 217 K, the mean tines. 
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TABLE 6. Anisotropic reflectance factor comparison. 
Time Number X, X L  Mean Standard 
(UTC) of pixels (nominal) (( = 2.13) difference deviation 
1330 213 0.823 0.6 18 0.205 0.104 
1400 177 0.864 0.735 0.129 0.050 
1430 113 0.896 0.809 0.087 0.1 13 
1500 177 0.922 0.896 0.026 0.079 
1 0 0  215 0.980 1.034 -0.054 0.123 
1630 146 1.002 0.9 12 0.090 0.044 
1700 212 1.020 1.195 -0.175 0.264 
1800 158 1.050 1.206 -0.156 0.348 0 
1830 72 1.061 1.025 0.036 0.000 
1900 262 1.029 1.214 -0.185 0.220 2 
1930 236 1.008 1.147 -0.139 0.206 
2000 245 0.982 1.091 -0.109 0.164 V) 
2030 290 0.953 1.008 -0.055 0.103 > 
2100 222 0.9 18 0.890 0.028 0.093 
2130 283 0.882 0.713 0.069 0.154 
2200 210 0.843 0.579 0.264 0.082 
CLOUD THICKNESS (KM) 
new mean optical in and have no. 19. Variation of cloud vi&le optical depth urith cloud thick- 
increased for hours near the terminator and decreased ., for dl IFO (-1,) and - dudy (squares) dam from GOES 
near noon. The temporal dependence of the scattering over surface tidar sites. Vertical lines denote standard deviations. 
efficiency ratios has been effectively eliminated for the 
I F 0  averages, while some tendency for maximum val- 
ues near noon remains for the case study results. Re- scattering efficiency ratio reaches a maximum of -2.6 
sulting means of f '  are not equal to 2.13 because of for the IF0 data. To determine if there is a significant 
the nonlinearities in the solution of ( 5 ) and (8 ) and difference between the results for cold and warm cirrus 
because four additional scenes were eliminated due to clouds, average values for 4' were computed for Tc 
filtering. In Table 4, all of the optical depths and ratios 4 230 K and for Tc > 230 K. For the thirty cases with 
were decreased yielding a mean value for 5' of 2.43. Tc 4 230 K (cold clouds), the mean value of 4', is 
The new values of & for the AVHRR data (Table 5) 2.43 with a standard deviation of 0.89. For the other 
reduced the differences between the GOES and 
AVHRR scattering efficiency ratios with respective 
01 
means of 2.3 1 and 2.35 for the five values of 4'. The 4 
greatest difference between the two datasets is found 
for FMC during 30 October when almost 20% of the 
AVHRR data are classified as dark pixels. > 
0 Mean values of 7: were computed for discrete in- 
tervals of cloud thickness. The results shown in Fig. W 
19 reveal a strong, almost linear, dependence of 7: on 
cloud thickness. This apparent relationship lends fur- E 
ther support to the potential for deriving cirrus depth W 
from the VIS-IR radiance data. Figure 20 shows the (3 2 
variation of mean f '  with IR optical depth. The stan- $ 
dard deviations of the IF0 data are denoted with the 
vertical lines. The case study averages (squares) vary 
from 1.79 to 2.54, while the IF0 means (circles) range a 1 
from 1.91 to 2.33. There is good consistency between 2 the IF0 and case study results for T, < 1.0. Clouds with 
7, > 1.0 were undersampled during the case study (Fig. 
9a). These results show no indication of a dependence o 
- 
- 
, , , , I 
. 
of $' on 7,. 0.0 0.5 1 .o 1.5 2.0 2.5 
- 
A 
- 
# i ! I c : l l ~  
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37 scenes (warm clouds), the mean scattering efficiency 
ratio is 2.1 1 with a standard deviation of 0.7 1. Appli- 
cation of sampling theoywith an assumption of nor- 
mal distributions yields t' = 2.43 + 0.17 for the cold 
clouds and = 2.1 1 k 0.12 for the warm clouds. (The 
mean for all 67 cases, 2.25, differs from that in Table 
3 because of different averaging techniques.) Using a 
two-tailed Student t-test, it was found that the cold- 
cloud ( Tc < 230 K) ratios are different from the warm- 
cloud values at the 90% confidence level. The mean 
ratio for the warm clouds is not significantly different 
from 2.0, the lower limit expected for large particles. 
As noted earlier, the value of 5 is highly dependent 
on the particle size. Neglecting the effects of particle 
shape, it may be concluded from these results that large 
particles are the dominant scatterers in the clouds for 
Tc > 230 K .  At colder cloud temperatures, smaller 
particles (e.g., a < 20 pm) apparently contribute more 
to the scattering. Thus, the average particle size in the 
colder clouds must be significantly less than the warmer 
clouds. Figure 2 1 suggests that the proportion of small 
particles in the clouds increases as the cloud-center 
temperature decreases. These findings are consistent 
with the results of Platt and Dilley (198 1 ) who deter- 
mined that the lidar-measured backscatter-to-extinc- 
tion ratio is relatively constant for Tc > 233 K. The 
value of that ratio changes abruptly to a new value at 
temperatures slightly less than 233 K. Heymsfield and 
Platt ( 1984) were able to show that the number density 
of large particles in cirrus clouds decreased substantially 
when the temperature dropped below -40°C. The VIS 
extinction coefficients derived from the GOES data are 
0 1  I I I 
21 0 220 230 240 250 
CLOUD TEMPERATURE (K) 
FIG. 2 1. Variation of mean scattering efficiency ratio with cloud- 
center temperature for all IF0 (circles) and case study (squares) data 
fiom GOES over surface lidar sites. Vertical lines denote standard 
deviations. 
0.4 1 km -' and 0.45 km for T, G 230 K and Tc > 23C 
K, respectively. These values fall in the range of value! 
computed by Heymsfield and Platt ( 1984), but shou 
less dependence on temperature. 
Although particle size is very important in the de- 
termination of f ,  Platt et al. (1987) have presentee 
theoretical results indicating that t is also a functior 
of particle shape. The results of Heymsfield and Plan 
( 1984) show that ice crystal habits change significant13 
when the cloud temperature drops below 233 K. Thus 
both factors, smaller crystals and shape changes, ma) 
explain the increase in tj for Tc < 230 K observed in 
the current dataset. Microphysical measurements using 
probes sensitive to small ice particles are needed tc 
hrther clarifL these results. 
c. Assumptionsfor visible optical depth calcuIations 
The determination of 7: relies on the assumptions 
that the clouds can be modeled as plane parallel entities, 
that (5) is an adequate parameterization of a more 
exact radiative transfer model, and that the cloud al- 
bedo model, or the implied scattering phase function, 
is appropriate for the clouds studied here. The lidar 
plots in Figs. 1 and 2 show considerable structure in 
the clouds observed during 28 October. Such mor- 
phology is probably typical of most of the cirrus clouds 
observed during the IFO. Thus, the clouds do not a p  
pear to be plane-parallel and homogeneous. Because 
exact modeling of the nonhomogeneous clouds is not 
possible at this time, no attempt is made to estimate 
the effects of cloud morphology on the derived values 
of VIS optical depth. 
One means of evaluating the parameterization is to 
compare the results of (5) with values of 7, derived for 
each scene with a detailed radiative transfer model us- 
ing the scattering phase function that produced the 
cloud albedo model applied in (5). Takano et al. ( 1989) 
computed 7, for several of the IF0 scenes using a three- 
level adding-doubling radiative transfer model with 
two different scattering phase hnctions. One of the 
phase functions was the same as that used to derive 
the cloud albedo model employed here. The other was 
for ice spheres with areas equivalent to the hexagonal 
columns used in the first phase function. Takano et al. 
( 1989) used a Lambertian surface with an albedo of 
0.1 1 to simulate the Wisconsin land areas. They de- 
termined the value of 7, for 16 scenes during the case 
study period by matching the reflectance of the adding- 
doubling model at the GOES angles to the mean 
GOESderived reflectance of the square area around 
each lidar site. The pixels in the same areas (which 
include the strips analyzed earlier) were analyzed with 
the parameterization using the values of x:. 
A comparison of the results showed that the average 
value of 7, for the radiative transfer model using hex- 
agonal crystals was 0.95 compared to an average of 
0.99 for the parameterization. The rms difference was 
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17%. Although the 0.04 mean difference is not statis- 
tically significant, it is expected for several reasons. The 
Takano et al. ( 1989) results include all of the pixels in 
the region, while the results from (5) exclude all dark 
pixels. Furthermore, the radiative transfer model does 
not include ozone absorption. Exclusion of the dark 
pixels and inclusion of ozone absorption would both 
tend to increase the mean model-derived optical depth 
by a few percent. The rms differences are most likely 
due to the use of a Lambertian surface albedo in the 
adding-doubling model and the use of a fixed value of 
Xi: for each hour in (5). The mean value of t for the 
model results was 2.55 compared to 2.56 for the pa- 
rameterization. From these comparisons it is evident 
that (5) is quite adequate for parameterizing the de- 
tailed radiative transfer model for the range of optical 
depths seen in the case study. In addition, the good 
agreement between the average derived values oft' over 
land and water at the same hour (i.e., 1600 UTC) in 
Table 4 indicates that (5) is useli  over a reasonable 
range of surface albedos. 
The cirrus clouds obsewed during the IF0 contained 
mixtures of hexagonal columns, plates, and aggregates 
of various sizes and shapes (Kajikawa and Heyrnsfield 
1989); Even water droplets were found in some of 
the warmer cirrus clouds (Sassen et al. 1990). In this 
study, the visible radiances have been treated as if they 
were reflected from a cloud composed entirely of one 
size of hexagonal columns. Although exact evaluation 
of the uncertainty in due to the use of the single 
phase function is not possible, some inferences may be 
drawn from the results to make a qualitative assessment 
of the hexagonal column, cloud-albedo model. 
One indication of the reasonability of the model used 
here is that the mean value of C: is close to the limit of 
ratios may be as small as 0.15. This limited result sug- 
gests that the actual scattering by the cirrus clouds may 
be less anisotropic than expected for the hexagonal 
crystal model. Although discrepancies between the mi- 
crophysical characteristics of the actual and modeled 
clouds are likely to cause differences between the ob- 
served and modeled radiation fields, some of the ten- 
dency for more diffuse reflectance from the cirrus may 
be due to shadowing effects as discussed below. A more 
complete analysis using much more data is required 
to better define typical cirrus reflectance anisotropy and 
the single scattering phase fbnction that accounts for 
it. Given the current knowledge of cirrus cloud radia- 
tive properties, however, the cloud albedo model used 
in (5) appears to be adequate for computing T!,. 
d. Dark pixels 
It is possible that the "dark" pixels noted e ~ e r  may
be caused by the extreme reflectance anisotropy ex- 
pected for very thin clouds. For small values of 7" and 
8 - 120°, there should be very little reflection from 
the cloud in the direction of the satellite as compared 
with its albedo to upwelling diffise radiation from the 
surface. Thus, the pixel may appear darker than a clear 
scene for the same viewing and illumination conditions. 
Examples of the variations of p as a function of cr, 
computed with (5) are shown in Fig. 22a for WAU at 
1400 and 1800 UTC. The corresponding values of p, 
are 0.13 and 0.16, respectively, with cud = 0.1 1. The 
relationship between cloud albedo and optical depth 
depends on the solar zenith angle resulting in a diver- 
gence of the curves at larger values of cu,. Additional 
calculations were performed for p,-, = 0.4; X, = 1; and 
p, = 0.04,0.08,0.16,0.32, and 0.64; with ad = 0 .92~~ .  
2.0 expected for large particles, especially for the 
warmer clouds. An examination of the results of Tak- 
0.7 ano et al. ( 1989) reveal that the mean value of r, de- 
rived with the equivalent ice-sphere model was 30% 
0.6 greater than that for the hexagonal column model. The w 
resulting mean value of 5 for the ice spheres is 2.9. 
- 
- 
PI 
These results indicate that the iceaystal model is more 4 0.5 - .16 
appropriate than the spherical model for interpreting & 
the cirrus reflectance data. w 
-1 0.4 - .13 The adding-doubling model of Takano and Liou 
( 1989b) was used to calculate the cloud reflectances rr 
for the angles corresponding to GOES and AVHRR a 0.3 - 
in Table 5 using the values of r!, and the hexagonal 9 column phase function. The resulting reflectances at 0-2 - the GOES angles were ratioed to the corresponding 
reflectances at the AVHRR angles. For the three cases $ in which the GOES and AVHRR angles differed sig- 0.1 
nificantly (30 October and 2 November), the average 
ratio for the adding-doubling results was 1.6 compared 0.0 
- 
I I I I I 
to 1.3, the mean ratio of the GOES and AVHRR values 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
of x;. About half of the difference in the mean ratios CLOUD ALBEDO 
may be due to the uncertainties in the values of x i  for RG. 52a. Theoretical topof-the-atmosphere visible reflectance over 
each individual case. Thus, the actual difference in the WAU for 1400 UTC ( p ,  = 0.13) and for 1800 UTC ( p ,  = 0.16). 
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CLOUD ALBEDO 
FIG. 22b. Theoretical topof-the-atmosphere visible albedos for 
various surface albedos. 
The results are shown in Fig. 22b. For relatively dark 
surfaces, the measured reflectance increases monoton- 
ically with a,. Over bright surfaces, the reflectance ac- 
tually decreases first, then increases at greater cloud 
albedos. A dark surface contributes little to the upward 
flux, while the opposite is true for bright surfaces. The 
increased reflectance of a cloud to diffise radiation 
tends to trap some of the reflected radiation from the 
surface. For thin clouds over bright surfaces, this effect 
can result in a reflectance that is lower than that ob- 
served for the clear-sky case. Additional calculations 
for other solar zenith angles indicate that the insertion 
of the thin cirrus cloud above the bright surface de- 
creases the albedo at lower sun angles, making the dis- 
crimination of clear and cloudy skies more difficult 
over deserts and other bright scenes. It is possible that 
this effect may also be important at certain angles and 
values of x, over dark surfaces. 
Although such a mechanism may cause some pixel 
darkening, it is probably not the primary cause. Cloud 
shading is more likely to be the predominant cause of 
dark pixels. For example, at altitudes of 10 km, a 2 
km thick cloud can cast a shadow that has its leading 
edge removed at least 8 km horizontally on the surface 
from the position of the cloud's leading edge for $0 
2 45". Thus, the cloud and the portion of the surface 
affected by direct transmission through the cloud can 
easily be offset by one or more GOES pixels. The pro- 
jected line of sight from the satellite through a cloud 
will not line up with the cloud's shadow unless 8 
= 180". In most instances, therefore, the direct trans- 
mission from the surface through the viewed cloud will 
come from the shadow of a different cloud. The diffuse 
rdectance will result from the combined effects of the 
various clouds in the vicinity. For a homogeneous 
cloud field, an optically thick viewed cloud, or 8 
= 180°, such effects are negligible. Figures 1, 2, and 
17 provide ample evidence that the clouds observed 
during the case study are neither optically thick nor 
homogeneous. In an inhomogeneous cloud field, it is 
possible to observe a surface darkened by the shadow 
of a thick cloud through a thin cloud that produces 
little scattering of its own in the direction of the satellite. 
Thus, to the viewer in space a pixel appears to be a 
cloud by virtue of its cold temperature, but is darker 
than expected for a clear scene. 
This effect may be examined quantitatively by con- 
sidering ( 5 ). Use of that model implicitly assumes a 
homogeneous cloud field. To consider an inhomoge- 
neous cloud field, let T, replace T, in (6), where T, is 
the VIS optical depth of the cloud casting a shadow 
onto the surface in the line of sight of the observed 
cloud that has optical depth 7,. Since the diffUse ra- 
diation emerging from the bottom of the clouds and 
reflecting from the surface is coming from all of the 
clouds in the field, let ell, in the third term of (5) be 
replaced by the average albedo of the observed and the 
shading cloud. The results of solving this inhomoge- 
neous version of (5) for two different observed clouds 
are displayed in Fig. 23. The circles represent T, = 7,. 
Viewing angles were fixed at 8 = 52" and X, varied 
with do, which changed with time as in the lower halves 
of Tables 3 and 6. Clear-sky reflectance is denoted 
with the dashed horizontal line. 
The greatest effects of cloud inhomogeneities are seen 
for T, = 0.25. Both shading clouds cause dark pixels 
for $0 < 8 1 ". Some dark pixels occur for T, = T, for 80 
< 60". Calculations using smaller h 's  produced no 
dark pixels. The thickness of the shading cloud becomes 
more important as increases. The impact of shading 
on the observed cloud having T, = 1 is less pronounced 
with little likelihood of dark pixels for the range of p~ 
SHADING CLOUD 
0.0 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
COSINE SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE 
FIG. 23. Effect of cloud shading on observed reflectance. Optica 
depth of observed cloud is 7,. Solid symbols, T, = 1. Open symbols 
T,, = 0.25. Dashed line is clear-sky reflectance. 
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considered. Shading by the thin cloud (T,  = 0.25) ac- 
tually increases the observed reflectance for all cases 
using 7, = 1. As T, increases to larger values, the impact 
of rS will become negligible. This lack of a shadowing 
effect for thicker clouds suggests that the observed re- 
flectance may be biased toward a value that is lower 
than expected when the scene contains both optically 
thick (T, 2) and thin clouds, even if no dark pixels 
occur. 
Shadowing effects can be observed in the data shown 
in Fig. 18. Dark pixels corresponding to the thinnest 
part of the cloud are seen before 2027 UTC. The next 
few pixels to the right are detectable but 7, is much 
less than re. The VIS optical depth for the pixels cor- 
responding 2040 UTC is more than three times the 
value of re, suggesting enhanced reflectance. In this 
figure, the sun would be located approximately to the 
right of the figure at Bo = 68O. With a cloud top near 
11 km, the thickest part of'the cloud would cast a 
. shadow approximately 28 km to the left or to the po- 
sition corresponding to 2025 UTC. The view from the 
satellite is at a 35O angle, not perpendicular, to the 
solar plane. Thus, the surface in the line of sight of the 
cloud at 2025 UTC would correspond to the 2020 UTC 
position. That surface would be shaded by a cloud with 
T, - 0.5 or T, = 1.0 assuming that Fig. 18 is an ac- 
curate cross section of the cloud. A dark pixel would 
be expected at 2020 UTC based on the results in Fig. 
23. The first visibly detectable cloud coincides with 7, 
= 0.3 at 2027 UTC. Its value of rv is much less than 
the expected value of 0.6. 
While the shading can explain the darker pixels, it 
does not account for the excessively bright ones at 2040 
UTC. For these bright pixels, it is instructive to refer 
to the cloud structure in Fig. 1. The vertical thickness 
of the cloud changes rapidly so that the pathlength of 
the incident solar radiation through the cloud is not 
necessarily hsedo. The pathlength may be substantially 
increased because of the cloud structure. For example, 
the sun angle may coincide with the right arm of the 
"V" defining the cloud centered at 2035 UTC in Fig. 
1. This effect would tend to cause a cloud to appear 
brighter than expected for the observed 7,. In this case, 
the shadowing and enhancement effects apparently 
cancel to yield a reasonable value of 5' for the whole 
scene. 
The occurrence of dark pixels is shown in Fig. 24 as 
a function of 6. Most of the dark pixels are found at 
emittances corresponding to 7, < 0.2. Some, however, 
are found for T, = 0.5. Very few dark pixels were ob- 
served near noon when 6 > 160°. Most were found 
in the midmorning and late afternoon when shading 
conditions were favorable. The dark pixels comprise 
only 3% of the data considered here. This percentage 
belies the importance of this effect since shading will 
occur in many instances without producing the easily 
detectable dark pixels. The shading effect will tend to 
reduce the observed reflectance causing an underesti- 
EMITTANCE 
FIG. 24. Percentage of total number of "dark" pixels as a function 
of effective beam emittance, 6. 
mation of the cloud's thickness and emittance. Cloud 
shadows or their absence will also affect the interpre- 
tation of reflectance anisotropy. Their presence at high 
solar zenith angles will yield lower than normal values 
of 7,. 
5. Conclusion 
The cirrus clouds observed during the case study 
days are similar to those observed in previous research. 
By comparison, however, they are not necessarily typ- 
ical of midlatitude cirrus clouds since their bulk prop 
erties are significantly different from those observed 
during other IF0 cirrus days. 
The analysis performed in this study using a com- 
bination of ground-based and satellite instrumentation 
yields some results that are similar to earlier studies 
that utilized other combinations of platforms and in- 
struments. This consistency of results for different ap- 
proaches lends a higher degree of confidence to the 
common findings. In addition, the combined datasets 
used here have provided some valuable new insights 
into the problem of determining cirrus cloud properties 
using VIS and IR radiance pairs from satellites. 
The determination of cloud-top emittance or actual 
cloud-top temperature appears to be feasible based on 
the results of this study. Previously, what has been 
termed cloud-top temperature in emittance-adjusted, 
VIS-IR retrievals is closer to cloud-center temperature. 
The emittance ratio and the dependence of cloud 
thickness on cloud-center temperature derived here 
may be utilized in a scheme to estimate cloud thickness. 
This latter parameter will be usell for computing ra- 
diative divergence for observed cirrus clouds. 
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The results indicate that scattering efficiencies are 
greater for colder clouds. This finding holds promise 
for improvements in determining the IR optical depth 
from reflected VIS data. Additional study, however, is 
required to confirm this conclusion. 
From the examination of the reflectance data and 
scattering efficiencies it is concluded that much work 
remains to adequately describe the scattered radiation 
field for real cirrus clouds. Both theoretical and em- 
pirical bidirectional reflectance models should be de- 
veloped for clouds composed of realistic particle shapes. 
As in the ISCCP model, the patterns should be devel- 
oped for various optical depths. Those models will re- 
quire confirmation with the aid of further observational 
data. The effects of cloud particle scattering in IR ra- 
diative transfer should also be examined observation- 
ally. 
Cloud shadows are a problem for the interpretation 
of cloud reflectances, especially for cirrus.'The effects 
are not limited to large solar zenith angles. Relatively 
high viewing zenith angles can produce situations that 
result in the viewing of shadows, even for the near- 
zenith sun. It is apparent that analysis of a single pixel 
is most sensitive to shadowing problems. Some of the 
effects may be diminished through averaging over sev- 
eral pixels. Other approaches to deal with shading need 
to be developed. Validations of cirrus scattering cal- 
culations must also consider these effects. The problem 
of shadows is not as important over water because of 
the low surface albedo. Other problems in remote 
sensing of clouds such as partially cloud-filled pixels 
have not been considered here. Future research efforts 
should address these other factors. 
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APPENDIX A 
Low and thick cloud filtering 
The presence of low clouds contaminates the data 
since the analysis is predicated on the presence of only 
one cloud layer (the cirrus layer may contain two or 
more distinct sublayers). The cloud heights are defined 
for the upper-level cloud (generally, zb > 4 km) de- 
tected by the lidar. In some instances, the occurrence 
of low clouds was either noted by the lidar operators 
or evident in the backscatter intensity plots. In other 
cases, the visual observations were not recorded or the 
low clouds were located within the satellitedefined area 
around the site, but beyond the observer's horizon. 
The datasets containing low clouds must either be 
eliminated or the pixels contaminated by low clouds 
must be removed. Elimination of all datasets contain- 
ing low clouds would substantially reduce the number 
of samples. 
In order to define a simple preprocessing filter, it is 
first assumed that a, cc 7, for small optical depths. It 
is also assumed that, to a first approximation, p = Taac 
+ ps( 1 - %)* and cu, = p,. Using the definition o f t  
(5 3e) and (4), it can be shown that 
where k is the constant of proportionality. Values for 
k are determined in the following manner. For a given 
site and time, 6 is computed with ( 1 ) for each cloudy 
pixel having D > D, and T c T, - 3 K. The mean 
emittance is then computed for each value of D cor- 
responding to the approximated value of cu,. Equation 
(7) is solved for k using each albedo-emittance pair. 
An average value of k is then computed for a specified 
subset of the data. This procedure is applied using T, 
= T,. 
To filter the data, it is assumed that low clouds are 
generally brighter than cirrus, but their emittances de- 
pend on albedo, as in (7), in the same manner as cirrus. 
Thus, if a maximum cloud albedo is known for a given 
cirrus emittance, then it may be assumed that any pixels 
brighter than that maximum contain some low clouds. 
 hi values of those maximum albedos, a,,, must be 
estimated here. To determine those maximum values, 
the histograms were first filtered manually to obtain a 
set containing no low clouds. The maximum albedo 
for each temperature (emittance) was extracted for ev- 
ery histogram at a given time. Data taken on 22 Oc- 
tober 1986, were used in the analysis. All maxima for 
a given time were compared to determine the greatest 
values for that time. Very little dependence on time 
was found in this co.mparison. Therefore, the maxima 
from all hours were combined. The resultant values 
were then used to solve (7) for k using a least-squares 
regression fit. The results were averaged to obtain the 
coefficient, &, , which is used to define the maximum 
cloud albedo for a niven emittance. The results of this 
- 
process yield &, = 2.4. Thus, for a given time, (7) 
may be solved for a, using & and the emittance. 
Any pixel with a, > a- + 0.025 is assumed to contain 
low clouds and is eliminated from further processing. 
The 0.025 increment is an estimate of the uncertainty 
in a, resulting from the use of an approximation. 
An example of this filtering is shown in Fig. A1 for 
the data over FMC at 1930 UTC 28 October when low 
clouds were noted in the observer's log. Crosses rep  
resent individual pixels. The solid line represents a, 
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seen in Figs. 1 and 2, real cirrus clouds are anything 
but uniform and constant in altitude and depth. An 
actual cloud field may also contain broken clouds with 
variable optical depths. The nonuniformity of such real 
clouds blurs the distinction between the linear rela- 
tionship for partly cloudy pixels and the exponential 
dependency for variable thickness overcast pixels. Over 
land the ISCCP algorithm uses a threshold of 6 K colder 
than the clear-sky temperature to determine cloudy 
pixels (Bossow et al. 1988 ) . Because of the low spatial 
variability in. T, over the land areas in this study, it is 
assumed here that pixels colder than Ts - 3 K are over- 
+ + cast. The data are not used, however, if there is evidence 
_ + + $ +  + of any significant breaks in the ceiling from the lidar 
+ +  + $ displays or if the mean IR optical depth is less than + + + 8.1. Very few breaks were seen over the sites on 28 
b 
October. The cirrus observed on 27 October were 
, I I mostly scattered leading to the selection of only two 
.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 scenes for that day. 
CLOUD REFLECTANCE 
FIG. Al. Example of low-cloud lilter application over FMC at 
1930 UTC 28 October 1986. AU data to right of solid line correspond 
to low clouds. 
computed using &,. The vertical line, a, = 0.20, 
is used at low reflectances because of larger uncertain- 
ties at those reflectance levels. This value is based on 
a visual inspection of the data that contained low 
clouds. The filtering proceis eliminates the pixels that 
clearly contain low clouds (i.e., those to the right of 
the line). Some pixels containing both low and high 
clouds, however, may remain in the data. 
All cases having rV > 5.0 were also removed from 
the dataset. This arbitrary limit was imposed to min- 
imize the uncertainties in T,, ry, and subsequent values 
of 5. The absolute error in derived optical depth in- 
creases with increasing emittance. The value of Tc is 
also more uncertain for thick clouds than thinner 
clouds. Thus, errors in emittance are greater for these 
thick clouds. Their removal does not significantly affect 
the trends in the results. Inclusion of the thick clouds, 
however, greatly increases the noise in the data. No 
case study scenes were affected by the thick-cloud 
elimination. 
APPENDIX B 
Partially cloud-filled pixels 
The use of (7) or (8) implicitly assumes that the 
pixel is completely filled with cloud. While it is likely 
that some of the pixels are partially clear, definitive 
means for determining which are overcast and which 
are partly cloudy are unavailable. Platt ( 1 - -, , . ,~sed 
a bispectral method to discriminate partly cloudy pixels 
from those containing thin clouds. His technique re- 
quires uniform blocks of constant height and thickness 
for detection of partly cloudy pixels. Detection of thin 
clouds allows variahle thirknesser. hut not fiei~hts 4q 
cu,, &I 
a;, %i 
%ax 
Hlco 
5 
P, Ps* PC 
APPENDIX C 
List of symbols 
particle radius 
Planck function at 1 1.5 pm 
observed and clear-sky visible counts 
cloud thickness 
albedo coefficient, albedo coefficient for 
maximum cloud albedo 
absorption and scattering efficiencies 
cloud-top and -center emittance ratio 
observed and clear-sky 1 1.5 pm equivalent 
blackbody temperatures 
cloud-center and -top 1 1.5 pm equivalent 
blackbody temperatures 
clear-sky temperature estimated fiom sur- 
face data 
air temperatures at altitude z and at the 
surface 
time 
ozone abundance 
cloud-base, cloud-center, and cloud-top 
altitudes 
cloud and diffise cloud albedos 
clear-sky albedo, clear-sky diffise albedo 
maximum albedo for high clouds at a 
given emittance 
extinction, scattering, and absorption cross 
Sections 
density of particles in the medium 
vertical emittance, beam emittance 
single-scattering angle 
viewing zenith angle, solar zenith angle 
latitude or wavelength 
coscf, cosO0 
scattering efficiency ratio 
observed, clear-sky, and cloud visible re- 
flectance 
volume extinction coefficient 
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IR 
FMC 
UTC 
MAD 
WAU 
VIS 
infrared absorption and visible scattering 
optical depths 
visible scattering optical depth of shading 
cloud 
ozone, downward cloud, and upward 
cloud transmittances 
longitude 
clear-sky and cloud anisotropic reflectance 
factors 
relative azimuth angle 
Intensive Field Observations ( 19 October- 
2 November 1986 ) 
infrared window ( 11.5 pm) 
Ft. McCoy, Wisconsin 
Coordinated Universal Time 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
visible (0.65 pm) 
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Abstract 
Cirrus cloud optical and structural properties were measured above southern 
Wisconsin in two time segments between 18:07 and 21:20 GMT on December 1, 
1989. These clouds were measured using the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL), the University of Wisconsin-Madison High Spectral 
Resolution Lidar (HSRL), and the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) situated 
on GOES. The VIL imaged the cirrus cloud structure within a mesoscale volume 
and detected cirrus cloud cover percentages of 81.5% and 76.8% for the two time 
periods. A series of RTIs were created from the VIL cirrus scans to simulate many 
vertically pointing lidars situated across the wind. The cloud cover percentages 
for the individual RTIs ranged from 54.7% to 100%. The variation of the cirrus 
cloud features across the wind indicate the sampling errors associated with point 
measurements when they are used to describe the mesoscale cirrus cloud structure. 
The average cloud length along the wind was 130 km while the average cloud length 
across the wind was 14 km. The distance between clouds was 273 km along the 
wind and 24 km across the wind. 
A new technique was used to calculate the cirrus cloud visible aerosol backs- 
catter cross sections for a single channel elastic backscatter lidar. Cirrus clouds 
were viewed simultaneously by the VIL and the HSRL. This allowed the HSRL 
aerosol backscatter cross sections to be directly compared to the VIL single channel 
backscattered signal. This first attempt resulted in an adequate calibration. The 
calibration was extended to all the cirrus clouds in the mesoscale volume imaged 
by the VIL. This enabled the VIL backscattered signal to be converted into aerosol 
backscatter cross sections at a resolution of 2 to 3 km along the wind direction and 
a 60 m resolution both horizontally across the wind and in the vertical. Usage of a 
constant aerosol backscatter phase function (0.0499 sr-l) enabled the calculation of 
extinction cross sections at each data point in the VIL observed mesoscale volume. 
This allowed for the cirrus cloud visible scattering optical depths to be calculated 
throughout the imaged volume. The VIL volume was viewed from the position 
of the GOES to directly compare the VIL visible scattering optical depths to the 
VAS infrared absorption optical depths. The resulting ratio of the visible scat- 
tering optical depths to the infrared absorption optical depths was approximately 
2:l. 
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Introduction 
Cirrus clouds have a direct impact on the radiation balance of the Earth- 
Atmosphere system. These clouds reflect a portion of the incoming solar radiation 
and partially absorb the outgoing infrared radiation. The reflection of the incoming 
solar radiation reduces the energy added to the system. The partial absorption 
of the outgoing infrared radiation reduces the energy lost to space. This occurs 
because the cirrus clouds absorb the upwelling infrared radiation and radiate energy 
at longer wavelengths (associated with the lower temperatures at the cirrus cloud 
heights) in all directions. The energy radiated downward by the cloud is put back 
into the system, warming the levels beneath the cloud, while a reduced amount 
of upwelling infrared radiation leaves the system. Since the effective temperature 
of the planet is dependent upon the balance between the incoming and outgoing 
radiation, the change in the radiation balance caused by cirrus clouds has to be 
understood to predict future climate change. 
The cirrus cloud morphological and optical properties alter the Earths radiation 
balance. The cloud structural properties which affect the radiation balance are: 
the cloud height, latitude, and the frequency of cloud occurrence. The height of 
the cirrus cloud governs its radiative temperature. Since the cirrus cloud height, 
the insolation, and the Earths surface temperature are functions of latitude, the 
effect of cirrus clouds on the radiative balance also changes with latitude (Platt 
(1981), p. 674-676). The frequency of occurrence of the cirrus clouds will control 
the overall impact of these clouds on the radiative balance. The more often cirrus 
clouds occur, the greater their effect will be on the global energy balance. The 
optical properties of the cirrus clouds moderate both the incoming and the outgoing 
radiation. The scattering properties of ice crystals at visible wavelengths control 
the amount of downwelling solar radiation reaching the lower atmosphere while 
the absorptive and scattering properties of the ice crystals at infrared wavelengths 
governs the amount of infrared radiation escaping to space. 
Climatologies have been compiled to determine the cirrus cloud frequency 
around the planet. Although there have been many cloud climatologies over the 
years, few have dealt with cirrus cloud coverage. One of the first extensive cloud cli- 
matologies to include cirrus clouds was compiled by London (1957). He assembled 
a large number of surface cloud observations from the Northern Hemisphere recor- 
ded in the 1930's and the 1940's and separated them according to cloud types, one 
of which was cirrus clouds. Recent climatologies have been compiled by Barton 
(1983), woodbury and McCormick (1986)) Prabhakara et al. (1988)) Wylie and 
Menzel (1989)) and Warren (1985). While the instruments and techniques used 
in these studies differ, each of these climatologies is limited by a lack of detailed 
global coverage. One cirrus climatology which was not regionally limited was com- 
piled by Wylie et al. (1993). This four year cloud climatology used the NOAA 
polar orbiting HIRS (High resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder) multispectral 
infrared data. The cirrus clouds, detected using the COz slicing technique (Smith 
and Platt (1978)) p. 1797-1798)) were present in 42% of the satellite observations 
on the average. 
Cirrus cloud climatologies have been compiled from ground based point meas- 
urements and area averaged satellite data. The satellite and ground based instru- 
ments measure different atmospheric scales. The satellite climatology compiled by 
Wylie et al. (1993) averages 20 km by 20 km pixels containing cirrus clouds to 
produce 2" latitude by 3" longitude grids. The ground based point measurements 
observed only a small portion of the atmospheric structure (which may or may not 
contain cirrus clouds) which is advected over the instrument position. The cirrus 
cloud structure on a scale between the point measurements and the area averaged 
satellite measurements, the mesoscale, is unknown. In some cases, the mesoscale 
cirrus cloud structure has been inferred from point measurements. To ascertain 
the variability of the cirrus clouds on this intermediate scale, and thereby the ac- 
curacy of cirrus cloud point measurements in determining the overall cirrus cloud 
structure, cirrus clouds have to be measured throughout a mesoscale volume. One 
instrument capable of making these measurements is a volume imaging lidar. 
The cirrus cloud optical properties, which depend directly upon the particle 
composition, shape, size, and number density, also affect the Earths radiation 
budget. In situ measurements have been used to determine the cirrus cloud particle 
composition, size, shape, and number density. Cirrus clouds consist of ice crystals 
with maximum lengths typically in the range of 20-2000 pm (Liou (1986), p. 
1172). These crystals are large compared to visible wavelength radiation and are 
approximately equal to or greater than the wavelengths of infrared radiation. 
A relationship has been used by climate modelers to parameterize the cirrus 
cloud visible and infrared optical properties. From Mie theory, as a spherical 
particle becomes large compared to the wavelength of the incident light, the scat- 
tering efficiency of the particle converges to two while the absorption efficiency 
of the particle converges to one (Liou (1980), p. 139). Since the cirrus cloud ice 
crystals are large compared to the wavelength of visible radiation and since the 
complex part of the index of refraction (which is associated with absorption by the 
particle) at visible wavelengths is small, scattering will dominate the interaction 
of solar radiation with the ice crystals. At infrared wavelengths, absorption will 
dominate the interaction between the ice particles and the radiation since the cirrus 
cloud ice crystals are highly absorbing at 10 pm (Dorsey (1940)) p. 491). Due 
to the differing radiative properties of the ice crystals at the two wavelengths, the 
cirrus cloud optical properties at visible and infrared wavelengths has be related 
through Mie theory by a ratio of efficiencies, the scattering efficiency divided by 
the absorption efficiency. This ratio is approximately two when the particle ab- 
sorption equals the particle emission at infrared wavelengths. This efficiency ratio 
can also be stated in terms of the cirrus cloud optical depth at the two different 
wavelengths: the visible scattering optical depth divided by the infrared absorption 
optical depth multiplied by a ratio of visible extinction efficiency to the infrared 
extinction efficiency. Both models and cirrus cloud measurements have been used 
to test this optical depth relationship for nonspherical ice crystals. A model Min- 
nis (1991) used three size distributions of hexagonal ice crystals and calculated 
a ratio for the optical depths ranging from 2.06 to 2.22. For these calculations, 
it was assumed that the extinction efficiencies at the two wavelengths were equal. 
Measurements from a FIRE (First ISCCP Cloud Climatology Project) IF0  (In- 
tensive Field Operation) which used ground based and satellite based instruments 
suggested a 2.13 ratio between the visible and infrared optical depths for the cir- 
rus clouds (Minnis et al. (1990)). To calculate the visible optical depths for the 
FIRE data from the measured visible radiances, the ground albedo and the cloud 
cover within each pixel had to be known. Measurements by Platt et al. (1980) 
from a ground based lidar and satellite radiometers suggested a ratio less than 
2.0. A method is described in this thesis which allows for the calculation of the 
visible optical depths for cirrus clouds in a mesoscale volume using a ground based 
volume imaging lidar. Knowledge of the cirrus cloud visible optical depths over 
a mesoscale region allows for a direct comparison with the cirrus cloud infrared 
optical depths measured by satellite radiometers for the same region. This method 
of comparing the cirrus clouds on the mesoscale can also be used to validate the 
cirrus cloud detection techniques from satellite radiometers. 
This thesis quantitatively describes the variability of the cirrus cloud optical 
and morphological properties within a mesoscale volume measured by the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL). The cirrus cloud cover within 
the measured volume is calculated and compared to cirrus cloud point measure- 
ments made with the University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar 
(HSRL). The difference between the point and area cloud covers is used to il- 
lustrate the importance of sampling errors in single point measurements when 
they are used to describe cirrus clouds throughout a mesoscale volume. This is 
accomplished by estimating the change in solar flux at the surface of the Earth 
using the difference in the average cloud cover detected by the two lidars and the 
measured cirrus cloud visible optical depths. The visible scattering properties of 
the cirrus clouds are also calculated throughout the mesoscale volume. This is 
achieved by directly calibrating the VIL backscattered signal to the cirrus cloud 
aerosol backscatter cross sections measured by the HSRL. This is possible since 
both instruments were aligned to simultaneously view the same cirrus clouds. The 
variability of the cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections will be determined 
using the calibrated VIL signal within the mesoscale volume. The cirrus cloud 
visible scattering properties can then be used to calculate the visible optical depth 
of the cirrus clouds in the volume. These visible optical depths will then be directly 
compared to the infrared optical depths for the cirrus clouds calculated from VAS 
(VISSR Atmospheric Sounder) radiance measurements. The ratio of the visible 
and infrared optical depths is compared to Mie theory and results from previous 
experiments. 
2 Instrumentation 
The instruments used in this study are the University of Wisconsin High Spec- 
tral Resolution Lidar (HSRL), the University of Wisconsin Volume Imaging Lidar 
(VIL), and the VISSR (Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) Atmospheric 
Sounder (VAS) situated on the GOES satellite. These instruments were part of 
CRSPE (University of Wisconsin-Madison Cirrus Remote Sensing Pilot Experi- 
ment) (Ackerman et al. (1993)). 
2.1 HSRL 
The HSRL is a dual channel vertically pointing lidar with high spectral res- 
olution. This instrument makes point measurements (line measurements in time) 
of the atmospheric structure advected over its position by the wind. The HSRL 
transmits radiation at a wavelength of 532 nm and was used to determine the 
visible aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume, optical depths, and if 
the particulate and gaseous absorption are negligible, aerosol backscatter phase 
functions. The HSRL has an advantage over single channel lidar systems because 
it separates the backscattered radiation into a part due to aerosols and a part due 
to molecules. This separation is possible because the signal backscattered from 
the molecules is Doppler broadened while the larger, bulkier aerosols have little 
effect on the wavelength of the scattered light. This two channel approach enables 
a direct calculation of the atmospheric extinction and aerosol backscatter cross 
sections per unit volume. The advantage of this system over a single channel Lidar 
system can be seen by first examining the single channel lidar equation and then 
the dual channel lidar equation. The equation for a single channel lidar system is: 
EOcAr [@:(180, R) + a ( 1 8 0 ,  R)] exp P(R) = -2r~(r')dr' + M (R) + b (1) 
where: 
R = range (m) 
P(R) = power incident on (and within the field of view 
of) the receiver within the spectral bandpass of the 
instrument (W) 
E o  = transmitted energy (J) 
c = speed of light (m s-l) 
A, . = area of the receiver (m2) 
PL(180, R) = aerosol backscatter cross section per unit 
volume (m-I sr-l) where: 
Pa(l-2) = aerosol scattering cross section per unit volume (m-l) 
Pa(180,R) 
4a = aerosol backscatter phase function (sr-l) 
PL(180, R) = molecular backscatter cross section per unit 
volume (m-l sr-l) where: 
&(R) = molecular scattering cross section per unit 
volume (m-') 
3 
- 87~ = molecular backscatter phase function (sr-') 
&(R) = extinction cross section per unit 
volume (m-l) 
M (R) = multiple scattering contribution incident on the receiver 
within the field of view of the instrument (W) 
b = background radiation incident on the receiver within the 
bandpass and field of view of the receiver (W) 
Equation 1 contains two unknowns, PL(180, R) and ,8,(R) (since P,(R) can be 
calculated from a radiosonde profile). This equation can be solved by either finding 
a relationship between Pi(180, R) and P,(R) or by using a calibration source to 
directly determine one of these two variables. In the former case, the Klett method 
has been used to solve the lidar equation. This method assumes a power law 
relationship between ,8;(180, R) and P,(R) (Klett (1981)): 
where k, which is generally in the interval 0.67 5 k 5 1.0 (Klett (1981), p. 212), 
depends on both the lidar wavelength and various aerosol properties which in- 
clude the aerosol shape, composition, and number distribution. The power law 
relationship can be substituted into the differential form of the logarithmic lidar 
equation: 
where: 
to get the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation: 
This equation has the same form as the Bernoulli equation and is easily solved. If 
k is assumed to be a constant, then the solution to Equation 7 is: 
where Sm = S(rm) and ,BmC = PC(rm) (Klett (1981), p. 213). This solution 
assumes that the backscatter by the atmospheric aerosols dominates the molecular 
backscatter. At 1064 nm, the wavelength of the VIL, this assumption is valid 
and Equation 8 can be used to solve the lidar equation. To maintain the stability 
and accuracy of the solution, Equation 8 has to be integrated backwards from 
far ranges. The dependence of this form of the solution on Pmc decreases with 
decreasing r. 
Equation 1 can also be solved by using a calibration source. Previous studies 
have used the lidar signal above or below cirrus clouds as the calibration source. 
It has been assumed that the backscattered radiation at the chosen height was the 
result of only molecular scattering (Sassen (1989)). This method used a constant 
multiple scattering correction factor and made an additional assumption for a 
constant backscatter to extinction ratio for the cirrus particles. Uncertainties in 
this method are largely due to aerosols in the calibration layer which cause a 
larger than expected signal for the molecular backscatter. This leads to smaller 
than expected aerosol backscatter cross sections which cause underestimates in the 
cirrus cloud visible optical depth calculations. 
For the two channel approach used by the HSRL, Equation 1 was separated 
into two equations: one for molecular backscatter and one for aerosol backscatter 
(Shipley et al. (1983)): 
where: 
Nm (R) = number of incident photons on the receiver per unit 
time which were scattered by molecules from range R 
Na ( R) = number of incident photons on the receiver per unit 
time which were scattered by aerosols from range R 
No = number of transmitted photons 
Pk(180, R) = molecular backscattering cross section per unit 
volume (m-' sr-l) which depends upon the 
pressure and temperature of the air with height: 
where: 
p(R) = air pressure at range R (Pa) 
T(R) = air temperature at range R (OK) 
Cab = 4.51944 lov9 O K  Pa-' m-' sr-' (at 532 nm). 
A rawinsonde profile gives the needed information to solve Equation 11. Using the 
calculated P,(R) at each range (using Equation 3 and Equation ll), &(R) can be 
determined by inverting Equation 9: 
Equation 11 gives a calibrated target at every range. This calibration target 
can be used to solve for the aerosol backscatter cross section per unit volume by 
taking the ratio of the two scattering equations (Equation 9 and Equation 10) and 
rearranging terms: 
If gaseous and particulate absorption are negligible (extinction is just a result 
of scattering processes) then the aerosol scattering cross section is: 
The integration of P,(R) with range determines the aerosol visible optical depth 
( ~ v )  : 
Knowledge of Pa(R) enables the calculation of the aerosol backscatter phase 
function: 
This set of equations shows the advantage of the HSRL over a single channel 
lidar system. The HSRL configuration allows for the direct calculation of the 
cirrus cloud visible optical depth, aerosol backscatter cross sections, and aerosol 
backscatter phase functions (if gaseous and particulate absorption are negligible). 
2.2 VIL 
The VIL is an elastic backscatter lidar which measures the three dimensional 
atmospheric structure. This instrument scans the atmosphere in both azimuth 
and elevation angles using a wavelength of 1064 nm. The VIL typically scans the 
atmospheric structure in two directions, parallel and perpendicular to the wind 
direction at the cirrus cloud heights. A series of cross wind scans enables a three 
dimensional reconstruction of the cirrus clouds. This three dimensional view, using 
the advection of the clouds by the wind as the third dimension, reveals the cirrus 
mesoscale cloud morphology. 
For CRSPE, the VIL scanned the atmosphere at approximately 9" a second 
with a time resolution of 85 seconds between consecutive scans. A typical VIL 
cirrus scan can be seen in Figure 1. The top cloud picture is a cross wind scan 
and the bottom picture is an along wind scan. The cross wind scan started at 
357" (north), scanned overhead, and ended at 177". This is called the cross wind 
scan because it was almost perpendicular to the wind direction at the cirrus cloud 
heights (the wind was approximately from the west-northwest at the cirrus cloud 
heights). After the completion of the cross wind scan, the azimuth angle of the 
system was rotated 90" to begin the along wind scan. This scan started at 267", 
scanned overhead, and completed at 87" (toward the east). This X scan was 
performed almost continuously for a three hour time period (18:08 - 21:20 GMT). 
For CRSPE, the VIL scanned 120 km of the atmosphere in the horizontal extent 
with a maximum distance between data points of 60 m. 
The two VIL scan directions allow for two different views of the cirrus clouds. 
Precipitation from the cirrus clouds can be seen in the along wind scan due to the 
wind shear at the cirrus cloud heights. This can be seen in the bottom picture in 
Figure 1. The slope of the cirrus clouds with distance results from wind shear. The 
along wind scan also shows the cirrus clouds which will be advected over the VIL 
at later times. The cross wind scans show the cirrus cloud structure perpendicular 
to the wind. The cirrus clouds seen in the cross wind scans during this experiment 
usually had a higher degree of spatial variability than those observed in the along 
wind scans. These variations across the wind would not be seen by a vertically 
pointing ground based instrument. 
Figure 1: Typical cirrus clouds seen from 18:08 to 19:24 GMT. The x-axis is 
the distance from the VIL and the y-axis is height. The top picture is a cross 
wind scan; scanning from the North (357') to the South (177'). The bottom 
picture is an along wind scan, scanning from West (267') to East (87'). The scan 
times are given in local time (CST). Both scans show the cirrus cloud variability. 
Precipitating cirrus clouds are seen in the along wind scan. 
2.3 VAS 
The VAS, a radiometer on the GOES satellite, detects infrared radiation in 
12 spectral bands that lie between 3.9 and 15 pm at 7 km or 14 km resolution 
(depending on the detector used) while also measuring at visible wavelengths with 
a 1 km resolution. The infrared channels have a 7 km resolution at nadir above the 
equator and a 10 km resolution viewing the atmosphere above Madison, Wisconsin. 
The upwelling longwave radiation in the 11 pm channel was used to determine the 
cirrus cloud infrared ernissivity and optical depth. The upwelling radiation was 
converted into a temperature for each pixel using Planck's Radiation Law. The 
cirrus infrared emissivity was then calculated using the following equation: 
where: 
Tsjc = brightness temperature for a clear pixel 
Tsat = brightness temperature detected by the radiometer 
Tcld = temperature at the mid-cloud height. 
Tsfc used in Equation 17 was determined from a satellite pixel where it was 
assumed that no clouds were present (a clear pixel). Clear pixels were determined 
with help from the VIL since subvisible cirrus clouds were present during the 
experiment. The cirrus mid-cloud heights were calculated from the VIL cross 
wind scans. The cloud temperatures associated with the cirrus mid-cloud height 
were determined from coincident rawinsonde measurements. The rawinsondes 
were launched from the HSRL site during this experiment. 
2.4 Instrumentation Locations 
For CRSPE, the VIL was located near Pine Bluff, Wisconsin (43.06" N Latitude 
and 270.30" E Longitude) while the HSRL was located to the east in Madison, 
Wisconsin (43.08" N Latitude and 270.58" E Longitude). The HSRL was located 
a distance of 24 km from the VIL at an azimuth of 87" (1.26 km North and 23.97 
km East of the VIL). One of the VIL scan planes was aligned over the position of 
the HSRL viewing the same cirrus clouds as the HSRL. In relation to Pine Bluff, 
Wisconsin, the VAS was situated at a zenith angle of 52.90") an azimuth angle 
of 244.58") and a distance of 38017.73 km. The time periods of the experiment 
under investigation are from 18:07 to 19:24 GMT and from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on 
December 1, 1989. The separation of the time periods was a result of a break in the 
VIL data set. The wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and pressure at the 
cirrus cloud heights were determined from coinciding rawinsonde profiles. There 
were four rawinsondes launched from Madison, Wisconsin on December 1, 1989, 
two of which were used: 18:OO GMT and 21:24 GMT. To create individual profiles 
between these times, the rawinsonde data was linearly interpolated between the 
18:OO and 21:24 profiles. 
Three remote sensing instruments were used to determine the cirrus cloud op- 
tical and structural properties. The VIL was used to determine the cirrus cloud 
structural properties since it viewed the three dimensional cirrus cloud structure. 
Cirrus cloud cover percentages and horizontal structure functions were calculated 
from the three dimensional data. The VIL area averaged cirrus cloud structure 
was compared to the cirrus cloud structure measured by the HSRL. This allowed 
for the determination of the sampling errors associated with cirrus cloud point 
measurements. To calculate the cirrus cloud optical properties, all three remote 
sensing instruments were used. The HSRL was used to calibrate the VIL to de- 
termine the visible cirrus cloud optical properties throughout a mesoscale volume. 
The VAS was used to determine the infrared cirrus cloud optical properties for the 
same volume. 
Cirrus Cloud Mesoscale Structure 
Many previous measurements of the cirrus cloud morphology have been made 
using ground based vertically pointing instruments. These cloud measurements 
were aligned along the wind due to the advection of atmospheric structure over the 
instrument. Attempts by these point measurements to represent the general cirrus 
cloud structure relied on the uniformity of the clouds throughout the area under 
consideration. If the cirrus clouds varied significantly across the wind, then point 
measurements along the wind could not be used to represent the large scale cirrus 
cloud structure. The VIL cirrus cloud scans were used to observe the cirrus cloud 
structure in an atmospheric mesoscale volume. Cirrus cloud structural variations 
within this volume were used to determine the cirrus cloud variability and the 
sampling errors associated with cirrus cloud point measurements. 
During CRSPE, the VIL scanned a volume of the atmosphere containing cirrus 
clouds. Each cross wind scan showed a two dimensional picture of the cirrus clouds. 
A time series of cross wind scans revealed the three dimensional cloud structure 
where it was assumed that there was no time variation during the advection of the 
cirrus clouds by the wind. Once a cirrus cloud threshold value was chosen for the 
VIL data within the volume, the cloud cover percentage and horizontal structure 
within the mesoscale volume could be calculated from consecutive cross wind scans. 
A cirrus cloud threshold denotes the smallest backscattered signal considered to be 
from a cirrus cloud. A threshold value was determined by examining a histogram 
of the VIL backscattered signal from the cirrus cloud heights, 6 to 11 km, for the 
time periods under consideration (Figure 2). A clear distinction between cirrus 
cloud backscatter and the background aerosol backscatter was seen. The range 
squared, energy normalized VIL data greater than the chosen threshold value (3.48 
in Figure 2) was assumed to have been backscattered from the cirrus cloud ice 
crystals. Backscatter values smaller than the threshold were considered to be the 
result of non-cirrus aerosols and molecules. Since the threshold was chosen from 
a series of VIL cross wind scans, the cirrus cloud threshold value was constant for 
the whole data set. Only data within a horizontal distance of 30 km from the VIL 
was used in the cirrus cloud determination. The 30 km distance was chosen to 
retain a consistent threshold value throughout the data set. When the distance to 
the scatterers becomes large, the VIL signal becomes instrument limited causing 
the thinner cirrus clouds to go undetected. The calculations of the cirrus cloud 
structure are done in the following subsections. 
3.1 Horizontal Cirrus Cloud Structure 
The cirrus cloud threshold determined in the previous section allows the cirrus 
cloud structure to be examined. To calculate the cirrus cloud cover percentage 
within the mesoscale volume, RTI (Range Time Indicator) profiles were created 
at 100 m intervals along the VIL cross wind scan up to a distance of 30 km from 
the VIL. A RTI is a plot of the backscattered signal where time is the x-axis and 
altitude is the y-axis. A total of 601 RTIs were created for each time period. 
Consecutive points in each RTI were separated by 85.5 seconds, the time between 
consecutive cross wind scans. The cross wind scan time separation was converted 
into a distance by using the average wind speed measured by the rawinsonde 
at the cirrus cloud heights. An average wind speed of 35 ms-I resulted in a 
distance between scans of approximately 3 km. The RTIs simulated 601 vertically 
pointing lidar systems situated across the wind at 100 m intervals. The cloud 
cover percentage from each RTI shows the cloud cover that would be observed by 
a vertically pointing lidar system at that position. To determine the presence of 
cirrus clouds, the VIL backscattered signal between the heights of 6 and 11 km in 
each simulated vertical profile was compared to the cirrus cloud threshold value. If 
any of the data points between the given heights for each vertical profile (for each 
simulated RTI) had a value greater than the cirrus cloud threshold value, then that 
RTI point contained cirrus clouds. Otherwise the point was labeled clear. 
The cloud cover percentage calculated from the simulated RTIs was used to de- 
termine the spatial variability of cirrus clouds within a mesoscale volume. A direct 
Figure 2: 50 point histogram of the VIL signal from the cirrus cloud heights, 6 km 
to 11 km. The x-axis is the logarithm of the VIL range square corrected, energy 
normalized signal. The y-axis is the percentage of points in each interval. Notice 
the local minimum near 3.5. This shows a clear separation between the cirrus cloud 
ice crystal backscatter and the background aerosol and molecular backscatter at 
1064 nm. 
comparison of average cloud cover seen by the VIL and the cloud cover detected 
by individual VIL RTIs shows the difference between point and area measurements 
of the cirrus cloud structure. Cirrus cloud-nocloud structure functions was calcu- 
lated to determine the horizontal dimensions of the cirrus clouds and the distance 
separating the individual cloud structures. A cross wind structure function was 
used to determine the separation between and length of the cirrus clouds across 
the wind. An along wind structure function was used to determine the length of 
the cirrus clouds and the distances separating these clouds along the wind. 
A three hour time period on December 1, 1989 was investigated. As described 
earlier, this three hour data set was split into two sections which were chosen as a 
result of the continuity of the VIL data. The first time period extended from 18:08 
to 19:24 GMT and the second from 19:29 to 20:21 GMT on December 1, 1989. 
The earlier period contained a large amount of scattered cirrus clouds while the 
later period had some scattered cirrus clouds early but at 20:30 GMT a widespread 
precipitating cirrus cloud deck was advected into the region. 
3.1.1 Cirrus Cloud Cover Percentage 
Cirrus cloud cover percentages were calculated for the VIL simulated RTIs and 
the HSRL RTI for the two time periods. To compare the VIL and HSRL cloud 
cover percentage values, the HSRL data had to be shifted upwind to the position 
where the same cirrus clouds occurred in the VIL scans. This time shift (-10 
minutes) was used to match the two data sets. The shift was determined from the 
distance between the two systems and the average wind speed at the cirrus cloud 
heights. The average wind direction at the cirrus cloud heights, determined by the 
rawinsonde, was used to calculate the direction to shift the HSRL data upwind. 
The HSRL shifted RTI and VIL simulated RTI cirrus cloud cover percentages were 
then compared for the two data periods. 
For the first time period (18:08-19:24 GMT), broken cirrus clouds were advec- 
ted into the region from 278" to 297" at wind speeds ranging from 26 ms-' to 
40 ms-l. Cirrus cloud cover percentages were calculated for the 60 km of VIL 
vertical profiles spaced every 100 m (Figure 3). The individual RTIs show cirrus 
cloud cover percentages ranging from 54.7% 17.2 km south of the VIL to 100% 
both directly above the VIL and 30 km to the north of the VIL. The mean cloud 
cover was 81.5% for the mesoscale volume. The maximum difference in cloud cover 
between two RTIs in the 60 km spread was 45.3%. The maximum cloud cover dif- 
ference between two RTIs 10 km apart was 27.8%. For the same time period, the 
time shifted HSRL data had a cloud cover percentage of 100%. Since the VIL 
along wind scan was not perpendicular to the wind axis, the cirrus clouds seen by 
the HSRL passed 5.54 km to the north of the VIL. 
There are a couple of interesting features to note in Figure 3. A cloud cover 
percentage of 100% was seen directly above the VIL. This maximum was the result 
of a very thin cirrus cloud layer located at a height of 10 km, the tropopause. This 
high cloud cover percentage was the result of specular reflection from ice crystals. 
Specular reflection occurs when higher than normal signal is backscattered to the 
receiver due to specific ice crystal orientations. When the cirrus cloud ice crystals 
are in the form of plates they can become positioned such that their flat surfaces 
are parallel to the ground. This plate orientation causes enhanced laser backscatter 
when the lidar at the ground is viewing vertically. Directly above the VIL specular 
reflection occurred but the backscattered signal off the vertical did not show this 
enhanced backscatter. This reveals the importance of tilting the receiver of a 
vertically pointing lidar system slightly off of the vertical. For this early time 
period, the HSRL saw 100% cirrus cloud cover due to the oriented ice crystals. 
The VIL also detected signal from this height but the backscatter signal was smaller 
than the threshold value, causing the VIL to miss these clouds (except for the cases 
where specular reflection occurred). During this experiment, the HSRL was tilted 
off of the vertical to remove the occurance of specular reflection. The 100% cirrus 
cloud cover percentage seen by the HSRL shows that specular reflection was a 
problem and that the HSRL receiver was not tilted as far off of the vertical as was 
originally thought. 
A second interesting feature in Figure 3 was the variation of the cirrus clouds 
within the volume. By comparing the cirrus cloud cover at 17.2 km and 24.7 km 
to the south of the VIL, a cloud cover difference of 27.8% was seen. This difference 
shows the variability of cirrus clouds across a short distance (7.5 km) even when 
the cloud cover is averaged in time. This cirrus cloud variability shows possible 
sampling errors when point measurements are used to represent the cirrus cloud 
cover over an area. A point measurement made at either 17.2 km or 24.7 km 
south of the VIL could not accurately describe the general cirrus clouds structure 
within a mesoscale volume. This reveals the difficulties encountered when using a 
single vertically pointing system to describe the cirrus cloud spatial structure over 
a large area. The variation of cirrus clouds within a small region suggests a need 
to view cirrus clouds throughout the mesoscale volume. 
Since cirrus clouds affect the incoming solar radiation, an error in the cirrus 
cloud cover percentage will result in changes in the calculated visible radiative flux 
reaching the surface of the Earth. The magnitude of the change in the calculated 
visible radiative flux will determine whether the cirrus cloud cover needs to be 
considered when discussing climate warming. To estimate the magnitude of this 
change in the incoming solar flux, consider a simple calculation for the change in 
the direct solar flux due to an incorrect cirrus cloud cover percentage: 
where: 
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Figure 3: Cloud cover percentages calculated for 601 simulated RTIs for the time 
period 18:08 to 19:24 GMT on December 1, 1989. The x-axis is the distance from 
the VIL (north is positive). The y-axis is the cloud cover percentage. The solid 
line is cloud cover percentages for each VIL simulated RTI (consecutive RTIs are 
separated by 100 meters). These cloud cover percentages are aligned along the 
wind resulting in a time average of the cirrus clouds for each RTI. The solid circle is 
the time shifted HSRL cloud cover percentage. The dashed line is the average VIL 
cloud cover percentage for this time period. Note the specular reflection directly 
above the VIL. 
mean annual solar constant (1380 W m-2) 
change in percentage of sky which is clear (-APcld) 
change in percentage of sky which is cloudy 
transmission through the cloud (exp(-rUis)) 
visible scattering optical depth 
cosine of the solar zenith angle 
mean Earth-Sun distance 
actual Earth-Sun distance 
On the right hand side of Equation 18, the first term is the change in radiance 
produced from the transmission of the solar radiation through the cloudless atmo- 
sphere while the second term is the change in radiance error produced from the 
transmission of solar radiation through the cirrus clouds. The absolute value was 
taken because we are only interested in an estimate of the magnitude of the change 
of the incoming solar radiation, not whether warming or cooling would occur. For 
the Earth, +, is described as the following: 
po = s inSs in~+cosScos~cosw (19) 
where q5 is the latitude and S is the solar declination angle which is defined as: 
with d, as the day of the year. The hour angle, w,  is defined as: 
where H is number the of hours from local noon. can be rewritten in the 
following form: 
Equations 18 to 22 were used to estimate a change in the direct visible radi- 
ative flux seen at the surface of the earth due to an incorrect cirrus cloud cover. 
The cloud cover percentage error used for the first time period was the difference 
between the minimum and maximum VIL RTI cloud cover percentages. The HSRL 
cloud cover percentage for the same cirrus cloud deck was not used because of pos- 
sible contamination by specular reflection. The absorption of solar radiation by 
the atmospheric constituents was neglected in these calculations. For the first time 
period, the transmissivity of the cirrus clouds at solar wavelengths was defined by 
the cirrus cloud visible optical depth measured by the HSRL, Tvis = 0.257. 
An estimate of the change in solar flux at the surface of the earth for Madison, 
Wisconsin at 13:OO GMT on December 1, 1989 was calculated using Equation 18. 
For this time period, a 45.3% difference in cirrus cloud cover resulted in a change 
of 58.18 Wm-2 seen at the surface of the Earth. The magnitude of this error 
was approximately 14 times greater than the effects due to the doubling of C02, 
4 Wm-2. Obviously an incorrect cloud cover will have an important effect on 
both the radiative balances occurring in the atmosphere and the models simulating 
the radiative and dynamical structure of the Earth's atmosphere. Even though 
Equation 18 does not incorporate the Earth's surface albedo or absorption by 
atmospheric gases, it does show the need for the accurate simulation of cirrus 
clouds and their global coverage. 
For the later time period (19:29 to 21:20 GMT), scattered cirrus clouds were 
present until 20:30 when a widespread, three kilometer thick, cirrus cloud deck 
was advected into the region from approximately 277'. The area averaged cloud 
cover for the VIL was 76.8%, 4.7% smaller than the previous time period. The 
HSRL cloud cover was 67.9% (Figure 4), resulting in a cloud cover difference 
between the two systems of 8.9%. The minimum cloud cover detected by a VIL 
RTI was 59.0%, from 0.7 to 1.0 km north of the system. The maximum detected 
cloud cover was loo%, 29.8 km to the north. A maximum cloud cover difference of 
41 .O% was seen between the VIL RTIs. The maximum cirrus cloud cover difference 
detected between RTIs separated by 10 km was 30.8%. Again large variations in 
the cloud cover were noticed depending on the location of a vertically pointing 
lidar. Specular reflection does not have as large of an effect on the cloud cover 
percentages because most of the cirrus clouds were lower and optically thicker than 
the previous time period. Also, the thin cirrus layer at the tropopause was not 
detected after 20:OO GMT. 
By using Equation 18 for Madison, Wisconsin at 14:30 GMT on December 1, 
1989, with an average rV;, = 0.428 for the cirrus clouds (measured by the HSRL), 
a change of 12.36 Wm-2 was seen at the surface of the Earth. This value was 
approximately five times smaller than the previous time period. The early time 
period had a large cloud cover difference and small optical depth. The latter had a 
smaller cloud cover difference and a larger optical depth. It also had less incident 
solar radiation due to the time of day. There were compensating effects during the 
second time period due to the larger optical depth and the smaller cloud cover dif- 
ference. The larger cirrus cloud optical depth reduced the incoming solar radiation 
more than the earlier time period but the smaller cirrus cloud cover percentage 
difference decreased the effect of the cirrus clouds on the radiation balance. The 
change in the radiative flux caused by cirrus clouds for either time period would 
dominate the atmospheric temperature increases caused by the doubling of C02. 
This implies that knowledge of the spatial structure is very important in under- 
standing the radiative effects of cirrus clouds on the climate. 
As was previously shown, cirrus clouds can vary significantly over a mesoscale 
area. Very precise point measurements of cirrus clouds will not give reliable stat- 
istics of the cirrus clouds due to the cloud sampling errors. Better instruments 
which only measure a vertical profile through the atmosphere would not be able 
to accurately describe the influence of the cirrus cloud spatial structure on the 
climate because of the sampling errors. Even a very long time average would not 
give an accurate description of the cirrus clouds. The long time average would be 
biased because the clouds have to be advected over the instrument. The cross wind 
cirrus cloud variation would not be detected, and, as shown previously, this can be 
significant (especially if the cirrus clouds tend to align along the wind direction). 
Although the VIL has been used to determine the cirrus cloud spatial structure 
throughout a mesoscale volume, the effects of this cirrus cloud variation on the 
Earth's radiation balance has yet to be determined. 
In some models which simulate the effects of cirrus clouds on the Earth's radi- 
ation balance, the three dimensional cirrus clouds have been averaged to produce 
a cirrus cloud layer with the equivalent radiative properties, an 'equivalent uni- 
form' layer'. This reduction in complexity of the cirrus cloud radiative properties 
can be achieved for the radiative effects of the cirrus clouds at one wavelength of 
radiation according to the mean value theorem. Complexities arise in this process 
when the radiative effects of the cirrus clouds has to be described at two different 
wavelengths, say at both visible and infrared wavelengths. In this case, the radiat- 
ive effects at both wavelengths have to be matched within the equivalent uniform 
layer of cirrus clouds; which may not be possible. Even if an equivalent uniform 
layer was used, the radiative properties of the cirrus clouds may be reproduced but 
the dynamical structure of the atmosphere would not be reproduced. Since clouds 
are an integral part of the atmosphere they affect both the radiative balance and 
the dynamical structure. An equivalent uniform cloud field will not have the same 
dynamical effect as multi-layered scattered cirrus cloud field. As an example, if a 
previously uniform cirrus cloud field was evaporating and breaking up, then there 
would be regions of subsidence within the cloud field. This will not be simulated in 
a model using an equivalent uniform layer as a parameterization for cirrus clouds. 
3.1.2 Structure Functions 
A cirrus cloud-nocloud horizontal structure function was calculated for the 
three hour time period, 18:08 - 21:20 GMT (Figure 5), using the following equation: 
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 3 except for the time period from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT 
on December 1, 1989. 
where: 
Ak = the cloud-nocloud value (either 1 or 0) at point k 
Ak+l = the cloud-nocloud value (either 1 or 0) value at the 
point k + 1 
1 = lag 
N = number of points 
A maximum in the structure function shows a negative correlation between points 
separated by the lag, i.e. length of the cloud; a relative minimum indicates a 
positive correlation between points separated by the lag, i.e. the distance between 
clouds (except at zero separation which is defined to be zero). For the structure 
function, the width (or length) of the cloud occurs at a local maximum. This 
was not the half-width of the cloud because if the lag was equal to half the cloud 
length, an increase in the lag would cause an increase in the structure function. 
Structure functions were determined both along and across the wind. For the 
structure functions aligned with the wind, the lag was a function of time. This 
lag was converted into a distance using the average rawinsonde measured wind 
speed at the cirrus cloud heights. The along wind structure function was used to 
determine the length of the cirrus clouds and distance between cirrus clouds. For 
the cross wind structure functions, the lag was a function of distance. The cross 
wind structure functions shows the the length of the cirrus clouds and the distance 
between clouds across the wind. 
A series of along wind structure functions were calculated for the 60 km of 
VIL data for the combined 3 hour time period (Figure 5). The plotted structure 
functions consist of individual structure functions 25 km north and south of the 
VIL, a structure function for the cirrus clouds occurring directly above the VIL, 
, 
and an area averaged structure function. A large amount of variation between 
the individual structure functions was seen in Figure 5. The along wind structure 
function 25 km to the north revealed approximately a 6 km (3 minute) length for 
the cirrus clouds. This structure function had very little variation because 25 km 
to the north of the VIL the sky had over 95% cloud cover as seen in Figures 3 
and 4. The structure function 25 km to the south of the VIL showed a separation 
between clouds of approximately 262 km (125 minutes) with a cirrus cloud length 
of 147 km (70 minutes). The cirrus clouds directly overhead had a separation 
of 262 km (125 minutes) with a 141 km (67 minutes) cloud length. The average 
structure function for the mesoscale region imaged by the VIL revealed a 273 km 
(130 minutes) separation between clouds and an average cloud length of 130 km 
(62 minutes). Smaller scale oscillations were embedded on the individual structure 
functions. These oscillations show small scale variations in the cirrus features. The 
effects of the area averaging can be seen in the average structure function where 
the small scale oscillations have been smoothed out. The half width of the cirrus 
cloud, 65 km, shows the average distance that a satellite has to move its field of 
view along the wind direction to view the ground. If a vertically pointing system 
were used to determine the cirrus cloud structure, the result would be a single 
structure function defining the whole region. As was seen here, this would not be 
representative of the volume. 
The average cross wind structure function is shown in Figure 6. This structure 
function increases slowly with the lag because a greater percentage of the cirrus 
clouds occurred to the north of the VIL. The movement of a widespread cirrus 
cloud deck from the northwest into a region which previously contained scattered 
cirrus clouds biased the structure function to larger lag distances. The average 
cross wind structure function shows cirrus clouds with lengths of 14 km and 43 
km. The distance between cirrus clouds was 24 km. As expected, the cross 
wind structure function was very different than the along wind structure function 
during this time period. The length of the cirrus clouds along the wind was about 
9 times larger than the cirrus cloud length across the wind. The difference in the 
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Figure 5: Along wind structure functions for December 1, 1989, from 18:08 to 
21:20 GMT, calculated from the VIL simulated RTIs. The x-axis is the lag in 
the structure function in minutes (1 minute is approximately 2100 meters). The 
y-axis is the cloud-nocloud structure function. Plotted are: the average along wind 
structure function for the 60 km spread (thick solid line), structure function for a 
RTI 25 km south of the VIL (circles), structure function for an RTI 25 km north of 
the VIL (squares), VIL structure function for a RTI directly overhead (diamonds). 
More detailed explanations are in the text. 
average structure functions for the two scan directions results in an aspect ratio 
(lengthlwidth) of 9:l for the cirrus clouds. This aspect ratio suggests that, for this 
experiment, the cirrus clouds tended to be aligned along the wind. A longer time 
period has to be analyzed to get a better understanding of the average cirrus cloud 
horizontal structure. 
To get a statistically accurate measurement of the distance between clouds the 
structure function has to become either independent of the lag or a constant which 
is periodic with the lag. This was only seen for the individual cirrus cloud structure 
function 25 km to the north of the VIL. The other structure functions gave local 
measurements of the cirrus cloud structure since the structure function varied with 
the lag. A longer time period is needed to get better cloud cover statistics for the 
structure function calculations. This process can be performed on the FIRE I1 
VIL data set. 
3.2 Vertical Cirrus Cloud Structure 
The vertical cirrus cloud structure during the two time periods was very com- 
plex. From 18:08-19:24 GMT, there was mostly scattered optically thin cirrus 
clouds which occurred both individually and in layers as seen in Figure 1. The 
lowest level clouds occurred at a height of 6 km while the highest cirrus clouds 
were seen at 10 km. The uppermost clouds occurred at the tropopause and con- 
sisted of ice crystals as seen by the specular reflection from the layer (as described 
in Section 3.1.1). The majority of the cirrus clouds occurred between the heights 
of 6 and 9 km, often overlapping at different levels. Occasionally, a precipitating 
cirrus cloud advected into the region at a height of 8 km between 25 km north and 
25 km south of the VIL. These precipitating cirrus clouds are seen in the bottom 
half of Figure 1, the along wind scan. Virga fell approximately 2 km from these 
clouds before evaporating. Most of the cirrus clouds during this time period were 
seen north of the VIL. 
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Figure 6: Cross wind structure function for December 1, 1989, from 18:08 to 21:20 
GMT, for the 60 km of VIL data. The x-axis is the lag in the structure function 
in distance (km). The y-axis is the cloud-nocloud structure function. This plot 
shows the average cross wind structure function for the 3 hour time period. The 
minimum around 24 km shows the average distance between the cirrus clouds. The 
peak determines an average cirrus cloud cross wind length of 14 km. 
For the second time period, 19:29 to 21:20 GMT, the cirrus clouds were more 
widespread. At 19:30 GMT, the cirrus clouds were similar to the earlier period 
with scattered thin cirrus clouds throughout most of the region. Again, these 
clouds often occurred in multiple layers. At 19:40 a precipitating cirrus cloud 
layer at a height of 8 km between 20 and 40 km to the south of the VIL moved 
into the region (Figure 7). This layer lasted for about one hour with virga falling 
1 to 2 km below the precipitating layer. At 20:30 GMT, an extensive precipitating 
cirrus cloud deck advected into the region between 20 km south and 30 km north 
of the VIL (Figure 8). The precipitating layer occurred between heights 8.5 and 
9.5 km with ice crystals falling to a height of 6 km. As the time period progressed, 
the cirrus cloud deck increased in optical thickness. Both to the north and south 
of the cirrus cloud deck multiple layers of thin cirrus clouds were seen. Also in 
Figure 8, the attenuation of the VIL signal can be seen. This loss of signal occurs 
between 7 km and 9 km further than 40 km north of the VIL and further than 30 
km south of the VIL. The cirrus cloud layer at the tropopause was visible until 
20:OO GMT. 
3.3 Cloud Structure Summary 
It has been shown that cirrus clouds are very complex in both the horizontal 
and vertical directions. These clouds are not homogeneous in either direction and 
can not be assumed so. Their complex structure needs to be viewed throughout 
a mesoscale sized volume to accurately describe the cirrus cloud spatial structure. 
These clouds have to be accurately described to understand the radiation balance 
in the Earth's atmosphere. The data set studied was only for a three hour time 
period. To better understand the general properties of the cirrus cloud spatial 
structure, a larger set of cirrus cloud data needs to be analyzed. 
Figure 7: Typical cirrus clouds seen from 19:29 to 20:15 GMT. The x-axis is the 
distance from the VIL and the y-axis is altitude. The top picture is a cross wind 
scan, scanning from the North (357") to the South (197"). The bottom picture is 
an along wind scan, scanning West (267") to East (87"). The scan times are given 
in local time (CST). Both scans show the cirrus cloud variability. 
Figure 8: Same as Figure 7 but for the time period of 20:30 to 21:20 GMT. The 
precipitation from the cirrus clouds is easily seen in the along wind scan. Note the 
effects of attenuation at the longer slant gaths in the bottom scan between 20 and 
60 km West of the VIE near a height of 8km (also between 40 and 60 km East of 
the VIL at the same heights). 
4 Cirrus Cloud Visible Optical Properties 
Examination of the cirrus cloud structure has shown the advantages of a volume 
scanning system and the difficulties encountered by a vertically pointing instru- 
ment when attempting to describe the cirrus cloud spatial structure across a meso- 
scale volume. As shown by the simple radiative transfer calculations, the cirrus 
cloud optical properties play an important role in the radiation balance within 
the Earth-Atmosphere system. Like the cirrus cloud spatial structure, the cirrus 
cloud optical properties at visible and infrared wavelengths may vary significantly 
across a mesoscale volume. The visible optical depth influences the amount of 
solar radiation which passes through the cirrus clouds and reaches the lower levels 
of the Earth's atmosphere. The infrared optical depth moderates the amount of 
infrared radiation lost to space through these clouds. To understand the effects of 
cirrus clouds on the Earth's radiative budget, the cirrus cloud optical properties 
have to be known. 
Previous attempts to determine the cirrus cloud visible optical depth, to com- 
pare to the cirrus cloud infrared optical depth, have been made using satellite 
based radiometers and ground based lidars. The calculations using satellite data 
could not independently determine the cirrus cloud visible optical properties since 
additional measurements of the cloud coverage and cloud types within each pixel 
were needed. These calculations also needed measurements of the reflectivity of 
the Earth's surface at the visible wavelengths for each pixel. Errors also occurred 
in the visible optical depth calculations due to poor calibrations of the visible chan- 
nels. The visible c h a ~ e l s  were calibrated at the ground and the calibration has 
degraded over time. Ground based lidars have also been used to determine the 
cirrus cloud visible optical properties. The measurements by a vertically pointing 
lidar are limited by the instrument viewing capability. These lidars only observe 
the cirrus clouds advected over their position producing biased results due to the 
cirrus cloud spatial variability and the possible preferential alignment of the cir- 
rus clouds. A volume scanning ground based lidar needs to view a large enough 
volume of the atmosphere to remove pixel alignment errors associated with the dir- 
ect comparison of the cirrus clouds viewed by the scanning lidar and the satellite 
radiometer (described in Section 5). 
A new technique to calculate the cirrus cloud visible optical properties throughout 
a mesoscale volume is described in the following section. This method uses coin- 
cident cirrus cloud measurements from two ground based lidar systems, the VIL 
and the HSRL. The cirrus cloud visible aerosol backscatter cross sections calcu- 
lated from the HSRL data are used to calibrate the VIL backscattered signal. The 
VIL cirrus cloud scans will then be used to extend the calibration to a mesoscale 
volume. This new calibration method, which uses data from two lidar systems, 
was attempted without previous knowledge of the errors associated with this cal- 
ibration process. 
4.1 Calibration Technique 
The VIL and HSRL were aligned to view the same cirrus clouds during CRSPE. 
This alignment allowed the cirrus clouds to be used as a calibration target for the 
single channel VIL data. This calibration scheme was possible because the HSRL 
unambiguously determined the aerosol backscatter cross sections throughout the 
depth of the cirrus cloud as described in Section 2.1. The HSRL ,8:(180, R) were 
directly correlated to the VIL backscattered signal for the simultaneously measured 
cirrus clouds. This was achieved using a cirrus cloud point comparison applied 
between the VIL backscattered signal and the HSRL ,8:(180, R). 
Before the VIL backscattered signal could be calibrated, corrections had to 
be made to the VIL data. The VIL backscattered signal which was at the limit 
of detectability of the receiver had to be removed from the data set. If these 
system limited points were included in the VIL-HSRL comparison, an erroneous 
VIL signal calibration would result. The technique to remove the instrument 
limited data points is described in Appendix A. After the system limited points 
were removed from the data set, the VIL signal had to be corrected for angular 
dependencies in the data and/or possible temporal variations in the receiver (field 
of view changes or a change in gain of the avalanche photo-diode). This was 
accomplished by normalizing the VIL backscattered signal to a low level aerosol 
layer. This normalization technique, which required a spatially and temporally 
uniform aerosol layer to relate the VIL backscattered signal throughout time and 
space, is described in Appendix B. 
After the corrections were made to the VIL data, a cirrus cloud point compar- 
ison between the VIL corrected raw signal and the HSRL PA(180, R) was achieved. 
The VIL data which viewed the clouds over the HSRL were converted into an alti- 
tude verses time profile (RTI) simulating the HSRL data set. The HSRL RTI and 
VIL simulated RTI are shown in Figure 9. To create the VIL RTI, the backscattered 
signal was converted from spherical coordinates into cartesian coordinates. The 
VIL data was then averaged in distance around the HSRL site (24 km to the East 
of the VIL) to match the one minute averaging of the HSRL profiles. The average 
wind speed at the cirrus cloud heights was used with the averaging time of the 
HSRL data to determine the VIL averaging distance (N  2 km). Errors between 
the positioning of the VIL and HSRL vertical profiles were caused by misalign- 
ments between the VIL along wind scan plane and the HSRL position (due to VIL 
scan angle errors). A cross correlation between the HSRL RTI and VIL RTI cloud 
points was calculated to find the best fit between the two profiles. The position 
of the peak in the cross correlation was compared to the position of the peak of 
an autocorrelation of the HSRL RTI data points. The difference between the peak 
positions for the two correlations revealed shifts between the two RTIs. For the 
19:29-21:20 GMT time period, the VIL data was shifted one point (60 m) in the 
vertical and one point (one scan, 85 seconds or approximately 3 km) in the hori- 
zontal compared to the HSRL data. The horizontal and vertical shifts between the 
data sets can result from: misalignment between the VIL scan direction and the 
wind direction, scan angle errors, and/or inconsistent time measurements between 
the two systems. The misalignment of the VIL scan direction in relation to the 
wind direction can lead to significant errors if there are large spatial variations 
in the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties. The associated errors result 
from the differences in the spatial averaging used to produce the HSRL and the 
VIL simulated vertical profiles. The HSRL data were averaged along the wind axis 
while the VIL data were averaged along the cirrus cloud scan axis; the two profiles 
were produced from different sections of the atmosphere. (The variations of the 
cirrus cloud particles and the associated errors are discussed at the end of this 
section.) Another problem can be the misalignment of the VIL along wind scan. 
Slight scan angle miscalculations will lead to relatively small distance errors. A 
0.5" error in the scan angles (azimuth and/or elevation) will lead to a 200 m error 
in scan position with regards to the HSRL profile. This can easily account for the 
vertical shift between the two data sets. A third problem resulted from differing 
time records between the two systems. The HSRL clock times were taken from 
the telephone. The times were given to the minute so they were If: 30 seconds. 
The telephone time was then stored in a Whole Sky Imager computer. Over a 
two week period, this clock drifted tens of seconds. Therefore the HSRL times 
are believed to be f 1 minute. The VIL times were set from the radio every day 
resulting in less than 5 seconds of error. A 1 minute error between the two data 
sets is approximately a 2 km error in the cirrus cloud comparison. The shift of 
the VIL simulated RTI in relation to the HSRL RTI can be accounted for by these 
errors. 
The resulting profiles, HSRL RTI and the shifted VIL simulated RTI, were 
compared on a point by point basis. The result of this comparison can be seen in 
Figure 10. A straight line of slope one which best fits the cirrus cloud backscatter 
data was also plotted. This best fit straight line was used to calibrate the VIL 
data; it related the VIL backscattered signal directly to the cirrus cloud aerosol 
backscatter cross sections per unit volume calculated from the HSRL data. A one- 
to-one relationship was expected because of the assumption that the scattering by 
the ice particles was independent of the wavelength of the incident visible radiation. 
Figure 9: Comparison of cirrus clouds over Madison, Wisconsin from 18:08 to 
2320 GMT. The x-axis is time and the y-axis is altitude. The top picture is the 
HSRE RTI. The bottom picture is a VIL RTI 24 km East of the VIE over the 
HSRL. The VIE RTI is a synthetic RTI created from the VIE cirrus cloud scans 
to simulate the HSRE RTI. These two RTIs were used for the cirrus cloud point 
comparison between the two lidar systems. 
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Figure 10: VIL-HSRL cirrus cloud data point comparison on December 1, 1989 
from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT. The x-axis is the logarithm of the VIL range squared 
corrected, energy normalized signal. The y-axis is the logarithm of the HSRL 
aerosol backscatter cross sections. Since the VIL signal was not corrected for 
losses due to attenuation, only the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds was used in 
this comparison. The cirrus cloud threshold value used in Section 3 is located at 
3.48. A straight line best fit to the cirrus cloud particles is also plotted. 
In Figure 10, the VIL signal contains backscatter from both aerosols and molecules. 
For this comparison, the molecular backscatter at 1064 nm was small compared to 
backscatter from the cirrus cloud ice crystals and was neglected. (The molecular 
signal was about twenty times smaller than the background aerosol signal at the 
cirrus cloud heights for the 1064 nm wavelength radiation (see Section 4.2).) The 
signal from non-cirrus aerosols can be seen at the lower end of the plot in Figure 10. 
No VIL data had values less than lo3 m2 sr-l. This was a result of the dynamic 
range of the VIL; data with values smaller than lo3 m2 sr-' from a horizontal 
distance of 24 km could not be separated from the noise in the data system. 
The VIL raw data in Figure 10 was not corrected for attenuation. To avoid 
attenuation problems in the initial calibration, the point comparison was only per- 
formed on the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds where attenuation was assumed 
negligible. This assumption would not be valid if the cirrus cloud was 1.5 km thick 
(with a cloud base at 6 km), had an average PL(180, R) of 1 . m-' sr-', and 
was viewed at an elevation angle of 4" out to 60 km. The optical depth would 
be 2 through the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds for this situation. For the 
cirrus clouds in this study, the average cirrus Pl(180, R) (from Figure 13) was 
1 . m-l sr-l . This would give an optical depth of 0.2 only at far ranges 
(greater than 50 km) and low elevation angles. So for a distance of 24 km the as- 
su~nption of negligible attenuation through the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds 
(in the vertical) was valid. 
The bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus cloud seen by the VIL was calibrated using 
the HSRL Pl(180, R). The result of the calibration can be seen in Figure 11. Here 
the VIL signal at each point was transformed into a PL(180). To calibrate the VIL 
data throughout the depth of the cirrus clouds, corrections had to be made for 
signal loss due to attenuation. The technique to correct for the attenuation in the 
VIL data is described in Appendix C. 
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Figure 11: Same as Figure 10 except the calibrated VIL P:(180, R) is compared 
to the HSRL P:(180, R). A one to one line is plotted for reference. 
4.2 Calibration Results 
The results of the calibrated, attenuation corrected VIL data between the 
heights of 6 to 9 km above the HSRL are seen in Figure 12. The point com- 
parison between the HSRL PL(180) and the calibrated VIL PL(180) shows more 
scatter than the comparison for the data between the heights of 6 and 7.5 km. This 
was a result of the misalignment errors between the two profiles described earlier 
and the usage of a bulk aerosol backscatter phase function for the correction of the 
attenuation in the VIL signal. 
The lowest PL(180) detected by the VIL at a horizontal distance of 24 km 
was approximately 3 . m-I sr-' (-6.5 in Figure 12). The VIL data centered 
around a value of 5.0 . m-' sr-' (-6.3) corresponded to non-cirrus aerosol 
backscatter. Little correlation was expected in this range because of the wavelength 
dependence of the scattering at the two lidar wavelengths by the non-cirrus aer- 
osols. The PL(180) centered around 1.0 . m-'sr-I (-5.0) correspond to the 
backscatter by cirrus cloud ice particles. In Figure 12, the VIL calibrated PL(180) 
are approximately 1.5 times greater than the HSRL PL(180). This was a result of 
the VIL signal being corrected for multiple scattering while the HSRL signal was 
not. If a multiple scattering correction factor of 0.5 was included in the calculation 
of the HSRL PL(180, R) (similar to the VIL multiple scattering correction), then 
N,(R) in Equation 10 would increase resulting in an increase in PL(180, R). 
The calibration of the VIL data was extended to the cross wind scans for the 
two time periods. This extension produced aerosol backscatter cross sections for 
the mesoscale volume at a resolution of 2-3 km parallel to the wind (a function 
of the wind speed and the scanning rate of the VIL) and a resolution of 60 m in 
both the cross wind scan direction and the vertical. To determine whether the VIL 
calibrated PL(180) for the mesoscale volume had a similar distribution to the VIL 
simulated RTI and HSRL RTI PL(180) distributions, 50 point histograms of the 
data between the heights of 6 km and 11 km were computed. To create the VIL 
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Figure 12: VIL-HSRL cirrus cloud data point comparison on December 1, 1989 
from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT. The x-axis is the logarithm of the calibrated VIL aer- 
osol backscatter cross sections. The y-axis is the logarithm of the HSRL aerosol 
backscatter cross sections. The point comparison is for data between 6 km and 9 
km in height, the depth of the cirrus cloud layer. A one to one line is plotted for 
reference. 
histograms, the molecular Pm(180, R) was calculated using Equation 11 (for 1064 
nm) and subtracted from the VIL calibrated backscattered signal. This allowed 
for the VIL and HSRL PL(180) distributions for the atmospheric aerosols to be 
compared. 
The resulting histograms are seen in Figure 13. A peak occurs in all three his- 
tograms near 8 . m-'sr-' (-5.2). This peak was associated with the cirrus ice 
particle PL(180). In all three histograms, the range of Pi(180) for the ice crystals 
spanned from 1 . to 1 - m-'sr-'. The peak at the smaller P;(180), which 
represents the non-cirrus aerosols, occurred near 1.5 m-' sr-' for the HSRL 
RTI and the VIL data from the mesoscale volume. The non-cirrus aerosol peak for 
the VIL RTI, which occurred at 5.0 m-'sr-', shows the loss of signal at far 
ranges for the VIL. For PA(180) below 3.8 . loe7 m-'sr-' (neglecting attenuation 
affects), the VIL receiver was not sensitive enough to detect the radiation backs- 
cattered from a horizontal distance of 24 km. The PL(180) limit of detectability for 
a distance of 6 km can be seen in the histogram of the VIL data for the mesoscale 
volume. The smallest detectable PL(180) was 1.25 . m-'sr-' (-6.8) as seen 
in Figure 13. Some HSRL PL(180) were smaller than 1.0 m-'sr-'. This 
was a result of incomplete separation between the aerosol and molecular channels 
for regions with small aerosol backscatter. This incomplete separation even led 
to some negative HSRL ,81(180) beneath the cirrus cloud layer. This problem 
has been removed in a new configuration of the HSRL (Piironen and Eloranta 
(1993)). Figure 13 also shows a relative minimum value for the PL(180) near 
1.0 m-'sr-' for all three histograms. This relative minimum shows a clear 
separation between the background aerosol backscatter and the ice particle backs- 
catter. This minimum value coincides with the threshold value used for the cirrus 
cloud determination in Section 3. At 1064 nm, the rnolecular backscatter cross 
section at a height of 6 km (calculated from the coincident rawinsonde density 
profile) was 6.44 . lo-' m-'sr-'. A typical aerosol backscatter cross section taken 
from the cirrus volume was 1.58 . m-'sr-'. By comparing these two values, 
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Figure 13: 50 point histograms of PA(180) between heights of 6 km and 11 km 
from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on December 1, 1989. The x-axis is the logarithm of 
Pi(180) and the y-axis is the percentage of points falling within each interval. 
Histograms of the HSRL Pi(180) (short dash), vertical profile of VIL PA(180) over 
the HSRL position (24 km to the East of the VIL (solid line)), and the VIL PL(180) 
throughout a mesoscale volume produced from consecutive VIL cross wind scans 
(long dash) are shown. The cirrus cloud threshold value used in Section 3 coincides 
with a value of 1.0 . m-l sr-l. 
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it was determined that the signal backscattered by the background aerosols at a 
wavelength of 1064 pm was at least a factor of twenty greater than the molecular 
backscatter at the cirrus cloud heights during this experiment. 
Although the peak at the ice crystal backscatter cross sections coincides for 
the three histograms, large variations are seen in the calibration plot between the 
VIL and the HSRL (Figure 12). The scatter seen in Figure 12 can result from 
variations in the throughout the cirrus mesoscale volume, misalignments 
P 180 R between the two lidar systems, and/or signal noise. The are dependent 
P,(lSO,R) 
on the shape (or type) of the ice crystals scattering the laser light. The 
,= 
for different types of ice crystals can change by 0.048 sr-l as calculated by Takano 
!UE!& varied between 0.037 and and Liou (1989) (the values for the ice crystal ,= 
GE!& changed significantly over the volume, then the 0.085 sr-I). If the cirrus 
,? 
UE?29 causing errors in the attenuation actual PL(180) will change along with the 
,= 
correction technique. A second cause for the errors in the calibration may be a 
result of the variations of the ice crystal PL(180) across the cirrus clouds. 
The variation of the Pi(180) for visible wavelengths within the cirrus clouds 
will give an estimate on the allowable error between the VIL scan plane and the 
/ 
HSRL position. If the cirrus particles vary significantly from point to point then 
the alignment of the VIL has to be precise. If, on the other hand, the PL(180) for 
the cirrus particles vary slowly within the cloud, then small alignment errors will 
be acceptable. To determine the variation of the ice crystal PL(180) between the 
cirrus cloud data points in the scanned mesoscale volume, autocorrelations of the 
along wind and cross wind cirrus scans were calculated. 
During the first time period (18:07-19:24 GMT) scattered cirrus clouds oc- 
curred throughout the mesoscale volume. Along the wind, there was 95.6% correl- 
ation between cirrus cloud PL(180) for data points separated by 100 meters in the 
horizontal. For a 200 meter horizontal separation, there was an 89.5% correlation 
between cirrus cloud points. At 500 meters, there was a 73.9% correlation and at 
a distance of 1000 meters, the correlation dropped to 55.9%. In the vertical, for 
data points separated by 60, 120 and 240 meters, there was an 82.9%, 58.9010, and 
a 31.4% correlation between the ice crystal Pi(180), respectively. The cirrus cloud 
Pi(180) correlations were also calculated for the VIL cross wind scans. For a 100 
meter horizontal separation along the scan plane, there was a 94.6% correlation. 
At 200 meters, an 88.2%, at 500 meters, a 73.2% correlation, and at 1000 meters, 
a 54.6% correlation between the cirrus cloud PA(180). In the vertical, at a 60 meter 
interval, there was a 79.0% correlation, 120 meters, a 49.1% correlation, and at 
240 meter separation, a PL(180) correlation of 29.3% was seen. 
For this time ~e r iod ,  the horizontal and vertical correlations were similar for 
the along and cross wind VIL scans. Good correlation existed for points separated 
by 100 to 200 meters. When the length of the correlation was extended to 500 
and 1000 meters, the variation between data points became significant. The high 
correlation at 100 and 200 meter separations in the horizontal suggest that small 
azimuth angle alignment errors between the two systems can be tolerated. If 
the misalignments between the two profiles was as large as 1000 meters, then 
the resulting calibration would be very poor. In the vertical, only a maximum 
error of 60 m could be tolerated when generating a calibration for the VIL. The 
vertical cirrus cloud Pi(180) correlations changed more rapidly than the horizontal 
correlations. This was due to the vertical wind shear within the cirrus cloud. For 
the first time period, the larger separation lengths had correlations less than 50% 
for the cirrus ice crystal Pi(180). A calibration for the VIL could not be produced 
for larger separation lengths in the horizontal and the vertical due to the cirrus 
cloud Pi(180) variations. 
For the second time period (19:29-21:20 GMT), the cirrus clouds were more 
spatially uniform due to the presence of a cirrus cloud deck. For the along wind 
scan, at 100, 200, 500, and 1000 meter separations, correlations of 94.8%, 89.3%, 
78.6%, and 67.9% were seen, respectively. In the vertical, at 60, 120, and 240 
meter data point separations, correlations of 84.2%, 64.4%, and 45.3% were seen, 
respectively. For the cross wind scan, at 100, 200, 500, and 1000 meter separation 
between points, correlations of 95.2%, 89.3%, 75.6%, and 59.4% between the cloud 
data points existed. In the vertical, for 60 meter data point separation, an 82.1% 
correlation was seen while at 120 meters a 59.0% correlation occurred. At a 240 
meter separation in the vertical, a correlation of 36.1% was detected. During this 
time period, the correlation values along the wind were higher than those in the 
cross wind scans for the larger distances between data points. This was a result 
of the widespread cirrus cloud deck over most of the region at this time which had 
an aspect ratio of 9:l. 
For the VIL RTI simulating the HSRL RTI during the first time period, the 
correlation between cloud points was calculated. The correlation was computed 
along the wind direction with a separation between points (scans) in the horizontal 
of approximately 3 km and with a 60 meter data point separation in the vertical. In 
the horizontal, correlations of 76.3%, 48.2%, 18.1%, and 15.5% were seen at 1, 2, 
5, and 10 scan separations (points). In the vertical, correlations of 89.2%, 71.0%, 
and 52.7% were seen at 60, 120, and 240 meter separations, respectively. For the 
second time period, correlations of 83.3%, 65.6%, 46.9%, and 36.1% were seen for 
1, 2, 5, and 10 scan separations respectively. In the vertical, separations of 60, 
120, and 240 meters resulted in 88.9%, 73.3%, and 55.1% correlations between the 
cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections, respectively. Higher correlations 
were seen in the vertical because these points were taken from a single cirrus 
cloud scan while the horizontal data points were taken from consecutive scans. 
The vertical correlations were similar to the previously calculated values as would 
be expected. There was very little correlation between the cirrus cloud particulate 
PL(180) in the horizontal because of the large distances separating consecutive data 
points and the 2 km averaging along the scans to produce each profile. The second 
time period had higher correlations in the horizontal than the first time period. 
This was a result of a widespread cirrus cloud deck which occurred during the 
second time period while the earlier period had scattered cirrus clouds throughout 
the region. The scattered cirrus clouds created a situation which made it difficult 
to produce a VIL RTI to match the HSRL RTI. The cirrus cloud deck on the other 
hand had more uniformity which allowed for greater scan angle errors between the 
two systems. Also, the VIL scan plane was more closely aligned with the wind 
direction at the cirrus cloud heights during the later period. 
The cirrus cloud PL(180) correlations revealed the types of error which would 
occur due to misalignments between the viewing positions of the two lidars. If 
large scan angle errors were present (greater than lo), then the cirrus cloud point 
comparison between the HSRL RTI and the VIL simulated RTI would be poor due 
to the variation of the PL(180) within the cirrus clouds. For acceptable calibration 
results, the VIL azimuth angle errors have to be less than 0.5" and the elevation 
angle errors have to be less than 0.25". 
For the two time periods, the cirrus cloud PA(180) correlation values were sim- 
ilar but the calibration plots were not. The attempted calibration plot for the first 
time period (18:08 to 19:24 GMT) was very poor and as a result was not shown. 
The difference between the two time periods was the direction of the cirrus cloud 
advection and thk widespread cirrus cloud deck throughout the later period. The 
clouds during the first time period were advected into the region from 283" while 
the clouds during the second time period came from 277" (on average). This dif- 
ference of 6" between the wind direction and the VIL along wind scan direction 
result in point comparison errors in the calibration plot. The errors occurred when 
the VIL data was averaged along the scan plane to simulate the HSRL data (which 
was averaged along the wind direction). Since the VIL was averaged over the same 
distance as the HSRL profile (2 km), the offset between the VIL and HSRL data 
points at the end of the averaging length (1 km from each system) was 200 meters 
for the later time period and 300 meters for the early time period. The aerosol 
backscatter cross section correlation values across the wind dropped approximately 
14% at the end of the averaging distances for the given time periods. This reduc- 
tion in correlation, along with the scattered cirrus clouds, made the production of 
a VIL calibration plot from the first time period data impossible. This shows the 
importance of either aligning the VIL along the wind or using smaller averaging 
times in determining the cirrus cloud visible optical properties from the HSRL. 
5 Visible vs. Infrared Optical Depths 
From Mie theory, in the limit of completely absorbing particles at 10.6 pm 
which are also large compared to visible wavelengths, the ratio of the visible scat- 
tering efficiency to the infrared absorption efficiency is expected to be 2:l. This 
ratio (Q,s,,t/Qi,,as) has been used to describe the radiative properties of cirrus 
cloud ice crystals (Minnis (1991), p. 83). This efficiency ratio can also be written 
as the ratio of the visible scattering optical depth to the infrared absorption op- 
tical depth times an extinction efficiency ratio ( 7irobsQirezt vncat u  ). Since the ice crystals 
were assumed to be large compared to both visible and infrared wavelengths, the 
extinction efficiency ratio was one and the optical depth of cirrus clouds at the two 
wavelengths are directly related. A relationship of this type allows for a simple 
parameterization for the cirrus cloud optical properties at the two wavelengths. 
Measurements of the optical depth at one wavelength allows for the optical prop- 
erties of the cirrus clouds at the second wavelength to be calculated. Previous 
modeled ratios for cirrus cloud & range from 1.8:l to 4:l (Minnis et al. (1993), 
p. 1281). 
Few coincident measurements of the cirrus clouds optical depth at both infrared 
and visible wavelengths have been made to test the optical depth ratio determined 
from theory. Platt et al. (1980) made simultaneous measurements of cirrus clouds 
using a ground based lidar and a satellite based infrared radiometer. The ratio 
of the optical depths at the two wavelengths measured by Platt was less than 
2. The cirrus clouds were observed within a 10 km by 10 km volume using a 
single channel lidar. The visible optical depths were determined with the aid of a 
calculated backscatter to extinction ratio for the cirrus clouds. Measurements of 
cirrus cloud optical properties were also made during a FIRE IF0 using ground 
based and satellite measurements. The mean ratio of the visible scattering optical 
depth to infrared absorption optical depth for the cirrus clouds observed during 
the I F 0  was 2.13 (Minnis et al. (1990)). The cirrus clouds were observed using a 
satellite based visible radiometer. The visible optical depths were calculated from 
these visible radiances using an iteration technique where the cloud albedo was 
linearly related to the cosine of the solar zenith angle. The cloud cover percent 
and cloud type within each pixel had to be known. 
A method is described in this section to calculate the area averaged ratio of 
the for cirrus clouds. This method used VIL data calibrated using the 
TIRabs 
method described in Section 4 and the VAS 11 pm radiance measurements. The 
visible scattering optical depths were determined by integrating the VIL calibrated 
visible extinction cross sections (calculated using Equations 12 and 14) in distance 
along a ray from the GOES point of view. The infrared absorption optical depth 
was calculated from the VAS infrared emissivities which were determined using 
Equation 17. The mid-cloud height used in Equation 1'7 was determined by the VIL 
and the temperature at the mid-cloud height was measured with the rawinsonde. 
The VAS on GOES imaged the atmosphere over Wisconsin once every half 
hour. To compare the visible and infrared optical depths, the VIL mesoscale 
volume was viewed from the position of the GOES satellite. This was possible 
because the VIL imaged the cirrus clouds throughout the mesoscale volume. The 
resulting VIL volume can be viewed from any direction because the P,(Rf) are 
known at each data point within the volume (calculated from the PL(180, R') using 
the bulk backscatter phase function as described earlier). For an accurate lidar 
and satellite cirrus cloud comparison, the VIL cirrus cloud volume was broken into 
one hour time periods around each VAS picture. To match the cirrus clouds in 
the GOES infrared image to the picture created from the VIL data, the clouds 
viewed by the VIL were shifted in position to the point where they would have 
occurred at the time of the VAS picture. The translation of the cirrus clouds was 
made under the assumptions that the cirrus clouds were advected at the speed of 
the wind at their heights and that the cirrus clouds did not change over a half 
hour period. The magnitude and direction of the shift was a result of the wind 
speed and direction at each cirrus cloud level and the time difference between the 
scan where the cirrus clouds occurred and the VIL scan at the time of the VAS 
snapshot. 
To convert the VIL data within the volume into visible scattering optical depths, 
a ray tracing technique was used to integrate the VIL extinction cross sections 
between the satellite position and the ground. Rays were traced to the ground for 
each VIL area which had a resolution of 1.0 km by 1.0 km. The VIL extinction 
cross sections were integrated along each ray to determine the optical depth of 
the cirrus clouds for each visible pixel. The pixels were then averaged to create 
grids the size of the VAS infrared radiometer pixels, approximately a 10 km resol- 
ution above Madison, Wisconsin. The resulting averaged visible scattering optical 
depths were directly compared to the VAS infrared absorption optical depths cal- 
culated using the following equation (where ei, is calculated in Equation 17): 
T;, = - In(l - E;,.). (24) 
The VAS infrared radiance satellite image was directly compared to the VIL 
visible optical depth simulated satellite image. The VIL visible optical depth image 
was position shifted to achieve the best cloud correlation between the two pictures 
to correct for cloud position errors in the VAS image due to satellite registration 
errors (this correlation was done by eye). A visible to infrared optical depth 
comparison was calculated for the pixels with high cloud cover percentages. The 
resulting comparison is shown in Figure 14. A line with a slope 2:l is shown for 
reference. It should be noted that this optical depth comparison was achieved 
using an upper limit on /3:(180), not a limit on the attenuation correction factor. 
This upper limit of /3:(180) did not remove a significant number of overcorrected 
data points which resulted from the attenuation correction. This leads to some 
overestimations of the visible optical depths especially at larger optical depths. 
In Figure 14, the optical depth ratio from different cirrus cloud types is rep- 
resented by different symbols. The clouds labeled as '1935 A' were thin nonpre 
cipitating cirrus clouds which often occurred in overlapping layers. The ratio for 
these clouds was close to 2:l with a slight tendency for the ratio to be less than 
2:l. An example of these clouds is seen in Figure 7 between 20 and 50 km to the 
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Figure 14: VIL visible scattering optical depths verses VAS infrared absorption 
optical depths for the same cirrus cloud pixels from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on Decem- 
ber 1, 1989. The x-axis is the VIL visible scattering optical depths. The y-axis 
is the VAS infrared absorption optical depths. The different symbols represent 
different cirrus cloud types described in the text. 
north. The second cloud type, '1935 B', was a band of precipitating cirrus clouds 
occurring between 30 and 40 km south of the VIL in Figure 7. These clouds also 
show an optical depth ratio close to 2:l. Both of these cloud types had visible 
optical depths less than 0.5. The remaining sets of clouds were thick precipitating 
cirrus clouds where the optical depths often became large. Extensive virga fell 
from these optically thick cirrus clouds to a height of 6 km. The cirrus clouds 
described as '2035 A' were precipitating bands occurring ahead of a large cirrus 
cloud deck. The optical depth ratio for these clouds tended to be less than 2:1. A 
fourth type of ice cloud was labeled '2035 D2'. These were clouds in the center of 
a large precipitating cirrus cloud deck. The optical depth ratios for these clouds 
also tended to be less than 2:l. Some of the cirrus clouds were too optically thick 
for the VIL signal to penetrate at longer slant paths. This led to smaller than 
expected visible optical depths which resulted in a ratio of less than 2:l. The last 
group of cirrus were labeled '2035 Dl'. This group consisted of three cirrus cloud 
cross wind scans within the large precipitating cloud deck which had vertically 
thin layers of high backscatter. The optical depth ratios for these clouds ranged 
from 2:l to 3:l. Optical depth ratios greater than 2:l can result from: specular 
reflection in the VIL data, pixel misalignments between the two images, incorrect 
averaging of the VIL data, instability in the VIL attenuation correction procedure, 
and smaller than expected scattering particles. 
Specular reflection in the three cross wind scans could not have caused the 
thin regions of high backscatter. The increased backscatter layer extended over a 
horizontal range of 40 km. The ice crystal orientation would have had to change 
with the VIL scan angle to cause specular reflection for the whole range (which was 
highly unlikely). A second possible error was the allocation of the cirrus clouds 
into the different cirrus cloud pixels. This can result in an increase or a decrease 
in the optical depth ratio depending on which satellite pixel the cirrus clouds fell. 
The magnitude of these allocation errors are currently under investigation. Another 
cause for an optical depth ratio greater than 2:l could be the result of the averaging 
technique to produce the visible optical depths at the 10 km scale. For each satellite 
pixel, the average infrared radiance was measured. This was converted into an 
effective temperature which was then used to calculate the infrared optical depth. 
The visible optical depths were produced at a 1 km scale by averaging the extinction 
cross sections at each level and then integrating them with height. The 1 km visible 
optical depth pixels were then averaged together to produce a 10 km scale image. 
Since the effect of the optical depth on the transmitted radiation was nonlinear, the 
VIL extinction cross sections should have been averaged over the 10 km infrared 
image. A probable error in the optical depth comparison was the instability in 
the VIL attenuation correction technique. This effect only becomes important for 
the clouds with large optical depths since the corrections at the smaller optical 
depths were minimal. One last error could result if the scatterers were not large 
compare to both the 11 pm and 0.5 pm radiation. If the particles were spherical 
and consisted of ice, then the scatterers with radii between 0.1 pm and 4 pm would 
cause an optical depth ratio greater than 2:l. 
Some other errors associated with this visible to infrared optical depth com- 
parison are scattering of the infrared wavelength radiation by the cirrus cloud ice 
particles (especially at larger infrared optical depths), the assumption that the 
upwelling infrared radiation has a T4 dependence, and the attenuation of the VIL 
signal through thick cirrus such that the VIL signal does not penetrate through the 
clouds. If infrared radiation was scattered by the cirrus cloud or reflected from the 
cloud base, less infrared radiation from beneath the cloud would reach the satel- 
lite radiometer. This would reduce the radiance detected by the radiometer which 
would result in a calculated cirrus cloud emissivity which would be larger than the 
actual cirrus cloud infrared emissivity. The higher cloud emissivity would result 
in a larger optical depth which would result in an optical depth ratio smaller than 
2:l. The assumption that the upwelling infrared radiation has a T4 dependence 
will result in an error in the calculated emissivities of approximately 3%. Another 
problem was the incomplete penetration of the cirrus cloud by the VIL. For the 
VIL, total penetration of the cirrus clouds is needed to make accurate calculations 
of the visible scattering optical depths across the mesoscale volume. Incomplete 
penetration would cause an underestimation in the thickness of the cirrus clouds 
which would result in underestimations of the visible scattering optical depths. 
This underestimation of the cloud depth would also lower the optical depth ratio. 
When comparing the VIL optical depth image to the VAS infrared radiance 
image, large variations were seen in the visible image while very little variation 
between pixels was seen in the infrared satellite image. This relative uniformity 
in the satellite infrared image was a result of the large area covered by each pixel 
and the smearing that occurred between pixels. This pixel smearing was due to 
the response rate of the infrared detector and the sampling rate of the VAS. Also, 
the calculation of the emissivity was strongly dependent on the choice of surface 
temperature and mid-cloud temperature as seen in Equation 17. A lower haze layer 
or subvisible cirrus clouds which were undetected in the satellite image would cause 
lower than expected surface temperatures which would decrease the cirrus cloud 
emissivity. 
The technique described here to compare the visible scattering optical depth 
to the infrared absorption optical depth removes ambiguities associated with the 
previous visible to infrared optical depth comparison. The cirrus clouds were 
compared on the same scale removing horizontal homogeneity assumptions. The 
cirrus clouds were viewed from the same direction at the same resolution removing 
angular viewing effects. Since both systems viewed the cirrus cloud horizontal 
structure, the pixel alignment between the two images could be done. The cirrus 
cloud base, top, and mid-cloud height were determined for each cloud pixel from 
the VIL data. This removed the uncertainty of the mid-cloud height in determining 
the mid-cloud temperature used to calculate the cirrus infrared emissivities. For 
the time periods studied here, the VIL was able to detect subvisible cirrus clouds. 
These clouds, not seen in the infrared channels, would have been ignored in the 
determination of a surface temperature from a clear pixel which was used in the 
calculation of the cirrus cloud infrared emissivities. This removed some of the 
surface temperature uncertainties. At visible wavelengths, the ground albedo was 
needed for cirrus cloud albedo calculations from satellite based visible radiometers. 
The calculation of the visible optical depth from the VIL did not need ground 
albedo values because the visible optical depth of the cirrus was directly determined 
from the integration of the cirrus visible extinction cross sections along the line of 
sight of GOES. The bulk cirrus cloud backscatter phase function used by the VIL 
was determined from the HSRL enabling the technique to be self contained. 
Although it was not done in this study, the level of the cloud where maximum 
scattering occurs can be determined by integrating the VIL extinction cross section 
along a viewing angle using the ray tracing technique. The height can be compared 
to the mid-cloud height to calculate the errors associated with the usage of the mid- 
cloud temperature in determining the cirrus infrared ernissivity and optical depth. 
6 Conclusion 
Cirrus clouds were viewed using the University of Wisconsin Volume Imaging 
Lidar, University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar, and the VAS ra- 
diometer situated on GOES. The VIL imaged the cirrus clouds within a mesoscale 
volume. The HSRL measured the visible scattering properties of the cirrus clouds. 
The VAS radiance measurements were used to calculate the infrared absorption 
properties for the cirrus clouds. 
The backscattered radiation detected by the VIL was used to determine the ho- 
rizontal and vertical structure of the cirrus clouds. The presence of cirrus clouds 
was determined by choosing a threshold value from a histogram of the VIL backs- 
cattered signal between heights of 6 and 11 km. The backscattered radiation in 
each VIL profile was compared to the threshold value to determine cirrus cloud 
cover percentages and structure functions. The cirrus cloud cover percentages 
ranged from 54.7% to 100% for simulated vertical profiles across the wind created 
from the VIL cross wind scans. For the two time periods studied, the area av- 
eraged cirrus cloud cover percentages were 81.5% and 76.8%. Differences in the 
average cloud cover were seen between the VIL area measurements and HSRL 
vertical profiles. The maximum cloud cover difference of 45.3% between two VIL 
RTIs during the first time period was used as a cirrus cloud cover error to es- 
timate a resulting change in the incoming solar radiation. This cloud cover error, 
along with an average cirrus cloud optical depth of 0.257, resulted in an estimated 
change in the direct solar flux of 58.18 W m-2 seen at the surface of the Earth. 
For the second time period, a cloud cover difference of 8.9% between the VIL and 
HSRL, associated with a cloud optical depth of 0.428, resulted in a 12.36 W m-2 
difference in direct solar flux seen at the surface of the Earth. The errors due 
to the incorrect cirrus cloud cover would dominate the increase in the planetary 
effective temperature resulting from the doubling of COz,  especially in the case of 
spatially scattered, optically thin cirrus clouds. This implies that the variability 
of the cirrus clouds throughout a mesoscale volume has to be measured to under- 
stand the effects of these clouds on the Earth's radiation balance. Sampling errors 
associated with point measurements make them poor indicators of the cirrus cloud 
area averaged values. 
The cirrus cloud horizontal and vertical structure was also examined. Structure 
functions were used to determine the cirrus cloud length, width, and the separation 
between clouds. The cirrus cloud average length along the wind was 130 km and its 
length across the wind averaged 14 km. The average distance between clouds along 
the wind was 273 km while across the wind it was 24 km. In this experiment, the 
cirrus clouds were typically aligned along the wind direction with an aspect ratio 
of approximately 9:l. Preferential alignment of cirrus clouds implies that point 
measurements which rely on cloud advection may not even detect cirrus clouds if 
large variations exist across the wind. Examination of the vertical cloud structure 
showed many instances of multi-layered and/or precipitating cirrus clouds. The 
complexity of the vertical structure shows the dependence of cloud formation on 
the dynamical situation in the atmosphere. 
A method was described to calculate the cirrus cloud visible optical properties 
across a mesoscale volume. This was possible because an experiment was run 
where the VIL along wind scan plane crossed over the HSRL position resulting in 
coincident cirrus clouds measurements. The HSRL cirrus cloud aerosol backscat- 
ter cross sections were used to directly calibrate the VIL backscattered signal. A . 
point comparison was made for the HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections and 
the VIL data (which was normalized to a low level aerosol layer to remove angular 
dependencies). This initial comparison was computed for the signal backscattered 
from the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds where it was assumed that the at- 
tenuation in the VIL signal was negligible. A best fit straight line was used to 
calibrate the VIL backscattered signal into aerosol backscatter cross sections per 
unit volume. The calibrated VIL signal was then attenuation corrected using a 
forward integration of the single channel lidar equation. To forward integrate the 
lidar equation, extinction cross sections at each data point and a multiple scatter- 
ing correction factor were needed for the VIL data. Extinction cross sections were 
created from the VIL calibrated aerosol backscatter cross sections using a single 
' 
aerosol backscatter phase function for the whole volume calculated from the HSRL 
data (assuming negligible molecular extinction within the cirrus cloud compared 
to the aerosol extinction at 1064 nm). A multiple scattering correction factor of 
0.5 was used to correct the backscattered signal to account for one half of the 
original scattered light being diffracted by the ice particles and staying within the 
receiver field of view. After the VIL signal was attenuation corrected, the result- 
ing calibrated VIL cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections were compared 
to the original HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections. An adequate correlation 
resulted between the two sets of aerosol backscatter cross sections. The largest 
errors in the calibration technique resulted from VIL scan angle errors leading to 
misalignments between the two vertical profiles, misalignments between the VIL 
scan direction and the wind direction, and the usage of a bulk aerosol backscatter 
phase function in the VIL attenuation correction technique. The alignment of the 
VIL scan and the HSRL vertical profile was critical since the calibration technique 
was dependent upon both system viewing the same cirrus cloud. 
The calibration technique was used to convert the VIL signal in both scan 
directions into aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume. The calibrated 
cross wind VIL data was used to calculate the visible scattering optical depth of the 
cirrus clouds within the mesoscale volume assuming no changes in the cirrus clouds 
as they were advected by the wind (over a half hour period). The visible optical 
depths were calculated by integrating the VIL cirrus cloud extinction cross sections 
along a path through the VIL observed volume traced by a ray from the position 
of the GOES satellite. This allowed for a direct comparison of the VIL visible 
scattering optical depths and VAS infrared absorption optical depths. The ratio 
of the VIL visible scattering optical depth to the VAS infrared absorption optical 
depth was approximately 2:l (especially for thin cirrus clouds) although variations 
did occur. The 2:l ratio value agrees with previous measurements by Minnis 
(1990). When making this optical depth comparison, the cirrus clouds detected by 
the VIL had to be correctly allocated into the different pixels to enable an accurate 
comparison with the infrared image. This process was hampered by the lack of 
variation in the infrared image compared to the visible cirrus cloud image. 
The technique to compare the visible scattering to infrared absorption optical 
depths can also be used to compare the cloud cover determined from the VIL to 
the cloud cover calculated from the satellite infrared radiometer data using the 
COz slicing technique. This comparison would be used to test the accuracy of 
the satellite based cirrus cloud climatologies. The cirrus cloud albedo and mid- 
cloud height calculations from satellite based radiometers can also be tested. The 
level of maximum scattering within a cirrus cloud can also be determined and 
compared with the cirrus mid-cloud heights throughout the mesoscale volume. 
Although these comparisons are not encompassed in this thesis they can easily be 
accomplished with the tools available. 
This first attempt at a calibration of the VIL backscattered signal by the HSRL 
aerosol backscatter cross sections shows promise. Some of the inherent problems 
in this technique were revealed. Improvements are being made to both the VIL 
and the HSRL. This will result in more accurate measurements which will lead 
to a better understanding of the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties. 
The cirrus cloud detection technique and the VIL calibration technique should be 
attempted on a large cirrus cloud data set to achieve a statistical representation 
of the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties. 
Removal of System Limited Data Points 
To correctly calibrate the VIL data, the system limited data points had to be 
removed from the data set. At far ranges the backscattered radiation can not be 
separated from the system noise because the VIL signal decreases due to the range 
squared dependence and attenuation. When the VIL raw data is corrected for the 
range squared dependence, the places where the VIL signal increases monotonically 
as a function of the range is where the signal could not be separated from the noise 
as seen in Figure 15. This limit of detectability occurs where the VIL signal starts 
to increase with range around bin 250. The large increase in the signal around the 
range bin 500 was the result of radiation backscattered from a cirrus cloud. 
To remove the noise dominated points, the points where the raw signal was 
within the noise regime had to be determined. At far ranges, the raw backscattered 
signal becomes linear with range when the backscattered power is plotted on a 
natural log scale. This was a result of both the attenuation of the transmitted 
pulse in the atmosphere and the range squared decrease of the signal. Shot noise 
occurs along with the raw signal. If the shot noise was random, as expected, then 
the noise should occur as a Gaussian distribution about the raw data. This would 
not affect the slope of the VIL data with range in Figure 15. So, if the VIL raw 
data was sorted according to their magnitudes and replatted on a log-linear plot, 
then the signal which was small and could not be separated from the noise would 
appear as a straight line at the lower signal magnitudes (Figure 16). 
This process was applied to each VIL raw profile where the VIL backscatter 
signal was sorted according to their magnitudes. The sorted values were approxim- 
ated using a straight line median fit. The straight line median fit was first applied 
to the whole sorted profile. The points occurring above the fit had large signal 
backscatter and were remove from the sorted set. The remaining sorted points 
were then refitted using a straight line median fit. After a number of successive 
fits, where a chosen threshold was met, the remaining points consisted only of the 
small signal values which could not be separated from the noise (they appear as 
a straight line in Figure 16). These noise points were discarded from the original 
data set. For the shot used in Figure 15 and Figure 16, over one half of the data 
points had to be discarded. The remaining data points are the signal backscattered 
by aerosols and molecules in the atmosphere. 
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Figure 15: Removal of the noise points from the VIL raw data. The x-axis is 
the range bin number and the y-axis is 128 . In (P / E) for the raw data and 
128 . In (P * R * R / E) for the range squared corrected raw data. The solid line 
is the range squared corrected VIL profile. The long dashed line is the VIL raw 
data profile. 
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Figure 16: Removal of the noise points from the VIL raw data. The x-axis is the 
sorted bin number. The y-axis is 128 In (P / E). The solid line is sorted VIL 
raw data (sorted according to magnitudes). The dashed line is the straight line 
median best fit to the sorted noise points. 
Data Normalization 
Since the VIL mechanical axis was not aligned with its optical axis during this 
experiment, alignment errors were a problem for the VIL. The VIL signal varied 
when the system mirrors were scanned in angle as a result of partial blocking of the 
transmitted beam (an example is baffle blocking of the transmitted pulse). Other 
signal variations can also result from changes in the gain of the avalanche photo- 
diode over time and/or field of view changes in the receiver. To remove these 
dependence, each VIL scan was normalized to a low level aerosol layer situated 
between 1 km and 2 km above the ground. Only backscattered signal falling within 
a bounded aerosol region were used in the data normalization. The region was 
bounded by a minimum and maximum height along with a minimum and maximum 
distance from the VIL. The minimum and maximum heights were determined by 
the size of the aerosol layer. The minimum range from the VIL was determined 
by the extent of the system overlap regime. A maximum range of 10 km was 
chosen to stay well above the minimum detectable signal for the VIL. The median 
backscattered signal from the bounded aerosol layer for each lidar profile was 
set equal to the median backscattered signal in the normalization regime. This 
normalization technique removed both the time and angular dependence of the 
cirrus clouds scans with the assumption that the aerosol layer did not change in 
time. If the aerosol layer did not have temporal and spatial uniformity, errors would 
result from the normalization process. Nonuniformities would cause variations 
in the cirrus cloud backscatter which are the result of data processing and not 
cirrus cloud variability. The aerosol layer used for the VIL data normalization was 
detected by the HSRL and appeared uniform in time. Additional errors can also 
result if too much outgoing signal was blocked before it left the transmitter. When 
this occurred, the radiation backscattered from the atmosphere was too small to 
be separated from the noise. These system limited data points were removed from 
the data set as described in Appendix A. 
C Attenuation Correction 
To correct for the attenuation in the VIL signal, the optical depth between the 
VIL and each point in the profile has to be known (Equation 1). To determine the 
optical depth between the VIL and each data point, the extinction cross section at 
each point has to be determined. Since the VIL data was converted into aerosol 
backscatter cross sections, these values were used to calculate the extinction cross 
sections. The aerosol backscatter cross sections were first converted into aerosol 
scattering cross sections using Equation 2 assuming no absorption and additional 
Pa(180,R) knowledge of a bulk for the mesoscale volume. The average bulk 4T 
P 180 R 
calculated with the HSRL was used as the bulk for the mesoscale volume. 
Since no absorption at visible wavelengths by the cirrus ice crystals was assumed, 
Equation 14 relates the aerosol scattering cross sections to the extinction cross 
sections. A forward integration was performed on the resulting extinction cross 
sections to determine the attenuation between the VIL and each data point. The 
attenuation to each point was used to correct the existing VIL ,f3:(180, R) for 
signal loss. In this analysis, a multiple scattering correction was included. The 
attenuation along each profile was corrected by a multiple scattering factor of 0.5 
which decreased the attenuation by a factor of 2 (Eloranta and Shipley (1982)). 
This correction factor was a result of half of the light attenuated by the cirrus 
cloud ice particles being diffracted in the forward direction. This diffraction peak 
stayed close to the initial beam and further scattering of this light by other particles 
resulted in greater backscatter at the receiver. 
The bulk for cirrus cloud particles was calculated by the HSRL for 
P 180 R each cirrus profile. These bulk were averaged over the 3 hour time period 
resulting in a of 0.0499 sr-'. This value fell within the expected range 
of as described by Takano and Liou (1989). Their results give values 
of for thin plates (0.025 sr-I), ice columns (0.038 sr-I), and thick plates 
(0.087 sr"). (Plates were detected at the tropopause as noted by the specular 
reflection described previously.) This average 4T was used to correct all of 
the VIL data for attenuation. 
The method of a forward integration of the backscattered signal was first used 
to correct radar backscatter for attenuation. Hitschfeld and Bordan (1954) were 
one of the first to test the forward integration method. Klett (1981) showed the 
instability of this forward integration for large optical depths. In this study, if the 
one way optical depth of 'the cirrus cloud along each VIL profile became greater 
than 0.7, then the attenuation correction at further ranges (or larger optical depths) 
was considered to be unstable. This choice in the one way visible optical depth 
was chosen on the assumption of a 10% error in the VIL aerosol backscatter cross 
sections. The attenuation correction (using an optical depth of 0.7) of the data 
with a 10% error would result in a 40% error in the attenuation corrected signal. 
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Abstract 
A High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) that uses an iodine absorption filter and 
a tunable, narrow-bandwidth Nd:YAG laser is demonstrated. The iodine absorption 
filter provides better performance than the Fabry-Perot etalon that it replaces. This 
study presents an instrument design that can be used as a basis for a design of simple 
and robust lidar for the measurements of the optical properties of the atmosphere. 
The HSRL provides calibrated measurements of the optical properties of the atmo- 
spheric aerosols. These observations include measurements of aerosol backscatter 
cross section, optical depth, backscatter phase function, depolarization, and multiple 
scattering. The errors in the HSRL data are discussed and the effects of different 
errors on the measured optical parameters are shown. 
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1 Introduction 
The climate models used for modeling the transport of the short and longwave radia- 
tion in the atmosphere require a knowledge of the aerosol and cloud optical properties. 
Because the optical properties of cirrus clouds are not well known, the measurements 
of cloud optical depth, phase function, and particle size provide important informa- 
tion. Clouds affect the radiative balance of the earth and its atmosphere by reflecting 
incoming solar radiation and trapping outgoing longwave radiation. Cirrus clouds 
have been found to have an important role on this process18. Cirrus clouds consist 
of large, nonspherical ice crystals and they are generally found between altitudes of 
4 and 15 km. Compared to water clouds, cirrus clouds are generally optically thin. 
Studies based on climate models suggest that presence of cirrus may produce either 
a heating or cooling effect depending on the cloud optical properties and altitude's2. 
The University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) measures 
optical properties of the atmosphere by separating the Doppler-broadened molecu- 
lar backscatter return from the unbroadened aerosol return. The molecular signal is 
then used as a calibration target which is available at each point in the lidar pro- 
file. This calibration allows unambiguous measurements of aerosol scattering cross 
section, optical depth, and backscatter phase function. Also measurements of depo- 
jarization and multiple scattering can be performed. In this study, clear air aerosols, 
stratospheric aerosols, and cloud particles are all referred to as aerosols. Similar 
measurements of cloud optical parameters can be made with a Raman-lidar3s4, but 
because the Raman backscatter cross section is about 1000 times smaller than the 
Rayleigh backscatter cross section, the HSRL has a significant signal strength ad- 
vantage over the Raman-technique. Another advantage of the HSRL is that it can 
provide daytime measurements while sky noise background limits the measurements 
of the weak Raman signal to night time. 
The basic idea of an HSRL was originally presented by Fiocco and DeWolfs. 
They proposed the measurements of atmospheric aerosols by interferometrically s ep  
arating the backscatter signal. They demonstrated the principle of an HSRL with 
laboratory measurements of scattering from natural aerosols and artificially produced 
dense fog. A later experiment with the HSRL technique was performed by Schwiesow 
and Lading6, who used Michelson interferometers in an attempt to measure atmo- 
spheric temperature. Their evaluation showed that a Michelson interferometer based 
measurements would theoretically produce accurate measurements of atmospheric 
temperature, but development of a functional system was limited by the quality of 
available optical components. 
An investigation done by Shipley et for a shuttle borne lidar experiment to 
measure global distribution of aerosols and their effects on the atmospheric heat 
budget started the University of Wisconsin HSRL research. The demonstration of 
the first University of Wisconsin HSRL was published by Shipley et d.'. The paper 
by Sroga et a1.9 presented the first results measured with the same system. The 
transmitter was based on a dye laser that operated at 476.8 nm wavelength. This 
laser provided only a 2-4 mW output and it operated at 100 Hz repetition rate. The 
backscatter signal was collected by a 0.35 telescope with a 320 prad receiver field of 
view. The filtering of the solar background was performed by using an interference 
filter and three low resolution etalons with a total bandpass of 2 pm. The separation 
between aerosol and molecular backscatter signals was based on a high resolution 
etalon with N 0.5 pm bandpass. The HSRL was mounted in an aircraft. The system 
pointed down to ground and it therefore covered only about 2 km measurement range. 
The range dependence of the receiver spectrometer bandpass due to the angular 
sensitivity of the etalon transmission complicated the measurements. 
The aircraft system was later modified for ground based operations and the 
changes were reported by Grundlo. The problems due to the range dependence of 
the spectrometer bandpass were reduced by using a fiber optics scrambler12. The 
transmitter laser was changed to a CuCl laser operating at 510.6 nm wavelength. 
The laser output power was 50 mW at 8 kHz repetition rate. The receiver telescope 
and the high resolution etalon remained the same, but the number of low resolution 
etalons was decreased to two providing a 2.5 pm bandpass. This system was ca- 
pable of measuring cirrus cloud optical parameters up to N 12 krn altitude. Later, 
the development of lasers enabled the use of an injection seeded, frequency doubled 
Nd:YAG-laser (532 nm) as the HSRL transmitter. The new laser provided a 0.7 W 
output at 4 KHz repetition rate. This change was reported by Grund and Elorantall. 
After all the development in the HSRL, problems with the insufficient calibration 
accuracy and environmental sensitivity of the system operation remained. The HSRL 
produced accurate measurements of clear air and thin cirrus, but the measurement 
accuracy was not sufficient for the cases where the aerosol signal was large compared 
to the molecular signal. Eventhough the measurement accuracy was not high enough 
to provide direct measurements of the optical depth profile inside a cloud, the total 
cloud optical depth was obtained. The cloud optical depth was determined from 
the decrease in the molecular signal across the cloud. The calculations of optical 
depth profile inside a cloud were made by assuming a constant backscatter phase 
function with altitude. The measured molecular profile was fitted with a profile 
derived from the known molecular backscatter cross section that had been corrected 
for the atmospheric extinction. The extinction profile was obtained by applying the 
Bernoulli solution to the aerosol backscatter profile12. The measured optical depth 
was used as a constraint. 
The accuracy of the HSRL calibration was improved and the sensitivity for envi- 
ronmental changes was reduced in the next University of Wisconsin HSRL (Eloranta 
and Piironen13 ). In order to make the system operation more stable, the system was 
moved to a temperature controlled and vibrationally isolated environment. Partici- 
pation in field experiments was made possible by moving the lidar to a semitrailer. 
The diameter of the receiver telescope was increased to a 0.5 m and the field of view 
was decreased to 160 pad .  A new photon counting data system was designed and ex- 
tensive computer control of the system operations was implemented. Depolarization 
and multiple scattering measurement capabilities were added. With the improved 
system, the .measurements of cloud optical properties were performed at altitudes up 
to - 30 km. 
During the 18 first years of the University of Wisconsin HSRL, the separation be- 
tween aerosol and molecular scattering was based on a Fabry-Perot etalon with a 0.5 
pm bandpass. With this etalon, the signal was divided into two channels. The signal 
reflected from the etalon surface was measured with one channel. This channel con- 
tained the the wings of the molecular spectrum and the part of the aerosol spectrum 
that did not pass the high resolution etalon. The other channel was used to measure 
the part of the aerosol spectrum and the central part of the molecular spectrum that 
transmitted through the etalon. The basic idea of the spectral separation of a high 
resolution etalon based HSRL is presented in Fig 1. 
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Figure 1. The spectral response of a high resolution etalon based HSRL. The received 
signal is a combination of the Doppler-broadened molecular backscatter spectrum and the 
unbroadened aerosol spectrum. The aerosol signal and the center of the molecular signal 
that transmits through the etalon is detected with one channel. The other channel detects 
the signal reflected from the etalon. 
For the aerosol backscatter signal, only a 2:l separation ratio between aerosol 
and molecular channel is achieved by a etalon. The Fabry-Perot etalon based HSRL 
produces accurate measurements of clear air, thin cirrus, and stratospheric aerosols. 
However, when the system is used to probe dense water clouds, the aerosol signal 
becomes on the order of lo3 larger than the molecular return. Therefore, the inversion 
coefficients used to separate the aerosol and molecular signals must be known with 
better than 0.01% accuracy or otherwise some of the aerosol return will appear in 
the separated molecular return. Since the inversion coefficients for the etalon based 
system are known with only N 0.1% accuracy, the measurements of dense water 
clouds are subject to error. The performance of a Fabry-Perot etalon is limited by its 
finesse and the angular distribution of incoming light. The etalon must be operated 
in pressure and temperature controlled environment, since better than a 0.1 mbar 
pressure tuning accuracy and 0.1 "C temperature stability are required to keep the 
filter performance stable. 
Shimizu et al.14 proposed the use of an narrow-band atomic absorption filter in an 
HSRL and She et al.15 reported high spectral resolution lidar measurements of tem- 
perature and aerosol extinction coefficient made by using a barium atomic absorption 
filter. These studies, and later studies from the same have shown, that 
an absorption filter provides a high rejection against aerosol scattering and therefore 
it makes the separation between molecular and aerosol scattering easier. Another 
advantage of an absorption filter is the stability of the absorption characteristics14. 
Furthermore, the transmission characteristics of an absorption filter are not depen- 
dent on the mechanical alignment of the filter14 or the angular dependence of the 
incoming light. Also, a wide dynamic range in rejection against aerosol scattering is 
achieved by simply changing the vapor pressure14 or the length of the cell. 
This study presents an HSRL employing an iodine absorption filter. The spectrum 
of the Ban:_ + XIC: electronic transition in molecular iodine has more than 22 000 
absorption lines in the visible  wavelength^^^, and 8 of them are easily reached by 
thermally tuning a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser outputlg. Compared to the 
barium, the advantage of iodine is that instead of requiring a dye laser, a narrow 
bandwidth, frequency doubled Nd:YA@ laser can be used. Also, a strong absorption 
is obtained in a short cell at room temperature. Even though iodine has extensive 
hyperfine structure, the absorption line width is similar to the barium line width, 
which is broadened by operating at a temperature of -500 "C. 
A large number of iodine absorption lines have been used as reference for Doppler- 
limited spectroscopy studies and also numerous spectroscopic studies of the line struc- 
ture a d  hyperfine structure have been performed. Liao and Gupta20 reported a use of 
an iodine absorption vapor cell as a narrow band filter for fluorescence spectroscopy. 
Lately Miles et a.L21 reported the measurements of flow field properties based on an 
iodine absorption filter and Filtered Rayleigh Scattering technique. The first iodine 
absorption filter based HSRL is presented here. 
The basic idea of an iodine absorption filter based HSRL is presented in Figure 
2. The received backscatter signal is divided to two channels. One channel detecting 
a sample from the total backscatter spectrum and the other channel the spectrum 
filtered by the iodine absorption filter. This signal contains information about the 
wings of the molecular spectrum and a small aerosol cross-talk signal. The first mea- 
surements made with the iodine absorption based HSRL were presented by Piironen 
and E l ~ r a n t a ~ ~ .  
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Figure 2. The spectral response of an iodine absorption filter based HSRL. The detected 
backscatter spectrum is divided to two channels. One containing the information from the 
total backscatter spectrum and the other the wings of the molecular spectrum and a small 
aerosol cross-talk. 
The work presented in this thesis is organized as follows. A short introduction to 
the HSRL theory is given in Chapter 2. After that, the instrumentation of the new 
iodine absorption based HSRL is given in Chapter 3. This chapter also presents the 
basic principles of the polarization and multiple scattering measurements. A more 
detailed description of the iodine absorption cell is given in Chapter 4. The system 
calibration and laser wavelength locking are discussed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, 
examples from the data obtained with the new HSRL are given. This chapter gives 
a more detailed description of the depolarization measurements and also shows the 
effects of multiple scattering on the measured depolarization ratio. In addition to the 
depolarization measurements, the measurements of scattering ratio, aerosol backscat- 
ter cross section, and optical depth are discussed. The measurements show, that the 
use of an iodine absorption filter enables accurate measurements of cloud optical pa- 
rameters. Because the cross talk between channels can be accurately corrected and 
because the 160 prad field of view of the HSRL effectively suppresses multiple scat- 
tering, the optical depth inside a cloud can be measured. This makes future studies of 
scattering phase function possible. As a final example from the HSRL measurements 
the Chapter 6 shows an atmospheric temperature profile obtained by the HSRL. The 
accuracy of the HSRL measurements is discussed in Chapter 7 and the error analysis 
is presented. 
2 Lidar theory of the HSRL 
The lidar equation of a monostatic lidar system can be presented in the following 
form 
No cA N(R) = ~ T [ P ~ ( R )  pa(r, 47r R, + IJ, (R) Pm(7r, 4 r R, + M (R) + B, (1) 
where 
N(R) = number of photons incident on the receiver field of 
view from range R per data bin length, 
= number of transmitted photons, 
= speed of light, 
= area of the receiver telescope, 
= aerosol and molecular scattering cross sections per 
unit volume, respectively, 
= normalized backscatter phase function due to aerosol and 
molecular scattering, respectively, 
= one way optical depth between lidar and backscatter 
volume at range R, 
= f ,&(TI) dr', where 
/?,(R) = total extinction cross section per unit volume, 
= multiple scattering contribution incident on the receiver 
per data bin length, 
= number of background photons incident on the receiver 
per data bin length. 
Equation (I) demonstrates that the lidar return depends on both the local value of 
the backscatter cross section and on the optical depth between the lidar and backscat- 
tering volume at range R. A conventional single channel lidar provides a single mea- 
surement of N(R) at each range, and therefore it does not provide enough information 
to solve the lidar equation for extinction or backscatter cross section. The knowledge 
about the relationship between the backscatter cross section and extinction has to 
be known or assumed and an estimate of a boundary value has to be given (see for 
example Klett23). 
In order to make measurements of extinction and backscatter cross section, the 
HSRL measures two signals which can be processed to present lidar returns from 
aerosol and molecule backscattering. The separation between the aerosol and molec- 
ular scattering is possible, because the signal backscattered from air molecules is 
Doppler-broadened, while the signal from more massive, slowly moving aerosols re- 
mains spectrally unbroadened. 
In the case of the HSRL, two separate lidar equations can be written 
1) For aerosols 
2) For molecules 
The molecular backscatter phase function is here replaced with its analytical value 
..?- The term F(R) is an overlap term, that is a function of receiver and transmitter 
8a' 
geometry8. Because the molecular scattering cross section is a function of the air 
density and can be calculated from the Rayleigh scattering theory using an indepen- 
dently measured atmospheric density profile, the equation (3) is well defined and it 
can be solved for the extinction. The molecular scattering cross section provides a 
calibration target which is available at each point of the lidar return. 
Following optical parameters can be obtained from the separated lidar signals: 
1) Aerosol to molecular backscatter ratio (scattering ratio) SR(R) 
Notice that, the backscatter ratio measurement is not dependent from the overlap 
term, and therefore measurements of backscatter ratio for the overlap region can be 
performed. The same effect can be seen later on the aerosol backscatter cross section 
and depolarization ratio determination. 
2) Aerosol backscatter cross section 
The properties of the molecular scattering are well known and therefore, the at- 
mospheric density can be used to compute the molecular scattering cross section per 
unit volume ,Om. From Rayleigh scattering theory24, the molecular scattering cross 
section per unit volume is 
where 
Nm = number of gas molecules per unit volume 
= differential Rayleigh scattering cross section at scattering angle T 
per average gas molecule 
For mixture of atmospheric gases below 100 km 
The number of gas molecules per unit volume can be calculated from the atmo- 
spheric pressure P(R) and temperature T(R) . 
where 
P(R) = atmospheric pressure at range R 
T(R) = atmospheric temperature at range R 
NA = Avogadro's number 
Ra = gas constant of dry air 
' Thus, by using the previous equations, the molecular scattering cross section per 
unit volume can be written in the following form. 
where 
Cair = 3.786 x 10-~KhPa-lm-' at 532 nm (from Eq. 5 )  
P(R) = atmospheric pressure 
T (R) = atmospheric temperature 
The aerosol backscatter cross section can be calculated by using the backscatter 
ratio and the calculated value of Pm 
3) The optical depth of a layer between ranges R1 and R2 
4) Total extinction cross section 
The average value of total extinction cross section is a range derivative of the 
optical depth 
5 )  Backscatter phase function 
The backscatter phase function, 9, can be calculated from the following equa- 
tion 
where 
a(R) = single scattering albedo. 
For water and ice clouds and most aerosols, the single scattering albedo at the 
wavelength of 532 nm can be assumed to be unity and therefore the backscatter phase 
function can be measured. 
6) Linear depolarization ratio 
The discrimination between water and ice clouds can be made from the, depolar- 
ization properties of the backscatter signal. The linear depolarization ratio can be 
given as follows. 
where NL and Nil are the number of incident on the receiver perpendicular and 
parallel to the receiver polarization axis, respectively, In the case of the HSRL, 
separate depolarizations of aerosol and molecular backscattering can be measured. 
7) Cloud particle size 
By measuring the signal strength variations as a function of field of view, the size of 
the cloud particles can be measured. The multiple scattered lidar return is a function 
of receiver field of view, particle size, range from lidar and the optical depth of the 
cloud. In the HSRL, the multiple scattering information along with the simultaneous 
single scattering measurement are used to calculate the cloud particle size.A detailed 
description of the multiple scattering approximation used for the HSRL measurements 
is presented by Elorant a25 J~~ and Elor ant a and Shipley2'. 
3 Inst rurnent at ion 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 An overview of the high resolution etalon based system 
In the earlier versions of the University of Wisconsin HSRL, the separation between 
aerosol and molecular backscatter signals was made with a high resolution etalon with 
N 0.5 pm bandpass. The Figure 3 shows the receiver of the etalon based system13. The 
backscattered light was collected by the receiver telescope and directed through a fiber 
optics scrambler. The fiber optics scrambler was used to reduce the range dependence 
of the receiver spectrometer bandpass due to the angular sensitivity of the etalon 
transmission12. After collirnation, the signal was prefiltered with an interference filter 
and a pair of low resolution etalons. After passing the dual aperture, the light was 
directed to the high resolution etalon. The high resolution etalon was slightly tilted 
with respect to the optical axis. This allowed the light that did not pass through 
the etalon to be reflected back to the dual aperture and to the molecular channel 
photodetector (PMT1). The light that passed through the high resolution etalon was 
detected with the aerosol channel photodetector (PMT2). The signal detected with 
the aerosol channel was a combination of aerosol backscatter spectrum and the center 
of molecular backscatter spectrum. The signal detected with the molecular channel 
was a combination of the wings of the molecular spectrum and the part of the aerosol 
backscatter spectrum that did not pass the high resolution etalon. 
To /From Atmosphere 
I t 
Figure 3. The receiver of the high resolution etalon based system. The backscatter signal is 
collected with a telescope. The fiber optics scrambler reduces the range dependence of the 
receiver spectrometer bandpass due to the angular sensitivity of the etalon transmission. 
The signal is background filtered with a interference filter and a pair of low resolution 
etalons. The separation between aerosol and molecular backscatter signals is done in the 
high resolution etalon. The part of the spectrum that transmits the etalon is combination 
of aerosol backscatter spectrum and the center of molecular backscatter spectrum (PMTZ). 
The signal detected with PMTl is a combination of the wings of the molecular spectrum and 
the part of the aerosol backscatter spectrum that did not pass the high resolution etalon. 
3.1.2 A short introduction to the improvements 
The instrument has been modified to measure polarization and a separate channel has 
been added to measure both polarization and signal amplitude variations as function 
of receiver field of view. These modifications allow discrimination between ice and 
water clouds and measurements of multiple scattering. Along with these modifica- 
tions, the high resolution etalon, used in the earlier versions of the HSRL, has been 
replaced with an iodine absorption filter. Also, the system has been redesigned for 
use in a semitrailer. Other changes include new data acquisition system, tempera- 
ture controlled environment for the receiver optics, and improved optical design. The 
system parameters of the HSRL are summarized in Table 1. 
The changes to the HSRL have improved the measurement capabilities of the 
HSRL. With the new HSRL, the measurements of the optical parameters of the 
atmosphere below 35 km can be made and therefore, the measurements can cover 
clouds from water clouds to high altitude cirrus clouds and also measurements of 
stratospheric aerosol layers can be performed. Clouds with optical depths up to 3 
can be measured. This means that most of the cirrus cloud cases can be fully observed 
and the cloud bases of the thick water clouds can be measured up to 300-500 m 
inside the cloud. This has been achieved by using a high pulse repetition rate, small 
pulse energy per laser pulse, and very fast photon counting electronics. F'urthermore, 
the averaging time required for a good signal to noise ratio has been decreased by 
improving the optical transmission of the system. The use of the iodine filter, the 
controlling of the pressure of the etalons and the temperature of the optics, and 
the locking of the laser wavelength to an iodine absorption peak have increased the 
stability and the reliability of the system. Therefore, the need for frequent calibrations 
is eliminated and a stable operation can be maintained over a long period of time. The 
enhanced calibration technique has improved the accuracy of the HSRL calibrations. 
Wide field of view channel 
Filter bandwidth 
Field of view 
Polarization rejection 
Table 1. HSRL specifications (April 26, 1994) 
Transmitter 
Aerosol+molecular channel 
Filter bandwidth 
Field of view 
Polarization rejection 
Wavelength 
Pulse duration 
Pulse repetition rate 
Average power 
Frequency stability: 
Without 12-locking 
With &locking 
Molecular channel 
Filter bandwidth 
Field of view 
Polarization rejection 
532 nm 
N 130 ns 
4 kHz 
N 0.2 W (seeded) 
100 MHz/hour (= 0.09 pm/h) 
X f  0.052 pm 
Photon counting data system 
Number of counters 
Number of data buffers 
Minimum bin width 
Number of bins 
Max. rate of counters 
Embedded computer 
System control 
1.0 nm 
computer adjustable 0.21 -+ 4.0 mrad 
~1 x 
Receiver 
8 pm 
0.160 mrad 
1x10-3 
Telescope 
Type 
Diameter 
Focal length 
0.160 mrad 
-1 x 10-3 
Dall-Kirkham 
0.5 m 
5.08 m 
3 (wfov, aerosol+molec., molec.) 
6 (2 polarizations per channel) 
100 ns 
8192/channel 
N lo9 HZ, tested to 350 MHz 
Intel i960CA 
Sun Sparc I1 
3.2 Transmitter 
3.2.1 Transmitter laser 
As a transmitter, the University of Wisconsin HSRL uses a continuously pumped, 
Q-switched, injection seeded, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at a 4 kHz 
pulse repetition rate12 (Figure 4). The host cavity is based on a Quantronix model 116 
laser. The quarter waveplates on either side of the Nd:YAG-rod are used to generate 
circularly polarized light in the rod in order to eliminate the spatial hole burning. 
The narrow bandwidth single frequency operation is achieved by injecting the cw- 
output of a diode pumped monolithic Nd:YAG ring laser (a modified Lightwave model 
S-100 seedlaser) into the host 'cavity through a partially transmitting rear mirror. 
Measurements have shown, that less than 100 MHz/h frequency drift is achieved. 
The 4 kHz pulse repetition rate is achieved by using an acousto-optic Q-switch. 
The output of the laser is externally doubled by a KTP crystal. The frequency 
doubled output of the laser is tunable over a 124 GHz frequency range by controlling 
the temperature of the seedlaser diode. The original analog temperature controlling 
circuit of the seedlaser has been modified and connected to the microprocessor to 
allow remote control of the seedlaser Nd:YAG crystal temperature. 
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Figure 4. The HSRL transmitter laser. 
After frequency doubling, the 532 nm and 1064 nm beams are separated by a 
harmonic beam separator. Because up to 15% of the residual 1064 nm beam is 
reflected from the beam separator, a second harmonic beam separator in the laser 
output (Figure 5) is used to provide more efficient filtering. The remaining 1064 nm 
beam is cleaned by a spatial filter. The spatial filter also cleans a halo of broader 
bandpass radiation. 
Successful injection seeding requires that overlap between seedlaser resonance fre- 
quency and the frequency of a host cavity longitudinal mode is achieved. When the 
frequency of a host cavity longitudinal mode is locked to the seedlaser resonance 
frequency, the pulse developing out from the seedlaser signal will saturate the homo- 
geneously broadened gain medium preventing development of any other axial modes 
from the spontaneous emission. Therefore, because one longitudinal mode is ampli- 
fied more than any other mode, a spectrally narrow bandwidth pulse is generated. 
Since the seedlaser emissions used for injection seeding are generally N 10 orders of 
magnitude stronger than the spontaneous emission, the Q-switched pulse builds up 
sooner out of the seed emission than the spontaneous emission. The frequency lock- 
ing between seedlaser and host cavity is realized by controlling the host cavity length 
with a piezoelectric translator. 
Because the seeded pulse builds up more rapidly when the host cavity is tuned to 
the seed laser frequency, the time between the Q-switch opening and the subsequent 
laser pulse (the Q-switch buildup time) can be used to servo control the tuning of 
the host cavity2'. The spectral purity of the outgoing laser pulse can also be moni- 
tored using the Q-switch buildup time. A microcontroller based feedback loop seeks to 
maintain the cavity length by dithering the rear mirror so that the minimum Q-switch 
buildup time is obtained. For each laser pulse, a small offset voltage is applied to the 
piezoelectric translator and the effects to the Q-switch buildup time are simultane- 
ously monitored. Based on the Q-switch buildup time the mirror position is driven 
towards the minimum time. Statistics on the Q-switch buildup time is collected at 
4 kHz rate, but the mirror position is dithered at N 140 Hz. The amount of dither 
is calculated based on the seeding percentage. The observed Q-switch build up time 
is N 4.5 p and the difference between seeded and unseeded conditions is typically 
- 500 ns. Because the spectral purity of the transmitted laser beam is important for 
HSRL measurements and because some shots are unseeded, the information from the 
Q-switch build up time is used to trigger the data system only for seeded shots. 
The frequency stability of a single-frequency laser is determined by the seedlaser 
and the stability of the frequency locking is affected by the environment. The injection 
seeded operation is easily interrupted by mechanical vibrations transmitted through 
the support structure or through the cooling water or hoses. The effects of change in 
the optical length of the cavity due to thermal expansions of the support structure 
and temperature changes in the laser rod are compensated by the active controlling 
of the main cavity length. The laser is installed on a Super-Invar breadboard sup- 
ported by a thick honey comb table that is mounted into a vibration insulated frame. 
The invar breadboard and the honey comb table are isolated from each other by a 
rubber pad. The laser was delivered with a Super-Invar table, which is thermally 
stable, but it is found to be acoustically sensitive. The active controlling of the main 
cavity length already minimizes the effects of changing environmental temperature 
so that an acoustically more insensitive table might provide a better performance. 
The mechanical vibrations coming from the laser cooling pump and transmitted into 
the cavity by hoses and water are isolated by a pressure dumper in the cooling water 
line. Because the original pressure dumper did not offer enough isolation, an extra 
damping system was installed. Also extra long elastic plastic water hoses are used to 
further attenuate the vibrations coming from the laser cooling pump. Furthermore, 
the temperature of the surrounding environment is stabilized by controlling the air 
temperature around the laser. The wavelength locking of the laser output to a iodine 
absorption line is demonstrated later in Chapter 5.2. 
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Figure 5. The HSRL transmitter setup. The HSRZI transmitter employs an injection 
seeded, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser. A Pockels cell in the output is used to rotate 
the polarization of the outgoing laser beam by 90 degrees for alternative laser-pulses. An 
iodine absorption cell is used for the frequency locking of the laser wavelength: A sample 
of each laser pulse is directed to a pair of optical fibers, delayed, and injected back to the 
receiver for system calibrations. The length of the fibers is set so that the time-separated 
pulses can be recorded into the data profile. 
3.2.2 Optics 
A small amount ( ~ 2  %) of each transmitted laser pulse is directed into a pair of 100 m 
long optical fibers, delayed, and injected back to the receiver for system calibrations 
(see Figure 5). Since some of the laser shots are unseeded, the delay is necessary 
so that. the measured Q-switch buildup time of each pulse can be used as a quality 
control to trigger the data system only for seeded shots. The length of the fibers is 
set so that the timeseparated pulses can be recorded in the data profile. The other 
ends of the calibration fibers are connected to a diffuse cylinder, which is located 
at the receiver such that the calibration light signals can be used to monitor system 
performance during data taking. Another 2 % of the laser light is taken into an energy 
monitor. The energy normalization of the received signal is realized by storing the 
energy of each laser pulse into the data record. A 4 cm long iodine cell is used for 
frequency locking of the laser. This cell provides - 50 % absorption when the laser is 
tuned to the absorption peak. The frequency locking to the iodine peak is described 
later in Chapter 5.2. 
Because the HSRL measures depolarization of the clouds and uses this information 
to separate between water and ice clouds, the polarization stage of the outgoing laser 
beam has to be well controlled. The output of the laser is linearly polarized and 
the orientation of the polarization vector is set perpendicular to the plane of the 
hypotenuse of the polarization cube. The use of the polarization cube guarantees 
that the residual cross-polarized component is cleaned out from the outgoing laser 
beam. In order to be able to use the same receiver optics and the same detector for 
both polarization components, the polarization of the outgoing laser pulse is rotated 
by 90 degrees for alternative laser pulses by a Pockels cell. The accuracy of the Pockels 
cell rotation is measured by observing the light coming from the Pockels cell through 
a polarizing cube with a photodetector. These calibrations show thit  the residual 
cross polarization can be reduced to 0.1 % of the parallel component.   he calibration 
accuracy is limited by the 0.1 % rejection accuracy of the polarizing cube. The timing 
of the voltage switching between laser pulses is synchronized with the Q-switch signal 
and the controller electronics assures that the proper Pockels cell voltage is applied 
in time before the next laser shot. The final alignment between the transmitter and 
receiver polarization axes is performed by adjusting a half-waveplate a d  by using 
the atmosphere as a calibration target. 
The use of small receiver field of views is made possible by decreasing the diver- 
gence of the outgoing laser beam with a beam expanding telescope (magnification 
4x). 
3.3 Receiver 
3.3.1 Optics 
The backscattered light is collected using a 50 cm diameter telescope (see Figure 
6). To avoid specular reflection from horizontally oriented ice crystals, the system 
pointing direction is tilted by 4 degrees from the zenith. The signal polarized parallel 
to the receiver polarization axis and the signal perpendicular to that are separated by 
using a polarization cube (see Figure 6). This cube separates the signal to the WFOV- 
channel (PMT 3) and to the spectrometer-channels (combined aerosol+molecular 
channel (PMT1) and molecular channel (PMT 2)). An extra polarization cube for 
both channels is used to clean up the cross polarization component of the received 
signal down to a level that makes accurate depolarization measurements possible. 
The multiple scattering properties can be studied by using the WFOV-channel, 
while simultaneously measuring the single scattering return with the spectrometer 
channels. A stepper motor driven aperture for the WFOV-channel enables field of 
view variations between 0.224 and 4 mrad. An interference filter with 1 nm bandpass 
is used for the background filtering. Because the field of view can be wide and the 
filter bandpass is broad, the WFOV measurements are currently limited to night time. 
The field of view of the spectrometer channels is 160 p a d ,  which further'decreases 
the background sky noise and multiple scattering effects to the measured signal. 
In order to achieve daytime measurements with the spectrometer channels, a low 
resolution etalon pair and an 1 nm interference filter are used to suppress the back- 
ground solar radiance. The bandpass of the etalon pair is -9 pm, which is about 3 
times the width of the expected Doppler broadened molecular spectrum. The length 
of the spacers is chosen so that only one common transmission order for the etalon 
pair occurs inside the interference filter bandpass. The bandpass of the low resolu- 
- t  . 
tion etalon pair is wider than in earlier  system^^^^^ in order to decrease the system 
sensitivity for the drift between transmitter wavelength and the etalon transmission 
maximum. The effects of environmental changes to the etalon performance are elim- 
inated by mounting each etalon into a separate pressure and temperature controlled 
chamber. A third etalon chamber is used as a pressure reference. The absolute pres- 
sure in reference chamber and the differential pressures in each etalon chamber are 
maintained by a computer controlled servo loop. The etalons are operated near the 
pressure where the changes in tuning gas density with temperature are cancelled by 
the thermal expansion of the etalon spacers2'. Nitrogen is used as a tuning gas. 
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Figure 6. A polarizing prism at the output of the telescope separates the orthogonally 
polarized signals between wide field of view channel (PMT3) and the spectrometer channels 
(PMT1 and PMT2). Since the polarization of the transmitted laser pulse is rotated by 
90° between laser pulses, each channel alternatively receives perpendicular and parallel 
components. The received backscatter signal is prefiltered with an interference filter and a 
low resolution etalon pair before being directed into a beam splitter. The signal detected 
with PMTl contains the information about the total aerosol and molecular backscatter 
signal. The signal directed through the iodine cell and detected by PMT2 is a combination 
of a amount of aerosol backscatter signal which passes through the absorption cell and the 
wings of the molecular backscatter signal. 
After background filtering, the signal is divided into two channels by a beam 
splitter. The signal detected with the PMTl (combined aerosol~molecular channel) 
contains the information about the total aerosol and molecular backscatter signal. 
The signal directed through the 43 cm long iodine cell and detected by the PMT2 
(molecular channel) is a combination of the small amount of aerosol backscatter signal, 
' 
which passes through the absorption cell, and the wings of the molecular backscatter 
signal (see Figure 7). The iodine absorption cell is described in more detail in Chapter 
4. 
A beamsplitter with a 30/70 (trans./refl.) splitting ratio is used to divide the 
signal between PMTl and PMT2. The beam splitting ratio is chosen from the com- 
mercially available beamsplitters so that a good photon counting statistics with both 
channels is achieved when the system is tuned to the iodine absorption peak. Some 
beamsplitter types have poor transmission and reflection efficiencies and therefore 
part of the signal is lost in the beamsplitting process. Because good system transmis- 
sion is important, a beam splitter with a high transmission and reflection efficiencies 
was chosen. 
The beam splitters are highly polarization sensitive elements. ~ h e n ' h n e a r l ~  po-
larized laser beam interacts with atmospheric aerosols and molecules, the backscatter 
signal consist of two perpendicularly polarized components. Therefore, the polariza- 
tion sensitivity of the beamsplitter transmission and reflection has to be taken into 
account. The polarization sensitivity of the beamsplitter performance is noted as a 
problem in a system described by Krueger et &.I7. The advantage of the HSRL is 
that the received signal is polarization filtered and therefore the light coming from 
the atmosphere to the beam splitter is always incident with the same polarization. 
On the contrary, the light from the current calibration light source is polarized or- 
thogonally to the lidax signal and therefore the polarization sensitivity of the beam 
splitter creates a problem. This problem is solved by generating a circul&ly polarized 
light for the beamsplitter with a $waveplate. 
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Figure 7. The spectral response of the HSRL receiver. The insert figure at the upper right 
corner shows a simplified setup of the spectrometer channels. The light that passes the 
field stop contains information about the Doppler-broadened molecular spectrum and the 
aerosol backscatter spectrum. The signal is divided into two parts with the beam splitter. 
The signal, which is transmitted through the beam splitter is detected with PMTl and it 
contains information from the total backscatter signal. The signal, that reflects from the 
beam splitter is directed through an iodine absorption cell. In this process, the aerosol 
backscatter signal is attenuated in the iodine absorption line. Also the central parts of 
the molecular spectrum are filtered out and therefore the signal detected'with PMT2 is a 
combination of the wings of the molecular spectrum and that part of the aerosol backscatter 
signal that passes through the cell. 
3.3.2 Data system 
In order to increase the dynamical range of the HSRL, new photon counting electronics 
were designed (Figure 8). The photon counting data system has three counters and 
each counter has 2 buffers, one for each polarization. Counting rates have been tested 
up to 350 MHz, but counters are designed to operate up to -1 GHz. The 100 ns bin 
width enables a 15 m range resolution. The 4 kHz laser repetition rate enables the 
use of 2333 range bins, which can be used to probe the atmosphere up to 35 km. The 
limiting factor of the data system is the photomultipliers (EM1 9863B/100), which 
allow counting only up to 15 MHz without significant pile-up effects. The PMT's are 
pile-up and afterpulse tested and both corrections are included to the data processing. 
The corrections are discussed later in this chapter. 
Computer control of the system is made by using Intel 80960CA embedded pro- 
cessor. The user interface is realized by using a Sun Sparc Station 11. In addition to 
the data taking and the communication with the Sun, the system processor is used 
to control HSRL operation including pressure controlling of the etalons, timing of 
the Pockels cell voltage, controlling of the seedlaser temperature, controlling of the 
system shutters and relays, and controlling of the WFOV aperture. 
Most of the HSRL-operations are computer controllable from a menu interface. 
System performance can be followed from real time displays. The real time Range 
Time Indicator (RTI) displays for the raw and/or inverted data are used to display the 
incoming data so that altitude, variability, thickness and depolarizaiion of the cloud 
layer can be observed when the clouds move over the lidar site. similar displays for 
the cloud optical properties (optical depth, aerosol backscatter cross section, phase 
function) can be shown. 
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Figure 8. The HSRL data acquisition system. 
The new counter design has improved the background light measurement accuracy 
of the HSRL. Instead of interrupting the data taking every 3.5-7 min for background 
and calibration checks (as was made with the system described by Grundlo), the new 
HSRL is capable of measuring the background light simultaneously with the data. 
The maximum resolution of the data system is increased from 256 to 4096 range bins 
per channel. In the HSRL, the amount of background light in the measurement is 
calculated from the measured profile by using the upper altitudes of the lidar profile. 
The signal together with the background light is saved and therefore different kind of 
background corrections can be studied. Currently, the measured HSRL profiles are 
background corrected by assuming the signal above ~ 3 3  km to be background. By 
averaging the upper range bins together, the average amount of background in the 
measurement is calculated. The disadvantage of the current background correction 
method is that some of the signal can still be originated from Rayleigh scattering 
leading into an overestimate of the amount of background light for altitudes 33 Ism or 
higher. A development of a background correction method that removes the Rayleigh 
scattering contribution from the background is currently in progress. 
Photomultiplier afterpulsing can be seen as multiple output counts for a single 
input photon30. The afterpulsing could be caused by positive electron production 
in the dynode chain. The afterpulse pulses are time delayed compared to the signd 
from incident photon and the time delay is proportional to the path length for electron 
propagation. The signal originated from a short light pulse and measured with the 
HSRL can be presented in following form 
where 
< S(t) > = signal measured with the HSRL 
s(t'> = signal incident on the receiver 
@ = signal responce function, that contains the laser pulse width, 
datasystem bin width and afterpulsing of the photomultiplier 
The afterpulse probability distributions were measured by illuminating the photo- 
multiplier photocathode with a short duration laser light pulse. Pulse coxwting rates 
less than one count per 100 ns long data bin per pulse were used. A large number 
of laser pulses were averaged ( ~ 1  hour average). The probability distributions were 
calculated from the background corrected data. The amount of background light was 
calculated from the end of data record and the average value was subtracted from 
data. The measured afterpulse probability distributions of two photomultiplier tubes 
are presented in Figure 9. The afterpulse probability distribution was found to be 
different for each tube and therefore a separate correction for each tube had to be 
implemented to the signal analysis program. With a known afterpulse probability 
distribution function, the afterpulse contribution can be removed from the measured 
signal by using deconvolution. The effect of afterpulse correction to the measured 
signal is presented in Figure 10. 
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Figure 9. The temporal distributions of two EM1 9863B/100 photomultiplier tubes. The 
temporal distribution of the measured photons is a convolution of the laser pulse width, 
bin width of the data system, and the afterpulsing of the photomultiplier. The laser pulse 
is located in the first bins and the afterpulse can be seen as a decaying tail. The afterpulse 
distribution of the PMTl shows better afterpulse behavior than the PMT2. 
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Figure 10. The effect of afterpulse correction to the measured aerosol signal in the case of 
thick water cloud (at 5.6 km) with an ice crystal precipitation at 5.1 km. The afterpulsing 
increases the aerosol signal at the end of the cloud, and therefore the geometrical thickness 
of the clouds is underestimated. The effect of afterpulsing to the molecular signal is sirnilax, 
and thus a slight overestimate of the optical depth of the cloud is made, if the afterpulse 
correction is not performed. 
The pulse pile-up is seen when all time separated photons are not &stinguishable 
and they overlap. This causes a nonlinear response. In order to be able to separate 
between counts, a minimum separation time between two pulses is required for them 
to be distinguished. This time is called resolving time (or dead time). Since the 
time interval distribution of photons that reach the photomultiplier follow a Poisson 
distribution, the probability Po that a pulse overlaps with another puke inside a 
certain time interval is given by the following formula3' 
where 
r = resolving time 
R = average count rate 
In order to obtain the resolving time (dead time) of the photomultipliers, the 
photomultiplier responses to different count rates were tested. First, light level is set 
to level which is high enough to generate a pile-up. Then the photomultiplier response 
to different light levels is measured by changing the light intensity with neutral density 
filters and recording the signal change. In order to be able to define the resolving 
time of the photomultiplier, the photon counting was modeled. The pulses coming 
from the photomultiplier were treated as Poisson distributed signals. The resolving 
time that produced the best fit between simulated and measured results was used 
for the pile-up correction. All photomultipliers were found to have N 13 ns resolving 
time. The pile-up correction has to be performed before the afterpulse correction or 
any other corrections, because the pile-up effect is nonlinear. The pile-up is affected 
by the signal strength, signal background and afterpulsing and therefore, data has 
to contain the information from all these factors when the correction for pile-up is 
performed. 
In order to make the pile-up correction for data, the following equation was used 
where 
N = measured counts 
No = actual counts 
T = resolving time 
R = average count rate = 2 
This equation is solved iteratively for No, so that 
1. No(l) = N 
2. New No(i + 1) = N~WT, where dt = bin length [s] 
Altitude (km) 
3. Step 2 is repeated until No converges 
The effect of pile-up correction to the measured signal is presented in Figure 
Figure 11. The effect of pile-up correction to the measured aerosol signal in the case of 
thick water cloud (at 5.6 km) with an ice crystal precipitation at 5.1 km. The calibration 
fiber sign& are shown as spikes at altitudes .- 0 km. The maximum number of photons 
measured for the water cloud is 0.68 photons/lOO ns bin and after pileup correction 0.75 
photons/lOOns bin are observed. Even with this low count rates the effect of pile-up is .- 
10% and therefore, the pileup correction is very important when strong returns from clouds 
are studied. 
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4 Iodine absorption filter 
In order to overcome the limited capability of the high resolution etalon to separate 
between aerosol and molecular scattering and to increase the system stability and 
reliability, an iodine absorption filter was constructed. For the first HSRL measure- 
ments a 43 cm long cell was made. The cell was made from glass tubing with an 
attached side arm. Optical quality end windows with anti-reflection coatings were 
epoxed to the ends. The cell with iodine crystals in a side arm was evacuated and 
kept at 27 "C. Transferring of the iodine from the absorption cell into the vacuum 
pump was prevented by evacuating the cell through a cold trap and cooling the side 
arm with liquid nitrogen. Although the iodine cell can be operated at room temper- 
ature, the operating temperature of the cell has to be controlled, because the vapor 
pressure of iodine is very temperature sensitive32. In the HSRL, the cell temperature 
is maintained with f 0.1 "C accuracy by operating the cell in temperature controlled 
environment. 
The iodine spectrum is measured by scanning the laser wavelength by changing 
the temperature of the seedlaser under computer control. A small amount of laser 
light is directed into a 100 m long fiber optic delay (Fiber 1 in Figure 4) and sent 
to the receiver to create a calibration light source. The temperature-wavelength 
dependence of the scan was determined by using the free spectral range of the high 
resolution etalon as a reference. This could be made, because the free spectral range 
of the etalon can be calculated when the length of the etalon spacers is known and 
the spacing of two (or more) etalon transmission peaks in temperature units can be 
measured. The calibration was made by simultaneously measuring the transmission 
spectrum of the high resolution etalon and iodine absorption filter. The simultaneous 
measurement of the high resolution etalon and iodine absorption filter transmissions 
was made by measuring the signal reflected from the high resolution etalon (Figure 
12) and the signal transmitted through the absorption cell. The pressure in etalon was 
held constant while the laser wavelength was scanned. The spectrum was normalized 
by measuring the cell transmittance without the iodine cell. 
A part of the measured iodine spectrum is presented in Figure 13. The measured 
spectrum was compared with a published spectrum18 and an -0.01 pm wavelength 
agreement in relative line positions was observed. The linearity of the temperature 
scan was confirmed from the free spectral range information of high resolution etalon 
by performing the scan over more than one free spectral range. Single mode operation 
between two seedlaser mode hops can be maintained over 20 GHz range (at 1064 nm) 
and within this range two high resolution etalon free spectral ranges can be covered. 
During a mode hop the laser frequency jumps back about 10 GHz. 
Light from the 
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Figure 12. The HSRL receiver used for iodine spectrum calibrations. The same receiver 
setup was used for the first HSRL measurements with the iodine absorption filter. For data 
taking the transmission of the high resolution etalon was tuned out from the peak and the 
etdon was used as a reflector. When the beamsplitter and the mirror 4 are removed from 
the system, the system returns back to the old HSRL receiver. 
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Figure 13. Transmission of a 4 cm and 43 cm iodine cells as a function of wavelength shift. 
The identification Line numbers are fiom Gerstenkorn and Luc18. 
For initial HSRL measurements the line 1109 (peak wavelength 532.26 nm)18, 
which is well isolated from the neighboring lines, was chosen. The full width half 
maximum width of the line is -1.8 pm and the peak transmission is - 0.08%. The 
hyperfine structure of the peak 1109 defines the asymmetric shape of the absorption 
peak33. In fact, the line 1109 is a combination of two rotational vibrational transitions 
with different hyperfine structures. 
The iodine absorption cell provides a robust filter for the HSRL, because it is not 
dependent on the mechanical alignment of the filter or the angular dependence of the 
incoming light. Another advantage is the stability of the absorption characteristics. 
This provides a stable long term operation. The strength of observed absorption line is 
dependent on the line strength, and the length, temperature, and pressure of the cell. 
By controlling the operating environment and with a nearly leak proof system, the 
current iodine cell is operated for several months without any maintenance. During 
this time, a small change in absorption strength and line width were observed due 
to a small leak that was caused by the iodine penetrating through a hose. Also the 
iodine was found to condense into the walls of the cell, but even during a long period 
of time, the amount of condensation has been small and N 10% extra absorption 
is observed. The condensation can be prevented by operating the tip of the side 
arm couple degrees below the cell temperature. The problems with reactive iodine 
penetrating through the hoses can be prevented by using a sealed all-glass cell. In 
a short term operation, the stability of the absorption characteristics has proven to 
be so good that a system calibration scans from different days can be used for the 
calculations of the system calibration coefficients. This requires, that the alignment 
of the receiver optics is stable. 
An absorption filter offers a high rejection against aerosol scattering and therefore 
it makes the separation between aerosol and molecular scattering easier. Also, a wide 
dynamic range in rejection against aerosol scattering is achieved by simbly changing 
the vapor pressure or the length of the cell. Comparison between high resolution 
etalon and iodine absorption filter performance is presented in Figure 14. A 2:l 
separation between molecular and aerosol scattering by the etalon (Figure 14.b) is 
measured compared to a 1000:l separation in the iodine cell when operated at 27 "C 
(Figure 14.a). The molecular transmission in Figure 14.a and Figure 14.b is calculated 
by using the Doppler-broadened molecular spectrum at  -65 "C. This temperature is 
close to the lowest temperature measured at the tropopause and this gives the smallest 
transmission through the iodine absorption cell. The molecular transmission of the 
high resolution etalon and the iodine absorption filter are similar (Figure 14.c). Due 
to wide absorption line width, the molecular transmission of the iodine filter is more 
dependent on the air temperature than the etalon. The temperature dependence of 
the cell transmission is modeled by using the table values of iodine vapor pressure32 
(Figure 14.d). Calculations show, that by changing the cell temperature from 27 "C 
* .  
to 0 "C, the online transmission can be tuned from 0.08% to 60%. 
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Figure 14? (a) Transmission of 43 cm cell (solid line) together with the mble~ular transmis- 
sion (dashed line) at  -65 "C air temperature as a function of wavelength shift. Dot-dashed 
line shows the calculated molecular spectrum at -65 'C. (b) Etalon transmission (solid line) 
and calculated molecular transmission (dashed line) as a function of wavelength shift. Dot- 
dashed line shows the calculated molecular spectrum at -65 "C. (c) Comparison of molecular 
transmission of high resolution etalon and iodine cell as a function of air temperature. (d) 
Iodine cell aerosol and molecular transmission as a function of cell temperature. 
5 Calibration and tuning 
5.1 Calibration theory 
The HSRL measures optical properties of aerosols by using the backscatter from 
atmospheric molecules as a calibration target. In the receiver the signal is separated 
into two separate signals: one proportional to total aerosol and molecular scattering 
and the other containing the molecular backscattering together with a small aerosol 
cross talk component. The measured signals are 
Sa+m (R) = v [ N a  (R) + Nm (R)I 
Sm (R) = ~ [ c a m ~ a  (R) + Cmm (R)Nm (R)I 9 
where 
Sa+m = signal measured with the combined channel (PMT1 in Figure 6) 
s m  = signal measured with molecular channel (PMT 2 in Figure 6) 
N a ,  Nm = total number of aerosol and molecular backscatter photons 
incident on the receiver field of view 
Cam = aerosol transmission of the molecular channel relative to 
the combined channel 
c m m  = molecular transmission of the molecular channel relative to . 
the combined channel 
rl = system efficiency factor that includes the optical transmission 
of the combined channel and its photomultiplier quantum efficiency 
These two equations can be solved to present the separated aerosol and molecular 
backscatter signals. 
The calibration coefficients Cam and Cmm are obtained from a system calibration 
scan. For calibration the system input aperture is uniformly illuminated withza diffuse 
light. The receiver spectral transmission function is measured by scanning the laser 
wavelength over an 11 pm wavelength range around the selected iodine absorption 
peak and recording the signals (originated from calibration fiber 1 and calibration fiber 
2) with both spectrometer channels (PMT1 and PMT2 in Figure 6). A calibration 
scan is performed before and after each dataset. When system is running for a long 
period of time (time N 3 hours) the system operation is interrupted and a calibration 
scan is performed. An example from a calibration scan is presented in Figure 15. 
In addition to the information on the system spectral transmission, the calibration 
signals contain information on the beamsplitting ratio between channels. Since the 
signal measured through the iodine cell is flat at the top of the iodine absorption 
peak, the determination of the wavelength of the absorption maximum is based on 
the signal from the reference iodine cell (4 cm cell in Figure 5, calibration fiber 2) 
and measured with the PMT1. Otherwise, the signals from the first calibration fiber 
are used for the calibration coefficient calculations. 
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Figure 15. An HSRL calibration scan. The calibration fiber 1 signal that is detected with 
PMT2 shows the iodine absorption spectrum of the 43 cm long iodine cell. The calibration 
fiber 2 signal detected with PMTl presents the absorption spectrum of the 4 cm long 
reference cell. The signal from calibration fiber 1 and detected with PMTl is used as  a 
reference. 
Since the Doppler-broadening of the aerosol backscat ter is negligible, the spectral 
distribution of the aerosol backscatter can be assumed to be similar to the spectral 
distribution of the transmitter laser. The measured calibration signals can be pre- 
sented as a convolution between laser spectral distribution and spectral bandpass of 
each channel. Therefore, the fraction of the total aerosol backscatter detected by the 
molecular channel (Cam) can be directly obtained from the calibration signals. 
Sm(at peak) 
c a m  = 
Sa+m (at peak) ' 
where 
Sm= calibrationfiber1signaldetectedwiththePMT2atthe 
iodine absorption peak 
Sam = calibration fiber 1 signal detected with the P M T l  at the 
iodine absorption peak. 
The fraction of the total molecular backscatter measured by the molecular channel 
(Cmm) is calculated by convoluting the measured filter function with the calculated 
molecular spectrum. 
c m m  = 
EL, S m  (An)Mspeet (An) AX 
c,N=, Sa+m (Xn)Mspect (An) AX ' 
where 
s m  = calibration fiber 1 signal detected with the PMT2 
(filter function for molecular channel convoluted with the 
laser spectrum) 
Sa+, = calibration fiber 1 signal detected with the P M T l  
(filter function for aerosol + molecular channel convoluted with the 
laser spectrum) 
Msped = calculated molecular spectrum 
N = number of points in calibration scan 
X = wavelength 
Ax = the wavelength difference between two points in the calibration scan 
The divisor on the Eq. 22 is presented as a convolution aerosol and molecular 
channel. Therefore, the divisor presents the amount of molecular spectrum seen with 
the combined aerosol and molecular channel. The dividend of the Eq. 22 describes the 
molecular signal detected through the iodine absorption cell. The molecular spectrum 
model used in the calculation is presented in a paper by Yip and Nelking4 and it 
includes the effects of Brillouin scattering as a function of temperature and pressure. 
The accuracy of the calibration coefficients is mainly limited by the photon count- 
ing statistics. Because the signal transmitted through the absorption peak is small, 
the error due to photon counting statistics dominates the error in the determination 
of Cam. Therefore, the accuracy of the Cam is improved by increasing the photon 
counting statistics at the absorption peak. Three different ways to increase the pho- 
ton counting statistics can be considered. First, the signal at the absorption peak can 
be increased by scaling the light with neutral density filters while scanning. Second, 
the amount of aerosol backscatter signal can be further decreased into a point where 
the effects of the photon counting statistics are negligible. Third, longer averaging 
time can be used. 
The disadvantage of using neutral density filters is that the filters have to be well 
calibrated and the change in the value of neutral density filter has to recorded into the 
data so that the signal can be reconstructed back to the absorption spectrum. The 
disadvantage of the longer absorption cell is that the increased cell length will further 
decrease the amount of transmitted molecular signal. Also the spectral purity of the 
laser limits the observable absorption strength. In order to be able to obtain a good 
photon counting statistics for the signal of the whole absorption peak, a long averaging 
time is required and therefore the total calibration time would be unreasonable long 
(N lh) and during this time the laser has time to drift. The drift in the laser output 
wavelength during the scan effects the width of the measured absorption spectrum. 
The current HSRL uses a calibration procedure, where the absorption spectrum 
is first measured by scanning the laser wavelength so that N 1% photon counting 
accuracy is achieved for the spectrum around the absorption peak. In order to obtain 
a high photon counting statistics in short period of time, the light from the calibration 
fibers is optimized so that maximum number of photons is detected with small pile-up 
effects at the detectors. During the scan the location of the peak absorption maximum 
is detected from the signal through the 4 cm long reference iodine absorption cell. 
After completing the scan, the seedlaser temperature is set back to the,maximum 
and by using a tuning program (described in more detail in Chapter 5.2) the laser 
wavelength is kept at the absorption peak until better than 3% photon counting 
statistics is obtained. With this procedure the effects due to a shift in the laser 
output wavelength to the width of the absorption spectrum can be minimized and 
the photon counting errors in the determination of the Cam can be reduced from 
about 20% to 3% within N 10 rnin averaging time. 
The atmosphere provides the best reference when the accuracy of the HSRl cal- 
ibrations is studied. Figure 16 presents an HSRL calibration which is performed 
simultaneously with data taking. Two different cases are studied. First, a cglibration 
from a thick water cloud is shown. Second, a calibration from clear air is,gresented. 
In order to detect the possible range dependence of the calibration, lidar returns 
from different altitudes are studied. The comparison between calibrations from at- 
mosphere and from the calibration light source also recovers possible misalignments 
of the system. 
The system calibration signal from the iodine absorption spectrum presents a cal- 
ibration from a pure aerosol target. The agreement between system calibration and 
atmospheric calibration from a thick water cloud can be seen from Figure 16. Both 
signals are defined fkom the ratio of the signal detected through the iodine cell to 
the signal detected with the combined aerosol+molecular channel. The background 
corrected, energy normalized signals are used. The data is averaged over a 90 m 
range. An expected calibration curve from a pure molecular target can be calcu- 
lated by convoluting the measured iodine absorption spectrum with the calculated 
molecular spectrum. The calculated molecular calibration together with a measured 
atmospheric calibration from different altitudes are presented in Figure 16. b-d. The 
measured absorption spectrum is presented as a reference. For the calculated . - molecu- 
lar calibration, the atmospheric temperature, and therefore the width of the Doppler- 
broadened molecular spectrum, is calculated by using the temperature values obtained 
by a radiosonde measurement. The signals from higher altitudes are disturbed by the 
low photon counting statistics, but otherwise a good agreement between system cal- 
ibration and atmospheric calibration is obtained and no range dependence in the 
system calibration is observed. The range dependence of the atmospheric calibration 
would show up as a noticeable deviation from the system calibration. 
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Figure 16. A HSRL calibration scan together with a simultaneous calibration from the 
atmosphere. Figure (a) shows a calibration from a thick water cloud (thin dashed line) 
together with a system calibration scan (thick solid line). In figures (c)-(d), the dashed line 
shows a clear air calibration at 3175 m (b), 5510 m (c), and 7550 m (d). The temperatures 
at these altitudes were -11 'C (b), -32 OC (c), and -45 'C (d), respectively. The long dashed 
line presents the expected molecular return. The measured calibration scan is presented as 
a reference (solid line). 
5.2 The laser wavelength locking into the iodine absorption 
peak 
The system calibration is sensitive to the drifts between the transmitter wavelength 
and the receiver bandpass transmission maximum. The measurements show that 
the seedlaser drifts at ~ 1 0 0  MHz/h rate. In order to achieve a stable long term 
operation without frequent calibrations, the wavelength of the transmitter laser is 
locked to the iodine absorption peak. Wavelength locking to the Doppler-broadened 
iodine absorption line was used because it requires much less power than a locking 
into a hyperfine structure of the iodine absorption line with Doppler-free technique33. 
Compared to the wavelength locking with a high resolution etalon, the advantage of 
the locking to an iodine absorption peak is that, iodine peak provides an absolute 
frequency reference. Another technique to lock the laser output wavelength to the 
Doppler-broadened iodine absorption line was reported by Arie and B ~ e r ~ ~ .  They use 
Fourier transformation spectroscopy to lock the laser to the center of the Doppler- 
broadened peak. This method does not require any dither of the laser frequency, but 
it is more complex. 
In the HSRL, the absorption spectrum of the 4 cm long iodine absorption cell is 
used to provide information about the absorption peak maximum. The absorption 
peak of the 43 long iodine absorption cell cannot be used as a reference for the 
wavelength locking because the saturation of the absorption at the peak causes the 
flat shape of the peak, and because the signal at the peak is small due to the strong 
absorption. Therefore it does not provide good photon counting statistics for the 
locking. The length of the reference cell is chosen so that the absorption is 50%. 
The cell transmission has to be high enough to provide a good photon counting 
statistics within a short averaging time. 
! ' 
The locking of the laser wavelength to the iodine absorption peak is performed 
by using an automatic controlling program that works as follows. First, the location 
. ,  
of the absorption maximum is detected during a calibration scan. After completing 
the scan, the program automatically sets the seedlaser temperature to the observed 
peak. In order to keep the laser wavelength locked to the maximum absorption 
$ ,  
wavelength, the seedlaser temperature is dithered around the optimum temperature 
and information about the ratio of signal from the second calibration fiber to the signal 
from the first calibration fiber detected with PMT 1 (see Figure 17) is gathered. The 
seedlaser temperature is kept at temperature that produces the minimum ratio. The 
basic idea of the tuning program is presented in the following. 
The tuning procedure has four steps. First, information about the ratio . . be- 
tween calibration fibers is gathered for the seedlaser temperature (T(peak)) that 
was detected to produce the minimum ratio. Then, a temperature T=T(peak)+dT 
is applied and the change in the ratio is observed. After gathering enough statistics 
(N 30 s), the seedlaser temperature is returned back to the temperature T(peak) and 
a new value for the ratio at this temperature is measured. After this, the optimum 
temperature is detected by finding the temperature that produces the minimum ratio. 
If the temperature T=T(peak)+dT produced a smaller ratio, then that temperature 
becomes to the new optimum temperature T(peak). If the ratio for temperature 
T=T(peak)+dT was not better, the dithering to temperature T=T(peak)-dT is per- 
formed and the procedure is repeated. The wavelength dither corresponds to temper- 
ature change of 0.009 "C (0.052 pm). A time history of the dither temperatures for a 
9 hour run shows that, the seedlaser temperafare is dithered between 3 temperatures 
under typical operating conditions. 
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Figure 17. Signal for the frequency locking of the laser. An expanded view from the peak 
shows that as the temperature is changed in either direction from the detected peak, a 
change in the ratio is noticed. 
Because the absorption peak of the 43 cm long absorption cell is flat around the 
maximum absorption wavelength, the error due to tuning to the amount of aerosol de- 
tected in the molecular channel (Cam) is comparable to the photon counting statistics. 
On the other hand, the error due to dithering to the amount of detected molecular 
signal in the molecular channel (Cmm) is a combination of photon counting statistics 
and the error between the convoluted signals a t  different dithering wavelengths. The 
errors in Cmm due to tuning as a function of atmospheric temperature are presented 
in Figure 18. Figure 18 shows the error in the determination of Cmm, when the laser 
wavelength is tuned off by f 0.052 pm, but the calculation of C,, is made for the 
peak wavelength. Also the error due to dithering is shown. The asymmetry of the 
absorption spectrum makes the errors due to the tuning asymmetric. The total effect 
of the tuning procedure to the measured profiles has to be calculated as a weighted 
average of the errors at different dithering wavelengths, because the tuning program 
is realized so that the laser spends 2/3 of the time at the wavelength that produces 
the minimum ratio and 113 of the time doing the dithering. Therefore, the total error 
due to dithering is better than 0.1%, when measurement period is long compared to 
the dither time. In principle, the error due to wavelength locking can be eliminated 
by inverting the data by using different calibration coefficients for different dithering 
wavelengths. This has not been accomplished yet. 
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Figure 18. The errors in Cmm due to the tuning. Error when the seedlaser temperature is 
detuned from the optimum temperature by f one step (0.009 OC) and when the seedlaser 
temperature is dithered, but the inversion is performed by using the observed peak value. 
6 Measurements 
Starting from July 1993, the iodine absorption filter based HSRL has been operated 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. During this time the HSRL has been 
routinely operated and the stability and reliability of the system have been tested. 
As a result, a dataset consisting of N 30 different cirrus cloud cases has been obtained 
with a simultaneous NOAA-11 and/or NOAA-12 satellite overpasses. As an example 
from the data collected with the HSRL a dataset from November 11, 1993 is shown. 
This dataset contains a meteorologically interesting case: a cirrus cloud, supercooled 
water cloud, and ice crystal precipitation together with a strong low level aerosol 
structure. Figures 19 - 25 present Range Time Indicator (RTI) pictures from the 
data. Both raw and inverted data are shown along with depolarization and optical 
depth. The pictures are generated from the background corrected, energy normalized, 
and range square corrected data. 
For the RTI's of the inverted data, the aerosol and molecular signals are separated 
by using Equations 19 and 20. The optical depth is obtained fiom the ratio of the 
inverted molecular profile to the return predicted for the pure molecular scattering 
(Eq. 10). The color scale shows the signal strength and the white areas are regions 
where the backscatter signal is larger than the maximum color scale value. The black 
areas indicate that the signal is smaller than the smallest color scale value. 
The Figure 19 shows the raw lidar return detected with the combined aerosol and 
molecular channel. This profile is similar to the profile obtained with a conventional 
single channel lidar: the signal from small amounts of aerosol scatterers is dominated 
by the scattering from molecules, and therefore all aerosol structures are not clearly 
visible. The ability of the HSRL to separate aerosol and molecular scattering can be 
seen from the RTI picture of the inverted aerosol signal Figure 20. After inversion, 
the aerosol structures are more visible and they do not have the decrease with altitude 
caused by the atmospheric density profile. The ability of the iodine absorption filter to 
reject aerosol scattering is visible from the RTI of the raw molecular signal (see Figure 
21): only a small aerosol cross-talk for the densest parts of the clouds is observed and 
this is easily removed by the inversion, as can be seen from Figure 22. The phase 
of the water at different layers can be seen from the depolarization RTI's. Figure 
. . 
23 shows the raw depolarization observed with the combined aerosol and molecular 
channel. The inverted aerosol depolarization is shown in the Figure 24. From these 
pictures, a cirrus cloud at N 8 krn (depolarization ratio N 40%) and a supercooled 
water cloud at 5 km ( depolarization ratio N 1 %) with ice crystal precipitation can be 
easily separated. For low level aerosols (0-3.7 km), a two layer polarization structure 
is seen. The small increase in water cloud depolarization as a function of cloud height 
is an indicator of multiple scattering. The low molecular depolarization is presented 
in Figure 25. The low depolarization ratio values with small signal to noise ratio show 
up in the picture as noise. 
The optical depths on the different parts of the data set can be seen from the 
Figure 26. The optical depth of the cirrus cloud between 7 and 10 km is N 0.4. The 
water cloud at N 5 km has an optical depth of 2.5-3. The extinction through the 
ice crystal precipitation below the water cloud and the extinction through the water 
cloud can be seen as a change in the color scale as a function of altitude. The optical 
depth of the ice crystal precipitation is - 0.1. 
A more detailed analysis of the dataset is presented in the following sections. First, 
the depolarization measurements are discussed in Chapter 7.1. The effects of mul- 
tiple scattering to the depolarization measurements are shown. The measurements 
of the cloud particle sizes are not included to this study. The depolarization data 
from August to November 1993 is analyzed and a summary from the observed depo- 
larizations as a function of atmospheric temperature is given. Second, an example 
from a measurement of scattering ratio, aerosol backscatter cross section, and optical 
depth is given together with error estimates for the optical depths (see Chapter 7.2). 
The temperature dependence of the Doppler-broadened molecular spectrum enables 
the measurements of the atmospheric temperature by the HSRL. Preliminary results 
- .  
from a temperature measurement are presented in Chapter 7.4. 
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Figure 19. The raw lidar return presenting the combined aerosol and molecular channel 
return. A water cloud layer with an ice crystal precipitation are seen at 5 km. Above the 
water cloud, a cirrus cloud can be seen. The low level aerosol structure between 0 and 3.7 
km is hardly visible because it is damped by the mo1ecula.r backscatter signail. 
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Figure 20. The inverted aerosol profile. After separating the aerosol and m~le&da<b~ckscat- 
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Figure 21. The raw molecular return. A small aerosol cross talk signal is isisibl? for the 
densest parts of the water cloud at N 5.5 km. The dark areas indicate $ha$. very ~ttb&~.no 
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Figure 26. The optical depth. The optical depth above 3 km is shown. The:qptical.depth 
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depth of 2.5-3. The extinction through the ice crystal precipitation bel&.the-water cloud 
and the extinction through the water cloud can he seen as a change in the~coldricale. The 
optical depth of the ice crystal precipitation is N 0.1. 
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6.1 Depolarization ratio 
........... 
Lidar measurements of atmospheric depolarization can be used to distinguish.between 
liquid and solid phases of water in the atm~sphere~~-~'.  The quantity to describe the 
degree of polarization is the linear depolarization ratio 6 
*: , 
.&.. * . . 
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where IL and Ill are the measured perpendicular and parallel bae~Fg~~&-~~$f$~&ties 
'5d;: .il;;rk.. -.*. :.. .-'.- s 
.,..*?*, . .: :: .:;< ,;-<: ;<&<..>, in respect to the transmitter polarization axis. The backscatter '$~gn@l;..o"f.2~:hearly . .. . -F 
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polarized laser beam from spherical particles is totally linearly polar$~d$(~~(d)6)a~%he -..&.. -.. '.;.i...+Y. - 
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particles can be assumed to be spherical in case of wet haze, fog, cloud droplet&; -and 
. - - t  
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small raindrops. The depolarization of the pure molecular a t m o 6 ~ ~ & ~ ~ i s . % I ~ ~ z ~ r o ,  
. * t-_ " 
because of the anisotropy of the air, and therefore a 0.37-0.4 % depolarizatioq for 
the Cabannes line is e ~ ~ e c t e d ~ ~ b ~ .  The depolarization of the moleklar return that 
includes the Cabannes line and the rotational Raman lines is N 1 . 5 % ~ ~ .  If particles 
are nonspherical (as ice crystals, snow flakes or dust particles) or if the backscatter 
signal has a multiple scattering contribution, the backscattered signal contains a cross- 
polarized component (0 < 6 < 1). A specula reflection from a oriented ice crystal 
layer provides a small depolarization, which therefore can be misinterpreted: as the 
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.? ..,- - backscatter signal from a water cloud, but the off vertical pointin@$recti~.ngdi%he . .
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HSRL is expected to prevent this. . .- .j',... ..., ? ,.., ,:;..2,:,.:-:., .>-,:; .::? 
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Lidar studies of atmospheric polarization have been traditiondig;b@e$i:on:a tech- 
...... . .. 
,.?$;(,?J; 3 ,.a. >;,. p;: -'-, 
.rr~z%~%.:rk.-: .,+. . ir,3tip: i 
nique, where a linearly polarized laser beam is sent to the atmosphei$:~$.~e~r~ce;ved 
*@,j;,yi$#,.2&&+j >;-..: 
polarization components are separated by a polarization cube and ,&$$~&+$t5$ap,air 
3 w., *<-"r . . 3  
photomultiplier tubes, one for each polarization component. ~ h &  method~equires 
" I  ,.I 
-. -2&$$<i, ;P* .*'*'" 
precise calibration of the receiver in order to avoid the problems >ye $0 differences 
f %?:;%>!a , ~ 2 i \ $ ~ ~ t  .
etween channels in optics, and in photomultiplier sensitivity. 
- .  
- - 
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In the new HSRL (see Figs. 5  and 6), the polarization measurements are m d e  
. * . .  
by using one transmitter laser and one detector for both polarization. components. 
. . 
The transmitted laser beam is linearly polarized, and for polarization measurements 
the polarization of the transmitted laser beam is rotated by 90 degrees on alternative 
laser pulses by a Pockels cell. In the receiver, the signal parallel to the transmitter 
60 
: .  * . ,  . * * ;  
. - 
polarization axis and the signal perpendicular to that are separates and clebed by 
a polarization cube pair. Since the polarization of the transmitt~dlfS+er,sEo+~ alter- 
* .  . ~>:...i!~& .:; ..; * . < 
nates between two subsequent laser shots, the same detector can &%?$r' t6l ". &&islire 
t ?.&.?i 7 12, 29 4 - i  *. 
both polarization components and therefore no calibration of the r $ $ ~ s $ ~ T ; ~ ; e d .  
The 250 ps time separation between laser pulses insures, that both z j  depola+zation , , 
_ I  
components are measured from the same atmospheric scatterers. me. djpql&&iiation 
. ,, ,* <?;;<-I:- 
variations as a function of field of view can be studied with the new ~ ~ ~ ~ - - & a n n e l .  
The effects of specula reflection from a horizontally oriented crystal layer are mini- 
mized by tilting the receiver by 4 degrees from the zenith. With the HSRL, separate 
measurements of aerosol and molecular depolarizations can be made. 
Depolarization measurements are affected by presence of multiple scattering when 
a lidar is used to probe dense clouds. Because the amount of detected multiple 
scattering is dependent from the cloud particle size, range from the cloud, optical 
depth of the cloud, and the field of view of the system, typical systebs . ,hkh1145 a,.I miad 
field of views have difficulties separating between water and ice fo%+dgqe, ~~pud;s,, h
,<.'$. -, f x  ;,: ;: : 
order to separate between water and ice for optically thick clouds~f@e;@SRL$uije~ a 
, . 
- - 
,$ . l t. .;t. ;.-9 : 
160 prad field of view for the spectrometer channels. -1.. + -  I&&. :+.; r:L; Jrkrr&+. 
.*k, : 1- < := <Ll . *. 
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Figure 27 represents an example of the multiple scattering effect 06 tXe mea- 
i.J'*,., q. *!,- 7 > :; -& sured depolarization. Figure 27.a. shows the measured energy aqd t&g@++qa&re 
i >.? -. ?,< 7 - 
corrected signals from a supercooled water cloud with ice precipitatidd! F6F1dhe 
WFOV-channels, 0.22, 0.65, 1.1, and 1.6 mrad field of views are used. The.'WFOV- 
channel measurements are then compared to the measurements of the 0.16' mrad field 
of view channels. The amount of multiple scattering in the signal is calculated from 
the ratio of the WFOV-signal to the signal simultaneously measured with the narrow 
field of view channel (see Figure 27.b.). Figure 27.c shows the depolarization .ratios 
for different field of views and the Figure 27.d shows the ratio of the,JV&jJ(Ldgpplv- 
, r  - I .  
ization to the narrow field of view depolarization. For the optic@&:$jR$c~-~r~gtal 
I .  .'. 
P 
precipitation layer, the change in depolarization as a function of f i e~d~~$Iy i - e~4~ha~d ly  ei -?I-" 
. . 
, - =  > * , * -  3 .A.  ** 
noticeable. The change from ice to water shows up as a drop in,th&eIq$mation . i - , -  -,, -+ . y.*H. 
" Ii : . ' ".C rzG- ' 
ratio. All field of views show a low depolarization for the water . C I Q U ~ , ~ ~ ~ $ , U &  I . as 
>: *. ' 
soon as the signal penetrates deeper into the cloud, an increase in t ~ i a k ~ o ~ + i a t i o n  A- 
:, ' . . <+&, ,.>%. -. - * .  . 
. . . . 
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as a function of field of view can be observed. Inside 300 m the multiple.scattering 
effects in the cloud will increase the depolarization of the larger field of views up to 
$ :. . 
the level which is comparable with the observed ice crystal depolarization and there- 
fore, the separation between ice and water becomes impossible. The low values of 
depolarization observed with the narrow field of view channel and with the smallest 
WFOV field of view show that the narrow field of view effectively suppresses the 
effects of multiple scattering. Therefore, the HSRL signals fkom thy~.field of views 
& ;  : , : J ) ,  l ' % .  
can be used to separate between ice and water clouds even for optically thick ilGds. 
: 4 , : -  . .  
\ L\ 
On the other hand, information from depolarization and signal streigth variations as 
. 1 . . P  . .* 
a function of field of view can be used to verify multiple scattering.c~lculat~~~s. .-i , , 
Theoretically, the depolarization of the spherical dropplets should be.&b,,but the 
1 .  
depolarization ratios observed for the water cloud at 5.5 km is .-2 .%I In the cases of 
water clouds with an ice crystal precipitation, the non-zero values of depolarization 
. ..-: . 
ratio can be explained by the presence of ice. Because the water clo<&is .piecibitating . 
=,>:i: . k 1.. ..' >,! 4 4 %  . 
ice, there has to be some ice mixed with water in the cloud. The scatteking from the 
cloud base is - 20 times larger than signal from ice crystal ~'&ed'on 
this ratio, - 2 % (- 1/20 x ice depolarization of 40 %) depolarization for the cloud 
base depolarization can be expected due to the presence of ice crystals with .- 40 % 
depolarization. 
. I 
- .  
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Depolarization Depol(WFOV)/Depol(A+M) 
Figure 27. Effects of multiple scattering on depolarization in the backs~&-e~~return from a 
*-- --=* * 
water cloud at 5.5 km with ice crystal precipitation between 4.5 and 5.3km.3ata obtained 
- - * - .  .l 
on November 11,1993 02:04-02:14 UT. (a) Measured signals. (b) Ratios of ~ e & ~ q d  WFOV 
signals to 0.16 mrad field of view signal. (c) Measured depolarization rakes. $hk cloud base 
depolarization of the smallest field of view at 5.4 km is 2 %. (d) Ratios oqthe measured 
WFOV depolarizations to the depolarization of the 0.16 mrad field of view c w e l .  
The capability of the HSRL to distinguish between aerosol and mole~ulargcatter- 
ing allows separate polarization measurements. This is important wheh layers with 
a low aerosol content are studied. The effects of the molecular scattering on the 
observed depolarization can be seen by comparing the raw and inverted aerosol de- 
polarization ratios. For the cases where the amount of aerosol scatterers is small, the 
signal from molecular scattering dominates the depolarization picture (see Figure 23). 
Therefore, aerosol depolarizations similar to the molecular depolarization can be seen 
and also parts of the cirrus cloud and ice crystal precipitation show depolarization 
-,.;,<. : r - 2 .  2 .  
ratios which are close to the depolarization of the supercooled water or mixture of ice 
and water (green areas in the raw aerosol depolarization RTI). After invkrsion a dear 
difference in the depolarizations is seen: the depolarization of the low leirel aerosols is 
- .  
better defined and the depolarization of the cirrus shows that the cloud,contains pure 
ice crystals (Figure 24). Therefore, a clear separation between ice and water can be 
based to the depolarization ratios calculated from the inverted aerosol profiles. The 
: + t i .  < .,;. p' -' , , I  $ 
effect of the inversion to the depolarization ratio is also visible from the Flgu'ies 28 - 
1 . , I .  
29. 
The profile of the raw aerosol depolarization shows the depolarization of the com- 
bined aerosol+molecular channel and therefore, it shows the depolarization ratio 
which is seen with a conventional single channel lidar. The raw molecular depolar- 
ization contains the depolarization component of the aerosol cross talk together with 
the molecular depolarization. In the same figure, the separated aeraiiol f -  , - m ~ ~ e r l a r  
signals are shown with the inverted aerosol and molecular dep~l&i'i'ati'ons:.~Figure 
28 shows a two layer water cloud with an ice crystal precipitation. ?Fhepi3i&s:of the 
water clouds are observed.at 5.2 and 5.6 km and the correspondingliiiw 8k!pdl1ar1zation 
values are 1-2 %. A small increase in the depolarization with periktrdf'on"depth is 
observed. The values of raw depolarization of the ice crystal precipikaiioh'arb close 
to those of water and ice mixture, but the inverted depolarization r&tios~sB~~,a clear 
: ,a, r v i  
ice depolarization. After inversion the increase in aerosol depolarization 'at 223.7 Ism 
is also very clear. The Figure 29 shows a water cloud layer at 5.4 km with a more 
dense ice crystal precipitation. With increased backscatter signal from ice, the value 
of raw depolarization ratio indicates clear ice and therefore the effects of molecular 
depolarization do not show up so clearly, eventhough a change in depolarization ratio 
; :;:,:-rs ,c;1:; ; . : > I . .  , 
is observed after the inversion. 
. . . . . .  . . .  ,. 
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The depolarization observed in the clear air is 0.7-0.8 %, when the:ohservations q . 
.. 
* . >  .'j-jj;.<.L,; >.& i f t : , ;  ,; : 
are made without the low resolution etalons. When the low resol.ution etalons. are 
.:..., . .. . ;'.' :,('.!;:LC: ' .,, . . 
, . 1 ,  
used, the depolarization is 0.55-0.6 %. The expected value for the m~le '~~l&depo- 
, , ! . , ; - . .Lr ) tc j  ;,..- ' .  
larization of the Cabannes line is N 0.4 and - 1.44 for the cabam&: line39j40 and 
rotational Raman lines4'. The HSRL observations show a 1.5 % depolarizaGon for the 
, '  : 
" . . i \ l ' , - '  ,. 
signal from the rotational Raman lines and Cabannes line. Because thec9ystem filter 
. I ~ _ .  
bandpass admits a small fraction of the rotational Raman lines (75 % depolirization) 
and simultaneously blocks part of the Cabannes line, the molecular depolarization 
value measured by the HSRL is larger than the expected Cabannes line depolariza- 
tion. The amount of transmitted rotational Raman signal is temperature dependent. 
A model to calculate the expected depolarization was written. This model includes 
the rotational Raman spectrum for nitrogen and oxygen, molecular spectrum includ- 
# ' > I .  11. ,:!' .L 
ing effects of Brillouin scattering, and spectral transmissions of different $lters. The 
polarization that correspond to different atmospheric temperatures can be. calculated. 
The ratio of rotational Raman signal to Rayleigh signal is chosen so; t k t - i  i44 % de- 
s l  -1 r . 1  . .- : 
polarization for the clear air is observed. These calculations show, that'aQ.56 -0.62 % 
. I  < 
depolarization is expected for the case where no low resolution etaions .+ere nsed. A 
0.402 -0.425 % depolarization is expected, when one or two etalon are .used.. The de- 
- i t : :  ;<::a i * *  
polarization observed with the HSRL are larger than the expected values. The cause 
- 
. - i - b,,:,4t+t 1 , ;  
of the additional depolarization in the HSRL measurements is currerdy unknown. 
.-.A 
Figure 28. Raw and inverted depolarization ratios of clear atmosphere 'with ice crystal 
precipitation and two water cloud layers above it (November 11,1993 01:3$b1:47 UT). The 
upper set shows the raw aerosol and raw molecular profiles together with the depolarizations. 
The lower set shows the inverted profiles with the inverted depolarizations. The water clouds 
are observed at 5.2 and 5.6 km altitudes. The low water cloud depolarization values can 
be observed from the aerosol depolarization figures. The small increase in water cloud 
depolarization as a function of penetration depth is due to the multiple scattering. The 
weak signal from the ice crystal precipitation is visible 4.3-5.1 km. Because of the low ice 
crystal content, the raw depolarization ratios of the ice crystal precipitation shows values 
that would indicate mixed phase, but after the inversion a clear ice crystal .&polarization 
is visible. The dear air aerosol depolarization is less than 6%. The obskvk molecular :* .,- 
depolarization is 0.8 %. j , ,, - ?:
< - ; I" 
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Figure 29. Raw and inverted depolarization ratios of a thin cirrus cloud and a thin water 
cloud with an ice crystal precipitation (November 11,1993 01:55-02:Ol UT). The upper set 
shows the raw aerosol and molecular profiles along with the raw depolarization ratios. The 
lower set shows the inverted profiles with the inverted depolarization ratios. The water 
cloud at 5.5 km has a low depolarization value -1.5% at the cloud base and it increases 
towards the cloud top due to the multiple scattering. The dense ice crystal precipitation is 
visible between 4 and 5.4 km. Because the ice crystal content of the precipi&tion is large 
compared to the molecular backscatter, only small difference between ;$i!i$ @d inverted 
aerosol depolarizations is observed. The raw molecular depolarization sh~ws.3 &@Jl increase 
for the cloud, but after the inversion a constant 0.8% depolarization is obsebea) 
". ; 
." < <  4- 
The depolarization data for cirrus clouds obtained between August-and November 
1993 have been analyzed. A summary of the observed depolarization ratios as a 
function of temperature are presented in Figure 30. In this study opfy clouds with 
scattering ratios greater than 0.5 were used. This was made in order to'hlly separate 
cloud depolarizations from noisy clear air depolarizations. The values of clear air 
depolarizations are low and affected by the photon counting statistics. Because the 
HSRL measurements have shown, that the scattering ratios of clear air aerosol and 
stratospheric aerosols can exceed values 1-3, the use of the scattering ratio of 0.5 does 
not guarantee a clear separation between clouds and clear air aerosols.' On the other 
hand, the scattering ratios of the cirrus clouds can be below 1. Therefore, a visual 
separation between cirrus clouds and clear air aerosols is made and. ~ n l y  the cloud 
. ,,L . ' 
altitudes are included to the study. In this study, 2 min averaging times for the data 
were used. By using a short averaging time, the errors due to temporal changes of 
the atmosphere were minimized. The atmospheric temperatures were obtiiined from 
. I , . >  A,*% 
radiosonde measurements and temperature intervals of 5 "C were used. Water clouds 
at cirrus cloud altitudes were separated from ice clouds based on the depblarization 
s ,  
ratio values. Clouds with depolarization ratio values less than 15 % &re classified as 
. . * - 
water clouds. 
The high depolarization values of the cirrus clouds are easily separable from the 
water cloud depolarizations. The average cirrus cloud depolarization varies from 
33% to 41% showing an increase towards the colder temperatures. Part of this can 
be expected to be from different shape, size, and orientation of the- ice crystals at 
different temperatures41.42. The size and shape of the ice crystals &&&*~bkeri found 
to be different at different temperatures and the crystals have b ~ e h  'fdkhd-%o have 
a preferred orientation. A similar increase in cloud depolarizati8n~toward~~colder 
temperature was observed by Platt et d.43. His study was made fdi &idlatitude and 
tropical cirrus and the depolarization values for temperatures frod-l-'3VC;~o' 1'10 "C 
j _  . 
were lower, ranging from ~ 0 . 1 5  to N 0.25. The cirrus cloud depolarizations measured 
with the HSRL do not show any depolarization values below 20% for 'th6Jteihpkrat;ures 
from -30 to -10 "C. The system used by Platt had a 2.5 mrad f i e~ i ' i f  vid, and 
the low depolarization values are possibly caused by multiple scattering from water 
clouds. The HSRL measurements have shown that when the depolarization of a water 
cloud is measured with a system with N 1.0 mrad field of view, the effects of multiple 
scattering are large enough to cause depolarization values of N 20%-, p d  therefore the 
, ' ! , .  . ; 
separation between water and ice becomes impossible. Also the HSRL-me.-asurements .. . 
.. . ,., . 
show a substantial probability of observing water at temperatures %om -30 to 0 "C. 
. ? Y .  i ,  ....: .: . 
In 45% of the cases simultaneous observations of water cloud layers<,,at the cirrus 
... . < - .  
cloud altitudes were made. The Figure 30 shows, that supercooled.,wa~er , . clouds 
-.. , 
at cirrus cloud altitudes are found at temperatures as low as -35 '"C. Above 0°C 
temperature the low depolarization values indicate pure water, and the , presence ~ of 
" l  
cirrus disappears. The water cloud depolarizations are below 10 % and they, contain 
the effects of multiple scattering. When the same clouds are studied with a NOAA- 
11 or NOAA-12 satellite, the simultaneous appearance of the water and ice cannot 
be noticed. On the satellite measurements, the cloud types are separated by using 
the information on the temperature. Therefore, if satellite data is used for cirrus 
optical depth studies, a supercooled water cloud layer mixed with ice cannot be easily 
separated and water will increase the optical depth value determined for the cirrus 
cloud. The depolarization ratio knowledge of the cloud measured wit% lidar,can be 
$d;i,.. .,,,. 
used to separate the water from ice and therefore separate optical depth measurements 
8 . 2  
. _ .  I r -  
for both constituents can be performed. 
. I  , -  , I  t ,  
The initial measurements have shown that the HSRL is capable of memuting cirrus 
L . . 1  . L .  
cloud particle sizes. These measurements together with phase function . heakurements . .  . 
can be used for further studies of the cloud particle size effects on the depolarization 
- ,  
ratio2=. , - L :  , 
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Figure 30. Cirrus cloud and supercooled water cloud depolarization as a function: of temper- 
ature observed between August 2 and November 11, 1993. The depolarization vqlues below 
10% are indication of water clouds and higher depolarization values indicate tlie presence 
of ice. 
6.2 Measurements of scattering ratio, aerosol backscatter 
cross section, and optical depth 
Two examples from the measured scattering ratio, aerosol backscatter cross section 
and optical depth profiles for the November 11, 1993 dataset are presented in figures 
31 and 32. The cloud altitude and geometrical thickness of the clouds can be seen 
from the inverted aerosol profile. The inverted molecular signal shows the extinction 
in the signal through the atmosphere. This can be compared to the predicted Rayleigh 
return, calculated from the radiosonde data. The unsmoothed profiles are used. The 
Figure 31 shows a thin cirrus cloud case and the Figure 32 presents a water cloud 
together with a thin cirrus cloud. The water cloud is seen at 5.2 km altitude and the 
cirrus cloud can be found ranging from 7 to 9.2 km. The measured signals show the 
large dynamical range achieved in HSRL measurements: signal strength variations 
over four decades are seen. 
The scattering ratio is calculated from the ratio of inverted aerosol profile to the 
inverted molecular profile. The measured scattering ratios for the whole dataset vary 
from to ~ 1 0 0 0 .  The maximum scattering ratio is 10 for the case presented in 
Figure 31 and -300 for the water cloud case in Figure 32. 
, - 4  I , '  :i . 
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The aerosol backscatter cross section is obtained from the scattering ratio and an 
' ' + .  . 
estimate for the atmospheric density profile. The values of aerosol badicscatter cross 
) 9 % .  
section change from N 10-~ rn -~s r -~  for cirrus and ice precipitation to y 10-*m-~sr-' 
. ' a L , *  
for water cloud. The observed aerosol backscatter values of the clear air are between 
The total optical depths are calculated from the ratio of the inverted molecular 
r . .  a < !  &: : 
signal to the return predicted for the pure molecular scattering. They, range from 0.5 
to 2.5 for this dataset. The Figure 31 shows a optical depth of 0.5 for the cirrus cloud 
and a optical depth 1.4 is observed for the case in Figure 32. The water cloud optical 
depth is 1 and the cirrus cloud gives an optical depth of 0.4. With the laser power 
used for this measurement, the optical depth of 2.5 is the upper limit of the current 
system. By increasing the laser output power larger optical depths can be.measured. 
Because the cross talk between channels is small and it can be accurately corrected, 
and also because the 160 prad field of view of the HSRL effectively suppresses multiple 
: l L , :  < < i t - *  .' 
scattering, the optical depths inside a cloud can be measured. 
The accuracy of the optical depth measurements can be seen from the Figure 33. 
I 
The leftmost graph shows the error in the optical depth measurement of a thin cirrus 
cloud and rightmost graph shows the error when a cirrus cloud of optical depth N 1 
is studied. The errors presented here are root mean square errors and they consist of 
. .. 
photon counting, background correction, calibration, and wavelength t&ng errors. 
The signals are spatially averaged with a 150 m filter and the filtering is taken into 
account in the error analysis. The accuracy of the optical depth measurements is 
limited by the photon counting statistics. This can be seen from the error bars, 
which are on the same order as the signal fluctuations. The accuracy of the HSRL 
measurements can be increased by increasing the signal strength and/or by using a 
constrained nonlinear fit to the inverted molecular profile. 
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Figure 31. The measured scattering ratio, aerosol backscatter cross section and optical 
depth profiles of a thin cirrus cloud between 6.5 and 10 km (November 1G-, -1993 01:05-01:09 
UT). (a) The inverted aerosol and molecular profiles along with a &oGlated molecular 
profile. The difference between the calculated and measured profiles sgods the extinction. 
(b) The scattering ratio values are ranging horn -0.1 (clear air between 3 and 6.5 km) to 
10 (cirrus cloud at 10 km). (c) The aerosol baascatter cross section of the cirrus cloud is 
- 5-10-~rn-'sr-' and - for 10-'rn-'sr-' the clear air between altitudis 3 and 6.5 km. 
(d) The optical depth between 3 and 11 km is 0.55. The optical depth of the cirrus cloud 
is 0.4. 
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Figure 32. Scattering ratio, aerosol backscatter cross section and optical depth profiles of a 
thin cirrus cloud between 7 and 9.2 km and a water cloud with an iceiryital precipitation 
at 5.2 km (November 11, 1993 01:29-01:34 UT). (a) The inverted aerosil and molecular 
profiles along with the calculated molecular profile of the clear air. (b) ~ i a t t e r i n ~  ratio of 
the water cloud is N 300 and 10 for the cirrus cloud. (c) The observed m~osol backscatter 
cross sections are ranging from 10-~rn-lsr-l for the clear air to 2.10-*hrlsr-1 for the 
water cloud. (d) The optical depth is 1 for the water cloud and 0.4 for th$ circus. 
-4 -1 
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Figure 33. The root mean square errors in the optical depth measurement.. 4 thin cirrus 
case (November 11, 1993 01:05-01:09 UT) (leftmost graph) and a cloud layer o fbp t i d  depth 
of 1.4 (November 11, 1993 01:29-01:34 UT) (rightmost graph). The cases: aie tlie same as 
*r- - > 
in Figure 29. The error bars are of the same order as the signal fluctuations indi&ing that 
the optical depth measurements are mostly limited by the photon counting ~t&tistics. 
6.3 Measurements of atmospheric temperature 
The temperature dependence of the Doppler-broadened molecular spectrum enables 
the measurements of the atmospheric temperature by a HSRL. The capability to 
measure the temperature would eliminate the possible errors due to the difference 
between the radiosonde reading and the current temperature over the lidar site. For 
this purpose, the temperature measurement capabilities of the University of Wisconsin 
HSRL were studied. The presence of clouds and strong layers of clear air aerosols will 
affect the shape of the molecular spectrum measured with the HSRL. The temperature 
measurement method presented in the following was used to test the capabilty of the 
HSRL to accurately measure the molecular spectrum width for layers with small 
aerosol content. 
Lidars have been used for the measurements of the atmospheric temperature pro- 
file by many lidar groups. The technique proposed by Strauch et al.44 and C ~ o n e y ~ ~  
allows cdibrated temperature measurements by using the rotational Raman spectrum 
of nitrogen. With this technique about 1 "C temperature accuracy at low altitudes is 
achieved. Kalshoven et d.46 demonstrated a differential absorption lidar method for 
temperature measurements. They used 2 laser wavelengths and 02-absorption lines to 
measure atmospheric temperature up to 1 km altitude with 1 "C accuracy. Later En- 
demann and reported simultaneous measurements of atmospheric temperature 
and humidity with a continuously tunable IR-lidar. They used a three-wavelength 
5 
differential absorption lidar technique and water vapor absorption lines. With this 
' L. : 
technique a 2.3 "C absolute accuracy was achieved. In addition to Raman &d differ- 
, f 8  % 
ential absorption lidar techniques, Keckhut et al." used Rayleigh scattering lid& to 
. I .%l . , ,% .. - 
measure atmospheric temperature for altitudes 30-70 km. 
The temperature measurements made with a high resolution lidar have been re- 
ported by Alvarez et al.16. Their temperature measurement is based on the two 
: i 
barium absorption filters with different bandpasses. Because the strength of the sig- 
nal received through an absorption cell is proportional to the width of the Doppler- 
broadened spectrum, the information of the signal strength together with a theoretical 
calculation for the Doppler-broadened Rayleigh-Brillouin spectrum can be used for 
the determination of the atmospheric temperature. Their latest measurements have 
shown that only a 10 "C accuracy is achieved for profiles up to 5 .ka;:.: '-. . '  
The preliminary measurements of the atmospheric temperatu!e: made with the 
University of Wisconsin HSRL have been based on one iodine absorption filter. For 
temperature measurements the system transmission spectrum is measured by scan- 
ning the laser wavelength over the iodine absorption spectrum, similarly as in the 
system calibration scan. For one temperature profile, data from 5 calibration scans 
were averaged. This was done to increase the signal to noise ratio of thqmeasurement. 
The measured profile was calculated by averaging the signal over a 300 m.range with 
1 km steps. 
The signal from atmosphere and detected through the iodine absorption cell is a 
convolution of the Doppler-broadened molecular spectrum and the iodine absorption 
spectrum. The Brillouin modified approximation for the Doppler-broadened spec- 
trum was used to calculate the molecular line shapes at temperatures ranging from 
-70 to +30 "C with 1°C resolution. The calculated line shapes were convoluted with 
* 1. 
the measured iodine absorption spectrum. In order to define the atmospheric temper- 
ature at  certain altitude, a least square fit was used to fit the meaiured profile to the 
L\ . . . A .  
calculated profile. The temperature that produced the best fit defi&d the tempera- 
, . a , - . , & s + . , ,  1 , 
ture of that altitude. Figure 34 shows an example of the re~eived'si~nal from 8 km 
altitude observed through the iodine absorption cell normalized by the signal observed 
A. 1.. 
with the channel without iodine absorption filter. The iodine absorption spectrum is 
1 1  ! L .  d , 
shown as a reference. The modeled molecular profile is shown for the temperature 
that produced the best fit. The best fit was found at -47°C temperature. 
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Figure 34. The HSRL signal from 8 krn altitude observed through the iodine absorption filter 
normalized by the signal measured simultaneously without the iodine ab&rption filter. The 
' , ..- 
iodine absorption spectrum is plotted for reference. The modeled moleculak .transmission 
is shown for the temperature that produced the best fit between measured &nd ca;lculated 
molecular transmissions. The best fit was obtained at -47OC temperature. 
The sensitivity of the molecular transmission of the iodine absorption filter to 
the width of the molecular spectrum is illustrated in Figure 35. The figure shows 
the effect of incorrect temperature to the fit. For this figure, the modeled molecular 
transmissions were subtracted from the modeled molecular transmission at -47 "C 
temperature. The temperature difference of 5 O C  is displayed. The Figure 35 shows 
that a clear difference between temperatures is achieved, but because the differences 
are small, the accurate measurements of atmospheric temperature by the scanning 
technique are difficult to obtain. 
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Figure 35. The sensitivity of the molecular transmission to the ternperailre. 'rhe difference 
in modeled molecular transmission to the molecular transmission at -47OC is shown with 
5OC temperature steps. 
A temperature profile measured on February 27, 1994, in Madiscin between 00:OO 
and 03:OO UT is presented in Figure 36. For the comparison the radiosonde tempera- 
- - 
ture profiles from nearest weather stations are presented. The stationi~t'$rebn Bay 
- 
(WI, 180 km northeast from Madison), Peoria (IL, 350 km south from Madison), and 
St. Cloud (MN, 450 northwest from Madison) provided a radiosonde profile at 00:OO 
UT. The temperature values measured by the HSRL agree with the temperatures 
measured with the radiosondes. For the profile between 4 and 8 km the observed rms 
temperature differences are 2.97, 7.08, and 5.52 OC between HSRL and the weather 
stations. The rms difference between weather stations is 7.06 "C. For low altitudes, 
the largest difference between profiles is observed. This is expected because of the 
synoptic scale variations in weather conditions between different locations. 
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For altitudes between 6-8 krn, a good agreement between HSRL measurement and 
the central Minnesota (St. Cloud) radiosonde profile is seen. These altitudes had a 
low aerosol content providing scattering ratio of N 0.02. The temperatures above 8 km 
show a big deviation from the radiosonde temparatures. This is due a strong aerosol 
layer, that disturbs the HSRL temperature measurement. The scattering ratio of the 
aerosol layer above 8 km was 0.3. Also the measured temperature values for altitude 
between 2 and 3.5 km are colder than the radiosonde values. This is due to presence 
' * .  
of a low level aerosol layer with scattering ratio of -0.1 The presence of aerosols 
deepens the measured spectrum and therefore a fit into this spectrum underestimates 
the temperature. Therefore, if the temperatures are going to be measured in the 
presence of aerosols, the effect of the aerosol signal has to be separated from the 
molecular contribution. 
Temperature (C) 
Figure 36. A temperature profile obtained with the HSRL on February 27, 1994. The tem- 
perature profile obtained with radiosondes show the atmospheric temperature measured at 
the closest weather stations. A good agreement between HSRL and radiosonde observa- 
tions is observed between altitudes of 4 and 8 km. These are altitudes with a low aerosol 
backscat ter content. 
7 Error analysis 
7.1 Error sources 
The signal detected with a photon counting system is a combination of backscatter 
signal, background light, and internal noise in the photodetector. The lidar equation 
(Eq. (1)) shows that the amount of received signal is determined by the. number of 
transmitted photons, scattering cross section, backscatter phase function, area of the 
telescope, transmission of the receiver optics, and the sensitivity of the detectors. On 
the other hand, the HSRL measurements are dependent on the system calibration 
coefficients (Eqs. (17) and (18)). The errors in the HSRL measurements can be 
divided into 5 main categories: 
1. errors due to photon counting statistics 
2. errors due to changes in system calibration coefficients 
3. errors in the background subtraction 
4. errors due to a multiple scattering contribution a ,_ 
, r, 1 I 
5 .  errors in the atmospheric temperature profile used to compute the molecular 
. I '  
density 
. $ 1  J 1  ,cC 
The error in the photon counting process is proportional to the square root of the 
measured signal. The errors due to photon counting statistics that are induced to the 
calibration coefficients were discussed in Chapter 5. 
The system detection efficiency is a combination of the system transmission and 
the photomultiplier quantum efficiency. The system detection efficiency affects the 
amount of detected signal and therefore, it is directly related to the photon counting 
statistics. A model to calculate the expected system transmission was developed. 
This model includes the spectral transmission of interference filters, etalons, and 
iodine absorption cell, transmissions and reflections of optical components (lenses, 
mirrors, cubes, etalon chamber windows) and photomultiplier quantum efficiencies. 
. - . . ,  
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The transmittance and reflectance values of different optical components were con- 
firmed with measurements. The calculated transmission efficiencies were, compared 
with the measured values. For this study, a clear air case was chosen. Because the 
properties of molecular scattering are well known, the lidar equation for molecular 
scattering (Eq. 3) can be solved for the number of photons expected for the pure 
molecular return. 
In order to predict the expected molecular return, the calculated system trans- 
mission was convoluted with the calculated molecular spectrum at a 5 km reference 
altitude. The temperature for the Doppler-broadened molecular spectrum calculation 
was taken from a radiosonde profile. By calculating the ratio of measured to expected 
number of photons given by the lidar equation, the actual system transmission was 
estimated. The two way extinction between lidar and the backscatter volume was 
assumed to N 1. The comparison between expected and measured detection effi- 
ciency values is given in Table 2. This comparison was made without using the low 
resolution etalons. Each etalon decreases the transmission by a facti;'of - 2. 
. < 
Table 2. HSRL detection efficiency 
[ Channel I Calculated (%) 1 Measured (%) I . . 
The transmission efficiency values show - 25 % difference between calculated and 
measured values. A N 10% error can be made by assuming the extinction between 
lidar to 1. Also the uncertainty on the transmission and reflectance -values af .  optical 
components affect the calculation. The largest uncertainty is the quantum efficiency 
of the photomultipliers. The value 0.12 is taken from the manufacturers specification, 
but only a 0.03 change in the quantum efficiency would correct the difference.t The 
Molecular 
WFOV 
transmissions and reflectances of the receiver components that affect to the detection 
efficiency are listed in Table 3. The transmission and reflection numbers of some 
components are confirmed with a measurement and rest of the values are obtained 
from the manufacturers specifications. 
0.44 
4.4 
0.36 
3.4 
Table 3. Transmission / Reflection losses in HSltL components. The source for the transmis- 
minum coating. The poor transmission values of the etalon chamb& SNindows and 
sion 
the mirrors have a big effect on the detection efficiency, because they lose N 41% of 
the received signal. These components are taken from the old system '%idk they are 
- - 
not optimized for the current operating wavelength. In order to increase the system 
: !. 
i 
The reflectivity of the telescope mirrors is limited by the reflectiiTi4y:of $I@ alu- 
and reflection 
Channel 
ALL 
A+M, M 
A+M 
M 
WFOV 
Total eff. 
performance, these components are going to be replaced in near future. 
. 
The errors due to change in the system calibration coefficients are mainly caused 
values is manufacturers 
Component 
-----. 
Telescope mirrors (2) 
Interference filter (1) 
Polarizing cubes (2/channel) 
PMT quantum efficiency 
Etalon chamber windows (3) 
Mirrors (2 /channel) 
Lenses (3 / channel) 
Beam splitter 
Beam splitter 
Iodine absorption cell 
Lens 
Aerosol+Molecular Channel 
Molecular Channel 
WFOV Channel 
by change in the transmission-receiver wavelength tuning and change in the system 
alignment. These errors can be calculated by a partial differentiation. 
specification (spec.) 
R or T (%) 
R = 90.0 
T= 50.0 
T=99.0 
R=93.0 
QE= 12.0 
T= 90.0 
T= 90.0 
Tz99.4 
Tz30.0 
R=70.0 
T(cell)=80.0 
T(mol.)~30.0 
T=99.4 
A change in atmospheric temperature and pressure affects the amount of detected 
molecular signal. Therefore, if the radiosonde profile is not valid f o ~  $he measure- 
-- -.,--.- 
or a 
Source 
meas. 
meas. 
. 
spec. 
spec. ' 
spec., 
meas. ' 
meas. 
spec. 
meas. 
meas. 
meas. 
calc. 
spec. 
. 
measurement (meas.). 
Total(%) 
R= 81.0 
T=50.0 
i -. . 
T=990 
R=93:0 
QE=.12.0 
' T= 73.0 
T= 81.0 
T=98.2 
T=30.0 
R=70.0 
Tz80.0 
T=30.0 
T = 99.4 
0.78 
0.44 
-~4:4 d x ,  
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ment conditions, an error is generated in the calculated molecular signal. The width 
of the Doppler-broadened spectrum directly affects the calibration. c.oefficie~t Cmm .
This affects to the amount of molecular signal subtracted from the signal detected 
with the combined aerosol+molecular channel. In Brillouin spectrum and molecular 
backscatter cross section calculations, the effects of changing atmospheric,conditions 
are minimized by using the current radiosonde data from the nearest weather sta- 
tions. By comparing temperature and pressure readings from the closest radiosonde 
stations, an N 1-5 % difference between stations is observed. This due to the geo- 
graphic separation between weather stations. Because the lidar is located between 
these stations, the error is expected to be smaller. 
In addition to the atmospheric temperature and pressure changes, the effects of 
the wind on the measurement has to be considered because the high wind velocities 
can shift the Doppler-broadened spectrum with respect to the laser wavelength. A 
bulk shift in respect to the radiated spectrum is an indicator of wind, while the 
line broadening is associated with the random thermal motions of the molecules (and 
aerosols). If the line center of the Doppler-broadened spectrum is shifted'in respect to 
the transmitted wavelength, the system calibration will be in error. The boipler-shift 
for the backscatter signd can be calculated from 
.: , I .q f ' ,, 
- .  
where 
Av = wavenumber shift 
2v0 = wavenumber of the laser line center 
v = molecular velocity 
c = velocity of light 
The wind velocities measured by a radiosonde can be used as ah Edtiha&,for the 
horizontal wind. The maximum horizontal wind velocities are generally smaller than 
70 m/s at cirrus cloud altitudes, and the maximum vertical winds are normally below 
1 m/s in troposphere. Therefore, the maximum wind to the lidar poihdihg direction 
0 (0 = 4 degrees from the zenith) is vl = v,sinO + v,cosO, which corresponds to a 
velocity of 5.9 m/s. The shift in the spectrum is 19.8 fm, which is much smaller 
than the current 0.052 pm detection accuracy of the molecular spectrum. Also the 
horizontal wind speeds are generally much lower4g, and therefore, the effects due to 
wind to the HSRL measurements are negligible, but caution is required if larger zenith 
angles of the pointing direction are considered. 
The uncertainty in transmitter-receiver peak transmission tuning can be seen as a 
shift in the transmitter wavelength in respect to the spectral transmission maximum 
of the receiver. This effects the amount of detected molecular signal, but if the drift is 
. " a .  , 
large, a change in the amount of detected aerosol is observed. The drift also affects the 
system transmission. In the current HSRL, the effects of a drift between transmitter 
. I  
and receiver wavelengths are minimized by locking the transmitter laser wavelength 
to the iodine absorption peak (see Chapter 5.2). The effects of the wavelength locking 
to the measured signal were also discussed in Chapter 5.2. 
In addition to the previous errors, the system calibration is affected by all mis- 
alignments of the system. The error due to a system misalignment can be divided 
into three different categories: 
1. alignment error in the receiver optics 
2. alignment error between transmitter and receiver pointing direction 
3. an error in the compensation for the beamsplitter polarizatioq de.pendence 
. . . . L . _. ' 
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A small alignment error (off focus, off axis or misalignment in-sydtem: pointing 
direction) can lead situations, where part of the backscattered light' is .lost 'in the 
optics, detector, or atmosphere. This can easily lead into a range dependence of 
the received signal. This affects the inversion and furthermore, the measuied optical 
depth. A misalignment also affects the total system transmittance and the signal to 
noise ratio of the measured signal. System pointing instabilities makeathe overlap 
correction of the received signal difficult. The overlap region is the close' distance 
range where the overlap of the receiver field of view and the transmitted beam is 
incomplete. The effect of misalignment between transmitter end receiver pointing 
directions is largest for the overlap region. The effects vary daily depending from 
the accuracy of the alignment between transmitter and receiver pointing direction. 
Large receiver field of views are less critical for the alignment errors. The signal 
measured with the large field of views of the WFOV channel can be used to align the 
. , 1 1 '  
small field of view channels. In the HSRL, the alignment between transmitter and 
receiver pointing directions is performed as follows. A corner cube -. is . ,used .,:. to direct 
the outgoing laser beam to the receiver. The beam is aligned to the center of the 
( ' . , . /  
. ' 9  
receiver aperture by adjusting the turning mirror on the top of the telescope secondary 
L., 9 
mirror. Then the corner cube is removed and the signal from the atmosphere is used 
to verify the alignment. The signal of the large field of view of the WFOV-channel 
is compared to signal of the combined channel. If the channels are properly &gned 
and if the transmitter and receiver pointing directions are the same, the slopes of 
the signals are similar for the altitudes above the overlap region and therefore, the 
ratio between WFOV-channel signal to the spectrometer channel signal is constant. 
The alignment of the smallest WFOV channel aperture can be verified similarly by 
1 ' .  
comparing the signal from the larger aperture to the signal from the smdlest-WFOV 
: . q 2 , -  
aperture. The effects of alignment errors on the system measurement acc&acy are 
< ,. 
not included to the error analysis, because with a careful alignment the errors can:be 
' . ", - ; . . i .  
minimized. 
- .  
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The accuracy of the background correction is mostly affected by the photon count- 
ing statistics. The effects of photon counting on the measured backgropnd. are de- 
creased by summing at least 66 range bins together. The background 'cefrection 
method used in HSRL measurements was described earlier in Chapter 3.2.2. ,&.I ad- 
dition to the photon counting statistics, the accuracy of the background correction is 
affected by the slight tendency to overestimate the number of background counts for 
altitudes close to 33 km. Eventhough atmospheric density, and therefore the amount 
of Rayleigh scattering, decreases rapidly with the range, some of the signal that is 
measured into the upper range bins of the HSRL can still be due to, Raylc$gh-scatter- 
ing. Therefore, when those range bins are used to calculate the numb@o$background 
counts, the background is slightly overestimated due to the Rayleigh simal. . 
The effects of the multiple scattering on the received lidar si~dl"&6'~s'u"allj; ne- 
. ." 
glected and the received signal is assumed to be single scattered. A lidar return from 
' .  .,' . a : .  ' .  . 
water and thick cirrus clouds usually encounters large optical depths within a short 
distance of the cloud boundary and therefore, many of the received photons are likely 
to be from multiple scattering. The effect of multiple scattering to the lidar signal 
is dependent from the receiver field of view, cloud particle size, range from the lidar, 
and the optical depth of the cloud. The effect of multiple scattering can be seen in the 
lidar profile as a reduction in the rate of attenuation of the signal. In depolarization, 
the effect of multiple scattering will show up as an increase in the depbl&iiation ratio 
towards the cloud top. The HSRL measurements have shown, that the effeit of multi- 
ple scattering on the smallest field of view signals is small, because thi dgpolarization 
ratio values observed for the water clouds are low. , ,  
The current HSRL profiles are not corrected for multiple scattering contributions. 
An inversion program that accounts multiple scattering effects is currently in progress. 
The magnitude of the error caused by assuming the signal to be originated from single 
scattering depends from the field of view of the receiver, optical thickness of the cloud, 
size of the cloud particles, and penetration depth. The clear air aerosols and thin 
cirrus layers have a small or no multiple scattering effect. Because of the large particle 
size of ice crystals, the signal from thick cirrus clouds contains a multiple scattering 
contribution even for the small field of views. The multiple scattering from water 
cloud droplets is distributed to the larger field of views. The amount of multiple 
scattering on the measured signal can be estimated from the paper by Eloranta and 
7.2 Effects of different errors on the measured optical pa- 
rameters 
The effects of different errors on the inverted aerosol and molecular return and to 
the measured optical parameters were calculated by partially differentiating Equa- 
tions (19), (20), and (4)-(13). The error analysis is made for the data obtained on 
November 11, 1993. A section of the data for a thin two-layer cirrus cloud structure 
is analyzed. The case is the same as shown in Figure 31. The thin cirrus cloud case 
is chosen for this study for two reasons. First, the backscatter signal from thin high 
altitude cirrus is small. Therefore, an error analysis made for the thin cirrus tests 
the measurement sensitivity of the system. Second, if accurate measurements of thin 
cirrus clouds can be made within short averaging time, then the HSRL can be con- 
sidered for studies of contrail formed cirrus. The short averaging time is important 
for the contrail studies, because they drift rapidly with the wind and only a limited 
number of samples from one contrail can be obtained. . ,., k i j t ,  $. .tl. 
Information from cloud optical properties can be obtained by comparing the HSRL 
measurements with satellite observations. Thus, the averaging time of the ElSRL 
. . .  , . ! , ' .  z 
data has to be close to the time resolution of a satellite image. The use of the 
short averaging times also prevents the smoothing of the the lidar signal so that the 
. 3 1  . l , i . i  r '  
rapid changes in cloud structure in both time and altitude remain in the data. For 
. I \  ' U  5 . 
this study, the 3 min averaging time was chosen to study the errors in the inverted 
aerosol and molecular returns, inverted aerosol and molecular depolarization ratios, 
backscatter ratio, optical depth, and aerosol backscatter cross section. Because the 
measurement of the backscatter phase function is difEcult due to uncertainty in the 
extinction cross section determination, the 6 min averaging time was used for error 
analysis of the phase function measurement. 
I , 1.. ' 
The error analysis presented here shows the total errors together with the partial 
C L _ I  , ' .  - 
errors. All errors are calculated as mean square errors (see Equations- 26-35) and 
. , _ I _  . 
presented as fractional root mean square errors (see Figures 37- 44). . The partial 
.. . , ;:: !:!;.!:;. .,.:. , L,:> 
errors in Figures 37- 44 present the effects of errors on the photon counting of the 
. . . 
combined channel and the molecular channel, error in the molecular bac&scatter cross 
3 . < .  ,>.. 
section per unit volume due to the uncertainty in temperature and pressure profiles, 
. . . .  < 
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and errors in the calibration coefficient determination. The error estimate calculations 
include the photon counting error, error in the background correction, error due to the 
uncertainty in the temperature and pressure profiles measured with a radiosonde, and 
errors due to the tuning of the laser wavelength. The errors due to system alignment 
and the error due to multiple scattering effects are not included to this error analysis. 
Also the error in the determination of the range R is negligible. 
The errors in background correction are assumed to be fromphotbh 'counting 
statistics. The uncertainty of 2 % for the temperature profiles is' used. -The error 
in pressure profile is estimated to 1 mbar of the radiosonde pressure 'riading at each 
altitude. The error is due to the geographic separation between closest .weather sta- 
tions. This is estimated from the radiosonde measurements from the closest weather 
stations. The uncertainty on the molecular spectrum calculation is estimated with 
the 2% uncertainty on the atmospheric temperature. The error on the calibration 
coefficient Cmm determination is a combination of the photon counting error, un- 
certainty of the molecular spectrum, and the error caused by tuning of the laser 
wavelength. The accuracy of the calibration coefficient Cam determination is limited 
by the photon counting statistics. The error in the molecular backscatter cross section 
per unit volume measurement depends on the errors in the atmospheric temperature 
and pressure. 
The error in the molecular profle can be given as 
' I '  , : i L ' i -  . .. . 
90 
which leads to equation 
2 cam ( ~ ) ~ A s a + m  (R12 . ., , . I  3 (W) = (Sm (R) - Bm (R)  - cam (R)  (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R) ) + 
(Sm (R) - Bm (R)  - cam (R)  (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R) )) 
. . 
A Cam (R)  A C ~ ~ ( R ) ~  ' " . . + + :  (Cmm (R) - c a m  (R) (cmm (R) - c a m  (R) 
Cam (R12ABa+m (R12 + (Sm (R) - Bm (R)  - Cam (R) (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R)  )) 
ABm (R)  
(Sm (R)  - Bm (R)  - cam (R)  (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R)) 2 (26) 
ASm(R) and ASa+,(R) are the photon counting errors. ACa,(R) and ACmm(R) 
the errors in the calibration coefficient determination. The background correction 
errors are given by ABm(R) and ABa+,(R). The error analysis made for the cali- 
bration coefficients show that Cmm can be determined with better than 5 % accuracy 
and Cam with a better than 2 % accuracy. 
The effects of different errors on the inverted molecular return are shown- in Figure 
, , 
37. The errors in inverted molecular return are dominated by the photoh'counting 
statistics and the determination of the calibration coefficient Cmm. The error due to 
the measurement accuracy of the aerosol signal is negligible. The errors in the Cam 
determination have only a small effect on the inverted molecular return. 
Fractional Error Inverted Molecular 
Figure 37. The effects of different errors on the inverted molecular profile (November 11, 
1993,01:05-01:08 UT) . Data from a thin cirrus cloud is analyzed by using a 3 min. averaging 
time. The measured molecular proiile (rightmost graph) presents the signal variations as a 
function of altitude. The extinction due to the thin cirrus cloud is observed between 6.5 and 
10 km. The accuracy of the inverted molecular return determination is mostly limited by 
the photon counting statistics and the determination accuracy of the calibration coefficient 
C, (leftmost graph). The large errors shown in the overlap region below 2 km are due 
to a focus error and incomplete overlap of the receiver field of view and transmitted laser 
beam. 
\ 
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The error in the measured aerosol profile can derived similarly to the molecular 
profile 
This differential equation can be expanded to following form 
2 cmm (R) 2 ~ s a + m  (R) 
+ (%:) = (Sm (R) - Bm (R) - m ( )  ( a m  ( - Ba+m 
Asm(RI2 
-I- (Sm (R) - Bm (R) - Cmm (R) (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R)  )
 am ( R ) ~  + ~ ~ m m  ( R ) ~  + 
( c a m  (R)  - cmm (R) (Cam (A) - cmm (R) 
cmm ( R ) ~ A B ~ + ~  ( R ) ~  + (Sm (R) - Bm ( R )  - Cmm (R) (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R) )  ) 
A B ~  (R) , ! a  
(Sm (R) - Bm (R) - cmm (R) (Sa+m (R) - ~ a + m  (R))  2 (28) 
The accuracy of the inverted aerosol return is mostly affected by the determination 
accuracy of the inverted molecular return (photon counting statistics and Cmm deter- 
mination accuracy) and the photon counting statistics of the combined aerosol and 
molecular channel (see Figure 38). For the cases of small aerosol backscatter content, 
large errors in the determination of the aerosol return are made when short averaging 
times are used. The errors are caused by subtracting a large amount of molecular 
signal from the combined channel signal that contains the strong molecular signal 
together with a small aerosol contribution. Therefore, the statistics of the molecular 
signal dominates the aerosol backscatter signal determination. The determination of 
clear air aerosols requires longer averaging times in order to achieve reliable results. 
. . 
On the other hand, the measurements of cloud aerosols can be done with 1.0% 
accuracy (7-10 km). 
' Fractional Error lnverted Aerosol 
.".-- - 
Figure 38. The effects of different errors on the inverted aerosol profile in case.of a,thin 
cirrus cloud (November 11, 1993, 01:0501:08 UT). Averaging time of the data is 3 min. 
The measured aerosol profile (rightmost graph) shows the signal variation as function of 
altitude. The thin cirrus layer is observed between 6.5 and 10 km and--a, strong aerosol 
layer is seen between 0 and 3.5 km. The measurements of the aerosols are G t e d  by the 
accuracy of the molecular profile measurements (leftmost graph). The 3-ipin averaging time 
provides 1-5% accuracy for thin cirrus cloud and strong aerosol layer measurements, but a 
longer averaging time is required for the measurements of the clear air aerosols. 
Using the calculated errors for the measured aerosol and molecular profiles,' the 
1 , .  * ' 
errors in the determination of the optical parameters (see Chapter 2) can be calchated 
as follows. 
The errors in the determination of inverted aerosol and molecular returns have a 
direct effect on the accuracy of the backscatter ratio (or scattering ratio) determina- 
tion (Figure 39). Therefore, the error in the backscatter ratio is 
The effects of errors on photon counting, background correction, &d calibration 
can be derived by combining the previous equation with the equations (26) and (28). 
Similar derivations of the differential errors can be made for the optical parameters 
given in following. 
For the cases of a low aerosol backscatter content, the errors in the backscat- 
ter ratio are dominated by the errors in the aerosol return determination: For a 
stronger aerosol backscatter return from a cloud, the errors due to molecular return 
determination are on the same order or higher than the errors due to aerosol return 
determination. The backscatter ratios of the thin cirrus and strong aerosol layers 
can be determined with better than 10% accuracy, but measurements of the clear air 
require longer averaging times. 
Fractional Error Backscatter Ratio 
Figure 39. The effects of different errors on the backscatter ratio in case of a thin cirrus cloud 
(November 11, 1993, 01:0501:08 UT). Averaging time of the data is 3 rain. The biikkscatter 
ratio profile (rightmost graph) shows the ratio of the aerosol return to the molecidar return 
as a function of altitude. Backscatter ratios -0.1 to 20 are observed.. The errors in the 
backscat ter ratio measurement (leftmost graph) are determined by thi accuracy of the 
aerosol and molecular return measurements. For the altitudes with a low aerosol content, 
the error in backscatter ratio is limited by the accuracy of the aerosol backscatter return 
measurement. For the cirrus cloud the accuracy depends on the goodness of the molecular 
backscat ter profile measurement. 
The error in optical depth can be approximated as sum of error in the molecular 
scattering cross section per unit volume and error in the molecular return determina- 
. . . .  
tion. . , . ,  I ,. 
Error in the molecular scattering cross section per unit volume A@,(R) is deter- 
mined by the uncertainties in the radiosonde based measurement of the atmospheric 
temperature and pressure. 
Error in optical depth measurement is dominated by the error in the determination 
of the molecular return and the uncertainty on the density profile measqred by a 
radiosonde (see Figure 40). For this study, a 2% error in the temperature profiles is 
assumed. The closest radiosonde measurement site is Green Bay (WI), which is - 
180 km northeast from the lidar. Because the weather conditions can vary.between 
the lidar site and the closest weather station, larger errors in the temperature profile 
are possible. The effects of errors on the atmospheric density profile can be minimized 
by making radiosonde measurements on the lidar site. 
-. . : - . . 
The figure shows, that with 3 min averaging time the cloud optical depths can be 
detected with - 10 % accuracy. This accuracy is sufficient when clouds with optical 
depths greater than 1 are measured. For situations where optical depth is less than 
1, a longer averaging time is required. 
Fractional Error Optical Depth 
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Figure 40. The effects of different errors to the optical depth in case of a t b h  cirrus cloud 
(November 11, 1993, 01:0501:08 UT). Averaging time of the data is 3 min. -The optical 
depth profile (rightmost graph) shows the variation of the optical depth as a function of 
altitude. Optical depth of 0.5 is measuered for the range from 3 to 12 km and optical depth 
of 0.4 is observed for the cirrus cloud between 6.5 and 10 km. The errors in the measurement 
of the optical depth below 6.5 km are dominated by the inaccuracy of the radiosonde profile 
(leftmost graph) and the photon counting statistics of the molecular channel. The error in 
the calibration coefficient C, determination also has a significant effect on the total error. 
The optical depth of the thin cirrus cloud can be measured with - 10% accuracy. 
The accuracy of the aerosol backscatter cross section measurement is limited by 
the accuracy of the molcular backscatter cross section per unit volume determination 
and the accuracy of the backscatter ratio. 
. . ,  
The effects of different errors on the aerosol backscatter cross section are shown 
in Figure 41. This figure shows, that the measurements are mostly limited by the 
photon counting statistics, but also the uncertainty on the /3,(R) determination has 
a significant effect. The aerosol backscatter cross sections of clouds and strong aerosol 
layers can be observed with better than 10 % accuracy, but the measurements of clear 
air aerosol backscatter cross sections require longer averaging time. 
Fractional Error Backscat. Cross Sect. (l/(m*sr)) 
Figure 41. The effects of different errors to the aerosol backscatter cross section in .case 
of a thin cirrus cloud (November 11, 1993, 01:05-01:08 UT). Averaging time 6f the data 
is 3 min. The aerosol backscatter profile is presented as a function of altitude (rightmost 
graph) and the backscatter cross section values range from - to 10-~1/m. The aerosol 
backscatter cross section of the cirrus cloud (6-10 km) and the strong aerosol layer between 
1 and 3.7 km can be determined with 4-10 % accuracy, but the measurements of the aerosol 
backscatter cross section of the clear air require a longer averaging time (leftmost graph). 
The error in the phase function is affected by the errors on determinations of the 
molecular scattering cross section per unit volume, the aerosol and molecular profile, 
and the extinction cross section. These errors can be further divided td the dhbton 
counting errors, errors in the calibration coefficient determination, and errors in the 
background subtraction. 
Because the extinction section is a range derivative of the optical depth, the deter- 
mination accuracy of the molecular profile limits the phase function measurements. 
For this study, the accuracy of the phase function determination is .estirnhted for a 
6 min section of the thin two-layer cirrus cloud. The statistics obtained within 3'min 
averaging time is not sufficient for the measurements of phase function profiles. 
The accuracy of the phase function value determination can be seen from Figure 
42. The cloud phase function can be observed with 10-20% accuracy when 6 min 
averaging time is used. By increasing the averaging time or the signal strength, 
accurate measurements of cloud phase function profiles can be made. 
Fractional Error P(180)/4*Pi 
Figure 42. The effects of different errors on the phase function in case of a thin cirrus cloud 
(November 11,1993,01:05-01:ll UT). The 6 min averaging time is used. The phase function 
profile is presented as a function of altitide and the average phase function of the cirrus cloud 
layer between 7.5 and 10 km is 0.02 (rightmost graph). The accuracy of the phase-bction 
_-.- --- 
measurements is determined by the photon counting statistics, determination- accuracy of 
the calibration coefficients, and accuracy of the molecular scattering crosssec2ion per .unit 
volume (leftmost graph). The accuracy achieved within 6 min averagix provides phase 
function measurements with 20% accuracy for the cloud layer. -.- - - - 
-- - - - " -.- 
-- - 
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Error in the inverted depolarization ratio can be presented as a sum of errors in 
. . 
the parallel channel and the perpendicular channel signals. 
. ..  t i . ,  .: .. . : .:,,, 
.. . - 
The Fig 43 shows that the accuracy of the depolarization measurements is mostly 
limited by the accuracy of the perpendicular channel signal. The errors in the perpen- 
dicular channel signal determination are dominated by the photon counting statistics. 
The Figure 43 shows that short averaging times provide accurate measurements of 
cloud depolarization, and therefore reliable separation between water and ice clouds 
can be based on the depolarization measurements of the HSRL. Also reliable depo- 
larization measurements of strong aerosol layers can be performed. 
Figure 44 presents the errors in the molecular depolarization ratio. The mea- 
surements of molecular depolarization ratio can be performed with better than 10 % 
accuracy for the altitudes between 0.8 and 4 km. Reliable measurements of molecular 
depolarization for higher altitudes require longer averaging times. 'by using'long av- 
eraging times the effects of atmospheric temperature on the measured depolarization 
. - >  
can be studied. 
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Figure 43. The effects of different errors to the inverted aerosol depolar%atioh-rstio inscase 
of a thin cirrus cloud (November 11, 1993,01:05-01:08 UT). Averaging time of the data is 3 
min. The depolarization profile shows the variations of the inverted aerosol depolarization 
as a function of altitude (rightmost graph). A - 40% cirrus cloud depolarization is obsgved 
(6.5 - 10 km) and the depolarization of the strong aerosol layer is - 5%. The measuiements 
of the inverted aerosol depolarization ratio are limited by the accuracy of the$ifri&ndiiular 
signal (leftmost graph). The depolarizations of clouds can be measured with -1 % accuracy. 
The depolarizations of strong aerosol layers are obtained with better than 10% accuracy. 
nor on parallel signal 
nor on perpend. signal 
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Figure 44. The effects of different errors on the inverted molecular depolarization-ratio in 
case of a thin cirrus cloud (November 11, 1993, 01:0501:08 UT). Averaging time of the data 
is 3 min. The depolarization profile shows the variations of the inverted molecular depolar- 
ization as a function of altitude (rightmost graph). A 0.8 % depolarization is observed from 
0.5 to 7 km. The measurements of the molecular depolarization are limited by the accuracy 
of the perpendicular signal measurement (leftmost graph). For altitude between 0.8 and 4 
km better than 10% accuracy is achieved. Measurements molecular depolarization'foi the 
- 6 - , .  higher altitudes require longer averaging times. 
'i 
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8 Conclusions s , 
The work presented in this thesis has shown that the installation of the iodine .absorp 
tion filter has substantially improved the performance of the University of Wiscoisii- 
Madison High Spectral Resolution lidar (HSRL). The new system design that includes 
the iodine absorption filter, polarization, and multiple scattering measurement capa- 
bilities is shown. The high resolution etalon, that was used in the earlier system to 
separate between aerosol and molecular scattering, provided only 1:2 separation for 
the aerosol backscatter signal between channels. The iodine absorption filter has been 
shown to suppress the aerosol backscatter signal on molecular channel down to 0.08% 
and therefore the aerosol cross talk signal on the molecular signal can be easily re- 
moved even for optically thick clouds. In the etalon based system, the determination 
of the system calibration terms was sac ien t  to provide accurate inversions only for 
the clear air aerosols and thin cirrus clouds. The use of the iodine absorption filter has 
also improved the robustness of the HSRL, reduced the complexity of the system, and 
increased the optical transmission of the system, so that accurate measurements of 
, 8 %  ,! f . - #  < ,,.# . 
the optical depth, backscatter cross section and phase function can be made. - Also the 
1 -  ; - I ,  
simultaneous measurements of depolarization and multiple scattering are performed. 
The HSRL implementation shows a depolarization measurement technique that uses 
the one transmitter laser and one detector to measure both polarization components. 
Therefore, no calibration of the receiver is required. The multiple scattering mea- 
surements are realized with a separate channel that allows measurements of signal 
strength variations as function of field of view simultaneously with the measurements 
k . r I 
of the narrow field of view channels. 
: !, .',! I "  . '... . . 
The iodine absorption filter provides an absolute wavelength reference for the 
m - , :  ; . 
HSRL measurements. The iodine absorption line observed through 'a cell with' 50% 
, !'." :.\**1: >'.> 
transmission on the line center is used for the wavelength locking of the HSRL trans- 
* ,  * . ': I - '  
mitter laser. This provides stable operation over a long period of time without a 
- s  1 
1 8  . .. , 
need for frequent calibrations. Measurements have shown that the laser wavelength 
. 1 * _  . 
is maintained within f 0.052 pm. 
, 9 ,  , I i*' 
The stability and reliability of the system have been tested by operatilig'thk io- 
' . ' t  
dine absorption based HSRL at the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. start- 
ing from July 1993, the HSRL has been routinely operated and data from different 
atmospheric conditions have been recorded. This dataset contains - 30 cirrus cloud 
cases. The measurements show that accurate measurements of optical properties of 
the atmosphere can be performed. The improved measurement accuracy has made 
. . 
possible to measure optical depth profiles inside the clouds. The current.HSRL can 
. : . ,  i l  " I  
be used to probe clouds that have optical depths up to N 3. This means that most 
. I .  . / ,  . 
of the cirrus cloud cases can be fully observed and the bases of thick water clouds 
, '  . -  
can be measured up to 300-500 m inside the cloud. This has been achieved 'by using 
the iodine absorption filter, high laser pulse repetition rate, small pulse energy per 
laser pulse, and very fast photon counting data system. The measurement accuracy 
of the HSRL is high enough to provide accurate measurements of optical parame- 
ters of clouds and strong clear air aerosol layers within 3 min averaging time, but 
the accurate measurements of clear air optical parameters require longer averaging 
times. The clear air optical parameters can be measured up to 35 krn. The error 
analysis shows that accuracy of the HSRL measurements is mostly limited by the 
photon counting statistics. The system performance can be increased by '&creasing 
..!. ,:L  i,. 
the system detection efficiency or/and increasing the transmitted laser power. The 
1 '  I ... L
greatest improvement would be a photodetector with higher quantum efficieni y and 
. - !-:>> 
8 ..( i- - 
faster count rate capability. a I t  
? , r . ; <  r:-,.* .< 
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The depolarization data obtained by the HSRL shows the ability of iEe BSRE to 
distinguish between water and ice clouds. It is shown, that the 160fir~dd'fi'eld of view 
of the spectrometer channels effectively suppresses the multiple scatterbg effects on 
the measured depolarization ratio. Therefore, a reliable separation'tretweeh" water 
and ice clouds is possible. The HSRL measurements have shown, thak'traditional 
systems with 1-5 mrad field of views cannot reliably separate between water and ice, 
because the depolarization observed with a 1 mrad field of view is comparable to the 
ice depolarization within a small penetration depth from the water cloud base due 
to the multiple scattering. The error analysis shows, that the depolarization of the 
clear air aerosol layers can be observed with better than 10 % accuracy. The accuracy 
of the cloud depolarization measurements is better than 1 %. The 'ikikasiif6mknts of 
depolarizations of weak aerosol layers and molecular backscatterer 'a.f,e' liGi$kd b i  the 
photon counting statistics. 
. . 
The study of the cloud depolarizations between August 2 and November 11, 1993 
shows that in 45 % of cirrus cloud cases simultaneous observations of &percooled 
, ' ' ' ! I '  , 
water at cirrus cloud altitudes were made. The average cirrus cloud depolarization 
is shown to increase from 33% at -5OC temperature to 41% at -60°C. The observed 
behavior is different than observed by Platt et d.43. The depolarization observed by 
Platt et al. ranged from -15% to -40% between temperatures from -10 to -60 OC. 
The largest difference between the HSRL measurements and Platt's measurements is 
observed for the temperature range from -30 to -10 OC, where Platt observed low cirrus 
cloud depolarizations. The low values of depolarization in Platt's measurement are 
most probably caused by multiple scattering from supercooled water droplets, because 
the system used for this measurement had a 2.5 mrad field of view. The HSRL 
measurements show that supercooled water clouds have been found at temperatures 
as low as -40°C and pure water clouds have been found at temperatures above 0°C. 
No water has been found at temperatures below -40°C and the presence of cirrus 
disappears at temperatures above 0°C. In the HSRL measurements, the cir.rus cloud 
depolarization ratios for all temperatures are close to the values obseried for the 
temperatures without supercooled water clouds. The small difference in' the obsekved 
depolarization as a function of temperature may be a result of different shapes, sizes, 
and orientations of the ice crystals at different temperatures. 
The depolarization of the molecular backscatter is ~0.7-0.8%, when measured 
without the low resolution etalons. When the low resolution etalons are used, a 
-0.55-0.6% depolarization is measured. The depolarization measure4 for. the signal 
from the Cabannes lime and the rotational Raman lines is 1.5 % with~ut,~wy spectral 
filters. The measured molecular depolarization value is larger than the expq$ed 0.4 % 
depolarization of Cabannes line. The system filter bandpass admits a small fraction 
I 
of the rotational Raman lines and blocks part of the Cabannes lint;,+d therefore 
an increase on the depolarization ratio is observed due to the presence of the highly 
depolarized rotational Raman lines. The model calculation for the depolqization 
transmission of the system show, that a 0.56 -0.62 % depolarizatio~ , iq, ?xpected for 
the case where no low resolution etalons were used. A 0.402 -0.425 % depolarization 
is expected, when one or two etalon are used. The depolarization observed with 
the HSRL are larger than the expected values. The cause of the small difference 
between expected and measured depolarization values is currently unknown. The 
further analysis of the depolarization measurement accuracy of the HSRL requires an 
, .. i. \ .  
advanced study of effects of the iodine spectrum and rotational ~a&mn lines to the 
* t s  2 - s  4.-. ,) 
depolarization. . . . , . .,,,, 
, L 
. .- 
The HSRL measurements require a knowledge of the atmospheric temperature I .  I /  I .  
profile. The atmospheric temperature profile measured with the HSRL shows that 
. . .  . 
the HSRL can be used to measure temperature with a high enough accuracy so that 
the measured temperature profiles can be used for the analysis of the HSRL data. 
Therefore, the requirement for radiosonde measurements of atmospheric temperature 
_ . \. 
could be eliminated. Before the temperature measurements with the HSRL can be 
routinely performed, the effects of aerosol backscatter signal to the molecular trans- 
mission of the iodine absorption filter have to be removed. 
This study has provided an instrument basis for a design of a simple and robust 
lidar for the measurements of the optical properties of the atmosphere. The University 
of Wisconsin HSRL provides a unique instrument for the measurements of the cloud 
. *  . . 
optical properties and the data measured with the HSRL provides useful infa'r'mation 
. . ,  .-.. 
that can be used for the climate models that study the effects of clouds. to the earths 
. .  . . ,  
atmosphere. . * . .  . . .. . . . .. 
' > .  . ,; ,,, . , % .  
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ABSTRACT 
In presenting an overview of the cirms clouds comprehensively studied by ground-based and airborne sensors 
from Coffeyville. Kansas, during the 5-6 December 1992 Project FIRE I F 0  I1 case study period, evidence is 
provided that volcanic aerosols from the June 1991 Pinatubo eruptions may have significantly influenced the 
formation and maintenance of the cirrus. Following the local appearance of a spur of stratospheric volcanic 
debris from the subtropics, a series of jet streaks subsequently conditioned the troposphere through tropopause 
foldings with sulfur-based particles that became effective cloud-forming nuclei in citrus clouds. Aerosol and 
ozone measurements suggest a complicated history of stratospheric-tropospheric exchanges embedded within 
the upper-level flow. and cirms cloud formation was noted to occur locally at the boundaries of stratospheric 
aerosol-enriched layers that became humidified through diffusion, precipitation, or advective processes. Apparent 
cirms cloud alterations include abnormally high ice crystal concentrations (up to -600 L-I), complex radial 
ice crystal types. and relatively large haze particles in cirms uncinus cell heads at temperatures between -40" 
and -50°C. Implications for volcanic-cirrus cloud climate effects and usual (nonvolcanic aerosol) jet stream 
cirrus cloud formation are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
A major focus of climate research is, of necessity, 
the climatological characterization of the current state 
of the cloudy atmosphere. Such knowledge is requisite 
in order to assess the validity of cloud predictions from 
global general circulation models and also, in general, 
to better understand the effects of cloud radiative forc- 
ing and feedbacks on climate, present or future. The 
essentially continuous observations provided by earth- 
orbiting satellites obviously have significant advan- 
tages in this endeavor, and the International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) represents a long- 
term program to employ satellite data to gain knowl- 
edge of the amounts and types of cloud cover (Schiffer 
and Rossow 1983 ) . Unfortunately, whereas cirrus 
clouds are certainly an important component of this 
Correspotiditig author address: Dr. Kenneth Sassen. Department 
of Meteorology. University of Utah. 819 William C. Browning Build- 
ing, Salt Lake City, UT 84 1 12. 
dataset, it is recognized that they represent a particu- 
larly difficult cloud category to detect and categorize. 
This is because cirms clouds are composed of relatively 
dilute assemblies (i.e., in comparison to water clouds) 
of complexly shaped ice crystals that are by definition 
optically thin in the visible and greybody emitters in 
the infrared spectral regions (Platt et al. 1987). 
To help overcome the deficiencies in our basic 
knowledge of cirrus clouds and improve our ability to 
characterize them from satellite radiance measure- 
ments, the First ISCCP Region Experiment (FIRE) 
has been established (Cox et al. 1987). The initial 
Intensive Fields Observation (IFO) program was con- 
ducted over central and southern Wisconsin in Octo- 
ber-November 1986 and utilized three research air- 
craft and an array of four ground-based lidar systems. 
(For a description of prior case study findings based 
on aircraft, lidar, and satellite studies, see the Novem- 
ber 1990 special issue of Monthly Weather Review. ) 
The IF0 I1 program recently took place during No- 
vember -December 199 1 and brought together an 
even greater collection of state of the art in sihl and 
O 1995 American Meteorological Society 
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TABLE 1. Specifications of the FIRE IF0 I1 remote sensing systems. as configund during the experiment at Coffeyville. Kansas. 
Entries v. h. and c refer to vertical. horizontal. and circular wlarization orooerties. 
University of Utah NOAA NASA NASA PSU W-band 
PDL WPLDL RAMAN ER-2 CALS radar 
Transmitter 
Type 
Wavelength (pm) 
Peak energy (J) 
Pulse length (ns) 
Maximum PRF (Hz) 
Beamwidth (mrad) 
Polarization 
Receiver 
Diameter (m) 
Beamwidth (mrad) 
Polarization 
Detectors 
Scanning (O s-') 
Data handling 
Ranee resolution (ml' 
 umber of channdls' 
Samples per channel 
Pulses averaged 
Data quantitiesb 
NdYAG 
0.532 
0.5 
7 
10 
0.45 
v 
0.35 
0.3-4.0 
v + h  
2 
(Manual) 
XeF 
0.35 1 
0.045 
20 
400 
-0.5 
- 
0.76 
2 
- 
8 
(Fixed) 
NdYAG 
0.532 
0.04 
5.0 
5.0 
1 .o 
v 
0.15 
1.4 
v + h  
2 
(Fixed) 
0.91 
4.36 
v  
1 
(Fixed) 
' Effective minimum resolution. 
Relative returned power P; backscatter cross section P,; linear depolarization ratio 6; radial Doppler velocity V; extinction cross section 
o,; water vapor mixing ratio w; equivalent radar reflectivity factor z. 
TABLE 2. Special aerosol, ozone, and microphysical apparatus 
deployed on the indicated Project FIRE aircraft. providing data used 
in this study. 
University of North Dakota Citation 
Ozone 
Manufacturer/model 
Type 
Range 
Resolution 
Accuracy 
Response 
Condensation Nuclei 
Manufacturerlmodel 
Type 
Range 
Resolution 
Accuracy 
Response 
Replicator 
Manufacturerlmodel 
Type 
f m J e  
ScientrexLOZ3 
Chemiluminescent 
0.2 to 400 ppb 
0.1 ppb 
.c 10% 
1 s 
TSIl3760 
Alcohol condensing 
0- lo4 cm-3 
1 cm-3 
26% 
2 s 
Desert Research Institute 
Continuous Formvar 
-10-1000 pm 
NCAR Saberliner 
Tandem electric aerosol classifiers 
Manufacturer UMR 
Range 0.01 -0.5 
Resolution 25% 
Accuracy 25% 
Reswnse 2 min 
remote sensing instruments for studying cirms clouds 
over Coffeyville, Kansas. 
It is the early results from an interesting IF0 I1 cirrus 
cloud case study involving a significant departure from 
the conditions encountered during the IF0 I that are 
reported here. The global atmospheric effects created 
by the explosive June 1991 eruptions of the Philippine 
volcano Pinatubo presented an opportunity to investi- 
gate the possible effects on cirrus cloud formation of 
stratospherically derived volcanic aerosols (Sassen and 
Horel 1990; Mohnen 1990; Sassen 1992). Beginning 
on the evening and dawn of 4 December 1991, spec- 
tacular twilight effects indicative of a sudden increase 
in volcanic aerosols were noted by IF0 observers. 
These kinds of events accompanied the latitudinal re- 
distribution of the Pinatubo debris as spurs of strato- 
spheric aerosols were lifted from the tropical zonal belt, 
aided by jet stream circulations in both hemispheres 
(GVN Bulletins 1991 - 1993). The series of jet streak 
c h s  cloud systems that were subsequently studied 
over southeastern Kansas yielded indications of un- 
usual cloud properties, suggesting a link between the 
volcanic aerosols, tropopause-folding effects, and cir- 
rus cloud formation. In this paper we focus attention 
on the connections between the observed vertical at- 
mospheric structure, stratospheric-tropospheric aero- 
sol content, and the resultant cirms cloud properties. At 
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FLG. I. 3Wrnb analyses constructed using conventional radiosonde data for (a) 1200 3 December, (b) 1200 4 December. (c) 0000 5 
December. and (d) 0000 6 December. Solid lines are geopotential heights in 240-111 intervals, thin stippled lines are isotherms at 5°C intervals, 
and light- and heavy-shaded areas correspond to 35-55 m s-' and >75 m s-' wind speeds, respectively. The thick solid lines in (a) and (d) 
denote the cross sections in Figs. 2 and 5, respectively. 
the same time, the unique IF0 I1 observing capabilities 
are highlighted. More detailed experimental and model 
findings will be given in subsequent case study papers. 
2. The Intensive Field Observation I1 experiment 
Unlike the IF0 I that featured a mesoscale (-100 
km) array of four lidar ground stations and often wide- 
ranging aircraft operations, the second field experiment 
emphasized aircraft missions that were closely coor- 
dinated with an extensively instrumented central Hub 
site at the Coffeyville airport (37.10%, 95.58W), 
along with two nearby (-20 krn) remote sensing sta- 
tions positioned along the expected mean cirrus cloud 
wind direction. This change in emphasis reflected the 
attitude that the benefits accrued by overlapping the 
instrument cloud coverage to yield synergistic multi- 
wavelength, multitechnique datasets outweighed any 
advantages of a more dispersed deployment, even 
given the spatial variability of cirrus cloud systems. A 
primary reason for the choice of this midwestern site 
was the availability of data from the initial installations 
of the developing National Weather Service (NWS) 
wind profiler network. These measurements provide 
highly useful dynamical information related to meso- 
scale cirrus cloud formation and were supplemented 
by special project wind profilers and rawinsonde 
(CLASS) soundings, as well as enhanced western to 
central regional NWS rawinsonde operations. A sec- 
ondary purpose was to allow for the possible investi- 
gation of different types of cirrus than were studied 
during IF0 I, including late-season convective anvil 
outbreaks and cirrus associated with subtropical jet 
streams. 
The participating instrumentation supporting the 
Hub scientific objectives can be characterized as a 
model of modem research capabilities: three cloud mi- 
crophysical-radiation aircraft, plus an overflying ER- 
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2 remote-sensing platform; four lidar systems encom- 
passing polarization diversity, Rarnan, high spectral 
resolution, and infrared Doppler techniques; special 
sondes to measure vertical atmospheric structure, 
ozone, and ice crystal types; dedicated microwave wind 
and RASS temperature profilers; and an unparalleled 
variety of passive remote sensors, including the initial 
Spectral Radiation Experiment (SPECTRE) deploy- 
ment (Ellingson et al. 1993). Since the full extent of 
these research capabilities will be illuminated in fol- 
lowing IFO-I1 case study papers, only the specifications 
of the major instruments yielding available datasets 
pertinent to this research are outlined here. 
The specifications and data quantities gathered by 
the Coffeyville Hub and ER-2 active remote sensors 
utilized here are listed in Table 1. These include the 
University of Utah Polarization Diversity Lidar (PDL), 
the NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory C02 Doppler 
lidar (Post et al. 1992), the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center water vaporlnitrogen Raman (Whiteman 
et al. 1992) and downward-looking ER-2 polarization 
cloud lidar (CLS) systems, and the Pennsylvania State 
University W-band radar. A coaligned (PRT-5 type) 
narrowbeam (0.14') midinfrared (9.5 - 1 1.5 pm) radi- 
ometer was also operated with the PDL unit to measure 
the effective atmospheric window brightness tempera- 
ture of the clouds plus atmosphere. Also stationed at 
the Hub site was a developmental high spectral reso- 
lution lidar (HSRL) from the University of Wisconsin 
at Madison. The lidar systems at the two nearby ground 
sites were the University of Wisconsin volume imaging 
lidar (VIL-see Eloranta and Forrest 1992) and the 
NASA Langley Research Center polarization scanning 
lidar. In addition to the standard parameters of state and 
cloud microphysical instrumentation aboard the NCAR 
King Air and Saberliner and the University of North 
Dakota Citation aircraft, special cloud microphysical 
and aerosol sensors were deployed in order to focus 
attention on the nucleation mechanisms and the shapes 
of the cirrus particles (see Table 2). 
3. Vertical atmospheric and aerosol structures 
northern Mexico. A southwesterly jet stream with a 
speed maximum of 75 m s-' extended from central 
Mexico into the Canadian Maritime Provinces, and a 
northwesterly jet (60 m s-' maximum) reached from 
the Gulf of Alaska to the desert Southwest of the United 
States. Locally in southeastern Kansas, 3 December be- 
gan as a cold dreary day, with frozen precipitation of 
various kinds giving way to a broken low-level cloud 
deck that dissipated before sunset. 
Analysis of this system has been performed by com- 
positing NWS rawinsonde data (processed at full ver- 
tical resolution), Project FIRE CLASS rawinsonde 
data, and NWS Wind Profiler Demonstration Network 
(WPDN) horizontal wind data. Figure 2 shows the 
thermodynamic and wind structure of the system along 
a cross section "folded" across the trough axis roughly 
normal to the axis of the jet stream (see Fig. la). An 
elevated frontal zone associated with the most intense 
region of cyclonic shear vorticity in the northwesterly 
jet extended from the trough axis southwestward. Is- 
entropic potential vorticity (IPV) in this cross section 
exhibits a large discontinuity near the frontal interface 
extending down to near the 500-mb level. This feature 
107' 98' 88' 
Longitude 
Over the case study period from 0000 (all times 
UTC) 5 December to 2400 6 December 1991, three 
separate occurrences of cirps clouds were comprehen- 
sively studied from the Hub site. However, for the cur- 
rent purposes it is useful to begin our examination of 
the local atmospheric and aerosol vertical structures at 
0000 3 December, just prior to the spectacular twilight 
observations on the evening of 3 December and dawn 
of 4 December. During the early portion of the case 
study period (0000 3 December-0000 5 December), 
the upper-tropospheric flow pattern over North Amer- 
ica was dominated by a single high-amplitude trough- 
ridge system. As shown in Fig. la, at 1200 3 December 
a deep trough at 300 mb extended from a low near 
Hudson Bay though the central United States and into 
FIG. 2. Vertical cross section along the solid line segments in the 
map below and in fig. la for 1200 UTC 3 December, centered around 
the upper-level trough axis. Contours are horizontat wind speed 
(heavy dashed lines) in m s-' with an interval of 5 m s-'. potential 
temperature (thin solid lines) at 2 K intervals, and isentropic potential 
vorticity (light solid lines), where the outer and inner contours are 
100 and 600 (X lo-' K mb-I s-I). 
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FIG. 3. Time-height cross sections of (a) horizontal wind velocity and (b) potential temperature 
over Coffeyville, Kansas, from 1200 3 December to 1800 6 December. (Rectangular blocks rep 
resent areas lacking sufficient data to complete the displays.) Stippling depicts the approximate 
cims cloud boundaries measured by the Hub remote sensors over the entire period. 
has been shown to be indicative of .an intrusion of 
stratospheric air into the middle and upper troposphere, 
otherwise known as a tropopause fold (Danielson 
1968; Shapiro 1976), in association with intense upper- 
tropospheric baroclinic zones. Among other things, tro- 
popause folds have been documented as a mechanism 
for injecting stratospheric aerosols of volcanic origin 
into the.troposphere (Shapiro et al. 1984). Assuming 
that widespread enhanced aerosol loading existed in the 
lower stratosphere as a result of the Pinatubo eruptions 
(see below), it is not unlikely that stratospheric aero- 
sols could have been deposited into the middle and up- 
per troposphere over a large portion of the western and 
southwestern United States by this active fold event. 
The spatial extent of the elevated frontal surface be- 
comes evident in light of Fig. 3. These time-height 
cross sections of potential temperature and horizontal 
wind over Coffeyville show the elevated frontal surface 
in the northwesterly flow upstream of the trough axis 
for a 78-h period beginning 1200 3 December. The 
layer of enhanced static stability, defined by the 294 
and 306 K isentropes, was continuously observed at 
lower levels with the passage of time and could still be 
recognized as a distinct entity 36 h later. Given a mean 
advective speed of 20 m s-' , the longevity of this fea- 
ture suggests an along-trajectory length scale of more 
than 2500 kin. This illustrates the large geographical 
extent of this feature. Note that the boundaries of all 
cirrus clouds observed over this 4-day period by the 
Hub lidar and radar systems (see next section) are also 
shown as the stippled areas in these figures. 
By 4 December (Fig. lb), the jet-trough system had 
propagated eastward, resulting in a more zonal flow 
pattern over much of western North America. This pro- 
cess is also evident in the time-height cross sections 
shown in Fig. 3. Winds over Coffeyville veered from 
westerly to northwesterly from 1200 3 December to 
1200 4 December, while the tropopause heights cor- 
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' FIG. 4. Large-scale GOES satellite infrared imagery for (a) 0500 5 December and (b) OOOD 6 December. 
The x symbol locates the Coffeyville site in southeastern Kansas. (Images courtesy of P. Minnis.) 
respondingly increased from about 8 to 12 km. How- 
ever, a closed low pressure system, which appears to 
have played a role in moisturizing the upper-tropo- 
spheric flow and the subsequent production of cirms 
clouds over the southern Great Plains, began intensi- 
fying to the west of the Baja peninsula. 
BY 5 December, a subtropical jet stream ex- 
tended from the Four Comers region eastwardl along 
the Kansas-Oklahoma border (Fig. lc). As depicted 
schematically in Fig. 3 and as shown in the satellite 
imagery of Fig. 4, cirms clouds existed locally at and 
below the level of maximum wind along the anticy- 
clonic shear side of the jet axis. The position of the 
cirrus relative to the upper-tropospheric Wow is quali- 
tatively in line with theoretical expectations of reduced 
static stability and upward motion below the level of 
maximum wind in the right-rear quadrant (is., entrance 
region) of a jet streak (Mattocks and Bleck 1386). Al- 
though the corresponding vertical cross-sectional anal- 
ysis (not shown) failed to reveal local near-tropopause 
baroclinic zones or a "classic" fold event associated 
with this cirrus-generating feature (e.g., see Keyser and 
Shapiro 1986), there is a suggestion of a layer of en- 
hanced static stability defined by the 318 and 326 K 
isentropes (Fig. 3) corresponding to the cirrus cloud- 
base region. 
The thermodynamic and wind structure of the next 
jet streak (centered at 2000 5 December and 12.0 km 
over Coffeyville; Rg. 3a) was considerably more in- 
tense and better defined. The vertical cross section nor- 
mal to the upper-tropospheric air flow at 6 De- 
cember (Fig. 5) reveals a weak elevated frontal zone 
bounded by the 320 and 328 K isentropes that is well 
correlated with the region of largest cyclonic shear vor- 
ticity associated with the jet streak. Corresponding val- 
ues of isentropic potential vorticity depict a disconti- 
nuity from tropospheric to stratospheric values dong 
the frontal interface that is strongly suggestive of a 
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Latitude 
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2 except for 0000 6 December 
along the heavy solid line segment depicted in Fig. Id. 
folded tropopause over central and northern Kansas. 
Satellite imagery (Fig. 4b) shows that the cirrus clouds 
observed during this period (see also Fig. 3) were part 
of an elongated shield of cirrus that extended eastward 
from the closed low near southern California (Fig. Id), 
which appears to have been orographically enhanced 
over central Colorado. The base of the cirrus clouds 
observed over Coffeyville (-37"N) at this time was at 
8.5 km with tops near 13 km. The lower cirrus layer 
height corresponds to the upper portion of the elevated 
frontal zone and the southern extent of the stratospheric 
potential vorticity in the cross section. Additionally, 
data from an ozonesonde launched at about this time 
(Fig. 6c) reveals a well-defined spike in the ozone pro- 
file centered at 8.75 km. Based on this analysis, we 
conclude that the cirrus observed over Coffeyville on 
the night of 6 December, and likely on 5 December as 
well, existed within a layer bounded from below by the 
elevated frontal surface and above by the tropopause, 
such that the cirrus clouds were in direct contact both 
with stratospheric air at the tropopause and with a layer 
of midtropospheric air of very recent stratospheric or- 
igin. 
The layer of enhanced static stability attributed to 
this upper front continues to be evident in the potential 
temperature cross sections at 1200 6 December and 
1800 6 December (not shown), although the frontal 
zone appears to be disconnected fkom the tropopause, 
and the IPV discontinuity is no longer clearly evident. 
This 6-hour period roughly brackets the third cirms 
event of this case study. 
Views of the changes in the stratospheric-volcanic 
aerosol scattering properties derived from the nocturnal 
Raman lidar measurements over the corresponding pe- 
riod are given in Figs. 7a-d (see also F e m e  et al. 
1992). This data sequence reveals that the main body 
of the aerosol layer was present close to the bottom of 
the stratosphere over the period and also illustrates the 
relatively rapid height increase in the lower aerosol 
boundary over the night of 4 December in comection 
with the local &amplification of the upper-level pat- 
tern. The presence of upper-tropospheric cirms clouds, 
which are at times only narrowly separated from the 
Ozone Concentrution (ppb) 
FIG. 6. Sequence of vextical ozone profiles (in parts per billion by volume) measured by ozone- 
sondes launched daily at about 0000 on (a) 4, (b) 5, and (c) 6 December from Coffeyville. Kaosas. 
Curves (b) and (c) are each shifted to the right by 30 ppb. 
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stratospheric volcanic aerosol layer, are also indicated 2s 
in b and c .  For comparison, time-averaged aerosol 
backscattering profiles derived from both day and night 20 
C02-lidar measurements bracketing the case study pe- 
nod are provided in Fig. 8. Although the backscattering -J l5 
properties of atmospheric aerosols at the laser wave- 3 
lengths of 0.531 and 10.6 pm can differ, both lidars g lo indicate similar temporal variations in the stratospheric -8 5 aerosol. In addition, the CO&idar data clearly show 
the major post-Pinatubo enhancement of tropospheric 0 
aerosols (Post et al. 1992), where the day to day aera- to* 10-710-5 10-9 10-5 
sol variations between 8.0 and 13.0 km (i.e., in the 
cirrus cloud developmental region) are particularly sig- Backscatter Cross Section, $ ~lan-sr) 
nificant. Finally, the 3-day sequence of local vertical RG. 8. Aerosol b~lckscatter cross seaions though the troposphere 
ozone in Fig. 6 also provides evidence for vari- and lower stratosphe@ obtained at the 1@.6-~m Ca lidas wavelength 
at the indicated day/time, illustrating the considerable extend and 
able regions of enhanced ozone concentrations within of aerosol content during the case study period 
the troposphere. These direct indications of strato- (compm with the tong-- average pre-Pinatubo profile obtained 
spheric-tropospheric air exchanges suggest that a va- from Boulder, Coloradq, at extreme right). (Note that the peaks near 
fiery of upwind mixing processes were active in he 11.5 km at 0034 and 1553 5 December are due to diffuse cirrus 
clouds.) Starting from the left, each profile is shifted by one division upper air flow pattern that swept over the IFO II project to rigt. 
area, even through only two tropopause folds were 
identified locally in our previous analyses. 
In the following section, detailed cloud remote sens- 
ing and Supp~rting in situ data are examined to inves- ditioning of subcloud air through precipitation and 
tigate the possible effects of the jet streak dynamical evaporation processes can lead to this result ( s t m  and 
processes on cirrus cloud formation and structure. Cox 1985; .Sassen et al. 1990). The NASA Rarnan wa- 
ter vapor data in this case (Fig. 10) confirm a gradual 
4. Remote sensing and in situ cloud hwasurements downward sloping moistening of a dry layer from about 
a. 0000-1000 5 December cirrus clouds 7.0-9.0 km (possibly representing an elevated frontal 
zone), 
As can be seen schematically in Fig. 3, although thin The lower cirrus layer, on the other hand, produced 
scattered cirrus clouds began to make their initial ap- considerably stronger laser backscattering, which was 
pearance by midday on 4 December, it was not until at times highly depolarized, and can be associated with 
the arrival of the jet streak after sunset that local cirrus the highest measured values of TeH. As shown in the 
cloud development became significant (Fig. 4). The top panel of Fig. 9, Teff gradually increased from the 
passage of this cirrus streak is illustrated in Fig. 9, with atmospheric background temperature of -70°C to 
PDL time-height displays of range-normalized re- -60°C at about 0600 (i.e., until the lower cirrus layer 
turned power (P) and linear depolarization ratio (6, the started to become established). Thereafter, even as the 
ratio of the cross to parallel polarized signals returned upper layer diminished in thickness, T, approached 
from the vertically polatized laser pulse) and co- -40°C on two accasions ( -0750 and 0850) when rel- 
aligned nmowbeam midinfrared radiometer atmo- atively deep and strongly scattering falbtreaks devei- 
spheric brightness temperature T&. As is also apparent oped in the trailing cirrus layer. Higher-resolution de- 
in the lower-resolution Raman lidar data (Fig. 7b). the tails of the lower cloud structures are provided in Fig. 
most long-lived feature of this cloud system was a dif- 1 1, where a series of convective ice-phase uncinus cells 
fuse tropopause-topped cirrus layer, which sporadically (6 r~ 0.45) with trailing crystal fallitreaks are found in 
increased in vertical extent through the action of fall- (a), a strongly.scattering region displaying a fine struc- 
streaks, only to subsequently fade back to near the tro- ture of mammatus-like protrusions and a highly depo- 
popause. During its most active precipitating stage at larking (6 = 0.6-0.7) cloud-top region in (b), and in 
-0600, however, this layer appears to have spawned a (c) is shown a highly supercooled (- -35°C) liquid- 
convective cirrus cloud layer ranging in height from phase altocumulus cloud (6 s 0.05) thatdeveloped just 
8.5 to 9.5 km. Prior cirrus research suggests that a con- below the cirrus cloud trailing edge (apparently in re- 
FIG. 7. Raman lidar height-time displays of volume backscatter cross sections (Ian sr)-' in the 0.351-pm aerosol channel, collected over 
the indicated times on the consecutive nights of 4-7 December [(a)-(d), respectively]. The logarithmic backscatter scale (inserted at bottom) 
was chosen to characterize both the volcanic aerosol content and the generally diffuse upper-tropospheric cirrus clouds present on the nights 
of 5 and 6 December. Note that the vextical stripes above the cirrus clouds in (b) are due to detector noise associated with the strong signal 
attenuation produced by regions of the cloud layer. 
I I I 0300 0500 0600 0700 
Time. UTC < 
0 
r FIG. 9. Polarization lidar HTI display of da t ive  range-normalized backscattered power P (top, based on a logarithmic grayscale) and linea. depolarimtion ratios (bottom, see 6 key at top) u
of the cirrus clouds studied on the night of 5 December. The panel at top provides the effective atmospheric window infrared brightness temperatures Teff measured by a coaligned namowbam I. 
radiometer (except during the intermittent 10-Hz PDL data files. where frequent recording e m r s  occumd). Note that the 6 value display is incomplete because noise- or molecular scattering- 8 
dominated signals are rejected during analysis (and assigned the middle-gray background shown at the right end of the &value key). 
- 
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Water Vapor Mixing Ratio (Mg) 
FIG. 10. Raman lidar HTI display of water vapor mixing ratio in g kg-' (see key at bottom) on the night of 5 December. Note the descending 
layer of humidity just below the cirrus cloud, which produced sufficient attenuation to generate the erroneous signals above -10 km. 
Considerable boundary-layer water vapor structure is present. 
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Re. 1 1 .  High resolution height-time PDL displays of relative returned energy and depolarization (right of each pair) illustrating the highly 
structured convective lower cirms layer at the indicated times on 5 December. Shown in (a) are numerous sheared fallstreaks emanating from 
two layers of uncinus cells, (b) a dense and highly depolarizing region above mammatus-like structures, and (c) the brief appearance of a 
highly supercooled altocumulus (6 s 0.05) cloud just below the trailing edge of the cirms cloud base. 
sponse to the humidification caused by prior cirrus par- 
ticle evaporation), only to be disrupted by plumes of 
ice crystals resulting from cirrus particle-seeding ef- 
fects. Note that values of T,, are relatively high in the 
deep fallstreaks of (a) and (b) and much lower in the 
dissipating cirrus cloud trail in (c) ,  although the pas- 
sage of the supercooled altocumulus cloud seems to 
have caused a small increase in effective temperature. 
Views such as these illustrate that it is the accumulation 
of cirrus uncinus fallstreaks that often defines the base 
of a cirrus cloud layer (see Sassen et al. 1990). 
A Citation aircraft mission, involving racetrack pat- 
terns 10- 15 km long and an Eulerian spiral descent 
was conducted in close support of the Hub site from 
0612-0847. (The excellent aircraft navigation was 
confirmed by the sighting of the green PDL laser beam 
at one point just off the wing tip over the Nub!) Figure 
12, which superimposes the corrected aircraft altitude 
flight pattern on an expanded PDL lidar returned 
power display, reveals that the platform sampled both 
the tenuous upper and denser lower layers. The cor- 
responding time plots of aircraft air T and dewpoint 
Td temperatures, 2D-C probe ice particle mean size d 
and concentration Ni ,and condensation nuclei CN and 
ozone concentrations are provided in the panels below 
the lidar display. Note that the cirrus precipitation- 
induced humidification of the subcloud region shown 
by the Raman water vapor profiles (Fig. 10) is also 
indicated by the differences in the dewpoint measure- 
ments at -9.0 km obtained during the ascent and later 
descent legs through the developing lower cirrus cloud 
layer. The in situ and remote cloud measurements are 
generally in quite good agreement in defining the cir- 
rus cloud boundaries, although strong optical attenu- 
ation in the developing lower layer partially blocked 
the probing of the upper layer at those times corre- 
sponding to the highest observed Teff values (see top 
panel of Fig. 1 Ib). The combined evidence shows that 
the two cloud layers have dissimilar microstructures, 
with the higher cirrus displaying much lower ice crys- 
tal concentrations and different crystal shapes (ac- 
cording to the lidar 6 values). In addition, at cloud top 
at 0751, FSSP particle concentrations (not shown) of 
-0.2 cm-3 are found without any indications of ice 
crystals at a temperature of -M°C, indicating quite 
small ice or haze particles. The 2D-C probe ice crystal 
concentrations in the lower cloud often reach 200 L-' 
and actually peak at -600 L-' (2-s averages are given 
in Fig. 12), which represents the highest value by far 
measured by any aircraft during the campaign (or 
elsewhere to the best of our knowledge). The photo- 
micrograph examples of ice particles captured by a 
Forrnvar replicator device from 0800 to 08 15 given in 
Fig. 13 indicate complicated radial particle shapes 
(that were generally too fragile to survive impaction 
intact), which can be said to be in keeping with the 
strong laser depolarization ( 5  = 0.65) noted at this 
time and altitude (see Fig. 1 lb) .  
The variations in CN counts and ozone concentra- 
tions in the bottom panel of Fig. 12 have important 
implications for these unusual cirrus cloud properties. 
We provide these data in Fig. 14 in terms of vertical 
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profiles obtained during the ascent (0612-0750) and 
descent (075 1-0847) portions of the flight. It is ap- 
parent that CN counts are significantly enhanced in the 
height interval 7.0- 11.0 krn encompassing the lower 
cirrus cloud layer, with offscale counts of > 1000 cm-3 
at -9.0 h present during the descent spiral. Figure 15 
more directly illustrates the association of the high ice 
crystal concentrations with the upper portion of the 
aerosol layer. The ozone profiles (Rg. 14) tend to dip 
in the layer containing the greatest CN counts, but they 
also show increased concentrations of >20 ppb toward 
the top of the elevated aerosol layer. While the ascent 
and descent ozone profiles are similar, and are com- 
parable to Fig. 6b data, those for the CN &re sufficiently 
different to suggest considerable spatial variability in 
the aerosol distribution. (Note also the significant CN 
variations along the nearly level flight segment in Fig. 
12 from 0805-0830.) In summary, the evidence pre- 
sented here and 'in section 3 indicates an association 
between the formation and maintenance of the lower 
cirrus layer with the cirrus particle evaporation-induced 
humidification of a region containing elevated ozone 
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and aerosol concentrations of probable stratospheric vated (RAMS = 0.22) above the usual tropospheric val- 
origin. ues of a few percent or less. The lower soluble mass 
fractions are consistent with orevious measurements 
b. 1800 5 December-0800 6 December cirrus clouds 
A number of airborne missions in the vicinity of the 
Hub were conducted early during this period as thin 
cirrus clouds initially made their appearance, but gen- 
erally the missions were performed prior to the local 
occurrence of the deep jet streak cirrus cloud band (see 
Figs. 3 and 4). We again utilize Citation measurements 
from a mission featuring a step pattern between the Hub 
and Parsons (30 km to the northeast) sites from 1756 
to 2023 5 December. In addition, downward-looking 
lidar data from the ER-2 platform obtained during a 
transit from Coffeyville to the Texas Gulf region are 
presented, since this dataset uniquely portrays the 
large-scale geographical distribution of volcanic aero- 
sols (below the 20-km flight altitude) at -2000 cor- 
responding to the approximate time of the local jet 
maximum. Specialized aerosol measurements collected 
by the NCAR Saberliner are also given to further ex- 
plore the issue of the nature of the aerosol. 
The Citation data plots in Fig. 16 provide the same 
information as in Fig. 14, showing the height depea- 
dencies in CN and ozone concentrations during the as- 
cent and descent legs. (Since zenith-pointing lidar data 
for this mission are incomplete, a combined display as 
in Fig. 12 is not available.) As in the previous Citation 
mission, greatly enhanced CN counts are found in the 
altitude interval 7.5-10.0 km, and Fig. 17 shows that 
the cirrus cloud region is again associated with the top 
of the aerosol-enriched layer. Moreover, thin strongly 
enriched aerosol layers between 10.2 and 12.2 km are 
embedded in the upper cirrus. Ozone concentrations 
(Fig. 16) display peaks near the main aerosol layer base 
and top, as well as near the Citation ceiling altitude, 
where it appears that ozone just above the tropopause 
was sampled. Additional aerosol information derived 
from the University of Missouri/Rolla mobile aerosol 
sampling system (as described in Hagen et al. 1992) 
during overlapping Saberliner missions is included in 
Table 3. These samples were taken below the cirrus 
cloud base in relatively dry air with relative humidities 
of -25%: the average aerosol total mass (derived from 
four size distribution measurements and assuming unit 
density) was 0.1 pg mW3. Of the three measurements 
of aerosol-soluble mass fraction (assuming the pres- 
ence of either ammonium sulfate RAMS or sulfuric acid 
RH2S04) obtained within the aerosol layer (compare 
sample heights with Fig. 16), one is significantly ele- 
made in the altitude range 7.0-10.0 km over the central 
United States using bag samples processed in a labo- 
ratory-based continuous flow thermal diffusion cham- 
ber facility (Hagen et al. 1990). The measurement ex- 
hibiting the highest soluble mass fraction may suggest 
aerosols resulting from volcanic activity, or perhaps 
may be of aircraft exhaust origin. 
The ER-2 CLS height-distance display of Fig. 18 
covers 640 km of lower stratospheric and tropospheric 
aerosol and cloud returns along a north-south flight 
track at -95W latitude from Coffeyville (left) to near 
Houston, Texas. Note that the atmospheric cross sec- 
tion in Fig. 5 corresponds to a portion of this flight track 
and reveals the relationship between the high altitude 
aerosols and clouds (colored blue and white, respec- 
tively) and the vigorous jet streak defined by the 0000 
6 December synoptic analysis. The lidar aerosol back- 
scatter (at 0.53-pm wavelength) illustrates the enrich- 
ment of aerosols at the base of the stratosphere caused 
by the jet stream circulation. This is a powerful repre- 
sentation of the vertical and latitudinal redistribution of 
volcanic aerosols from the tropical belt into which the 
debris were originally injected. The wedged-shaped re- 
gion of enhanced aerosols extending just above the 
gradually lowering surface of the tropopause (from 
17.0 to 15.5 km, center to left) appears to be tenuously 
connected to the higher stratospheric aerosol layer at a 
distance of -500 km (not shown) and also appears to 
slope downward toward the cirrus cloud tops ("over- 
exposed" white regions in this image to highlight aero- 
sol scattering) about 150-km north of Coffeyville. 
The subsequent local development of the jet streak 
cirrus band (see Fig. 4b for satellite view) is traced in 
the PDL height- time returned power and 6 displays of 
Fig. 19. Based on a 6-year lidar record of Project FIRE 
Extended Time Observations (ETO) of cirrus clouds 
collected at Salt Lake City, Utah, such complex cirrus 
structures containing an abundance of generating fea- 
tures within swirling layers are quite unusual. Effective 
infrared window brightness temperatures (top panel) 
are correspondingly variable in response to the varia- 
tions in total physical cloud thickness and the accu- 
mulations of fallstreak particles. Sometimes Teff 
= -35°C are encountered. Also, in contrast to the dis- 
plays of Fig. 9, unusually high 6 values are now some- 
times found in generating areas in the usually diffuse 
upper cirrus regions. Moreover, the sporadic occur- 
rence of low 6 (S0.15) values in association with the 
FIG. 12. Combined PDL lidar and University of North Dakota Citation aircraft data displays from the mission in 
support of the Hub remote sensors on the night of 5 December. At top is a height-time display of returned energy, 
with the Citation flight track shown superimposed in white. in situ data panels of air T and dewpoint temperature Td 
(dashed), ice crystal mean diameter d and concentration Ni (derived from the 2D-C probe), and condensation nuclei 
CN and ozone (dashed, in parts per billion by volume) concentrations. 
No. I 
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lower cirrus generating regions (at and below about 
10.5 km) indicate the effects cf spherical scatterers that 
appear to be intimately involved in the generation of 
the cirrus particle fallstreaks defining the cirms cloud 
base. Given in Fig. 20 are higher-resolution displays of 
three such regions, which clearly identify the Mie scat- 
tering effects of rapidly growing haze particles in gen- 
erating cell heads (Sassen 1992 ), despite the extremely 
low temperatures approaching -50°C (see figure cap- 
tion). Although in the infrared window region the ver- 
niers of haze particles do not appear to have provided 
Teff signatures (Fig. 20c), certainly the accumulations 
of ice crystals nucleated from them are associated 
with sufficient mass to significantly increase the Teff 
produced by the entire depth of the cloud layer 
(Figs. 20a-b). 
It is interesting to note that supercooled sulfuric acid 
droplets at temperatures as low as -48°C have been 
reported on the basis of in situ measurements in regions 
of the upper troposphere likely affected by tropopause 
folds (Yamato and Ono 1989). Comparison with the 
in situ CN profiles obtained earlier strongly suggest that 
these cirrus cloud features are the result of contarni- 
nation from relatively large cloud-forming nuclei of 
volcanic origin. Although the low 6-value cell-top gen- 
erating structures were not consistently observed, their 
association with crystal fallstreaks, which are long- 
lived, suggest their great importance to the formation 
and maintenance of the lower cirrus layer. 
c. 1200-1 700 6 December cirrus clouds 
The properties of the final cirrus cloud system of the 
case study period differ sharply from those described 
above, although Fig. 3 suggests that this relatively low- 
level cirrus (or altostratus) cloud mass represents a 
continuation of the precipitating cloud trail of the cirrus 
described above. The structure of this cirrus mass is 
best represented in the W-band (3.2-mm wavelength) 
PSU radar height-time display of Fig. 2 1, because this 
optically thick cloud, along with some lower stratus 
clouds, often produced strong optical attenuation of the 
lidar signals. This radar cloud image shows a succes- 
sion of ice crystal fallstreaks emanating from generat- 
ing cells at an altitude -9.0 krn, generally producing 
echoes significantly stronger and lower than those mea- 
sured earlier. 
Although the radar echo cloud-top heights lie close 
to the peak of enhanced CN counts measured -20 h 
earlier by the Citation, more contemporaneous aerosol 
data are available from the NCAR Saberliner Hub mis- 
sion from 1430 to 1630. in which CCN concentrations 
were measured by the University of Missouri/Rolla 
CCN counter. CCN counts in excess of 300 cm-3 were 
obtained throughout the cloud layer from 6.0 to 9.0 km, 
but at an altitude of -7 km the number exceeded 
1000 ~ m - ~ .  The significance to cloud formation of this 
great concentration of cloud-forming particles was sub- 
sequently revealed by the volume imager lidar (VIL) 
scans given in Fig. 22. Although these west-east VIL 
scans portray the cloud conditions only in the vicinity 
of the Hub ( -- 1 1 km to the northeast of the VIL site), 
the scans reveal the presence of strongly attenuating 
cirms or altostratus (Fig. 22a, left) and supercooled 
liquid altocumulus cloud layers, which were initially 
found embedded in the ice clouds (Fig. 22a, right) and 
later, alone, produced streaks of ice virga (Fig. 22b, 
right). Polarization lidar and aircraft measurements 
over the Hub confirm the predominantly liquid cloud 
phase of the altocumulus, which at an altitude of -7.0 
km corresponds to the peak in the CCN concentration 
profile measured by the Saberliner. 
5. Discussion 
We have provided indirect evidence for cirms cloud 
formation and maintenance processes contaminated by 
relatively abundant volcanic cloud-forming nuclei, but 
fundamental questions must be addressed to justify this 
linkage between sulfur-based aerosols of stratospheric 
origin and cirrus cloud microphysics. Fortunately, re- 
cent research has already produced the framework to 
evaluate this interplay of rather exotic cloud processes. 
These studies include polarization lidar measurements 
of lower stratospheric volcanic aerosols and tropo- 
pause-topped corona-producing cirrus clouds, labora- 
tory aerosol scattering simulations, and numerical 
model findings concerning the basic nature of cirrus 
particle nucleation at temperatures typical of the upper 
troposphere. 
Two pathways from sulfuric acid droplet aerosol to 
cirrus cloud ice crystal have recently received experi- 
mental and theoretical attention. Although in either 
case it is unknown whether the stratospheric aerosol 
can serve as an efficient heterogeneous ice nuclei, cloud 
modeling evidence (Heymsfield and Sabin 1989; Sas- 
sen and Dodd 1989) has illustrated that at temperatures 
colder than -35" to -40°C the homogeneous freezing 
of solution droplets growing in updrafts likely repre- 
sents an effective process to generate ice crystals. In 
Ftc. 13. Sequence of photomicrographs of Formvar-preserved ice crystals obtained from the Citation 
during the traverse of the lower cirms cloud layer (see Fig. 12). The crystals at left were collected at a 
temperature of - -40°C from 0800-0802 as the aircraft first penetrated the cloud top, while those at right 
at - 37.7"C from 081 8-0820 during a leg at 9.45 km. These complex columnlsector radial crystals generated 
the unusually strong laser depolarization shown in Fig. I lb. The cause of the unusual impacted-particle 
ringed structures, particularly evident at right is uncertain. A 100-pm scale is inserted at top left for reference. 
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FIG. 14. Comparison of vertical profiles of condensation nuclei and ozone (dashed) concentrations measured 
by the Citation during the ascent (left) and descent portions of the Hub mission on the night of 5 December. 
dealing with an aerosol of stratospheric origin either 
under background (e.g., see Friend et al. 1973; Bigg 
1975) or volcanically perturbed conditions, the sulfuric 
acid droplets can either directly or indirectly participate 
in the ice nucleation process after tropospheric altera- 
tion. Evidence for the direct homogeneous freezing of 
sulfuric acid droplets, following a dilution in solution 
strength from water vapor diffusional growth in the vi- 
cinity of the tropopause, comes from polarization lidar 
condensation Nuclei. CN (cm3) 
"[ , 2 y  , 4 7  yl 8yJ , l o j o  
2 - /  
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FIG. 15. Vertical profiles of 2D-C probe ice crystal (dashed) and 
condensation nuclei concentrations obtained during the Citation de- 
scent spiral over the Hub from 0753-0804 5 December. illustrating 
the connection between the cirrus particles-and the elevated CN 
counts near the top of the aerosol layer. 
studies of corona-producing cirrus clouds (Sassen 
1991 ). These high cold clouds of relatively small ( 10- 
30 pm) particles produce relatively strong (6 = 0.55 - 
0.75) laser depolarization, indicative of complexly 
shaped ice crystals. Presumably these are radial parti- 
cles that have a polycrystalline structure due to the ef- 
fects of the coating of liquid sulfuric acid, which is 
excluded to the surface of the ice germ during drop 
freezing under the observed environmental conditions 
(Th. Peter 1992, personal communication ) . 
The indirect path from sulfuric acid droplet to ice 
crystal involves the homogeneous freezing of haze par- 
ticles formed on ammonium sulfate cloud condensation 
nuclei CCN that were derived from acid droplets. The 
chemistry of this process leading to the neutralization 
of the acid solution readily follows when droplets, es- 
pecially if they are evaporating, are exposed to am- 
monia gas to produce ammonium sulfate crystals (e.g., 
see Rube1 and Gentry 1985). Since ammonia gas is 
generated at the earth's surface primarily through bio- 
logical activity (Georgii and Miiller 1974) and is con- 
sumed photochemically in the stratosphere, this CCN 
creation process could become significant within tro- 
popause folds where the ammonia gas enhancement of 
stratospheric air would favor ammonium sulfate CCN 
production. In support of this view, polarization lidar 
studies of an unusual lower-stratospheric volcanic 
aerosol plume affected by tropopause folding activity 
( Sassen and Horel 1990) yielded depolarization values 
consistent with partially crystallized sulfuric acid drop- 
lets created in the laboratory (Sassen et al. 1989). 
However, since sufficient time and ammonia gas con- 
centrations may not be available to completely neu- 
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FIG. 16. Comparison. as in Fig. 14, of vertical profiles of CN and ozone (dashed) concentrations obtained 
during the ascent (left) and descent flight segments of the Citation mission of the afternoon of 5 December. 
tralize the acid droplet population, it remains ambigu- 
ous which solution droplet freezing process would 
dominate cirrus cloud particle production following the 
type of stratospheric- tropospheric exchanges indicated 
here. 
Although the distinction between these two nuclea- 
tion processes is not of great significance to the current 
study in relation to the documentation of the appropri- 
ate atmospheric structures and the resultant effects on 
cirrus cloud properties, the lidar depolarization data 
Condensation Nuclei, CN (cm9) 
lce CIJ&CI~ Concentration, Ni (I-' ) 
FIG. 17. Vertical profiles of ice crystal (dashed) and CN concen- 
trations. as in Fig. 15, measured from 19 15 -202 1 5 December during 
the spiral descent of the Citation. 
suggest that both ice nucleation mechanisms may have 
Seen active at times. If we equate the atypically high 5 
values with a dominance of the complicated ice crystal 
shapes generated from the homogeneous freezing of 
sulfuric acid droplets, and the unusually low S values 
with haze particles derived from relatively large arn- 
monium sulfate CCN particles to yield the variety of 
crystal shapes commonly observed in cirrus, then the 
PDL depolarization data could be applied to discrimi- 
nating the two particle-forming mechanisms at temper- 
atures a -40°C. We note that S 2 0.55 were measured 
only occasionally but predominantly within generating 
regions near the tops of the lower and upper cirrus 
cloud layers on the nights of 5 and 6 December, re- 
spectively, whereas the strongly scattering S =s 0.1 cell 
heads were found only on 6 December at the tops of 
the fallstreaks forming the lower layer. This great di- 
versity in iidar depolarization suggests that the strato- 
spheric aerosol content within the cirrus cloud altitude 
range was variable in time and space. 
TABLE 3. Soluble mass fraction analysis of aerosol samples 
collected in situ on 5 December by the NCAR Saberliner assuming 
the presence of ammonium sulfate (RAMS) or suIfuric acid ( R H ? ~ ~ , )  
solutions; N denotes the total CN concentration as measured with a 
TSI CN counter. 
Time Altitude N 
(UTC) (m) (cm-') RAMS RH~SO, 
s FIG. 18. Weight vs distance display of attenuated backscatter coefficients (see key) obtained by the downward-looking ER-2 lidar system from Coffeyville (0-km distance) south to the 
- 
Houston area. This display has been adjusted to bring out the relatively weak backscattering from lower-stratosphericlupper-tropospheric aerosols, and thus "overexposes" the patchy 
cirrus clouds also sampled. 
RG. 19. Polarization lidar HTI displays of relative returned lidar energy (top) and linear depolarization ratios (see at top key) of the cirrus observed 
on the evening and night of 5-6 December. Infrared radiometer brightness temperatures Tell are shown in the top panel. 
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FIG. 20. Details of the high-resolution PDL returned energy and depolarization displays (as in Fig. 11) expanded from Fig. 19 at the 
indicated times on 6 December, showing complexes of cirms uncinus cell heads composed mostly of haze droplets with 6 s 0.1 and the 
streamers of ice crystals nucleated from them. The uncinus cell head minimum temperatures are -47.3". -43.0". and -47.8"C in (a)-(c), 
respectively. 
In terms of the time-height analysis of Fig. 3, it is 
obvious that opportunities for stratospheric-tropo- 
spheric exchanges were provided locally by the passage 
of jet streaks. A question must be addressed, however, 
before these changes in atmospheric structure can be 
related to the formation of cirrus clouds-that is, how 
are the relatively dry mixed parcels humidified suffi- 
ciently to bring about the aerosol growth and ice crystal 
nucleation processes involved in cirrus generation? We 
believe that a variety of mixing processes were in- 
volved in preparing the stratospheric aerosol for their 
role as cirrus cloud nuclei. Most notably, the obvious 
connection between cirrus cloud generation and the 
boundaries of the elevated frontal zones, as well as the 
tropopause itself, shows that turbulent and diffusion 
processes were effective in activating some of the aero- 
sol particles. The local humidification of the mixed 
stratospheric-tropospheric layers caused by cirrus pre- 
cipitation and evaporation processes is also clearly in- 
dicated and may have aided in the formation of 
altocumulus at the trailing edges of the cirrus cloud 
masses. However, since not all of the observed clouds 
can be linked to identifiable atmospheric structures of 
recent stratospheric origin, despite the presence at times 
of greatly elevated CN concentrations, it would appear 
that advective processes acting on more mixed parcels 
contained enriched aerosol levels were also prevalent. 
The in situ aerosol data suggest that considerable spa- 
tial inhomogeneity in the aerosol field was present, 
while at the same time the C02-lidar observations dem: 
onstrate that the upper troposphere contained a greatly 
enhanced aerosol content over typical pre-Pinatubo 
conditions throughout the case study period. This sug- 
gests that prolonged stratospheric-tropospheric mixing 
had taken place in the upstream flow that subsequently 
swept over the Hub. A long fetch of modified strato- 
spheric air would have had opportunities to become 
moisturized. For example, according to satellite im- 
agery, large-scale cirms generation in this case was fa- 
cilitated by an upwind closed low pressure system over 
the Baja Peninsula and by orography in the western 
United States (see Fig. 4). 
This intensively studied case study from the Project 
FIRE FQ II campaign has provided an opportunity to 
examine the effects of a series of jet streaks on the 
formation of cirrus clouds at midlatitudes. The linkage 
between jet stream dynamics and cirrus clouds has long 
been recognized on the basis of satellite imagery 
(Whitney et al. 1966), and the characteristics of the 
cirrus have recently been the subject of numerical stud- 
ies (Durran and Weber 1988). 
In this case, however, remote and in situ aerosol 
and ozone measurements have illustrated that the mi- 
crophysical processes involved in the formation and 
maintenance of jet stream cirrus clouds could have 
been significantly altered by contamination from de- 
caying volcanic debris within six months of the mas- 
sive Mt. Pinatubo eruptions. Indicated cirrus cloud al- 
terations include abnormally high ice crystal concen- 
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FIG. 20. (Continued) 
trations (up to -600 L-' ) ,  perhaps unique radial ice 
crystal shapes, and relatively large haze particles in 
cirrus uncinus cell heads at temperatures approaching 
-50°C. These unusual cloud microphysical properties 
appear to have resulted both from the previous mod- 
ification of the middle and upper troposphere caused 
by upwind tropopause foldings and from direct con- 
tact with the tropopause and elevated frontal zones. In 
essence, the local jet streak dynamical processes acted 
on an atmospheric environment already altered by 
stratospheric-tropospheric exchanges embedded in 
the upper-level flow. Although previous lidar research 
has suggested that the locally observed vertical distri- 
bution of volcanic aerosols was influenced by up- 
stream tropopause foldings (Post 1986; Sassen and 
Horel 1990), it can now be concluded that the contin- 
ued mixing and dynamical processes experienced by 
such regions can serve to humidify and'condition the 
aerosol, particularly at the mixed tropospheric-strato- 
spheric interfaces, to make them effective cirrus par- 
ticle-forming nuclei. The in situ data further suggest 
that relatively small (on the order of tens of kilome- 
ters) aerosol-contaminated parcels were contained 
within the advecting air flow, presumably the result of 
the breakup of aging elevated frontal zones that could 
not be satisfactorily resolved in the available synoptic 
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FIG. 21. Height-time radar-reflectivity greyscale display (in dBZ see key at top) of the cirrus over the Hub 
during the indicated period on 6 December, as measured by the Pennsylvania State University 94-GHz radar. 
data. Interestingly, aircraft ozone concentrations in 
these parcels tend to be inversely related to CN counts, 
except at the aerosol-layer boundaries where ozone 
enhancement was observed, which is suggestive of 
possible ozone depletion via interactions with the 
aerosols of stratospheric origin (Hofmann and Solo- 
mon 1989; Rodriguez et al. 1994). Basically, these 
atmospheric conditions were fortuitously observed 
over the Hub site due to the relative consistency in the 
upper-level flow over the project area during the case 
study period. 
These findings have implications for "normal" cir- 
rus clouds that form in association with jet streams, and 
also perhaps for deep tropospheric storm systems that 
develop along upper-level fronts (Martin et al. 1993 ) . 
Cirrus cloud-stratospheric aerosol effects need not oc- 
cur solely in connection with jet streams, however, a 
fact that has major implications for cirrus cloud for- 
mation models ranging from the cloud to GCM scales. 
Even though the background (i.e., volcanically unper- 
turbed) lower-stratospheric aerosol content is consid- 
erably more innocuous, mixing processes provide the 
upper troposphere with a steady source of aerosols 
from above (Reiter 1972; Kent et al. 1991 ). There is 
already evidence from pre-Pinatubo lidar studies that 
those midlatitude cirms with cloud tops extending just 
above the tropopause have unusual cloud properties, 
including the generation of corona displays and strong 
backscattering and depolarization (Sassen 199 1 ) . The 
data presented here from the morning hours of 5 De- 
cember show what appears to be an analogous occur- 
rence, except that this cirrus layer formed well below 
the tropopause (and possible corona effects could not 
be assessed). Cirrus ice particle nucleation from the 
homogeneous freezing of diluted sulfuric acid droplets 
of stratospheric origin is indicated to yield a polariza- 
tion lidar scattering signature when such particles pre- 
dominate in the cloud (although their presence may go 
unnoticed when mixed with other particles). The ice 
crystal photomicrographs in Fig. 13 provide tantalizing 
indications of the complex nature of the particles that 
result from the acid droplet freezing process. 
It is clear that the apparently distinct nucleation 
mechanisms involved in the formation of tropopause- 
topped and some jet stream cirrus clouds from sulfur- 
based particles have climatic implications, as shown 
schematically in Fig. 23. In this flow chart the aerosol 
mixing may be due to gradual turbulence-diffusion 
or relatively rapid tropopause folding effects, and the 
moisturizing process to create cirrus particles can in- 
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FIG. 22. Volume imager lidar range-height scan displays of the cirms and altocumulus clouds in the vicinity of the Hub site, collected at 
(a) 1608 and (b) 173 1 6 December. These clouds often produced strong optical attenuation that restricted the depth of lidar probing. This is 
evident in the left side of the top display, where only the cloud-base region with mammatus-like protrusions was penetrated by the laser. 
volve aerosol sedimentation through the hydropause 
or uplift in connection with jet streaks or other dy- 
namical processes, such as in closed low pressure sys- 
tems. The key to understanding the climatic effects of 
volcanically altered cirrus, however, lies in the exact 
changes that occur in cloud microphysical properties. 
Although radiative transfer simulations have generally 
indicated that optically thin cirrus clouds in the upper 
troposphere contribute to the greenhouse warming ef- 
fect (e.g., see Liou 1986), the opposite effect. a cool- 
ing from increased cirrus cloud solar scattering, could 
reinforce the albedo increase caused by volcanic aero- 
sols in the stratosphere (Minnis et al. 1993 ). Assum- 
ing, for example, that larger and more abundant CCN 
are introduced into cirrus cloud altitudes, one might 
expect from modeling studies that the cirrus would be 
produced more readily (i.e., at lower relative humid- 
ities) and be longer lasting (i.e., drawing from an en- 
larged CCN population to replenish losses from crys- 
tal precipitation). Alternatively, greatly increased 
CCN concentrations could lead to more gravitation- 
ally stable cirms clouds composed of more numerous 
small crystals with quite different radiative properties. 
A further complication is the unusually complex shape 
of these cirrus crystals, which, according to previous 
research (Sassen 199 1 ), tends to produce relatively 
small and highly depolarizing particles near cloud tops 
until additional diffusional or aggregational growth 
with other particles causes a change in cloud-scatter- 
ing properties. Detailed cloud microphysical-radia- 
tive simulations tailored to the haze and ice cloud al- 
terations induced by sulfur-based aerosols, using rea- 
sonable size distributions, are required to solve this 
problem, and it is encouraging that first steps in this 
direction have already been made (Jensen and Toon 
1992). 
Finally, we note from Fig. 23 that the fate of the 
stratospheric aerosol in the middle and upper tropo- 
sphere is likely to be a relatively rapid removal through 
precipitation processes. In situ measurements have 
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FIG. 23. Schematic representation of the possible climatic effects (right) produced by an influx 
of volcanic stratospheric aerosols into the troposphere. 
shown the significant decline in the sulfuric acid aero- 
sol that occurs in the midtroposphere (Yamato and Ono 
1989), a phenomenon that is also suggested by satellite 
studies (Kent et al. 1991). Although the stratospheric 
CCN introduced into lower tropospheric clouds may be 
overwhelmed by the abundant background CCN pop- 
ulation derived from the surface, and thus be of little 
consequence to climate, it is possible that precipitation 
could be enhanced from cirrus particle seeding effects, 
thereby affecting the hydrological cycle. This lies 
clearly outside the scope of this paper, but we can point 
out that a similar hypothesis was suggested many years 
ago in connection with the fallout of meteoric dust in- 
troduced into the upper atmosphere following major 
meteor showers (Bowen 1956). 
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ABSTRACT 
During the FIRE cirrus IFO, the High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) was operated from a roof top site 
on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. Because the HSRL technique separately measures the molecular 
and cloud particle backscatter components of the lidar return, the optical thickness is determined independent 
of particle backscatter. This is accomplished by comparing the known molecular density distribution to the 
observed decrease in molecular backscatter signal with altitude. The particle to molecular backscatter ratio 
yields calibrated measurements of backscatter cross section that can be plotted to reveal cloud morphology 
without distortion due to attenuation. Changes in cloud particle size shape and phase affect the backscatter to 
extinction ratio (backscatter-phase function). The HSRL independently measures cloud particle backscatter 
phase function. This paper presents a quantitative analysis of the HSRL cirrus cloud data acquired over an 
-33 hour period of continuous near-zenith observations. Correlations between small-scale wind structure and 
cirrus cloud morphology have been observed. These correlations can bias the range averaging inherent in wind 
profiling Iidars of modest vertical resolution, leading to increased measurement errors at cirms altitudes. Extended 
periods of low intensity backscatter were noted between more strongly organized cirrus cloud activity. Optical 
thicknesses ranging from 0.0 1-1.4, backscatter-phase functions between 0.02-0.065 sr-' , and backscatter cross 
sections spanning 4 orders of magnitude were observed. The altitude relationship between cloud top and bottom 
boundaries and the cloud optipl center altitude was dependent on the type of formation observed. Cirrus 
features were observed with characteristic wind drift estimated horizontal sizes of 5 km-400 km. The clouds 
Frequently exhibited cellular structure with vertical to horizontal dimension ratios of 1:s-1:l. 
1. Introduction can be tested and improved by studying time series of 
Determinations of the optical properties, structure, 
and the vertical and horizontal extent of cirrus clouds 
have broad applications in remote sensing and the at- 
mospheric sciences. Cirrus clouds reflect incoming solar 
radiation and trap outgoing terrestrial radiation; thus, 
the global energy balance depends upon the optical 
and morphological characteristics of these clouds. 
Scattering and absorption by cirrus clouds affect mea- 
surements made by many satellite-borne and ground- 
based remote sensors. Scattering of ambient light by 
the cloud, and thermal emissions from the cloud, can 
increase measurement background noise. Multiple 
scattering processes can adversely affect the divergence 
of optical beams propagating through these clouds. 
Predicting the effects of greenhouse gasses, aerosols, 
albedo changes, and solar fluctuations on climate re- 
quires the development of models that accurately ac- 
count for the highly variable, nonlinear influence of 
clouds on radiative balance. Models of the feedback 
mechanisms between cirrus clouds and earth's climate 
cloud formation, maintenance, and dissipation pro- 
cesses. Good models require good initialization data 
and must generate realistic cloud radiative properties. 
Spatial and temporal histories of the optical and mor- 
phological characteristics of real clouds are required to 
fulfill these needs. 
Because of its precise ranging capabilities, spatial 
resolution, and sensitivity, lidar has played an impor- 
tant role in the detection, depiction, and characteriza- 
tion of cirrus clouds (Evans et al. 1966; Platt et al. 
1987; Sassen et al. 1990), and for the verification of 
cloud heights derived from satellite-borne sensor mea- 
surements ( Wylie and Menzel 1989). Lidar systems 
that make one measurement at each range can ade- 
quately determine backscatter intensity distributions 
for optically thin clouds, however, they cannot inde- 
pendently determine absolute optical' quantities. As 
optical thickness increases, simple plots of lidar back- 
scatter intensity may produce a distorted representation 
of cloud morphology, and can produce serious errors 
in cloud altitude determinations. This is because the 
lidar return signal from any range depends on both the 
Comesponding author :Dr. Christian J. Grund, Department backscatter cross and the opticai depth to that 
of Meteorology, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI range. Single-channel lidar Systems may not separately 
53706. measure backscatter and extinction. In order to pro- 
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duce calibrated measurements, single-channel lidar re- 
trieval techniques must be constrained by additional 
information or assumptions about the optical prop 
erties or distribution of the scatterers (Spinhirne et al. 
1980; Klett 198 1 ; Weinman 1984; Eloranta and Forrest 
1986). Direct measurements require the determination 
of a signal intensity calibration at each range. 
The High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) has 
been specifically designed (Shipley et al. 1983; Sroga 
et aI. 1983) to produce calibrated measurements of 
aerosol and cloud particle optical depth, extinction 
corrected cloud morphology, and backscatter phase 
function. The HSRL spectrally separates molecular 
backscatter from cloud particle and aerosol backscatter. 
This is possible because thermal agitation Doppler 
broadens the backscattered spectrum from molecules. 
Small aerosols and cloud particles that contribute sig- 
nificantly to the backscatter are more massive than 
molecules and thus exhibit slower Brownian drift ve- 
locities that produce insignificant broadening of the 
scattered spectrum. Using the known distribution of 
molecular scattering cross section to provide a calibra- 
tion reference at every range, extinction is unambig- 
uously determined from the observed range dependent 
decrease in molecular backscatter intensity. The ratio 
of measured aerosol to molecular backscatter intensity 
provides the aerosol backscatter cross section at each 
range. Because aerosol and gaseous absorption are 
negligible at the HSRL wavelength, the backscatter 
phase function can be directly measured. A more de- 
tailed description of the HSRL theory and the defini- 
tions of lidar measured quantities may be found in the 
Appendix. 
HSRL measurements of cirrus cloud optical prop 
erties were first acquired (Grund 1987) during the 
FIRE Intensive Field Observations (Starr 1987). In 
this paper we discuss the application of the HSRL to 
cirrus cloud measurements and provide a comprehen- 
sive survey of the cirrus cloud optical properties de- 
ternlined during the case study period. 
2. System characteristics 
Using a multietalon pressure-tuned Fabry-Perot 
spectrometer, the HSRL simultaneously observes the 
lidar return in two channels. The spectrally narrow 
"aerosol channel," centered on the transmitted wave- 
length, is most sensitive to aerosol scattering and to 
the central region of the Doppler-broadened molecular 
spectrum. With a prominent notch in the center of its 
bandpass, the spectrally wider "molecular channel" 
accepts the entire Doppler-broadened molecular spec- 
trum, while rejecting much of the aerosol scatter. Thus, 
the signal in each channel represents a Merent linear 
combination of the aerosol and molecular scattering 
contributions to the lidar return. Complete separation 
of the two channel signals requires the determination 
of a 2 X 2 matrix of inversion coefficients. The two 
coefficients, which represent the aerosol backscatter 
transfer function for each channel, are determined b 
diffusely filling the receiver telescope with attenuatec 
laser light and observing the response of the two chan 
nel signals to a spectral scan of the receiver (Grun~ 
1987). The coefficients that represent the molecula 
backscatter transfer function for each channel are cal 
culated from the calibration scan convoluted with 
model of the molecular backscatter spectrum (Yip ant 
Nelkin 1964), corrected for temperature and pressur 
at each altitude. Table 1 summarizes the HSRL syster 
characteristics at the time the case study data was ac 
quired. 
Data acquisition and control of the multietalo 
spectrometer and scanning mirror system are accoxr 
plished by a DEC 1 1/73 computer running a multi- 
operating system. Real time and time-averaged displa 
of range square and log corrected data is provided b 
an in A-scope. Data are acquired in 4 second "shots 
of 32 000 accumulated, range-resolved lidar profile 
Each shot is written to magnetic tape for later prc 
cessing. 
The tapes are subsequently written to a 2.6 gigabyl 
capacity write once optical disk, which facilitates rt 
peated access to individual segments of large dataset 
Calibration and data analysis are performed on a VA: 
1 1/75 1 computer, which has on-line image display an 
graphics capability. 
TABLE 1. Summary of HSRL operating parameters during tt 
1986 FIRE c h  IFO. Because of the narrow spectral bandwidtl 
narrow field of view, high repetition rate, and photon counting dl 
tection scheme, the HSRL was capable of measuring cirrus clou 
optical properties under day or night conditions, while maintainir 
eye-safe operations. 
HSRL Receiver 
Telescope: Primary diameter 
Secondary diameter 
Focal length 
F.O.V. (full width) 
Interference filter: FWHM 
&-filter etalonr- Plate d i e t e r  
Etalon spacers 
Combined FWHM 
High resolution etalon: PIate diameter 
Etalon spa= 
Bandwidth (FWHM) 
Signal detection: Photon counting 
Photomultiplier tubes: EM1 Genwm 9863B1100 
HSRL Transmitter 
Laser, Wavelength 
Transmitted beam 
diameter 
Transmitted power 
Bandwidth (FWHM) 
Pulse repetition rate 
Pulse length 
.35 m 
.I 14 m 
3.85 m 
320 mR 
I nm at 5 10.6 nm 
50 mm 
1.003, .726 mm 
2.5 pm 
150 mm 
12.786 mm 
.6 pm 
>10 mHz 
low afterpulsing 
50 mW at 510.6 n 
.4 pm 
8 kHz 
I5 11s 
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3. Data analysis 
In order to facilitate interpretation of the HSRL 
measurements by a varied community of cirrus re- 
searchers, we have chosen two forms for the represen- 
tation of our data for this case study. The first, grey- 
scale imagery of the uninverted "aerosol channel" 
backscatter intensity, has the advantage of higher tem- 
poral resolution, but lacks a calibrated correction for 
extinction with range. The second data representation 
format, as contour plots of calibrated backscatter cross 
section, reveals the true distribution of backscattered 
intensity, but lacks the ability to depict the fine struc- 
tural detail of the cirrus clouds. This resolution limi- 
tation was imposed by the low average power of the 
laser transmitter that necessitated time averaging to 
mitigate the effects of statistical noise in the inverted 
signals. We have chosen to reserve detailed calibrated 
analysis for this paper while presenting the more qual- 
itative grey-scale imagery in the companion lidar in- 
tercomparison paper (Sassen et al. 1990). 
Although the HSRL was primarily designed for the 
measurement of boundary layer aerosol properties, it 
has been successfully adapted to the task of cirrus cloud 
characterization (Grund 1987). Several difficulties arise 
when assessing cirrus cloud optical properties with the 
HSRL: 
a)  the signals are reduced by the,additional range 
to the cirrus clouds (up to 15 km at zenith in midlat- 
itudes) ; 
b) the molecular scattering intensity is reduced by 
the lower air density at cirrus altitudes; 
c) low temperatures at cirrus altitudes decrease the 
Doppler width of the scattered molecular spectrum 
making accurate separation from the unbroadened 
particulate scattering more difficult; 
d)  cloud backscatter intensities can be very large 
compared to molecular scattering thus requiring ex- 
treme accuracy (-0.1%) in the determination of the 
inversion coefficients; and 
e) during daylight operations cirrus clouds scatter 
sunlight into the receiver field of view, increasing the 
background-light-induced noise. Aerosol scattering 
cross sections observed in previous operations rarely 
achieved even thin cirrus scattering cross section values. 
To combat these problems, and still maintain rea- 
sonable calibration accuracy, time resolution, and 
measurement linearity, the following data processing 
algorithm has been applied: 
a) A series of inverted molecular and aerosol profiles 
is generated with -4 s time resolution. Because drifts 
in the system bandpass and receiver-transmitter tuning 
have nonlinear effects on the relative transmission of 
the receiver channels, a new set of separation coeffi- 
cients is chosen for each of these profiles by the follow- 
ing method: 
1 ) A synthetic calibration scan is produced for each 
shot by a linear interpolation in time between 
the adjacent calibration scans. 
2) The spectral o f i t  between the center of the re- 
ceiver bandpass and the transmitted wavelength 
is estimated from observations of the ratio of the 
aerosol to molecular channel signals under uni- 
form aperture illumination with transmitted laser 
light. This ratio is measured at -2 min intervals 
during operations. The ratio is estimated for each 
shot time by an interpolating spline fit to the 
observations. Since the receiver-transmitter may 
exhibit relative drift of either sign, and the band- 
pass characteristics have a slight asymmetry, the 
sense of the tuning offset is assumed to be the 
same as the overall drift obsemed between the 
preceding and subsequent calibration scans. With 
the tuning drift determined, the inversion coef- 
ficients are calculated from the synthetic calibra- 
tion scan and a model of the molecular scattering 
spectrum that includes the effects of Brillouin 
scattering. 
b) Because the temporal and spatial distribution of 
extinction is highly variable in cirrus clouds, statistical 
fluctuations in lidar signals cannot be reduced by 
straight forward block averaging of profiles. The reason 
for this is evident in Eq. (Al). Because the signal from 
each range depends on an exponential term that varies 
from prolile to profile, simple sums will exhibit a range 
dependent bias toward the shots with least attenuation 
(Milton and Woods 1987). To minimize this effect, 
inverted shots are initially summed only to the extent 
that the backscatter profile can be qualitatively dis- 
cerned from noise (typically -30 s). Subjective groups 
of these intermediate sums are formed by adding range 
resolved profiles together, as long as the backscatter 
profiles do not appear markedly different. Optical 
properties are determined from each of these grouped 
profiles, then combined in a time-weighted average to 
achieve the reported time resolution. 
c) In calculating the optical properties, the inverted 
molecular signal has not been applied directly within 
the cirms clouds. Instead, the HSRL molecular channel 
signal has been smoothed according to the following 
algorithm: 
1 ) Regions dominated by Rayleigh scattering are 
determined both above and below the cloud (this is 
possible because first-cut HSRL backscatter cross sec- 
tion profiles clearly indicate regions of enhanced par- 
ticulate scatter, even in the presence of a small cross- 
talk term ). 
2) In these regions, a least squares fit is produced 
from the observed separated molecular signal to the 
expected profile for a pure molecular scattering at- 
mosphere calculated from a radiosonde profile of pres- 
sure and temperature. This is acceptable since the ex- 
tinction contribution from particles is small and most 
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of the signal slope in the separated molecular profde is 
associated with the known decrease in density with 
height. 
3) The clear-air observed signals are replaced with 
the smooth best fit estimates above and below the 
cloud. 
4) The cloud optical thickness is determined from 
the decrease in the best fit molecular signal across the 
cloud determined in step 3, while accounting for the 
expected decrease in molecular cross section with al- 
titude. 
5) The vertical profile of extinction within the cloud 
is calculated from the separated particulate backscatter 
profile using a Bernoulli solution constrained by the 
optical thickness determined in step 4 and the as- 
sumption of a constant backscatter to extinction ratio. 
The Bernoulli technique is employed in this solution 
to reduce the logarithmic range derivative of the lidar 
Eq. (A 1) to a first order equation which can be solved 
explicitly for the extinction profile, given the total o p  
tical thickness and an assumed power law relationship 
between backscatter and extinction ( Weinman 1988). 
6)  The in-cloud molecular backscatter signal is re- 
placed with a smooth estimate calculated from the ex- 
tinction profile determined in step 5 and the known 
altitude distribution of the molecular scattering cross 
section Pm(R) [see Eq. (A3)]. In this way, noise is re- 
moved from the molecular scattering profile, while the 
spatial distribution of extinction is closely maintained. 
Backscatter cross sections [Eq. (A91 are calculated us- 
ing this estimate of Pm(R). 
7) Backscatter phase functions are reported as bulk 
quantities calculated over the entire depth of cloud be- 
cause the Bernoulli solution employed to mitigate the 
effects of noise assumes the backscatter to extinction 
ratio is constant. 
Penetration of clouds, hence cloud-top altitudes, are 
assured in HSRL data by the presence of molecular 
backscatter signal from above the cloud. Molecular 
signal was clearly evident within the reported time res- 
olutions throughout this case study period, suggesting 
confidence in the cloud-top altitudes indicated at the 
level of the minimum plotted backscatter cross section 
contours. Errors in optical thickness and backscatter 
phase function were determined by estimating the ef- 
fects of photon counting statistics on both the range 
resolved signals and the uncorrelated background signal 
according to the methods detailed in Grund ( 1987). 
Cirrus can sometimes form plate-like crystals that 
fall flat-face-down because of aerodynamics. Conse- 
quently, the HSRL was operated 3"-5" from zenith in 
order to minimize the impact of specular backscatter 
on the measurements of backscatter phase function 
and backscatter cross section. Specular backscatter en- 
hancements by a factor of at least 13 have been ob- 
served, and larger enhancements seem possible. The 
e-' full width of the forward scatter diffraction peak 
was -- 1.5" (at 1.06 pm) suggesting a minimum crystal 
diameter of -50 pm. Fortunately, at our operating 
wavelength, Ci size parameters are fairly large. This 
reduces the angular width of the diffraction peak so 
that the enhanced backscatter drops off rapidly with 
declination from zenith. 
4. Lidar derived optical properties 
Severd periods of cirrus exhibiting differing optical 
and morphological characteristics were observed during 
the case study period. We will begin with a discussion 
of optically thin subvisual cirrus, proceed to a quan- 
titative description of a mesoscale uncinus complex, 
continue with a comparison of altocumulus and ice 
cloud scattering properties, and conclude with the 
charactehtion of the optically thicker cirrus layer. 
Throughout this discussion we will refer to the optical 
properties defined in the Appendix. In addition, the 
reported optical thicknesses ( 7 )  have had the effects oi 
molecular extinction removed so that they represent 
only the attenuation due to particle scattering. Like- 
wise, backscatter cross sections represent aerosol scat- 
tering quantities without molecular scattering contri- 
butions, and will be denoted paJ4~. Because we fre. 
quently observe correlations between small-scale wind 
features and lidar backscatter, isotachs are included on 
each backscatter cross section plot for reference. For a 
pictorial overview of the HSRL observations, the readel 
is directed to the lidar intercomparison paper elsewhen 
in this volume (Sassen et al. 1990). 
a. Subvisible and background cirrus 
The occurrence of subvisible cirrus has been a topic 
of interest in the last few years because of the potential 
effects on IR wavelength remote sensors. In addition 
to the attenuation provided by the cloud, thermal 
emissions from the cloud and ambient light scattered 
by the cloud can contribute to measurement back- 
ground noise. Even tenuous clouds can develop sig- 
nificant optical thickness when probed by shallow angle 
or horizontally viewing long range sensors. In addition, 
low-level aerosol backscatter can complicate the re- 
trieval of optical depth from simple lidar observations 
because calibrations ofken rely upon the determination 
of regions characterized by pure molecular scattering. 
Cloud visibility is a complicated property that depends 
on many factors including contrast, discernible struc- 
ture, and sun angle in addition to optical thickness. 
However, 11, this paper, we will adopt the convention 
of Sassen et al. ( 1989) and consider clol~ds with a zenith 
angle 7 < 0.03 as subvisible. Within this case stt-4j 
period, several subvisible clouds were observed by the 
HSRL. 
Figure 1 shows a contour plot of the Pa6,64r of an 
isolated subvisible cirrus cloud. The contour interval 
- 
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FIG. 1. Contour plot of the backscatter cross section ( lo4 km-I 
s-' in solid tine) of a subvisible cinus cloud. The dashed tine indicates 
the optical midcloud height (see text). The average optical thickness 
of this cloud between 2245 and 2320 UTC was 0.03 with an average 
bulk backscatter phase function of 0.028 sr-' . Isotachs (dotted line) 
are plotted in m s-I from the Fort McCoy radiosondes launched at 
2 100 and 0000 UTC. 
is 5.0 ( km-' sr-' starting from 3.0 ( km-' 
sr-' . The dashed line marks the optical midaltitude of 
the cloud; half the cloud optical dep* is accumulated 
to either side of this line. This height was determined 
from the Bernoulli solution for the in-cloud extinction 
profile. The maximum value of Bm/4r measured in 
this cloud was 4.1 km-' sr-' at 2301 UTC. 
Assuming negligible temporal evolution, translation 
with the 25 m s-' ambient wind suggests a horizontal 
extent of -60 km for this cloud. When the 2245-2322 
data are averaged together, the mean optical thickness 
for this cloud was determined to be 0.03 2 0.006. The 
bulk-average backscatter phase function for this cloud 
was found to be 0.028 -+ 0.007 sr-' . Backscatter in- 
tensification near 2300,23 10, and 2320 at -8 km sug- 
gests this cirrus cloud was composed of -5 km wide 
shallow cells or bands spaced -20 km apart, imbedded 
in a less dense background cloud. 
On two occasions during the case study, we have 
observed extended periods of enhanced backscatter 
with little apparent structure. Because the HSRL tech- 
nique does not distinguish between backscatter from 
small aerosols (e.g, dust, droplets, etc.) and 
backscatter from cloud particles, we cannot be certain 
that these subvisible background veils are cirrus; how- 
ever, because more dense cirrus are observed at the 
subvisible veil altitudes both before and after these ob- 
servations, these features appear to be at least associated 
with cirrus. Regardless of particle identification, the 
existence of extended regions of elevated scatter at these 
altitudes have similar impacts on radiative balance and 
the operation of remote sensors. 
A persistent region of enhanced backscatter of this 
type is evident in Fig. 2 from 8.5-13.8 km, and a two 
layer formation apparent in Fig. 3 between 7.0 and 
13.8 km. Because of the small backscatter signals from 
these clouds, the range resolution has been degraded 
to -900 m and temporal resolution has been reduced 
to 30-60 minutes. In higher time and spatial resolution 
images of the raw li&u data, these veils seem to be 
rather stable and are not seen to exhibit the cellular 
structure present in the subvisible cirrus of the type 
shown in Fig. 1. It is clear from these data that average 
backscatter cross sections of <1 ( lo)+ km-I sr-' can 
exist over extended regions even when structured 
clouds are not detected. Evidently, there must be several 
mechanisms for the generation and maintenance of 
subvisible clouds. 
Because radiosonde humidity measurements do not 
often extend above - 10 km and are frequently un- 
reliable at these altitudes, it is difficult to suggest particle 
composition from the availability of moisture for the 
formation of ice particles in these clouds. However, 
radiosondes launched from Platteville at 0000 and 0300 
show consistently moist (RH with respect to ice >70%) 
regions from 8.8 km-9.5 km and 8.2 km-10.0 km, 
respectively. The 0900 and 1200 soundings indicated 
moist layers 7.2 km-10.2 km and 6.6 km-10.1 krn, 
respectively, both with maxima RH with respect to ice 
in excess of 100%. 
Between 0000 and 0400, the subvisible cloud exhib- 
ited an average optical thickness of0.01+ 0.004. From 
0920 to 1140 the average optical thickness was 0.003 
+ 0.002. Winddrift estimates of the size of the features 
RG. 2. Background veils of enhanced particle backscatter are fre- 
quently observed at c i m  altitudes. The average optical thickness of 
this layer was -0.01. Backscatter cross section contours (solid line) 
are in units of 104 km-' sr-I, optical midcloud heights are plotted 
in dashed line, and isotachs are plotted in dotted line in m s-' from 
the Fort McCoy radiosondes launched at 0000,0300 and 0900 UTC 
(the 0600 radiosonde was not launched). Note the correlation between 
wind speed and backscatter cross section contour patterns. Correla- 
tions between wind velocity and backscatter distribution ( e g ,  1000 
UTC between 9 and 10.5 km) can bias wind profiles acquired from 
future space based Doppler lidars with insufficient vertical resolution 
(see text). 
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FIG. 3. A two-layer region of enhanced backscatter. Backscatter 
cross section contours (solid line) are in units of lo-' km-' sr-', 
optical midcloud heights are plotted in dashed line, and wind speeds 
are plotted in dotted line in m s-' from the Fort McCoy radiosondes 
launched at 0900 and 1200 UTC. Backscatter cross section values 
are -half of those shown in Fig. 2, and although the wind prohles 
are quite different, correlations between wind and backscatter are 
still evident. 
depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that they extend for 
more than 400 km and 180 km, respectively. One im- 
plication of such large-scale optically thin clouds is that 
remote sensors attempting to view horizontally within 
such layers could easily encounter significant optical 
thickness, even though the cloud may not produce a 
visual manifestation. Another implication of such ex- 
tensive cloud blankets is they can alter earth's radiative 
balance, if present on a global scale, while going un- 
detected by space-borne passive remote sensors. 
Isotachs plotted in Fig. 2 show a general correlation 
between wind speed maxima and backscatter cross 
section contours. Note the 26 and 29 m s-' contours 
closely follow the pattern of backscatter cross section 
distribution. These apparent pattern correlations have 
been observed in several cases, though a consistent set 
of correlation characteristics has not been established. 
It is not clear whether the sheer is part of the cirrus 
generation mechanism or if cirrus formation and winds 
are both responding to the same environmental forcing. 
Because wind-profiling Doppler lidars rely on back- 
scatter from naturally occurring aerosols, correlations 
between wind sheer and the distribution of backscatter 
can bias vertically-averaged wind measurements of in- 
sufficient range resolution. As an example, a wind pro- 
filing lidar observing the 0200 profile between 7.5 and 
14.5 km with 1 km resolution would produce an rms 
wind speed error of -0.4 m s-' due solely to range 
averaging with the maximum error of - 1.2 m s-I oc- 
cumng at 9.8 km. When weighted by the backscatter 
cross section at each range, the 1 km averaged wind 
speed estimates produced rms errors exceeding 0.8 m 
s-' with a peak error of 2.4 m s-' at 8.6 km. 
Figure 3 shows another example of a strong corre- 
lation between wind sheer and backscatter cross section. 
Note the packing of isotachs between 9.5 and 10.5 km 
coincident with the thin cloud region at 1000 UTC. 
When subjected to the above wind profiling lidar anal- 
ysis, this data produced rms errors of -0.5 m s-' with 
a peak error of 1.7 m s-' at 9.8 km due solely to the 
1 km range averaging of the wind speeds between 6.5 
and 14.5 km. Backscatter weighting of the range av- 
erage produced an rms wind speed error of -- 1.0 m 
s-' with a peak error of -4.1 m s-' at 9.0 km. A study 
of the effects of velocity-backscatter correlations and 
resolution specifications on wind profiling lidar mea- 
surements is reported in Grund et al. (1990). 
6. Mesoscale uncinus complex (MUC) 
Figure 4 presents a contour map of the absolute 
backscatter cross section from a mesoscale uncinus 
complex (MUC) observed between 0500 and 0900 
UTC 28 October. For the basic structural description 
and a pictorial view of the relative backscatter from 
this mesoscale uncinus complex refer to Sassen et al. 
( 1990). A series of uncinus generating cells is evident 
between 9.5 and 11.0 km, particularly between 0530 
and 0700. Each of these cells is about 150 m thick 
Cloud translation with the 10 km wind (20 -L 10 m 
s-I ) would suggest the cells are -4- 12 km across; thus, 
they have a height to width aspect ratio in the range 
-- 1 50- 1 : 180. Averaging times of - 12 minutes were 
chosen for each profile in this cross section so that ex- 
FIG. 4. Ci, : backscatter cross section km-' sr-I, -) 
and optical midcloud height (- - -) of a mesoscaie uncinus complex. 
The average optical thickness of this system be. ... 0600 and 0750 
UTC was 0.58 +. 0.05 which varied from 0.09 + 0.03 at 0750 L TC 
to 1.1 + 0.3 at 0718 UTC. The bulk backscatter phase function av- 
eraged over the same time period was 0.042 + 0.01 5 s f 1 .  The MUC 
passed over Madison just ahead of a mesoscale wind jet. Again note 
the apparent association of wind speed (m s-I, . . - ) with cirrus 
morphology. Isotachs were determined from the Fort McCoy radio- 
sondes launched at 0300 and 0900 UTC. 
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pected signal-noise-induced errors in the average cloud- 
backscatter cross section were limited to +- 15%. The 
maximum @,,/4r for this MUC was determined to be 
0.024 km-' sr-' at 0722 near 8.7 km altitude. preceding 
the passage of a wind jet maximum of -34 m s-'. 
Both the Ft. McCoy and Platteville soundings at 0300 
and 0900 (0600 was not acquired) indicate the regions 
above 7.4 km were consistently moist (>70% RH with 
respect to ice) and occasionally reached supersaturation 
as high as -- 108% with respect to ice. The radiosonde 
profiles also show an abrupt decrease in relative hu- 
midity below 7.4 km suggesting the steep contour gra- 
dient at 0700 at 7.2 km altitude is related to rapid ice 
crystal evaporation in the dry environment beneath 
the complex. Analysis of the profiles averaged over the 
0600-0750 period indicates this system had a mean 
optical thickness of 0.58 + 0.05, which varied from 
0.09 + 0.03 at 0750 to 1.1 + 0.3 at 0718. The bulk 
backscatter phase function averaged over the same time 
period was 0.042 + 0.0 15 sr-' . 
Figures 5, 6, and 7 are the 0600, 0700, and 0800 
GOES IR images covering the IF0 study area that show 
the MUC passing directly over Madison (stationary 
white-on-black square in south-central Wisconsin). 
The relatively bright (cold) complex is embedded in a 
less intense eastward moving cloud band that extends 
- W - S E  from a more extensive cloud shield covering 
northern Wisconsin. Cloud image tracking indicates 
the band is moving eastward at -23 m s-I, close to 
the wind-drift velocity at cirrus altitudes. The complex 
seems to be propagating southeastward as the band 
moves east. Radiosonde data show the 8.5 km wind 
backing from -300" to -270" as the complex passes; 
however, the winds show a slight but consistent veering 
with height above 8 km throughout this period. Figure 
4 indicates the most optically dense cloud regions were 
near 8.5 km. Thus, the apparent southeastward prop- 
FIG. 5. The 0600 UTC GOES IR image showing the cirms cloud 
band over Madison (white pixel in south-central Wisconsin) ex- 
tending NW to SE from a larger cinus shield covering northern WI. 
The relatively bright cloud regions just to the NW ofMadison moved 
rapidly to the SE along the cloud band over the next two hours (see 
Fig. 6). 
FIG. 6. The 0700 UTC GOES IR image shows the mesoscale un- 
cinus complex (MUC) passing directly over the lidar site as it prop 
agates southeastward along the eastward moving cloud band. The 
lidar time height cross section through the cloud band and MUC as 
it passed overhead was shown in Fig. 4. 
agation of the complex seems to be a displacement of 
the MUC generating region along the west wind-driven 
cloud band, rather than a translation of the complex 
with the ambient wind. 
Isotachs, interpreted from the 0300 and 0900 Ft. 
McCoy radiosonde data, show an apparent relationship 
between wind speeds and the MUC backscatter cross 
section distribution. Note the close proximity in time 
and altitude between the wind speed maximum and 
the backscatter cross section maximum. Also note that 
the cloud bottom occurs where the time height cross 
section indicates relatively steady winds. Further, the 
decrease in cloud top altitude seems to be related to 
the development of a wind minimum at 10.5 km. The 
jet and the wind minimum are of smaller scale than 
FIG. 7. The 0800 UTC GOES IR image shows the apparent dis- 
sipation of the MUC as it continues to propagate to the SE along the 
cloud band. The lidar (see Fig. 4)  shows the backscatter structure of 
the cloud band following the MUC. Displacement estimates from 
Figs. 5-7 suggest the cloud band is moving eastward at -23 m s-I, 
in agreement with rawinsondedetermined winds at the lidardeter- 
mined cirrus altitudes. 
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the FIRE IF0 radiosonde network. They appear 
strongly only in the Ft. McCoy soundings, and are just 
discernible in the Platteville sounding data; thus, no 
attempt has been made to interpolate the radiosonde 
data to Madison observation times. Future observa- 
tions of this type would benefit from a more dense 
temporal and spatial net of wind observations. 
The MUC observations also demonstrate the limi- 
tations inherent in interpreting cirrus cloud morphol- 
ogy strictly from zenith time height cross section mea- 
surements. If the wind sheer is deduced from the a p  
parent slope of the virga trails, the wind maximum 
would be expected near the upper cloud level at -- 10 
km. In fact, the wind contours indicate the maximum 
of -35 m s-' near 8.5 km, decreasing to -- 18 m s-' 
at 10 km. Clearly- the time-height cross section of this 
complex does not represent aitationary phenomena 
translating with the ambient winds. Rather, in addition 
to translation, the clouds are undergoing significant 
evolution. Cloud genesis is probably related to circu- 
lations about the mesoscale jet, and the apparent shape 
of virga may be partially governed by the local distri- 
bution of moisture. Clearly, serious study of the mor- 
phology of such mesoscale phenomena can greatly 
benefit from the acquisition of real time three-dimen- 
sional lidar observations. 
c. Altocumt~lus versus cirms 
From 1200 to 1500 UTC 28 October, a two-level 
cirrus-altocumulus formation was observed. Figure 8 
1 100 1200 1300 1400 
UTC [101281861 
FIG. 8. Time height backscatter cross section (lo-' km-I sr-I, 
internal: 7 ( lo)- )  km-I sr-I) of a two-layer cirrus formation with 
altocumulus embedded in the lower layer. The 1 ( lo)-)  km-' sr-I 
contour near the ACu outlines what appears to be ice virga. The 
largest backscatter cross section observed during the case study (0.18 
km -' sr-I ) occurred - 1330 UTC at -7.6 km. A table of localized 
backscatter phase function and optical thickness illustrating the dif- 
ferences in optical properties of ACu, ice virga, and the upper cloud 
layer may be found in Sassen et al. ( 1990). Isotachs are plotted in 
dotted line in rn s-' from the Forth McCoy radiosondes launched at 
0900, 1200, and 1500 UTC. 
llrn 1200 1300 
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RG. 9. Time history of the total cloud optical depth (-) and 
bulk normalized backscatter phase function (- . - , sr-I )coincident 
with the backscatter cross sections plotted in Fig. 8. Ten minute 
averaging has been applied (see section 3) to smooth the data. The 
largest values of backsmtter phase function values in this record co- 
incide with the cirrus regions containing altocumulus cells. 
highlights the dissimilarity in lidar backscatter between 
these cloud types. The lower layer cloud appears to be 
formed from a series of relatively dense altocumulus 
cells, each with a 0.5-1.0 km long ice crystal fallout 
tail. The identification of these clouds as ACu is inferred 
From an all-sky photograph taken at Wausau and the 
fact that similar cloud structure was observed at Ft. 
McCoy and Wausau lidar data around this time period 
(Sassen et al. 1990). Ice virga is inferred from the en- 
vironmental temperature ( -25" to -30°C) and from 
grey-scale images-of lidar backscatter. ~ i r g a p ~ e a r s  in 
these images as finely detailed striated sheets that de- 
viate from vertical following the altitude profile of hor- 
izontal wind sheer. Translation with the wind speeds 
at 7.7 km would indicate the ACu were about 20 km 
across, yet they were -200 m thick, producing a heighr 
to width ratio of only 1:100. As the ACu developed, 
Fig. 9 shows an increase in both the total cloud optical 
thickness and the backscatter phase function, while the 
optical midcloud altitude decreased from -- 11 km to 
-7.5 km. Note that the average cloud backscatter 
phase function peaks with the passage of each ACu 
cell. Because similar cloud features were also observed 
to produce little depolarization at Wausau and Ft. 
McCoy, we can infer, with some confidence, that the 
backscatter phase function peaks suggest these clouds 
are composed of supercooled spherical water droplets 
(see Sassen et al. 1990 for depolarization data and spa- 
tially localized backscatter phase functions). 
The ACU bands at -7.6 km produce significantly 
greater backscatter than either the 9-12 km cirrus or 
the lower level virga between 6.4 and 7.1 km. The 8,,/ 
47r maximum reached at 14 19 exceeded 0.15 km -' 
sr-I, nearly an order of magnitude greater than the 
largest ,4,/47r observed during this case study in any 
cirrus exhibiting significant vertical development. One 
reason for this is that ACu are primarily composed of 
supercooled liquid water droplets; because of optical 
surface wave phenomena, such droplets are more ef- 
ficient at backscattering than nonspherical ice crystals. 
A second reason is that supercooled water droplets are 
necessarily quite small; whereas, once glaciation begins, 
cloud particles accumulate mass rapidly because of the 
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reduction of saturation vapor pressure with respect to 
ice. Hence, ice particle fall speeds rapidly exceed ver- 
tical atmospheric motion, and particle mass distributes 
over an extended column, decreasing the local back- 
scatter intensity. The backscatter cross section will also 
diminish as growth processes redistribute water mass 
from many small particles to fewer but larger ice crys- 
tals with substantial fall speeds. This is because particle 
mass increases as the cube of the radius while the scat- 
tering cross section approximately follows the radius 
squared. 
The ACu, when present, dominate the optical thick- 
ness profile. This effect is evident in the dramatic de- 
crease of 4 km in the optical midcloud altitude between 
1200 and 12 15. Clearly, the occurrence of ACu can 
have significant impact on the radiative properties of 
the cloud independent of cloud top altitude and bottom 
altitudes. 
d. Cirrostratus 
From 1500 UTC 28 October to the end of the case 
study period, the cirrus observed over Madison as- 
sumed a distinct pattern of vertically developed cells 
with regions of enhanced backscatter appearing near 
both cloud top and cloud bottom (see Fig. 10). The 
vertical elongation of backscatter croq section contours 
suggests an upward and/or downward redistribution 
of cloud particles. The top and bottom cellular mor- 
phology of this layer is most evident -- 16 10 where an 
apparent generating region near cloud top produces a 
FIG. 10. From 1500 UTC until operations were terminated, a cirr* 
stratus layer was observed over Madison which contained a distinct 
pattern of vertically developed cells evident in this time height back- 
scatter cross section ( lo-' km-' s f ' ,  -) profile. Regions of in- 
tensified backscatter are found near both cloud top and cloud bottom. 
The optical midcloud height (- - -) tends to follow these regions 
independent of cloud top and bottom altitudes. The relatively cloud 
free period - 1900 UTC corresponds to the clear arc region noted 
in satellite imagery by Stan and Wylie ( 1990). Isotachs (. . . - )  
are plotted in m s-I determined by radiosondes launched from Ft. 
McCoy at 1500, 1800,2 100, and 2400 UTC. 
FIG. I I .  Time history of the total c' >ud optical depth (-) and 
bulk normalized backscatter phase function (- a -  a ,  sr-')coincident 
with the backscatter cross sections plotted in Fig. 10. Peaks in the 
backscatter phase function tend to coincide with apparent generating 
regions while minima tend to occur between cells independent of 
cloud optical thickness suggesting different particle microphysics for 
the two regimes. 
virga trail that extends to, and perhaps seeds, a second 
region of strong backscatter near -7.5 km. The lower 
regions (at 16 10 and 1640) also appear to be precipi- 
tating as evidenced by the vertical elongation of the 
cloud bottom backscatter cross section contours. Note 
that the midcloud altitude follows regions of enhanced 
backscatter very closely and that there is no obvious 
relationship between the appearance of these regions 
and either cloud top or cloud bottom altitudes. Thus, 
the structures that dominate cloud optical properties 
are not necessarily indicated by either the cloud 
boundaries or the physical midcloud altitude. 
With the exception of two short periods, near 1540 
and 19 15, the cirrus optical thickness exceeded 0.1 
forming an apparent cirrostratus layer (see Fig. 11 ). 
The gap in cloud cover at - 1900 corresponds to the 
passage of the clear arc identified fiom satellite imagery 
in Starr and Wylie ( 1990). Note that the peaks in 
backscatter-phase function (-0.038 sr-') tend to co- 
incide with the occurrence of the regions of enhanced 
backscatter cross section independent of total optical 
thickness, while the regions between the cells usually 
produce the minima in the backscatter phase function 
values of -0.02-0.026 sr-' . This suggests differences 
in the microphysical properties for the particles asso- 
ciated with the cells compared with those of the sur- 
rounding cloud. One explanation may be that the lower 
regions of enhanced backxatter are areas of cloud par- 
ticle generation that may contain an abundance of 
small supercooled water droplets (temperature at 7.5 
km: - -30°C; at 9.5: -- -4S°C). Although the gen- 
eration mechanism is unclear, an abundance of ex- 
ceedingly small particles could also account for the ob- 
served backscatter-phase function effects (as well as 
low depoiarization ratios, see Sassen et al. 1990). This 
issue cannot be resolved from in situ probe data because 
present instruments are incapable of resolving such 
small particles. However, Heymsfield et al. ( 1990) re- 
port observing clouds containing supercooled water 
droplets using aircraft borne in situ probes. In regions 
between the cells, it may be that sufficient time has 
elapsed so that the number density of droplets has been 
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substantially diminished by differential vapor pressure 
effects between ice and water, or the smallest of particles 
may have grown by some coalescence phenomena. 
The modulation of the bulk backscatter-phase func- 
tion also suggests that some of the apparent structure 
observed in the bachcatter cross section plots is gen- 
erated by microphysical changes and is not simply pro- 
portional to the distribution of cloud extinction cross 
section. This effect should be considered when deduc- 
ing cloud morphological and optical characteristics 
from simple plots of lidar backscatter. 
The backscatter contours in Fig. 10 indicate a large 
scale pattern of intensification with a period of about 
45 minutes. However, an examination of the higher 
time resolution pictures of the raw laser returns reveals 
the clouds are composed of many repeated finer scale 
features. Figure 12 is an expanded scale view of the 
1800 to 2230 time period that shows a striated 5 min 
structure imbedded in the larger scale organization. 
This pattern is most clearly developed between 2 130 
to 2230. Wind drift estimates would suggest that these 
fkatures have a horizontal scale of about 9-1 1 km; thus, 
the height to width aspect ratio of the elementary 
structures is -- 1 :5; whereas the larger scale field of en- 
hanced backscatter exhibits an aspect ratio of -- 1:25. 
The HSWE has been successfully adapted to the task 
of cirrus cloud optical property measurement. The 
transmitter configuration used to acquire the case study 
data produce -50 mW of output power and achieved 
eye-safe, direct optical depth, and backscatter cross 
section measuremenls with 10 min averaging times. A 
new continuously pumped, injection seeded, frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG laser transmitter has recently re- 
duced time-averaging constraints by a factor of -- 10, 
while improving the aerosol-molecular signal separa- 
tion capabilities and wavelength stability of the instru- 
ment (arund and Eloranta 1990). 
The cirms cloud backscatter cross sections, optical 
thickness, and backscatter-phase functions have been 
determined for the 27-28 October 1986 segment ofthe 
HSWL FIRE dataset. Features exhibiting backscatter 
cross sections ranging over four orders of magnitude 
have been observed within this 33 hour period. Ex- 
tended episodes of low backscatter cross section 
( -- lo-' m-' sr-' ) have been observed between struc- 
tured cirms clouds events. 
During this period, cirrus clouds were observed with 
optical thicknesses ranging &om 0.0 1 to 1.4. Bulk-av- 
FIG. 12. Intensity modulated height time display of the log of the R2 corrected HSRL aerosol channel signal. The image has 10 times the 
temporal resolution necessary to produce the calibrated attenuation corrected cross section plotted in Fig. 10. The image reveals an --5 
minute structure (-9-1 1 km wide) imbedded in the larger scale organization shown in Fig. 10. 
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erage backscatter-phase functions in the range of 0.02- 
0.065 sr-I were also observed. A variety of cirrus cloud 
structures were observed with apparent sizes ranging 
from 5 to 400 km during this period that exhibited 
aspect ratios of from 1 :5 to 1: 1. 
The altitude relationship between cloud top and 
bottom boundaries and the optical center of the cloud 
is influenced by the type of formation observed. ACu 
and uncinus generating regions tend to concentrate at- 
tenuation in regions of less than 200 m thickness that 
dominate the extinction profile, even when the gen- 
erating cell caps an extended column of virga. Virga 
exhibits complicated fine scale structure, often lying in 
interleaved, sheared sheets. In cirrostratus, imbedded 
verticallydeveloped cells frequently occupy a signifi- 
cant altitude range, and create large spatial inhomo- 
geneities in optical properties. 
Cirrus morphology and generation processes appear 
to be related to the wind field, probably responding to 
secondary circulations. Better temporal and spatial 
resolution in wind measurements in future experiments 
would aid the understanding of cirrus generation and 
dissipation mechanisms. 
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APPENDIX 
HSRL Theory 
The basic principles inherent to all monostatic lidar 
systems are embodied in the lidar equation: 
(after Collis and Russel 1976). 
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Here, P(R) is the power incident upon the receiver 
from range R, Eo is the energy of the transmitted pulse, 
5 = A,(c/2) whm'A, is the receiver area and c is the 
speed of light. The subscripts "a" and "m" denote 
aerosol and molecular scattering quantities. The term 
aerosol includes both small aerosol and cirrus cloud 
particles. @a(R) and &(R) are the respective scattering 
cross sections per unit volume, Pa(*, R)/4* and 
Pm( r ) /47r are the respective normalized backscatter- 
phase functions, /3,( R) is the extinction cross section 
per unit volume, and M(R) is the contribution from 
multiple scattering. The entire expression in the first 
set of brackets is the total normalized backscatter cross 
section per unit volume, #?,( R). Both &( R ) and PC( R) 
are due to the effects of aerosols and molecules. The 
exponential term accounts for the two-way optical 
thickness between the lidar and the backscattering vol- 
ume, where the optical thickness accumulated between 
range RI and RZ is represented as: 
Equation (Al) demonstrates that the lidar return 
depends upon both the local value of @,( R) and upon 
7 between the lidar and R. Only a single measurement 
of P(R) is provided at each range by single-channel 
lidar systems, leading to ambiguities in the direct eval- 
uation of 6, or 8,. In fact, there are an infinite family 
of @,( R) profiles for which an increase in optical thick- 
ness with penetration depth is just cancelled by an in- 
crease in backscatter with range, rendering the medium 
invisible to single-channel lidar systems of low sensi- 
tivity (Grund and Eloranta 1987). In optically thicker 
cirrus clouds, the multiple scattering contribution 
M(R) can further complicate matters by effectively in- 
creasing P(R) in a way that depends upon the unknown 
spatial distributions of the angular scattering phase 
function and optical thickness between the lidar and 
the sensed volume (Eloranta and Shipley 1982). 
As mentioned, several techniques have been em- 
ployed to untangle /3, from @,. Each method requires 
significant assumptions about the distribution of scat- 
terers and about the nature and profile of the particle 
backscatter to extinction ratio. The multiple scattering 
contribution, which can become large in returns from 
cirrus clouds, may be minimized by a narrow field of 
view (fov) design for the lidar system. This solution is 
often difficult to achieve and is therefore not frequently 
implemented; however, narrow fov is a necessary re- 
quirement for the high resolution spectrometer em- 
ployed in the HSRL (see Table 1 ), thus the uncertain- 
ties caused by the effects of multiple scattering processes 
are greatly reduced in the data acquired with this system 
(Grund 1987). 
Because the HSRL separately measures molecular 
and particulate backscatter, two lidar equations may 
be written that are coupled by the common unknown 
integral of extinction. Assuming M(R) is negligible, 
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the molecular and particulate lidar equations may be 
written: 
and 
where the normalized molecular backscatter phase 
function (Pm(7r)/47r) has been replaced with its ana- 
lytic value, 3 / 87r. 
Because the molecular scattering cross section (@,) 
is determined by the profile of atmospheric density cal- 
culated from a convenient radiosonde (or from cli- 
matology ), (A3) is completely defined, and may be 
solved explicitly for the extinction P, from the measured 
lidar return Pm(R). The ambiguity in separating ex- 
tinction from backscatter in single-channel lidar re- 
trievals is eliminated by the HSRLRechnique since the 
system is effectively calibrated at each range with the 
return from the known molecular backscatter target. 
The aerosol backscatter cross section is unambigu- 
ously determined from the ratio of (A4) to (A3): 
By solving (A3), the extinction cross section may 
be directly determined from the slope of the molecular 
backscatter return and a profile of molecular back- 
scatter cross section calculated from the in situ density: 
In the absence of aerosol and gaseous absorption, pa 
= pt - 8,; therefore, the normalized backscatter phase 
function is uniquely determined from (A5) and the 
atmospheric density profile: 
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